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ABSTRACT

The period of this siudy covers iwo gcneraiions of New Zealand social hisior>' and traces the

context of life for two groups of Pakeha women during their childrearing years. It is not a

compare and contrast exercise as the changes between generations arc cumulative, as well as

being variable amongst different groups of women. The women in this study from both

generational groups, had much in common, in that they all had the primary responsibility for

childrearing and were all economically dependent on their men for periods of time. However,

alongside the commonality of experiences between the two groups of women there were

differences. Not only were their experiences affected by different economic and political events,

but there were identifiable shifts in the ideological frameworks through which the women

ascribed meaning to their experiences. It was evident that the frameworks which were so

pervasive in defining femininity in the early postwar years were seen as the norm by both

groups of women, and the changing perspective of the younger women as a departure from the

norm. This retrospective aura of normality surrounding in particular, the decade of the 1950's,

is understandable when viewed in its historical context, but it is also misleading. Set between

a decade of war and reconstruction and a decade of the 1960's when many values were

challenged, it has been tempting for later generations to see the apparent order and consensus

of the 1950's as a measure of normality. The years before and after the 1950's have appeared by

comparison as more confusing. The argument of this study is that the apparent diversification

in lifestyles was not just a post 1960's phenomena but had in fact taken root much earlier and

that New Zealand society in the early postwar years operated in such a way to cover up the

diversity and the changing social patterns that were already present. In particular this study

seeks to show how women have attempted to redefine the boundaries of their responsibilities

and spheres of interest during this period: a process which revealed more explicitly the conflict

of interest for women between self - in terms of seeking autonomy, and others - in terms of

dependence upon their men and their responsibility for children. The context of this

redefinition is explored within three interconnected "sites" of the family - motherhood,

marriage and work, and over the forty year period of this study it is possible to identify shifts

in the construction of what is acceptable and possible, as women individually in the home and

collectively outside of it, renegotiated and broadened the boundaries that defined their

femininity.
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CHAPTER ONE

A PERSONAL PROLOGUE

Research is a process which occurs through the medium of a person. The
researcher is always and inevitably present in the research...To
paraphrase a slogan once current in the gay movement, researchers must
"come out" in their writings (Stanley and Wise 1981:179).

Liz Stanley and Sue Wise (1981:153) coined the term "hygienic" as a criticism of research

which proceeds untainted by the emotions and subjective experiences of the researcher, and

they distinguish between "research as it is described" and "research as it is experienced". This

study has strong elemenis of the second variety. My life has helped shape the research topic,

but at the same time the research has been dominating the way I organise my life, and been

changing what I see and feel. Ann Oakley writes;

A feminist methodology of social science requires that the mythology of
"hygienic research"...be replaced by the recognition that personal
involvement is more than dangerous bias - it is the condition under
which people come to know each other and to admit others into their
lives (1981:58).

As a feminist I begin with the maxim "the personal is political" and this is so within

my own life and the way I view the lives of the women who are part of this research. The

sharing of everyday experiences by women; the locating of politics within the everyday

minutiae - and the process of "naming" (Friedan 1963; Rowbotham 1973; Spender 1981) have

become the essence of the politics and research of the current women's movement. Previous to

the emergence of a feminist critique of research, the subjective data that revealed the

contradictions women experienced in their role as wives and mothers were often ignored as

valid material. For example, Susan Shipley wrote of the experience which triggered her

research on women's unemployment:

I was angry about my own unemployment and that of tens of thousands
of other women in New Zealand,..! soon established that in New Zealand

and overseas women's unemployment was not taken seriously as an
issue for social research. The prevailing view in society at large was that
it was women's employment which was the problem! (1984:12).

It was not so much anger that triggered this study as a sense of wanting to reflect on the

differences between my life as a woman, a mother and a wife in New Zealand and that of my

mother's life in the same roles, in the early postwar period. This was the beginning and

although the analysis goes beyond the circumstances of both our live^ they are inevitably a

part of the pattern that this study shows.

A POSTWAR GENERATION

Those of us in our thirties belong to a special generation. Labeled as the
postwar "bulge" we were bom to celebrate the return of family life...and
the golden future...Now we've grown up we're no longer the the younger
generation. We are the responsible ones now. who characterize the
conventions of tiie society we live in (Ingham 1981:12).
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Mary Ingham wrote this in her book Now we arc Thirty which she began in 1976, when she

and her female peers bom in 1946 turned thirty. Against the backdrop of British postwar

society she wonders how these women had resolved the dilemma of marriage and work,

children and independence. Despite the geographic distance from Britain a great deal she said

felt familiar to a Pakeha New Zealander, and she stirred memories of childhood in the 1950's

alongside the cold war politics; adolescence in the 1960's amidst various sexual and political

revolutions; and adulthood and childrearing in the 1970's as an adjunct to the women's

movement. When we moved into marriage and childrearing (or if we did), these gave us new

frameworks with which to assess our lives that were different from the way our mothers saw
their lives, or their expectations of us. Ingham was not seeking explanations, or analysing
why, but describing with humour and insight the dilemmas and options of the conflicting

ideals she had been raised upon. In 1986 this generation started turning forty and for many of
the women the intensity of the childrearing years were passing. Some of the male half of this

postwar generation began moving into positions of political and economic power. The female
half trail behind but we are more active in these arenas than our mothers were. We are middle
aged, and as our parents move towards old age the time seems appropriate to delve deeper in to
the female dimension of these forty years in which both of us have lived.

The lives of my mother and myself span from the end of the World War One until the
present. Like me she was bom at the end of "a war to end all wars". At the time of our births
Idealism was high and new Uves signified a break from old values and hopefuUy a better life
ahead. Unfortunately for my mother things got worse and her family were to suffer in the
depression, and then there were the separations and deprivations of another war. These
experiences, common to her generation, were to impact on my own. Our mothers' lives had

strained by economic and poiilicai circumstances beyond their control and they
determined that in the peace and prosperity of postwar living their children would have more
options. We grew up breathing the air of these ideals, hut the caution and scars from the
depression and war permeated postwar social, economic and poliucal scenarios. It, is only now
tn the mid i980's, as this postwar generation of children has begun to move into posiuons of
power within the political and economic system, that our lives are being re-ordered around

eworks in which a 1930 s depression and a 1940's war are seen as distant and irrelevant
concerns.

POSTWAR CHILDHOOD

My parents came from working class families. The period of my childhood, however was a
penod of slow upward mobility for ihcm as they gradually acquired their own home, car and
household appliances. Their marriage was probably a delayed one. They were parted for f.vc
years by a war, and married soon after my father was demobilised. Nine months later i was
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conceived, but however unique my birth in 1947 might have been for my parents, tliey soon

realised that they were participants in something bigger. There were not only queues to get

beds in maicmiiy hospitals, but pressures on all services for children.

Our births fell along a line that divided an era of privation, separation and disorder,

from an era of comparative prosperity, social order and confidence in family life. We were

healthier and belter educated than any previous generation of New Zealanders. This was made

possible by a society which had full employment and put a high political priority on an

ordered family life. Policies and services were designed to support the material well-being of

families, and also to uphold the ideal of the nuclear family with a full-time mother and a male

breadwinner. There were still problems but in the main they were seen as private family issues

to be dealt with accordingly. It was not until later that the hidden dysfunctions of family life

such as suburban neurosis, maternal depression, mid-life crises, and solo mothers, were

categorised as social ills demanding collective responsibility and action, rather than private

problems bringing family shame and withdrawal. This transformation began in the 1960's.
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In 1960 the 1947 baby boom children swelled into the secondary cducaiion system.

Many of us moved into schools built amidst new suburbs, which borrowed the trappings antl

traditions of the old stone and brick city schools. I was part of a generation in which there

were new educational opportunities for girls (Middleion 1985b; Beeby 1986), in which a

prospering economy needed our labour. Girls dallied with the dilemmas of whetlier it should l>c

"typing, nursing or teaching", with no worries about unemployment. Officially we were

educated as equals with boys and imbued with ideals of independence and careers, but the

double standard operated and being equal was also being different (Middleion 1985b). There

were jobs for girls and jobs for boys. We also carried with us traditional notions of femininity

that motherhood as a career was our destiny. Employment was an interim step before

motherhood and/or something to return to later. We were educated in the belief that new

Zealand was an egalitarian society, but there were some obvious distinctions. Foi example,

some girls got "jobs" when they left school whereas those of us who had passed our School

Certificate examinations were suppose to choose "careers", in the sense that there was some

kind of vocation implied or training involved. The division was not so neat but was a

reflection of a new kind of class division emerging. I eventually chose teaching and

unwittingly became part of the "reserve army" of women teachers (Middleion 1985b) who were

recruited into teaching in the 1960's, pushed out in the 1970's as school rolls declined, and

then wooed again in the 1980's as teacher retention waned.

Our teenage years coincided with the beginnings of the so called sexual revolution, and

such shyness we had as teenagers towards our sexuality was hidden beneath a veneer of rather

misinformed worldly knowledge. While our parents had grown up with a dearth of sexual

knowledge, they thought we should be more informed, but this went only as far as allowing

some knowledge of "the facts of life" with the prayer that we would not get pregnant. While

our parents used contraception, its commercial availability in the pill form coincided with our

own adolescent sexuality. This did not prevent the upsurge in teenage pregnancies of the

1960*s as contraceptives were designated only for married couples. Our friends quietly and

tragically left school and town to await their babies alone, then have them adopted. Many

followed the long tradition of a quick weddingbut for the rest of us our sexual life was a series

of decisions as to "how far we should go". While our boyfriends publicly notched up the

advances towards the "ultimate plunge", we wondered whether or not to wait for Mr Right. It

was suppose to be the lime of the sexual revolution yet there was still a division between the

ribaldry of late night readings of the Kama Sutra and the wall of silence surrounding back scat

passions. Some girls held out in order to be virgins at their wedding. Most, at least among my

acquaintances, had sexual relationships that they kept clandestine so that lliey would not offend

parents or friends, before eventually marrying. Open prc-marilal sexuality was only for a few.

It is difficult to assess the changes in pre-marilal sexuality between my mother's generation

and my own, although the birth statistics show tliat prc-mariial sex has been quite common all
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this century (Lcvcsquc 1986). Tills issue is addressed later in this study, but using the evidence

of my case study material, one could suggest there was less value placed on virginity by the

women of my generation than previously. More knowledge, more open altitudes to sexuality

and the availability of contraception encouraged more women towards clandestine pre-marital

sexual activity during the mid to late 1960's. By the mid 1970's there was a further shift

towards more open pre-marital sexuality.

By the late I960's we had arrived at the same point our parents had after the war.

Marriage for me at twenty-one was not much of a change in lifestyle, and unlike my mother, 1

did not bear a child for another six years. My work as teacher continued and fortunately was

transportable as my husband's employment shifted. The household chores were shared, and it

was a time of uneasy equality until motherhood tipped the balance of in/dependence. My story

is common enough but 1 did not always fit the trends of my peers. I wish I had been less shy,

more permissive, more political, but like many of my friends watched with a certain support

and excitement the political and cultural happenings of the late I960's and early 1970's, but

left it to others to forge new life-styles, and to challenge the outdated values. For me it was

the experience of childrearing that shook the complacency and stirred the consciousness,

forcing me to look at myself, my society and my part in iL This process was set against the

backdrop of the 1970's women's movement. The birth of Julian in 1974, and then Sarah in

1977 was to create a new lifestyle for me in trying to balance the roles and responsibilities of

being a wife, a woman, a mother and a worker of managing to fulfil none as well as they

ought to be; of coming to know the political, economic, ideological and social contradictions

within my roles and relationships; of feeling the inequity of my life as a woman; of wanting

change in my life and in society; but also of wanting an emotional stability and being

reluctant to rock the boat in all directions - to overturn order I knew for uncertainty. In 1983 I

did. I left my marriage and job, shifted town? established a new relationship, and in 1986 had

another child, thus starting the cycle of uncertainty and dilemma again.

MY MOTHER'S DAUGHTER

My parents appear so far as the shadowy figures who gave birth to me in 1947. However our

lives were lived together in the same house for nineteen years, and the contact is still there.

But what do 1 know about their lives beyond our common connections? Virginia Woolf wrote;

Of our fathers we know always some fact, some distinction They were
soldiers; they filled that office or they made that law. But of our
mothers, our grandmothers, our great grandmothers what remains?
Nothing but a tradition. One was beautiful, one was red haired; one was
kissed by the Queen. We know notlting about them except their names
and the dates of their marriages and the numbers of children they had
(Quoted in Payne 1983:xv).

I was reared by my mother. My father was was citlier at work as a teacher, or when at

home rather remote from the domestic business that I knew as life. Yet I grew up against a
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backdrop of the achicvemenis of my father's life. He was to be the model of academic

excellence, physical prowess and musical skills, and "Is she going to be like her faihcr?" was

heard by me as a kind of praise. My mother was said by her friends and my failier to \yc a good

woman, in the sense of being a hard worker, a good daughter, a good wife, a good motlier and

above all an exemplary housekeeper. But it was my father who was the example presented to

me of what hard work could achieve, although it was through my mother's interest and

energies that I acquired the skills of reading, writing and conversation. I was to be my father's

daughter through my mother's work and energy. However the unspoken expectation was that

as well as matching my father's achievement I would also take on board the unsung feminine

accomplishments of my mother. The contradictions of this double inheritance were to simmer

away for many years to surface into open conflict when career and education were piued against

my childrearing role.

Women of my generation grew up viewing our mothers as unfortunate to have lived

through a depression and a war, and were sometimes critical that they had appeared to opt for

such a quiet life. They seemed to invest their energy into their husbands and their children and

let them take the plaudits. In contrast we did not seem so prepared to put such a heavy

personal investment into our men, our homes, and our families, yet were to feel guilty when

these responsibilities did not seem to be managed as smoothly as we thought our mother's had

done. I grew up believing too, that it was my generation of women who were forging change

for women, while my mother's generation had been happy at home after the penalties of

depression and war. Olssen and Levesque wrote about this generation of women:

(They) had imbibed ihe ideals of domesticity and true womanhood with
their mothers' milk; they had accepted the separate spheres; but the
reality had been two world wars, one major depression of almost ten
years, and the uneasy 1920's. Emotionally one suggests these people
hungered for a period of quiet suburban life (1978:18).

This is the view we have accepted and perpetuated, but as this study will show my mother was

rearing me in a period of change; a time of postwar reconstruction, idealism, new

opportunities for women, and a working towards the "good life". It was only in my late

thirties I began acknowledging the continuity, rather than the discontinuity, between my

mother's life and my own.

This study began as a comparative analysis between two generations of women whose

lives seemed to have different priorities, but the neatness of such a comparative story is a

distortion. The lives of women in my mother's generation were characterised by missed

opportunities and apparent selflessness, but they also had lives the history book never wrote

about, and we never heard about. Our mothers' pragmatic idealism, and "make-do" ingenuity,

were trivialiscd by themselves and taken for granted by our fathers. The changes within the

community and the family thai they forged during the 1940's and 1950's were deemed to be

secondary to the "citizenry" endeavours and breadwinning status of our fathers. Our fathers'

exploits in war and postwar reconstruction have been remembered and written about but our
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moUicrs' endeavours, "live" only in the coniexi thai "they kept the home fires burning". This

study presents evidence of these other lives which exist alongside the public version. It is also

an analysis of the lives of women of my generation, although unlike my mothers' generation

our lives have received the attention of a growing body of research and writing. This study,

while focussing on each generation separately, seeks to give an overview of the changing

context of Pakeha women's lives in New Zealand's postwar society. The lives of many Maori

women during this time have been lived between two cultural codes, particularly as during the

postwar period increasing numbers of Maoris immigrated to urban areas and their children grew

up in an urban environment distant from the agrarian rurality of their parents and ancestors.

For the first lime many Pakehas and Maoris have met and mixed in the workplace, schools,

shops and suburbs. This probably had little impact on the majority of Pakeha women

except producing a kind of avoidance, or for some in gaining a deepened awareness of cultural

or racial issues. For Maori women however, the impact of this "mixing" has been enormous,

but as such deserves an analysis separate from the particular focus of this one.



CHAPTER TWO

INTRODUCTION

AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

My academic life has always been a fringe activity to the business of earning a living. My

undergraduate years were squeezed around the demands of a teaching career where Hciidinasicrs

and School Inspectors looked askance at someone who chose to study antliropology rather than

education, and who was foolish enough to construct a degree without any "teaching" subjccLs,

and who chose to remain in the early childhood area with academic qualifications. Later I

decided to taste the academic version of education and gained a postgraduate degree in education

and an M.A. This time my anthropological training was to focus in ways that seemed disiiini

to what was being defined as education. I was a sideline educationalist and the fact that by that

time I worked in childcare, the poorest relation in the educational community, brought dubious

status. Its children were the smallest, and because they also needed to be fed, changed and rested

most saw little "education" in it "Childcare" however was considered an appropriate topic for

an M.A. thesis in education, although it was jointly supervised by the Anthropology

Department and partly funded by a scholarship in Women's Studies. As the topic for the

doctorate evolved, a debate started in the Education Department as to who could supervise it.

The men looked askance at the topic of motherhood which they did not define as a "real

educational institution". The only women in the Department were psychologists and I was

looking at different things. It was back to Anthropology again: the topic did fit their

frameworks and they did have the supervisors, but they were to wonder if I could really give an

anthropological focus to the topic. I still straddle the fence. My doctoral research is in

anthropology; I work in education. The division is arbitrary as I pull in threads from many

disciplines: anthropology, women's studies, history, education, and sociology. Despite this,

anthropology is the context for beginning this research. The topic is about women but the

process is about how women order and manage everyday life amidst the frameworks of sex-

goider in New Zealand.

It was Margaret Mead who brought attention to to the diversity of cultural

expressions of sex-gender systems. She wrote:

Men may cook or weave or dress dolls or hunt humming birds, but if
such activities are appropriate occupations of men, then the whole
society, men and women alike, votes them as imporiimt; when the same
activities are performed by women they are less important (1950:157).

Since the 1970's, and as an adjunct to the growth of women's studies, there has been a

growing body of anthropological research analysing gender and sexual inequality (Rosaldo and

Lamphere (ed) 1974; Reiter (ed) 1975; MacCormack and Straihern (ed) 1980; Ortncr and

Whitehead (ed) 1981). The cross cultural ethnographic evidence may suggest to some the

universality of male dominance (Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974; Kcssler 1976), but there is

disagreement over the idea of universal male dominance (Bourguignon 1980), and more so over
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Uic usefulness of universality itself as a concept for analysis (Noviiz 1979). A more recent and

perhaps more useful focus has been to analyse the social construction of male-female roles and

relationships in different societies (Ortncr and Whitchead 1981). It is a focus on process and

understanding rather than on the explanation of causality. Ortncr and Whitchead wrote:

What gender is, what men and women arc, what sorts of relationships do
or should obtain between them...are largely products of social and
cultural processes (1981:1).

It is the context of this relationship amongst my own peers and parents in my own society

that underlies the following analysis.

The specific focus of this study is on how a group of twenty-five Pakeha women have

ordered their lives and relationships as mothers, workers and as wives. Twelve of the women

were rearing children in the immediate postwar years of the 1940's-50's, and thirteen were

rearing their children during the 1970's-80's. Their spoken experiences are the primary data.

These are firstly set alongside media representations and analysis from the N.Z. Woman's

Weekly and the N.Z. Listener. This material was a part of the "cultural processes" (Ortner and

Whitchead 1981) in the sense that it was both a product of particular values and a producer of

norms. It showed the changing prescriptions between acceptable and unacceptable social action

for women. Secondly, in relation to the social context of relations, the spoken experiences

from women are set alongside a general overview of the shifting trends in New Zealand's

social, political and economic life in the postwar period. This is an era in which the "good

life" of material prosperity was grasped and experienced by more of the population than before,

and the Quest for Security (Sutch 1966) as part of the myth of the "good life" has been a

powerful and accommodating ideal in New Zealand society (Shuker 1983).

This study uses a life history method which focuses on both social structure and the

individual. People are not seen as passive victims but as creative subjects who devise

strategies to deal with or resolve the contradictions within the wider structures. As Plummer

states:

(The life history method) is particularly suited to discovering the
confusions, ambiguities and coniradiciions that are played as everyday
experience (1983:3).

My usage of the concept of contradiction follows that of Anthony Giddens in which he

distinguishes between conflict and contradiction. Conflict occurs on "the level of social

practices" (1979:131), whereas contradiction relates to the "structural components of social

systems" (1979:141). The life histories portray the interpersonal conflict, role conflict and

ideological conflict that, in part, arLsc from deeper structural contradictions. All the women

interviewed for this study felt the constraints of gender and economic class, but they were not

necessarily passive but struggled to "manage" the conflict they experienced. In her work on

gender contradiction, Jean Anyon describes this as a process of "accommodation and

rcsi.stancc". She states:
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The dialectic of accommodation and resistance is manifest in liie reaction
of women and girls to contradictory situations that face them. Most
females neither totally acquiesce in, nor totally aschcw, the imperatives
of femininity ( 1983:23).

Accommodation and resistance are part of any socially constructed role, and Anyon's study

focussed on the particular mechanics of this process by girls and women in relation to the

dominant ideology of femininity. This ideology is in itself a social construction reflected in

the changing social action of women during the time span of this study. Even in the context

of withdrawal Anyon sees the process of accommodation and resistance as active and creative,

and she concludes:

Most women...make concessions...They adapt femininity to their own
ends, resist it in subtle ways and use it to ward off its consequences
(1983:26).

American sociologist Heidi Harimann offers the concept of "the family as a locus of
struggle...A location where people with different activities and interests come into conflict

with one another" (my emphasis 198l:368);..."an embodiment of unity and disunity"
(1981.374). She argues firstly, that men and women have different experiences and interests
within the Western European family unit, but that while there is conflict there is also mutual

dependence. Secondly, she says that the interactions of family life reflect the wider social,
economic and political forces. In her analysis of housework within the family, Hartmann
shows that women mediate and absorb the conflicts that arise from the wider forces.

The focus on a "location", or site" as something which transforms the realities of the
wider society, is a useful concept for an analysis of gender relationships. New Zealand
sociologist Steve Maharey (1985) elaborates:

It is within sites that social relations become meaningful to the people
■  involved in them. Within sites peoples' experiences are co-ordinated and

limited. They are one thing but not another. By selecting a site within
which to study practices, the researcher gains access to meaning,
coherence and limits (1985:57).

site or location for this study focuses on the lives of women within their families
ring the years of active motherhood. In New Zealand as in other Western societies this is the

when the contradictions surrounding women's lives are made most apparent, particularly
e activities of these years are set alongside the "myth of motherhood" as being the

ultimate fulfilment of women, and deemed as a natural justification to constrain the
participation of women in other activities (Kitzingerl978: Phillips 1983). Feminist theorists
g  further that the site of gender relationships within the family is also an embodiment of

patriarchal power relationships, in that the choices for women arc effectively limited by the
control the context of their sexuality, reproduction and their work (Eiscnstcin 1981).

opologist Gayle Rubin, however, distinguishes between the sex-gender systems around
ndividual societies organise or deal with sexuality and childrcaring and which in theory

may be sexually egalitarian (1975:168), and the concept of patriarchy which subsumes the
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concept of a sex-gender system within the notion of a social system which is maybe sexually

siralified. She warns:

But it is important - even in the face of a depressing histor>' - to
maintain a distinction between the human capacity to create a sexual
world, and the empirically oppressive ways in which sexual worlds have
been organised (1975: 168).

In this sense my study presents some empirical evidence from within family relationships of

the ways the "sexual world" in New Zealand has been organised to constrain women and

advantage men. The particular arrangement of the sex - gender systems in New Zealand have

much in common with other Western industrialised societies, but New Zealand researchers are

beginning to analyse the unique characteristics of this arrangement. For example, Jock

Phillips* (1987) analysis of male Pakeha culture in New Zealands portrays an image of

masculinity that has been articulated through the cultui"al traditions of rugby, alcohol, and war,

but which has a heritage in a colonial culture in which men outnumbered women. Phillips

believes that a frontline victim of the particular New Zealand male stereotype has been the

New Zealand woman (1987:284). My own study is not so much an analysis of the New

Zealand female stereotype itself, but rather of how a group of women have managed to order

their lives in relation to their men whose lives were undoubtably shaped by the New Zealand

male stereotype. It is also an analysis of the changing definitions of femininity in relation to a

male stereotype that has proved to be more entrenched and less adaptable to change than its

feminine version.

My work is also about social change in postwar New Zealand and attempts to account

for some aspects of continuity and discontinuity in the changing consciousness and structures

surrounding women's lives. This study shows how individuals were able to harness such

experiences of contradiction into strategies of resistance to make changes within their own life,

and in the way society was ordered. It has to be acknowledged that particular economic, social

and ideological conditions affect individuals and families differently, but individuals mediate

contradiction according to personal priorities and/or the particular conditions which impinge

the most. Apart from women who remain single, women in New Zealand have always

mediated the conflicts of family life by ordering their lives to accommodate first, the needs of

their husbands and/or children (Novitz 1976; Meade et al 1984; S.R.O.W 1984). The

following study shows how some middle class women were able to mediate some of the

mismatch between cultural ideology and social reality by using more choice, more resources

and more power; to sometimes harness the dominant ideology of femininity towards new

directions, or to activate certain changes within it.

Accepting tlierefore that the lives of women are characterised by both identification

(i.e. accommodation) with the dominant ideologies of femininity, and conflict (i.e. resistance)

(Anyon 1983) caused by the inherent contradictions within any ideology, 1 am also concerned

with how the women in this study mediated contradiction to construct an appearance of
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identification or harmony, and also with the strategics they used to resist the accepted

ideological code. What ideology means is problematic and it is used in different senses by

various social sciences. In a general sense one can talk about ideology as referring to the

commonly held values and ideas that provide a knowledge of "how tilings arc done" or of

"accepted practices". Interpretation differs, however, about the range of phenomena wliich arc

perceived as ideological, and the function and the mechanism of ideology. Social scientists

seem to agree that ideology includes the legitimation of power by providing a justification for

a particular social arrangement and view of reality. Approximating tlie marxian language of the

class context of ideology, feminist theorists (Mitchell 1971; Kuhn and Wolpe 1978) argue that

the differential power within gender frame works are a basis for the generation of ideology.

For example through the power of the ideology of motherhood (Wearing 1984), men arc

relieved of the obligation to take the day to day responsibility for childcare and arc in a

position to legitimate it through the structural ways in which society is organised.

No society is static, and as new forms of consciousness arise ideological structures

adapt and change because ideology as an embodiment of the "ground rules" of the society must

bear some reflection in people's actual experiences and everyday consciousness. One of the

dilemmas of the social sciences is the extent to which consciousness is determined by such

hidden structures, or to what extent, and under what conditions consciousness can be be

transformational. Ideology is not deterministic but contradictory in that there are competing

ideologies which operate at different levels (Althusser 1971), although these levels may be

over-determined by class and gender interests (Mitchell 1971). Rather than being a passive

actor, the individual can manoeuvre within and against the dominant ideology (Anyon 1983).

As Janice Winship says about the ideology of femininity:

It is not merely a passive acceptance by women of patriarchial
domination but represents an active subordination (1978:134-5).

There are several interwoven themes that thread though this analysis which shall, at

this stage, be briefly introduced. The Second World War highlighted again the issue of equality

for women and throughout this postwar period a new ideal of women now being "equal but

different" to men was acknowledged In the 1940's and 1950's it was argued that men and

women were to have separate but equal spheres. There was to be clear demarcation of roles but

they would be seen as being equal. The man was seen as a potential or actual breadwinner and

the woman's work was located in the home. The notion of equality arose from the

complementarity of these roles in that she was dependent on him economically and often

socially, whereas he was dependent on her for raising his children and .servicing his physical

needs. This analysis will show that the neatness of this arrangement was not .so easy to

organise amidst the disorder of everyday life, but that it did for while provide a coherent

framework within which women ordered their lives. There was however a shift as women

sought to gain more economic and .social independence. A growing view of individualism was

encouraging ihe individual quest for self-fulfilment by both men and women. 1 his was made
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more possible for women by a society which was moving towards utilizing the economic and

social skills of women outside of the home. By the 1970's there was a new interpreiaiion of

men and women being "equal but different" which embodied the notion of rights, i.e. equal

rights and the right to be different. In this sense some women were acknowledging: their right

to economic and sexual independence from men; that their interests were not synonomous or

necessarily complementary to mens; and that they wanted to ensure their own security in the

workplace as opposed to relying on the security provided by men within the home. Tliis view

provided new parameters for ordering the lives of men and women, although it still existed

alongside the earlier construction of separate but equal spheres.

Women from both generations in this study have ordered their lives amidst various

constructions of the ideal of being "equal but different to men". This has serx'cd to impose

order on their relationships and to define disorder. In Chapters Seven and Eleven I examine

various expressions of this within three separate, yet connected dimensions of women's lives:

women and their relationship to men as wives and sexual partners;
women and their relationship to children as mothers;
women and their relationship to work as housewives and employees.

Ideology creates both order and disorder but ideological framewoiks impose order on

the diversity of everyday life by defining boundaries between order and disorder, acceptable and

unacceptable. Throughout the postwar years there have, at various times, been individuals or

categories like working mothers, divorced wives, delinquent children, solo mothers, street kids,

lesbian women, and feminist women whose lifetsyles did not fit the images of happy families

which the complementarity of separate spheres was suppose to support Their existence was

often labelled as evidence of disorder and/or deviance (Mazengarb Report 1954; Crowther 1957;

Manning 1958). Such boundaries are however shifting. This study shows for example how the

so called deviance of "working mothers" in the 1950's has had to be accommodated into the

category of possibly acceptable in the 1980's, and how the total unacceptability of single

motherhood in the 1950's has moved towards acceptance through government sanctions in

terms of economic support for single mothers. Such boundaries are not neat and the life

history material presented in Chapters Eight and Twelve demonstrates a range of choices and

opinions, but in over-viewing this forty year span the boundary shifts become evident.

This study focuses in some detail on two particular time periods: 1945-1960, and

1970-1985. In both periods there is diversity in styles of everyday living, but in the first

period the boundaries between order and disorder were more sharply defined and, for example,

divorce or illegitimacy which did not fit within the consensus frameworks of the acceptable

were signified as possible disorder. Such disorder was both seen and experienced in terms of

individual anomalies and failure that were unfortunate but possibly curable. By the 1970's this

rationalization could no longer be accommodated or justified by the facts; individual anomalies

were not necessarily defined as individual failures but symptomatic of wider social and/or

economic trends (Morris 1971; Shadbolt 1971; Ramsay 1975). They were visible rather than
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hidden, and the solution was not necessarily in curing disorder but in acconuiuxlaling it within

new rationales of order and disorder. From the 1970"s there were calls for tolerance

(McLauchlan 1976; Donnelly 1977; Social Development Council 1977a; ]977h; 1978-9;
1981) and this study shows how there was a tentative acceptance of more diverse life styles in
ways that would not have seemed possible in the early postwar years. Tliere were many links
between such expressions of diversity and the trend for women towards establishing more
sexual and economic independence from men. These issues will be explored in more detail in
later chapters.



CHAPTER THREE

THE CHILDREARING YEARS

This chapter spans the development of a personal theoretical framework towards a wider

literature review of the theoretical context of women's lives. Part One traces a ten year

personal journey from new motherhood to the writing of my M.A. thesis The Politics of

Childcarc: an Analysis of Growth and Constraint (1983), and the subsequent publication of my

book Mind That Child (1985). The focus of my doctoral research began with the gaps and

unanswered questions concerning the lives of New Zealand women that my M.A. thesis had

skirted around. Part Two goes beyond the personal to examine the threads and connections to

other New Zealand research and writing. Such work is recent, with strong theoretical and

personal links into the energies and concerns of the women's movement since the I970's. Part

Three moves outside the context of New Zealand to examine briefly some of the research and

writing on women in Western society. This too has been fuelled by the impetus of the

women's movement which has helped create a growing body of feminist theory. This section

acknowledges these connections.

Part One

A SHIFTING FOCUS

The condition of women is a seamless web; it is difficult even to unpick
the different threads so that they may be examined separately...One
quality of their lives is the interdependence of their varying roles and
spheres...work and childrearing, marriage and sexuality, family and
social life (Wilson 1980:61).

THE POLITICS OF CHILDCARE

The experience of new motherhood in 1974 brought a tangled mixture of feelings: joy

and new love; a loneliness at suddenly being outside the certainties and status of the working

world; and the knowledge that it was my life that was being dismantled and reconstructed. The

hidden agendas of the politics of cliildcare which had been following me for some time were

starting to surface. This was initially an emotional feeling of, "What is wrong with me?",

until gradually it changed towards tentative su-ategies of action that would help resolve my

dilemmas. Returning to teach seemed impossible at the time because childcarc for babies was

unavailable except in the backyard variety, so I relumed to university to complete a degree, and

placed a child, then children into a university creche. I also began a new career as an underpaid

childcare worker - a small step away from unpaid motherhood. This personal strategy later

became part of a collective acknowledgment, within the organisations of the New Zealand

Childcare Association and the Early Childhood Workers Union, that childcare provision was a

15
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political issue for women, and that the political consiraini against such provision was a t)loy

to ensure little change in the balance of power and responsibilities between men and women.

Some years later my M.A. thesis. The Politics of Childcarc: An Analvsis of Cirowih

and Con.siraint (1983) was to explore these issues by asking why there had been such an

orchestrated campaign to constrain the growth of childcarc in New Zealand despite the obvious

need and demand. This was more than an historical analysis because the childcarc debate

reflected the unresolved conflict surrounding the relationships between men, women, children,
the family and the state. To want, or to need to use childcare had been categorised as deviant
and unacceptable because its widespread availability had the potential to create seeming
disorder. I was to write at the time, that beyond the exhausting politics of lobbying for or
against:

Childcare is also political in a much broader sense.
- It challenges the values that mothers should care for their own children
for most of the time.
- It challenges the economic structure by enabling more women to be
part of the workforce.
- It challenges the power relationships within the home, the community
and the state (Cook 1983:14).

The politics of childcare provision were embedded within the contradictory structures
ding the roles ascribed to women in our society, and over the past hundred years the

history of childcare provision had paralleled shifts in the conditions underlying the
onships women have had with their men, their children and their work. There was a

power relationships that were contradictory and changing. It seemed a natural
^^gr ssion to move from a study of the politics surrounding a controversial service which

stud ^®spite Its placement outside of the boundaries of acceptable childrearing, to astu y that focussed on the lives of the women themselves. Understanding individual women's

rirr relationships which were so powerful in defining the
this Ldt of this was the begirtning of
the childrearing years

and ^ perspective on anthropology (Rosaldoamp ere 1974), Rosaldo pointed to the childbcaring/rcaring role of women as a
conststent cross cultural element in identifying the root canse of sexual .ne,ual.ty, because it

atot """h" --<1 o^ -n. There washe vtew that women, childrearing roie limited their involvement in economic act.v.ries
ch were a source of power (Fried, 1975). However O^Br.en (1984:68) suggests that .n the

past anthropologists often tgnored women, economic roles in contrast to the emphas.s given
io womens' roles as mcHhers. This aspect was being redressed more recently by women
anthropologists. There islevidencc that childrearing has liiilc effect on women, cconomc
activities in some .socieiies (Griffin and Griffin 1985). Seeking an "explanation" for sexual
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inequality is problematic, in that concepts of power and status may not be so transportable

across cultures (Bourgignon 1980). Not only is women's childrearing roles characterised by

diversity, but there is also diversity of opinion over the relationship of childrearing to the

inequality of women. However, the identification by some anthropologists of the childrearing

years as a time that signifies increased dependence is relevant to the context of childrearing in

Western society where women usually give up full-time paid employment. They arc then

economically dependent on men for some period of time. There is in Western society often an

anticipation of this future dependence, which has been demonstrated in early sex-role

stereotyping that tracks girls into certain kinds of educational and job opportunities which

place them at a disadvantage to boys and men. But it is the onset of the childrearing years

where the inequality between the sexes expresses itself most explicitly. As such it is a period

of potential conflict, particularly when it exists against an ideological backdrop espousing the

equality of women. Sociological focus on the childrearing years is now acknowledging the

childrearing years in Western society as a time of tension and stress (Cass 1982; Harper and

Richards 1979, 1980; La Rossa and La Rossa 1981; Gilling 1985; Swain 1984). Anne Meade

(et al 1984) reports from the Family Network Research Project^ in New Zealand that when the

first baby arrives, the balancing of activities between men and women becomes more complex,

but that women prefer to absorb the tension and act as a buffer against conflicL Meade et al are

looking at the conflicts New Zealand families experience when both parents are in paid

employment. This propensity by women for "absorbing conflict" occurs in other contexts.

For example, the childrearing years for women occur with the crucial years of gaining job

experience, promotion, further education or political involvement That the childreanng years

for men also coincide with these experiences has been a non-issue, because fatherhood unlike

motherhood has not been synonymous with the everyday care of children, or giving up a job.

More recently however shifting expectations in the involvement of men in childreanng have

led to tentative acknowledgement from the workplace that male workers may have children,

and for example, domestic leave can be used by male workers, and a few industrial awards do

have unpaid paternity leave. Amongst my own generation of women the responsibilities of the

childrearing years are being openly acknowledged as conflicting with other endeavours. In the

popular press the conflicts of being a mother and, a bricklayer, a student, a fireman, a mayor,

or a writer are appraised in detail. Opinions range from the "girls can do anything -

supcrwoman" myth, to the "ultimate joy" of motherhood winning over the work experience.

There is not only a reappraisal of the childrearing - work conflict for women, but also

the tentative acknowledgement that children are not essential to the fulfilment of a

relationship. In the past parenthood has been seen as a compulsory experience, and a public

demonstration of the maturity and stability of the marriage. In Why Children? Dowrick and

Grundberg state:

New Zealand Council for Educational Research (in progress).
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In asking this we encourage each other to face a major and often painful
confrontation with self, upon a batlleneld scarred with family and
custom, church and state, mythology, economic reality...even to ask
this question is to start a revolution (1980:7).

Going back a generation to that of my mother, this view was hardly a relevant topic and

children followed marriage quickly. My mother told me that she felt that she had done very-

well for those days to manage nine months before you were conceived. The idea of the dual

career marriage had not emerged and married women gave up work in the expectation of the

childrearing years. The apparent lack of conflict between the roles of work and childrearing is

however somewhat misleading because many women did work, but mostly in occupations of

secondary priority to those of their husbands, which could be quietly fitted in and around

childrearing responsibilities.

The time span between the two generations reveal a sufficient shift in both the ideals

and realities of women's lives during the childrearing years. During the postwar period the

childrearing role was paramount and all other dimensions of women's experiences were

carefully wrapped around it to minimise conflict. Anomalies which revealed the contradiction,

such as mothers who used childcare, were categorised as individual misfortune, deviance or

incompetence. By the 1970's the childrearing years could be controlled more by contraception,

and for a few, children were an option to be decided against. There had been a sufficient shift in

the ideological, social, and economic infrastructures to encourage wider options and

expectations for women beyond childrearing. The structural relationships in which

contradiction had been minimised had now become unbalanced. The rights of women to choose

e.g. to work or not to work, to delay or not to have children, or to opt for relationships and

children without marriage, created expectations which conflicted with childrearing. Similarly a

changing economy which needed the labour of women, in which a dual income was more

necessary to maintain family living (Easton 1979), in which a new consumerism needed the

buying power of women, all served to undermine the neater alignment of roles and

responsibilities from the early postwar years. The anomalies during the 1940's and I950's

which were categorised as disorders were later accommodated by acknowledging them as

options representing diverse choices. The fact that by the 1970's-80's women were freer to

make such choices did not necessarily make life easier as women felt they had to do more as

well as rear children.

Operative alongside the context of childrearing arc the powerful myths of motherhood.

Ann Oakley defines three dimensions to the myth:

The first is the most influential: that children need moiJtcrs. The second
is the absence of this: that mothers need children. The third assertion is a
generalisation which holds that motherhood rcpre.scnis the greatest
achievement of a woman's life, the sole true means of self realisation.

Women in other words need to be mothers (1979:88).

These beliefs circumscribe the lives of all women by limiting to some degree their options and

consciousness. Some women may be able to modify the ideology but this requires mediation
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of ihc coniradictions perhaps through economic capital, and/or by making choices which may

be painful like choosing not to have children. The life history material presented later

illustrates tJtc dilemmas of these choices. The juxtaposition of relating to children as a mother,

to a man as a wife/sexual partner, and to work as a housewife and/or female employee, can

cause tensions that do not affect in the same way the the lives of men during their early

childrcaring years. The contradictions between being a father, a husband and a worker have

been mediated more successfully because women have assumed the major responsibility for

childcare and childrcaring.

Part Two

A NEW ZEALAND OVERVIEW

1945-1970

Until the 1970's the lives of New Zealand women had received scant documentation in history

texts, and even less attention in academic research. This thesis straddles a period of famine and

one of plenty. There were however some rich resoiu"ces from which to begin the construction.

Firstly the magazine material, which will be described in Chapter Four, yields plenty of

anecdote revealing the current concerns and issues. The lives of New Zealand women were put

under a media microscope revealing the covert and overt messages that provide rich data for the

researcher in cultural studies. Secondly, women writers like Mary Scott, Grace Phipps, and

Jillian Squires were penning a local version of romance and family life. They espoused in a

lighthearted way the ideals of happy families and the coming of the "good life". As one dust

jacket described the characters, "They are the kind of family you see in every street in every

suburb". The women are capable, sensible, hard working wives and mothers, and the men are

dependable breadwinners. Variations on this model exist but only to tell the tale of what

befalls those who do not strive towards the ideal. The seamier and/or grimmer side was not the

focus: all is well with the New Zealand family was the resounding chorus, on paper if not in

real life. Accepting that this writing ignored the unpleasant, it still gave illuminating

glimpses of the ideological frameworks defining family roles. The following extracts from

Marriage with Eve (1955) by Grace Phipps are examples:

Eve about herself:

"Sam you don't think I am one of those managing sorts of females do

you?" "Well as long as you're married to a strong character like me, who
can keep you in your place, you can't do much harm," said Sam
(1955:17).

Eve about her career girl friend:

Gail's life sounded so vital and full of important interests. And yet Gail
had been no cleverer than Eve when they were at college together. It was
just that Gail had seen her opportunities and grabbed them with both
hands, and all she had done, Eve told herself with an inward chuckle was
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10 grab Sam. Well she wouldn't like to be without Sam would she?
(1955:25).

Sam's view of Eve as a wife and mother:

One of Sam's shrewd grey eyes appeared around the edge of Uic paper.
"You've done plenty" he said. "Four strapping young boys to help
populate the country - good future citizens. What more do you want.'
(1955:29).

Eve eventually agrees with Sam:

"Mmmm I suppose making a success of marriage and bringing up a
family to be a credit to the community is ju.si about as important a job
as becoming famous. Gail can have her carcer..."( 1955:30).

Eve's advice to her married sister who works:

"I think you'd be better off staying at home. It can't be much fun doing
your household shopping in the lunch hour and rushing home at night
to cook meals on a mad scramble" (1955:71).

Sam's views about a working wife:

"What I think is this. Bill (her husband) was overseas fighting a war.
When he came home he was living in not too comfortable lodgings for a
year or two. What he wants more than anything, I presume is a cheerful
loving wife, whose first thought is his comfort...And what docs he get?
A wife who goes to work and comes home the same time he docs; who
when at home, has to dash about doing the household chores feeling
tired and therefore irritable, and not the best of companions" (1955:73).

A contrast is found in two plays: The Trap (1951) by Kathleen Ross, and The Tree

(1959) by Stella Jones. Helen White's (1985) review of these forgotten works notes that:

The few true to life characterization of married women in New Zealand

plays reveal their hopeless imprisonment in a domestic role - what
might be called New Zealand womanhood's "drab domestic" past
(1985:261).

Neither play was able to provide a realistic solution to the "drab" situation. In The Trap the

main character was completely trapped by her circumstances as a solo mother of seven children

who had "had to get married" in the first place because she was pregnant. She seemed unable to

avoid becoming as frustrated and domineering a mother as her own mother had also been. In

The Tree the main character escapes with unrealistic ease to a life of independence travel and a

career from the domestic "trap"encircling her own mother. The heroine escapes by purposely

breaking the cycle of her mother's entrapment by avoiding the possiblity of conceiving a child

(White 1985). The trap for women was perceived as childrearing and the dependence that this

entailed.

A growing source of information has been in women's reflections and writing. When

the impetus for women's studies in New Zealand gathered momentum in the 1970's, the "here

and now" was the primary focus. This was part of a generalized political strategy to reveal the

ills and redress the wrongs as a forerunner to greater change.It was not until later that women

historians (Roth 1980; Hughes 1981; Bunkle 1980; Brookes cl al 1986) began to delve back

in time to build a Pakeha herstory of New Zealand, but to date this has not reached the 1950 s
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although interest has grown in the earlier lives of women who are still alive (Locke 1981;

Davies 1984; Clark (ed) 1986). Eve Ebbett's pictorial history books, Victoria's Daughters:

New Zealand Women in the Thirties (1981) and When the Bovs Were Awav: New Zealand

Women in World War Two (1984) began to close the gap. Ebbeti presents no deep analysis

but gives a "trip down memory lane" as well as recording the details of much "forgotten"

history. Her work counters the remembered images of the men in the dole queue, or the men

marching to war, by portraying that women too were part of this picture, albeit as the hidden

cogs which permitted the male visibility we remember as history. And so did Lauris Edmond's

oral history of Women in Wartime (1986).

The overseas picture amongst our European cultural relatives has been similar with

historians and writers inching towards the postwar era with an increasing interest in the

herstory of Second World War (Anderson 1981). As part of a series on American Women in

the Twentieth Century, Twayne publishers have produced two books; The Home Front and

Bevond: American Women in the 1940's (1982) by Susan Hartmann, and American Women in

the 195Q's: Mothers and More (1984) by Eugenia Kaledin. These books give a political and

cultural overview of the context of women's lives during these decades. There are similarities

but the details still seemed somewhat remote from the lives of New Zealand women. In

Britain, Elizabeth Wilson's Qnlv Halfwav to Paradise: Women in Po.stwar Britain 1945-68

(1980) stands out. Wilson sets the story of postwar women's quest for equality against the

changing political and economic scene of the welfare state^. She tries to account for the

submergence of women's inequality within the quest for political consensus, and then its

emergence during the 1970's as a visible political strategy. She asks the question, how did the

contemporary women's liberation movement grow so suddenly out of the silence that went

before it? As part of her construction she gathers together strands from the diverse sources of,

philosophy, psychology, literature, and ait. Wilson was concerned to show how these disparate

areas operated both independently and in unison in the construction of the ideological picture

we like to remember. She states:

The orchestration of consensus on the position of women in postwar
Britain was the achievement of a deceptive harmony out of a variety of
noisy voices; and perhaps that false harmony says something about what
ideology might partly be. The orchestration was harmonious - in a
peculiar way - in covering up what was really a silence; what was not
said...(1980:3).

My work reveals a similar "silence". The twelve women who have related their life stories

have surprised me with their knowledge of back street abortion and domestic dispute that were

behind the veneers of family respectability. Likewise their clandestine support of the

Communist Party in the 1940's; or their involvement in the water front strike in the 1950's;

and of learning and teaching about natural childbirth as a protest against ether drugged births.

2 See also Wilson, E. (1977).
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These are realities which were cither "invisible" at the lime or have lapsc<l into f()rj:()ticn

history, but these fragments piece together an image of women tliat is layered, richer and more

realistic than that which is "known" about them by my generation.

In our contemporary herstories of the 1970's women's movement tlie years before

provide the contrast, but it is as if the conditions towards change were created by ourselves. In

a series in Broadsheet on "The History of the Women's Movement" (Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec

1979, Jan/Feb 1980) Phyllida Bunkle traces the various political and ideological strands from

overseas which fused into the women's movement. The forerunners of the 1970's women's

movement are located primarily in the civil rights and anti-war movements of the 1960's.

These movements taught strategies and were a training ground for activists, but the focus of

my study was on the particular conditions of women's lives in the early postwar period which

acted as a fuse for the women's movement to grow. As the cracks in tlie con.sensus values of

the 1950*s and the 1960's widened, educated women in particular were having increasing

difficulty in resolving the contradiction in their own lives, and these experiences were essential

forerunners to the success of the women's movement and the changes it has generated in the

lives of my generation.

A reappraisal of the early postwar years is slowly beginning. Sonja Davies'

autobiography Bread and Roses (1984) details the pain of illegitimacy, war, illness, and then a

life of political activism in the 1950's and 1960's. Janet Frame (1983, 1984) was no political

activist, but her autobiographical series gives an insight into the life of a women misfit in

thel950's. The lives of both Davies and Frame were for periods of time outside the boundaries

of acceptable codes of femininity (Matthews 1984). Few women of this generation arc

however reflecting back on their lives for publication. Interest comes more from women of my

generation who are beginning to examine the conditions of their upbringing. In a glimpse of a

forthcoming book on being reared in the 1950's, Anne Else states:

...very little about the 1950's turns out to be what it seems on the

surface. I was drawn to write about that decade for two reasons: first, in
order to look at some of the social factors that helped to shape me and
my generation; and secondly, to bring a little more depth and reality to
recollections of that time, so as to counteract the vague image of a
postwar golden age...(1986-. 71 -2).

Sue Middlclon's thesis Feminism and Education in Postwar New Zealand: A

Sociological Analysis (1985b) has been an inspiration in several ways. Middleton traces the

lives of twelve feminist educators reared through the postwar period. She wanted to account for

their conversion to feminism and she grounds this in the contradiction and marginality

experienced in their upbringing. Middleton describes the construction of the ideological

frameworks within which these women were reared and from which they had to escape, and

identifies in particular the contradiction between their sexual and intellectual lives during their

upbringing in the early postwar years, along with a later coniiicl with feminist ideas.
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MiddJeton was lo acknowledge the imp>ortancc of continuity between ourselves and the lives of

our mothers:

In studying the educational success and career aspirations of women, the
mother's experiences and altitudes towards education are especially
important. This is perhaps of particular importance in coming to
understand the experience of postwar babies...Trying noi to be like one's

mother was a major influence on many of the women's working and
sexual lives (1985b: 11).

This thread is an important connection into my work. These women often saw their mothers

as trapped by domesticity and too self sacrificing to the interests of the family even though the

focus of the investment of their mother's energy was themselves.

1970's - 1980*s

By the mid 1960"s the changes happening to women became a topic for academic consideration

and, "The Changing Role of Women" became a popular topic at lectures and seminars^. An

important watershed was in 1966 when the Society for Research on Women (S.R.O.W.) was

formed'^. The Society realised that there was no research on New Zealand women, and during

1967-8 carried out interviews with 5,400 women. The results were published in 1972 as Urban

Women which was a landmark as the foundation of Women's Studies in New Zealand^. It was

alongside the impetus of the activities and organisations associated with the women's

movement, and early feminist writings from abroad, that women's studies as a discipline began

to grow. The Women's Studies Association (W.S.A.) as a feminist organisation had been

formed in 1977 and the writing and research sponsored through the W.S.A. and the S.R.O.W.

have been crucial in bringing a new understanding of women's lives in New Zealand from a

feminist perspective.

Linking in with this growth in women focussed research, has been the growth of

family studies in New Zealand. Swain (1984) dates its birth, like the women's movement to

1970, with its infancy stretching through the decade (Houston 1970; Ritchie and Ritchie 1970;

Ramsay 1975; Koopman-Boyden 1978; O'Rourke and Clough 1978). The studies in these

collections acknowledged that the New Zealand family had its own unique variations and did

not necessarily replicate the frameworks and norms in the imported texts^. This early work

also stimulated moves by Government to sponsor research. Government Departments started

^ Linden Playcentre (1967), The Changing Role of Women
Auckland University Extension (1968) The Changing Role of Women; (1969) Women's Position in
the World Today.

This was following a series of lectures organised by the Linden Playcentre and later published, (see
footnote above). Bibliographv of S.R.O.W. Publications 1966-1983 (1985).

^ The popularity of this work caused it to be sold out and reprinted in its first year, and in 1981 it was
re-issued as a revised version.

^ Family sociologist David Swain (1984) argues that when overseas research has been replicated in
New Zealand, results have not followed the British or American patterns even though there were
similarities.
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collecting and collating statistics^. A series of papers challenging old values was i)r(Khjcc<l by

the Social Development Council. These highlighted the diversity of New ZciilamI family life

styles, portrayed "ills" which had previously been hidden, and analysed the relationships

between the family and state politics^. All this work has been invaluable in constructing the

1970*s-80's scenario, particularly as it contrasts with the absence of research on the earlier

period. Amidst its variety there are several pieces of work that thread more explicitly into my

study.

One can begin with Jane and James Ritchie's work on childrcaring; Chiidrcarinti

Patterns in New Zealand (1970) and Growing Up in New Zealand (1978). These books

provided a unique overview of the way New 2^Iandcrs viewed their children and the values

underlying the way they were reared. In their first study the Ritchies showed that:

MeUiods of control are the key to the mother-child relationship and it is
here that the New Zealand pattern is sharply defined. Control by
smacking is its chief characteristic (1970:157).

The Ritchies woric focused on women insofar as it is the mothers who arc the most intimately

involved in childrearing, but they explode the myth of the happy relaxed New Zealand mother.

They reported:

The bleakness of motherhood is a real cause for concern...(1970:156)
New Zealand mothers seem chaotic, overwhelmed by the sheer necessity
of coping - barely managing...(1970:154).

Their work portrayed women continually constructing order from children's disorder. It was

this process that underlay the relationship of women to their children:

The life of the New Zealand family turns around the mother's timetable
and if the children disrupt it they must look out One is sympathetic
to their needs to have a peaceful quiet house but it is no wonder they fail
to achieve it (1970:157).

The Ritchies foreshadowed the concerns that were later voiced regarding the negative experience
of mothering for women:

They pay a price for this. They are confined within their roles; their
social world is limited by house and garden. Their social interaction is
with children rather than adults. And the effects are intellectually
deadening and emotionally wearing (1973:156).

The field work for this study had been conducted during the mid 1960's and their later book

Growing up in New Zealand (1978) portrayed the growing diversity in family life by

acknowledging working motherhood, solo motherhood, fatherhood. Although they recorded

that childrearing practices were still quite repressive, many more women were finding more

Department of Statistics (1977, 1978, 1986).
Department of Labour (1980).

^  Bringing Up Children in New Zealand 1977a
Housework and Caring Work: Can Men Do Better? 1977b

Families in Special Circumstances 1978-9
Families and Violence 1980

Families First 1981
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enjoyment in their role as mothers. In a comparative paper of the two surveys Jane Ritchie

(1979) reports;

1963 28% whole-heartedly accepted the motherhood role

1977 65% whole-heartedly accepted the motherhood role

1963 27% severely dissatisfied with the role

1977 3% severely dissatisfied with the role (1979:119).

This seems a large shift in opinion, but Ritchie points out that there had been many changes

during the period. For example the average family size of the sample group was one child

smaller^. Similarly in the earlier sample there were no women in regular employment whereas

in the 1977 sample a third were. One could suggest that by the 1970*s the lives of women

were less constrained by the motherhood role than during the 1960's. This shift is something

to address later but it is sufficient to note that the Rilchies' work lifted the shrouds hiding the

facts that some women were dissatisfied with the roles ascribed to them. Prior to the 1970's

there were fewer options available to redress this dissatisfaction. By the 1970's however there

were ideological shifts that were encouraging women to widen their horizons. For example the

increased acceptability and possibility of employment provided more options to the full-time

motherhood role. This process however revealed new contradictions surrounding the ability of

women to balance their roles and responsibilities both inside and outside the home. These

contradictions have been the focus of several pieces of research.

Rosemary Novitz's thesis on The Priority of the Mother Role (1976) examined the moves of

women into the workforce and the conflict this generated in managing both roles. She

concluded that conflict was avoided by women giving priority to the motherhood role,

although the weighting of such priorities was interpreted differently. This conflict was the

focus of a later study by the Society for Research called Women. Jobs. Children and Chores

(1984). Margaret Hayman and Betty Roberts wrote in a preliminary paper:

When a woman with dependent children decides to take up paid work she
experiences a number of tensions arising from internalised values about
motherhood which may conflict with this decision, and a number of
opposing demands on her as a mother and a paid worker. These tensions
arc of two kinds...(1983:1).

Hayman and Roberts differentiate between tension in values; i.e. questions such as "Will I be a

good mother?", or "What will my mother say?" etc., and su-uctural tensions concerning the

lack of childcare, or types of Jobs available.

The Smith Women (1981) by Rosemary Barrington and Alison Gray was a unique

look at the lives and views of 100 New Zealand women. For the first time women were asked

about their own lives. The stories are varied but a common theme was the extent to which

women arranged their lives to fit around their men or their children. Barrington wrote later:

^ The 1962 sample was 3.2 children, whereas the 1977 sample was 2.1.
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Women are coniinually involved in ilic process of adapiaiion m
combining their occupational and domestic roles. Women adapt their
occupational aspirations, actual job choices, acquiring of skills, and
hours of work to their more traditional female roles oven Ix^forc they
become wives and mothers. They anticipate the.se roles (19X2:30.
My emphasis)

Mothers Matter Too by Jenny Phillips was another landmark in acknowledging the

conflicts in womens' lives. Max Abbott and Hillary Haincs from the Mental Health

Foundation wrote in the Introduction:

(The book) shows clearly that the mother-housewife occupation as it is
organised, is a particularly difficult one. It is a high stress occupation
with built-in conflicts, frustrations...People in this job arc highly at risk
of developing health problems (1983:viii).

Phillips exhorts women to stop blaming themselves for their malaise. She moves the blame

beyond individual women's inability to cope, into the wider context of how society defines and

orders women's role in the ehildrearing process. At the same time she acknowledges the

constraints against structural changes and provides a "self help" manual for women to not only

combat the effects of these structural ills, but also to generate a new strength and power

towards change:

Talking honestly about our reality may well be the most "political"
thing we can do. My hope is that by changing ourselves and helping one
another, women will stop being victims and become a great deal more
powerful (1983:204).

Similarly Jenny Phillips' follow-on publication The Mother Manual (1986) proposes a

collection of strategies to help women as mothers manage, cope and/or re-order their lives.

Women are absolved from blame and these works reflect the postwar shift in attribution from

individual to collective causes of social ills. Phillips however is not going to wait around for

the collective revolution and gives self help remedies as an interim.

Anthropologist Julie Park's (1982) research Doing Well: An Ethnology of Coping.

focusses on the middle class suburb of Pakuranga. This gives a useful insight into the lives of

families who were in the midst of their ehildrearing years, and in particular the women who

were the main inhabitants of the suburbs by day. Park's material illustrated a variety of styles

of coping with the conflict and stress of a suburban lifestyle predominantly constructed around

the role of the male breadwinner and the female childrearer at home.

Robin McKinlay's doctoral research. Where Would We Be Without Them:

Motherhood and Self Definition in New Zealand (1983), was the first major work on

motherhood in this country. McKinlay identified three styles of motherhood, and traced the

changing historical and ideological threads which have created and defined them. McKinlay too,

acknowledges the contradiction surrounding this role and provides insights into the

mechanisms by which women organised and rationalised their lives according to the ideology

of their particular style of motherhood. Her description of the diverse "choices" now facing

women in their role as mothers, and her conclusion tliat "this is a heavy responsibility to live
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with" (1983:537), provides a glimpse of the dilemmas of the seeming diversity in choice of

tJie the I970's-80's. McKinlay's sample does not include the experiences of mothers outside

the mainstream, like lesbian mothers, or working mothers using childcare, whose experiences

however are part of the process of categorising the good and the bad, order and disorder.

McKinlay's mothers fit into the category of the "acceptable". They do not challenge the

dominant value system although they do demonstrate various styles of accommodation (Anyon

1983) to this ideology. They portray a group who are "caretakers" (Wearing 1984) of the

dominant ideology.

There has been less work done on those who actively resist the dominant ideology

(Matthews 1984), although Alison Jones's (1985) study of working class school girls in

Auckland who resist the school culture is a beginning. These "resisters" who are outside the

mainstream are important forerunners of social change and Sue Middleton's work on feminist

educators pursues this hypothesis. These women all experienced a marginality in their lives as

they "resisted" the dominant ideology, although in contrast to Alison Jones's working class

school girls the feminist women were etiuipped to use their economic and cultural capital

(Bourdieu 1974) to uanscend some of the structural constraints. In my study I have tried to

cover both marginal and mainstream experiences of women as they both demonstrate essential

elements in the process of change.

Women writers have also explored in fictional form the particular contradictions

experienced by women during the I970's-80's, and in New Zealand there have been a number

of books describing family life behind the windows of the family home in candid detail.

Examples include Sue McCauIey's Other Halves (1982), a story of a love affair between a

thirty-four year old Pakeha woman and a Maori boy of sixteen; Alison Gray's The Marriage

Maze (1979), about the entrapment and escape from the suburban dream of marriage and home;

Fiona Kidman's A Rre.ed of Women (1979), the story of Harriet's journey towards self

awareness in postwar New Zealand; Marilyn Duckworth's Disorderlv Conduct (1984), about

the dramatic trials of a forty year old solo mother with four children by different husbands; and

Helen Brown's satirical sketches of middle class family life, Don't Let Me Put You Off

(1981) and Confessions of a Bride Doll (1983). In her inimitable style Helen Brown summed

up her own dilemmas:

So I have tried to be good mother as well. I don't think I've been so
successful in that area. I could never tie a nappy that stayed up when

they walked.

Most mothers wanted to be career women, too. You know - fulfilled as a

person. It isn't easy. Bosses still tend to look at women over their
spectacles and say, "But shouldn't you be at home with the children?"

And a woman must also work to keep her husband. She must stay
attractive, interesting and never too tired for position 103. Otherwise -
who knows?

You can't blame people for waking up in the dead of night guiltily
wishing, ever so faintly, there was some sort of comfortable mould to
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fall back into. A mould of a woman who cares what son of polish slic
uses on the kitchen floor (1983:vii).

The writing by women of this period provided invaluable insighus into the lives of women

beyond the life histories of my interviews.

Part Three

THE OVERSEAS CONNECTION

Intellectually and culturally New Zealand is part of a wide social and political order. Ideological

frameworks in America, Britain and Australia reflect similar patterns that can be found

transported and adapted to the New Zealand scene. It is impossible to identify all the strands

which have added to the mosaic of my theoretical framework, although I am indebted to

feminist theoretical writings on the politics of motherhood (Friedan 1963; Mitchell 1971;

Bernard 1975; Rich 1977; Chodorow 1978; Oakley 1979; Dally 1982; Boulton 1983) etc.
These works located the oppression of women within the institutions defining the motherhood

experience. Adrienne Rich may sum it up:

The institution of motherhood is not identical with bearing and caring
for children.-.Both create the prescriptions and conditions in which
choices are made or blocked; they are not "reality" but they have shaped
the circumstances of our lives...(1977:42).

There has also been a boom in popular writing on motherhood (Lazarre 1976; Rubin 1982,
1984), as women have detailed the difficulties of modern motherhood. Questioning
motherhood suddenly was an acceptable topic for publishers and writers, as it became "safe"
and profitable to release such feelings of friistration in public. However I wanted to go beyond

motherhood itself, even though motherhood was the crucial experience in determining the
pnorities of how women ordered their lives. At the time of beginning this research there were
three books that gave clues towards the direction I might be heading in the analysis of my
material, and I will make the connections more explicit

Betsy Wearing in The Ideology of Motherhood (1984) bases her study on three groups
of mothers in Australia. Like McKinlay (1983) she identifies three styles or ideologies of
mothering, but Wearing's range moves beyond the middle class sample of McKinlay. She
gives a marxist analysis making explicit links between the various ideologies of motherhood
and the economic class of the mothers. Of particular interest is her concept of Utopian
motherhood as an ideal which she identifies as an essential component towards social change.
Wearing defines the radical Utopian mother as one who:

Rejects the present structure of society and seeks instead a new breed of
men and women, a new vision of the future, a future in which family,
community and play are valued on a par with politics and paid
employment for both sexes. Such a mother believes that motherhood in
its present form is neither necessary for women's fulfilment, nor should
it be inevitable, but one of a number of choices for women (1984:80).
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AlLhough Wearing found no mothers in her sample whose life style approximated this kind of

Utopia, it was an ideal that the mothers in her feminist sample worked towards. Following on

from Mannheim's belief that, "Utopias can only challenge the existing order when ihey

embody currents already present in society which are appropriate to the changing conditions"

(1936:187, quoted in Wearing 1984:190). Wearing found two essential conditions for

challenging and u-anscending the traditional ideology of motherhood that mothers have the

individual responsibility for their children all of the time. Firstly, it was only those women

who had access to the material resources, like a car, housing, technology, childcare, who were

able to overcome some of the limitations to pursue their own interests. Secondly, in addition

to material resources it was only those women who had contact with feminist Utopian ideas

who were able to de-mystify the ideology to any extent in order to construct an alternative life

style. She states:

The role of ideas aligned with material resources has been shown in this
research to be of crucial importance for change, even though access to
these ideas and networks generally required middle class material
resources (1984:204).

There are connections to the work of Sue Middleton (1985b) whose feminist educator's

experience of marginality was an essential part of the process of demystification and
reconstruction of ideological frameworks. To both, feminist ideals acted as a Utopian vision

although in Middleton's study the emphasis is on the material rewards of education as "cultural

capital". For Wearing the material resources are aligned to the economic wealth of the middle
classes.

I interviewed women from a range of economic and educational backgrounds and

specifically sought out women who could be labeled as radical. Following on from Wearing
and Middleton I was interested in the lives of the women who were activists - changing their

own lives and being part of wider movements of change. Like Wearing I also interviewed

women who were the "caretakers of the ideology" (1984:186). Some of these women felt

threatened by change and actively worked towards maintaining the status quo. On the other

hand many women acknowledged the changes and maybe supported the new ideals but
"actively" chose to accommodate the constraints so as not to "rock the boat". The style and
process of accommodation to the dominant ideology by these women are just as much a part
of the process of reproduction and change, as those of the radical activists.

Elizabeth Badinter in Mother Love: Mvth or Reality (1980), presents a structuralist

analysis of the changing relationship between men, women, children and the State, in
eighteenlli century France. She sets out to demonstrate that mother love and maternal instinct

are not immutable, but are socially conditioned sentiments which have been expressed with

varying emphasis throughout history. Badinter portrays a society in which these sentiments

are absent and her analysis reveals firstly, the conditions which made it acceptable for babies to
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be abandoned at birth, and secondly the changes which created liic new idealised expression of

mother love in the nineteenth century.

The historical and cultural epoch seems somewhat distant from postwar New

Zealand, but Badinter's theoretical perspective challenged my own approach to my material.
Like Elizabeth Wilson in Halfwav To Paradise (1980) she transcends uadiiional disciplines, by

creating a picture that draws upon a wide range of cultural images.

Badinter also shows how the context of childrearing in relation to women is connected

into wide matrix of relationships. Badinter begins by stating:

The mother,..is a person who is relative and three dimensional: relative
because she is thought of only in relation to the father and to the child;
three dimensional because in additional to this two fold relationship, liic
mother is also a woman - that is to say a unique being with her own
assumptions, which often have nothing in common with her hirband's
hopes or her child's desires....the triangular relationship is not only a
psychological fact but also a social reality (1980:3).

Badinter explores the various ways in which this contradiction has been mediated, with the
balance of power shifting between the rights of the child, the rights of men. and the rights of
women. She concludes:

In this conflict between men and women the child plays an essential
role. Whoever controls the child and has him in his camp can expect to
win out when ever society's interests are identified with the
child...Depending on the historical period and the social class, the
women either suffered from her role or used it to escape from her
obligation as mother and free herself from the husband's yoke (1980:4).

his dimensional and relative" view of the lives of women underpins my study, and like
Badinter I am trying to show the changing context of these relationships. Badinter portrays
women as prisoners of ideology as she traces the changing position of women alongside the
hifting ideological structures vested in male power. Yet her analysis reveals how certain
gr ps of women break out of the cage by harnessing the dominant ideology for their own

e provides the example of the middle class women in the late eighteenth century who
d die practice of child abandonment. Like middle class women of today these were
who placed a value on education for their daughters, but this was an education to

ance their future role and status as a wife and mother and was not linked to the possibility
of economic independence or self fulfilment.

It is not an accident that the women who first heeded the male arguments
for motherhood were of the middle class... (they) saw in this role an
mcrease m social status and an emancipaUon that the aristocratic women
were not seeking. By accepting responsibility for her children's

/inoA^fonf middle class woman improved her personal status(1980:189).

Badinler's analysis related these shifting views to the ehttngit.g economic conditions at the end
of the eighteenth century and a new interest of the State in preserving the population.
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The final book is by anLhropwDlogisi Maxine Margolis, Mothers and Such: Views of

American Women and Whv Thev Have Changed (1984). Margolis describes herself as a

cultural materialist and seeks to determine why women's roles changed and how these changes

were reflected in contemporary media perspectives of the images of women. Like Badinter,

Margolis pulls her analysis through several epochs, beginning in colonial America, and

moving through to the present time. Her analysis focuses on middle class women, is rich in

detail, and the data comes from the advice found in the magazines and writing of the period.

She maintains that this literature is powerful in prescribing ideal roles for women.

Part of the value of Maxine Margolis's work is in the arrangement of her analysis.

She separates out the various roles of women's lives: i.e. women as mothers, women as

housewives and women as workers. She shows how these separate histories mesh together in

unity and contradiction to create the dominant images that have become so powerful in

defining correct behaviour. Margolis shows how the widening mismatch between the

ideological structures and the reality of women's lives was crucial to the conditions which

created the women's movement in the 1970's. She states:

The very disjuncture... led to the feminist revival. Viewed from this
perspective, the women's movement is ultimately a result rather than a
cause of women's discontent (1984:271).

This is an hypothesis that underlies my analysis. Following on from Margolis I move beyond

a study of "roles" to one of relationships, and my arranging of women's lives into separate

dimensions has a different weighting:

Women in relation to men as wives and sexual partners

Women in relation to children as mothers

Women in relation to work as housewives and paid employees.

There have since been other works whose insight has been incorporated into this work, but at

the time of beginning these were important.



CHAPTER FOUR

THE PROCESS OF THE RESEARCH

This chapter describes the three strands of ficldwork and research in this study - the subjective,

the ideological and the structural. These strands combine as corresponding yet contradictory

parts. Part One discusses the value of life history as data, and describes the collection and

analysis of these narratives as they were related by twenty five women. Pan Two describes the

ideological dimension of cultural images in the context of "prescriptive literature", and the

collection and analysis of my own material. Part Three makes the connections between tliese

strands and the empirical and historical material that reveal the wider economic, political and

social relationships surrounding everyday life.

Part One

A LIFE HISTORY APPROACH

The collection and analysis of life history narratives is an established, albeit fringe form in

anthropological and sociological research (Langness and Frank 1981; Sedgewick 1983). As a
method though it has sometimes been overshadowed by the view that, "The final goal of
human sciences is not to constitute man but to dissolve him" (Ldvi-Strauss 1968. See also
Althusser 1969). Plummet states:

This rejection of the human subject highlights one of society's core
wntradictions: an interminable tension between the subjectively creative
mdividual human acting upon the world and the objectively given social
structure constraining him or her (1983:3).

e mcreasing popularity of the life history analysis is part of a movement to recapture and
understand the context of the individual, the personal, and the subjective in social theory. C.
Wright Mills argues for the "sociological imagination" which:

possessor to understand the larger historical scene in terms of

(1959^5)^"^ iuner life and the external variety of individuals
^  ̂ ^ dialectical relationship of the individual to society, and believed that by

g out a biography he contributes to the shaping of this society and to the course of
history (1959.6). The individual is viewed as a creative subject and life history narratives
reveal the strategies individuals develop to manage everyday life. Plummer argues that not

y  e life history particularly suited to revealing "confusion, ambiguity and
iradiction (1983.68), but that it reveals mechanisms of change in society in the sense iliat:

Such a focus is a dual one, moving between the changing biographical history of a person
d the social history of his or her life span...a life history cannot be told without a constant

reference to historical change" (1983:3).

32
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Balancing life hislory in relalion to the hisiorica! - structural coniext is not easy.

Studies have ranged from lightly edited transcripts (Sa!mondl976, 1980; Heron 1985, Edmond

1986), to the prescntaiion of fragmented selections of "text" arranged around a theme (Simpson

1974; Barrington and Gray 1981; Gray 1984). There is criticism that the life histor)' is often

presented with little interpretation and that iJie detail of the descriptive data hides the collective

connections (Langncss and Frank 1981:87ff; Young 1983:478-80). On the other hand Mary

Sheridan writes in the Iniroduction to Lives :

Life histories can illustrate the operation of the social order because
Llirough them we arc able to obser\'e how people adapt to the goals of
society .They give access to "the subjective springs of action" (1984:12).

Life histories have had an appeal for some anthropologists, who have looked to

personal accounts as a means of locating women in the social formation (Andreski 1970;

Carlson 1974; Shostak 1981). For example Marjorie Shostak's life history of Nisa a IKung

woman presents a moving narrative of a woman's life in the Kalahari desert. Amongst the

privation and tragedy of Nisa's life, which Shostak admits may have been extraordinary, she is

shown to be a creative strategist, coping with the complex relationships amidst her various

marriages and love affairs, and managing to carve a place amidst the changing economic

conditions as "civilisation" encroaches into the desert. The narrative of Nisa's life gives a

unique insight into the changing balance of relationships between men, women and children in

IKung society throughout a lifetime.

Alongside anthropological ventures, the method has been co-opted by feminist

researchers of other disciplines.

- For example, to give women voices in history, as Shema Gluck writes:

(Women are)...refusing to be rendered historically voiceless any longer,
women are creating a new history...using our own voices and
experiences. Challenging the traditional concepts of hislory of what is
"historically important"..we are reaffirming that our everyday lives are
history (1977:3).

- Or, to make "the personal political". Sociologist Rosemary Novitz writes:

It involves looking at the life of an individual both as unique history and
the outcome of the economic, historic, political and ideological context
within which the person has lived (1982:299).

Life histories have also been used to make collective political statements. From Britain an

early example is Margery Spring Rice's account of women's lives in the 1930's published as
Working Class Wives (1939, repub 1970, 1981). It was said that, "This book stripped off the

veil of indifference and ignorance which concealed the hardship of millions of women from

their more prosperous sisters" (1981:iii). A more recent New Zealand version of this kind of

analysis comes from Lauris Edmond's Women in Wartime (1986). The collective narratives

make powerful statements. Individual lives are shown to be caught up in something much

larger than themselves, but the individuals are not necessarily passive.
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Feminist theorists (Bowles and Klein 1983; Stanley and Wise 1983) concepiiialisc

research as a social process, in which there is a two sided contribution of mcanint;. Oakley

(1981) noted from her interviews for Becoming a Mother (1979) iliat three-quarters of the

women said that the interviewing had affected them. It led them to reflect on tlieir experiences

and Oakley found herself in the context of a "therapeutic listener" (1981:51). In interviews of

feminist educators Middlelon called her research an "intervention" (1985b; 173) in people's
lives. She provides a moving case study of "Geraldine" who, in the process of discussion
about her childhood, revealed for the first time that she had been an incest viciini. thus

triggering off a series of changes affecting "Geraldine", her family and the researcher. Tlie life
history interview inevitably is one of intimacy that leads to reflection which some individuals
may translate into change. This is the context of my research.

SELECTION

The selection and interviewing of women extended over two years and alongside other
aspects of the research the interviewing was part of an on-going dialectic of delving deeper.
Each dimension guided the other, and shifted perspectives according to the "finds" of the other.
At no stage did I feel ready to "do all the interviewing". I just began, and the momentum
gathered and the focus sharpened. Twenty-five women took part and the criterion was that they
were rearmg children in New Zealand at some rime between 1945-60 or 1970-85. Women

ere chosen by a snowball method. I began with someone and they might know somebody
and so it would grow. To avoid a "snowball" of too much uniformity I would begin

omewhere else in another town, or through a new contact, when the "story" sounded familiar.
After a few interviews I got selective and would tick off in my mind kinds of variety, like
rural, city, educated, working class, religious, in paid employment or voluntary work.

The original intention was to include women from varied situations but without
ut as I began to reflect more on the experiences of women who did not fit the order

earn, their experiences challenged this order (Mathews 1984).This can be seen for
p  single motherhood which was unacceptable in the early postwar years but was to

gam a reluctant acceptance by the 1970's. I began to talk more with women who felt outside
of the mainstream. This xpenence was usually only for a period of lime, as most women
tended to move in and out of the categories of order and disorder, acceptance and non-
acceptance. The other move away from the mainstream came with the understanding that the
study was about conunuity and disconUnuity rather than comparison. I needed to demonstrate
this process at both the personal level nnH , -.u- .. . .. .ci and within a wider structural dimension, and decided to
interview a few women who were nvolved m poliucal/radical activity. These women represent
a tiny minority of women but were a powerful force in the social processes. In both
generations these women had access to education, economic independence and/or ideas thai

were not always available to their sisters. They were to harness these material advantages and
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ihcorciical frameworks inio siraiegies towards change, which alongside other forces were pan

of the process of creating new options for ordering everyday life. Although interested in this

scenario at tlie structural level, I was also interested in how these women mediated

contradiction in their personal lives, how tltey sometimes purposely created conflict, and what

made them different from the main group of women interviewed. These were not questions I

had in mind initially.

INTERVIEWING

The first interviews began in February 1984. When first approached most of the

women declared that their life was not interesung and that they knew somebody who had a

more extraordinary life. It look some reassurance that their "ordinariness" was interesting. The

research was explained in the following way: that I was writing about the lives of women in

the postwar period in New Zealand and was interested in the changes that had happened, and

that I was interested in the time when they had their children, but also wanted to know about

their own childhood and growing up years. I was interested in the "everyday" and "ordinary"

lives of women as this had been excluded from the history books.

Talking about my research was how I built up trust and the topic was viewed

sympathetically. This was important with the older women who were shy and self-effacing to

begin with, although the more political women were eager for their story to be told in the

sense of "wanting to put history right". Feminist researchers have criticised the "rape" model

of research and interviewing in which the researcher will "take, hit and run" (Reinharz

1979:95), and Ann Oakley has stated that:

...the goal of finding out about people through interviewing is best
achieved when the relationship of interviewer and interviewee is non
hierarchical and when the interviewer is prepared to invest his or her own

personal identity in the relationship (1981:41).

Most of the twenty five women interviewed have become friends whom I may sometimes

write or talk to about my work. A few could be termed colleagues as we have argued and

analysed the context of their own life history narrative.

Each interview was at the home of the interviewee. I often went for half a day, or

sometimes stayed overnight. There would be a lot of talking besides what was eventually

caught on the tape recorder. The interview would begin when we felt comfortable with each

other, in the sense that they felt comfortable with my tape recorder, with me and my research,

and I felt I knew something about them and we could identify our connections. As a

preliminary to the first series of interviews I wrote a list of topics of interest which would act

as a guide sheet, and this grew in length as the interviews proceeded because new topics would

arise out of each interview. However as the interviews began their own dialogue, the guide

sheet became less of a crutch. Amidst the narrative sequence 1 would feed material from one

interview to the next to get comment and opinion which became an essential process in the
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construction of the scenario. Thus the later interviews were different from the earlier (^ncs;

there was more discussion and argument; I gained skills in listening and eliciting inforrnaticin.

became less bashful at asking why, became less worried about covering all the ground, and

began to discover what I might be looking for.

The first interview was with a friend with whom I had some experiences in coimnon.

I then interviewed her mother and although the parts of the interview that connected with her

daughter's life were good, there were blocks in communication. I needed more insights and

cues particularly in relation to the older women, and so decided to interview my mother as a

step towards bridging the gap. This was a revelation to me about my mother's life, and about

what she thought of me and my generation. I was to sometimes use this as an anchor for the

interviews with older women and dialogues could often begin with the phrase "My mother told
me auouL...", which brought the connection I needed. The lesson leamt was that interviewing

was a two-way, cumulative dialogue between researcher and inlerviewee.

analysis

In life history analysis it has to be accepted that information maybe left out, added or

distorted but the concern of this thesis is not the actual events, but how women constructed
them at the time and/or reflected on them at the time of the interview. The analysis began with

the interview itself. In some cases analysis could begi.n during the interview as some women
would analyse their own lives and the interview would move into discussion of issues rather

dian stick to the sequential narrative. Or sometimes the analysis began when the tape recorder
was turned off. For example, one woman told me about the unhappy marriage she had made on
the rebound when her fiance had been killed at the war. I had known this and had held back
from probing during the "real" interview. This information was important to the analysis but I
also knew that I had been told it as a kind of confidence. I do not quote or report the details of
ach off the record" confidences although the confidence inevitably becomes part of the
^alysis. This was to happen several times.

Each taped interview was transcribed onto the computer giving me a "text
ching some lOCX) pages. While I typed I pondered and the process of transcribing and
on became an integral part of the analysis. There was an ideal of collaborative research,

ich the researcher and subject together constructed the analysis (Westcott 1979; Oakley
1, Klein 1983), but I was to realise that this worked with only a few of the women. The
were interested in the general progress of the research, although more often in the

P g ss of my pregnancy or baby. After each interview was transcribed a copy would be sent
ption of deleting, correcting or adding information. In most cases the narrative was

tact although often more information was sent The original intention had been to
interview the women again but this became unnecessary when the interview sequence turned
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into more of a dialogue, and ihe coniinuing relationships with the women brought

opportunities for further updates or discussion over specific issues.

Confidentiality was crucial and it took various forms, including not telling anybody

whom I interviewed, changing names at all times, and leaving out material that could identify

tlie person. In one sensitive interview I excluded certain tracts in the typed transcript but kept

the tapes intact. It was agreed that the tapes would eventually be lodged in the Tumbull

Library. For most of the women the issue of confidentiality however focussed on finding a

safe hiding place for their transcript away from the eyes of their family. The interviews carried

personal information on husbands, children, and parents that could cause upset. One woman

was fearful of even owning a transcript, while most hid them away. For several of the women

an edited transcript was provided so that they could pass it on to their children as a record of

their life. The women seemed pleased that there was some record of how they felt about their

life. Three of the older women told me that they read the transcript to their husbands. The

response varied from anger at breaching family confidentiality, to a degree of reconciliation

over past events.

Once the narratives were turned into computer texts my own analysis took over. The

computerisation was born partly from the practicality of gaining multiple copies, but

originally the idea was to break the material apart into subject areas like the war, finance,

childbirth etc. A computer programme was written in which the material could be shuffled

around and reconstituted whilst retaining the name of the subject and the place in the

interview. I then reappraised my undergraduate structuralist skills in myth analysis^, in the

sense that Levi-Strauss argues that at a certain level of abstraction the structures of myth are

the same: i.e. "constitute a set of variations on a common theme" (Leach 1967b:xvii), In

collecting a number of life history narratives I followed L6vi-Strauss's maxim that a logical

order can be found amidst "textual" variance. The question is what kind of order, and at what

level of abstraction can everyday life be reduced to? Liz Heron who collected narratives from

women growing up during the 1950's, states:

We all have different stories to tell, stories that in their singularity and
uneven reflection of that time disturb the balanced generalities...Each
story belongs somewhere inside that general pattern, yet none of them
quite fits; just as individual lives can never be contained or wholly
explained by the social and economic realities that circumscribe them
(1985:1).

The abstraction that a structuralist textual analysis could yield was not the aim, and I was to

see that the crux of my analysis would be in the ordering and selection of material within its

own context and without shuffling it too far away from its origins. The aim was to reveal how

individuals resolved contradiction in their everyday lives. The contrast and variance could be

shown with a scries of small case study insights rather than a collective abstraction and the

^ For an assignment I had spent many hours dismantling and reconstructing the novel Sons and
Lovers by D.H. Lawrence.
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case studies would illustrate and validate the theoretical frameworks being dcvc!opc<^l, thus

complementing the topic orientated focus of the ordering of the magazine material.

Roland Barthes wrote:

A text's unity lies not in its origin but in its delineation...The birth of
the reader must be at the cost of the death of the author (1967:148).

The women acknowledged that the intimacy of our words would have their own life, but

despite the abstraction of tape recorder, computer, mind and pen the subjective beginnings arc

an integral part of the end. Plummer criticises Foucault's (1978) use of life history bccau.sc die

individual is only a means to an end in an analysis of power (1983; 132). I feel uncase at .such

criticism as I too seem to be scanning the text to reveal the dynamics of the power relations

surrounding the lives of my women subjects. Foucault himself says in relation to life

histories:

They give us the key to the relations of power, domination and
conflict...and hence provide material for a potential analysis of
discourse„.which may be both tactical and therefore strategic.(1978:xi-
xii).

But in contrast to Foucault, and in response to Plummer's criticism and feminist concerns

(Oakley 1981; Reinharz 1983), 1 have endeavoured to integrate the theoretical abstraction and
individual meaning in the structure of this research. Both dimensions are important and as
Marilyn Strathem wrote:

In principle, however, interesting a life history is little different from the
exercise of interpreting much of what anthropologists call their data.
These products are generally the result of collaborative efforts on the part
of ethnographer and informant (1981:480),

Part Two

PRESCRIPTIVE IDEOLOGY

alysis of cultural images is one means of identifying and understanding the process and
ideology. By dismantling such representations we can glimpse some of the

of ideological contradiction embedded in our society. Barthes wrote in the
iniioducUon toMythQlogi^:

The starting point of these reflections was usually a feeling of
impatience at the sight of the "naturalness" with which newspapers, art

common sense constantly dross up a reality which even though it is
e one we live in, is undoubtably determined by history. In short...I

wanted to track down the in the decorative display of what-goes-without-

(1967ril)^ ideological abuse which, in my view, is hidden there
The essays in this volume heralded a new twist in cultural studies, as the underlying messages

yday imagery were revealed beneath their outer cultural wrappings. This focus is
pursued in the research publications from the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
Birmingham, or the writings in the N.Z. Cultural Studies Working Cirnnn Journal (now called
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Sites). One dimension of this interest has been in the analysis of what has been termed

"prescriptive" history - books, magazines, and popular writings that have defined roles,

relationships and behaviour through their advice. For example, in Dream Bahie.s: Chiidcare

from Locke to Spock. Christina Hardyment analyses the changing context of advice to

mothers over the past two hundred years. She notes with caution however, ihaL

They were written by and for the comfortably off, for people who could
afford to sit back and consider how their children ought to grow
(I983:xv).

Maxine Margolis, whose book Mothers and Such (1984) is based on such prescriptive material

also acknowledges tiieir middle class focus, but she argues that in the U.S.A. middle class

ideas and prescriptions were powerful and filtered downwards to the working class and

immigrant groups. These ideas were to define the acceptable and non-acceptable norms of

behaviour, although Margolis notes that it is a moot point as to whether these prescriptions

were actually followed.

Historian Carol Beth Norton (1979) talks about the "prescriptive pitfall" and criticises

such material for emphasizing the passivity of women, as women have never acquiesced in

everything they have been told or advised to do. The value of such prescriptive literature is not

whether it was being followed but as an indication of shifting ideological infrastructures. For

example the N.Z.Woman's Weekly ran articles encouraging women: to work for war and

rehabilitation during the I940's; to stay at home in the 1950's; to work part time in the

1960's; and by the 1970's and 1980's to work full time in the name of equality. These shifts

are part of a wider network of political, economic and social relationships which shape the

options of individual.

Family sociologist David Swain, advises students of family sociology in New

Zealand to collect such cultural materials as "advertisements, cartoons... pamphlets,

broadsheets, newspaper and magazine articles..."(1984 37), because of the lack of formal

publications. He likens such material to:

...raw data to be processed in as much the same way as the reports of a
key informant in an anthropological study rather than as authoritative
material per se(1984:37).

Women's magazines have become a particular focus for feminist researchers of cultural studies

(Harworth 1975; Winship 1978; 1981). These magazines have sU"ong prescriptive messages in

that they advertise certain constructions of femininity as being ideal. They also provide

messages in the sense that they interpret news and events as they were seen or experienced at
on

the time, and letters from readers offer alternative opinion and comment*everyday views and

happenings. R.M. Harworth (1975) contrasted the images of the feminine role in three popular

women's magazines of the the early I970's, the N.Z. Womans Weekly. Thursday, and Eve.

Haworth saw the effect on readers as one of reinforcement in helping to perform the roles

associated with the middle class traditional role, and the difference between the magazines

representing small shifts to accommodate the changing life styles of a middle class readership.
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Janice Winship (1978. 1981) from the Centre of Coniemporary Culiiiral Studies
Birmingham, provides some useful insights into the ideological power of women s maga/.incs
as a consumer commodity. She identifies three major contradictions in their (Kirirayal of the

ideology of femininity: between motherhood and domesticity, between the femininity of the

sexually available single woman and the sexually owned married women; and between the
"wifehood" of mother-housewife and that of the sexually attractive bed partner for her husband.

Alongside such conflicting images of women in magazines, "real" women live contradictory
existences - trying to match their lives against the dictates of the "ideal" images of the
magazines. Winship argues however that, unlike most women however, the magazines can

"manage" such contradiction by:

...operating within a representation schema of fantasy/reality or
praclicality...where into fantasy are displaced both the ideals and
resolutions which the reality does not deliver (1978:139-40).

For example, family life as supposedly lived by the Royal Family and the film stars is
juxtaposed with the mundane and ordinary life of Mrs Smith in Taihape. In this way the
magazines can both reveal and transcend the ideological contradiction in ways not possible for
"real" women.

COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
My coUection of magazine material was parUy dictated by the lack of historical studies on
omen in the immediate postwar period. But I also wanted an alternative framework to

PO on the life history material alongside, and to view the process of "accommodation and
ce (Anyon 1983) between individuals and collective cultural meaning. The

Q- Wp'eVly. and the N.Z. T .igtpnp-r with their wide national circulations, and continuity
gh both time periods were obvious choices, presenting contrasting styles from the
ectuahsm and analysis in the Listener to the fantasy/reality of femininity in the Woman ̂

ere were not many articles in the Listener explicitly about women, but there was
g  mment on New Zealand's social, economic and political life, and there was

continual feedha/»ir ^
women readers. These sometimes criticised the generally ma e

wpomt of the Listen^. The Woman's WPfViy had a remarkable editorial consistency
throughout the penod. Jean Wishart became Editor in 1948 and remained so until 1985. The

s Wee-Wiy has always covered the range of recipes, non-fiction, readers views and
, p sonal advice columns, handy hints, celebrity gossip, consumer advice, news and

as also been skilful in adjusting its messages so that, while never being at the
phion, the Woman'c apace with shifts in mainstream opinion.
cd sporadically into a few short run magazines because of the particular

perspective they presented at the time. From the 1940's-1950's, the J""rnal of
Agriculture, Here and Now - a magazine of short stories and comment, Earenfs Centre

views on childrearing, Landfall, a literary journal. From the 1970s-
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1980's, Thiirsdnv - a short lived rival woman's magazine lo the Women's Wecklv. BroadsheeL -

a feminist magazine. Above Rubies - a conscn'alive religious magazine for women of the New

Right, and again the Parents Centre Bulletin.

I "read" every issue of the Woman's Wecklv and llie Listener from the 1940's through

to the present, except for the decade of the 1960's. where I wanted to identify the impact of a

decades change. Taking notes was too laborious, and required selection too early, and the visual

image was lost. Both the General Assembly and Tumbull libraries, where the collections were

housed, allowed me to photo-copy material and I collected it on the basis of intuitive interest,

while reading very little. Meantime, to broaden the material for the period 1970-1980's I

examined two collections held at Waikato University. Firstly, there was the late Rosemary

Seymour's collection of newspaper clippings, cartoon, reports and pamphlets of the 1970's. I

was fortunate to be given access to this huge, somewhat chaotic but priceless material before

her death in 1984L Secondly, there were the Parenting Files set up by David Swain as a

collection of mainly unpublished material on New Zealand families.

I then took myself and all this material overseas where I had the opportunity to sort,

reflect and write away from the cultiu^ images so taken for granted around me, and apart from

the women whose "lives" were becoming so entwined with my own. Prior to going however,

I delved into the material that focussed on the immediate postwar reconstruction period and

wrote a paper for the 1984 Women's Studies Association Conference^. There was feedback and

positive support particularly from women of that generation. At a crucial stage this brought

the confidence to proceed overseas and begin the next stage of the work. For the next eight

months sitting in the loneliness of various kinds of rented accommodation in Germany,

Britain and Los Angeles, U.S.A. I eventually read the material and thus began the the process

of selecting and ordering. I wrote four papers on the lives of women during the I950's based

on the advice and comment from the magazines of the time. These have subsequently been

presented at conferences, published (Cook 1985a; 1985b; 1986; May 1988) and for awhile

versions even became part of the ladies' luncheon circuit. This exposure provided essential

feedback which has assisted in their re-ordering into the framework of this thesis. There was

not sufficient time to write a similar series on the 1970-1980's and this thesis will be a first

version.

^ The Rosemary Seymour Collection is now housed in the Waikato University library.

2 Cook 1985c.
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Part Three

THE EMPIRICAL AND HISTORICAL

Beyond the dimension of the personal life history and prescriptive liieraiurc I ruxtk <1
another anchor. One which was the collective embodiment of both, and through w hich the
interplay between the individual reality and the wider social formation was apparent. I w..
mindful of Bourdieu's (1977) concept of the habitus as the negotiating interface between ilic
collective and individual structures, and also of C. Wright Mills view that it is not a fruiifol
assumption" to assume society is "nothing but a great scatter of individuals (1959.163).

Firstly, I needed more insight into New Zealand postwar social history and set abo
gaining an understanding and overview of the political, economic and social issues of ih
period. The Listener was very useful, although its analysis was usually of the "here and no./
variety. Historical (Nash 1943; Sinclair 1959; Sutch 1966. 1973; Bassetl 1972; Simpson

1974, 1976; Oliver 1981), economic (Easton 1980; N.Z. Planning Council 1977 ct al) and
sociological works (Koopman-Boyden 1978; Spoonley et al 1982) have contributed to this
deeper understanding, along with reflective, political or humorous writing about the Ne
Zealand social scene (Mitchell 1969; Shadbolt 1971; McLauchlan 1976; Scott 1977; McLcod
1976; Brown 1981,1983).

Secondly, there was the question of balancing and integrating the strands. I was
fortunate to spend some time at the Catholic University of Nijmegen in Holland with

ofessor Jan Pouwer , who had taught me when he was the Professor of Anthropology at
ctoria University. At the time of meeting with him my dossier of separate strands was

complete, and although 1 could "see" and "feel" the connections. I had no overall framework or
tionale within which to proceed. For several days, on several occasions, I talked through the
onnections while Jan "looked" at my material and listened to the words. We then talked at a
P  al level as we tried to make the connections using the data of our own lives. The
relauonships of our separate lives . went under the microscope. What became evident
was that alongside the ideological prescriptions and particular economic, political or social
structures that helped shape or constrain our lives, we had periodically attempted to redefine
and reorder our roles and responsibilities. This had inevitably created connict within our
respective family situations as the process of redefinition was to challenge assumptions that
helped define the existing order, although it was apparent that over a span of time there were
lo g periods of apparent calm in which the contradictions underlying this order were either
minimal or reconciled. A year later I came across Jean Anyon's (1983) work and her
descnpuon of the dialectical process of "accommodation and resistance" by women to the
dominant ideology of femininity. There were many links to my earlier discussions with Jan.
This gave more direction to the analysis of the life histories in the sense that the focus was on

the mechanics and process of each woman's negotiation with the social world in which she
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lived, i.c.oihcr family members, ideological codes, economic consiraims. Il also clarified more

Lhc rclaiionship of the life history material to the cultural codes of the magazine material and

the social reality of the economic, political and social structures.

I did not wish to lose any of the strands in some kind of high abstraction, although

abstraction was essential in making the connections. The framework for two Sections in this

analysis eventually emerged with the dialectic of context <—> text. Section One focusses

on the years 1945-1960 and Section Two on the years 1970-1985. The corresponding life

histories and prescriptive material are separate texts which exist within the context of the

political, social and economic institutions. The relationship is dialectical: just as the texts are

part of the construction of the context, so too the context is transformed through the paper

dialogue of the magazines- (Text 1), and/or the individual case studies - (Text 2). This

arrangement may be problematic in the sense of a tendency towards repeiitiveness, and/or

unnecessary separation between strands which are not separate in everday life. Marcus and

Cushman have reflected on the increasing diversity of presentation and perception of

anthropological ethnographies. They slate:

Of all the social sciences, anthropology has been the most
enthusiastically interdisciplinary in exploring relevant avenues of inquiry
for any problem. Where the conventional ethnography is limited, such

scholars jump over, so to speak, the ethnographic text tied to field work
and define problems to themselves that require a much different kind of
textual expression (1982: 63).
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SECTION ONE

A POSTWAR GENERATION OF

MOTHERS, WORKERS, AND WIVES
1945-1960

The women of this generation have moved towards retirement and old age and their children

approach middle age. Except for one bom in 1909, the women in this study were bom in the

aftermath of World War One, were children through the great depression of the 1930's, and

were young adults during World War Two. These situations channelled their options, and then

fuelled their ideals when they moved towards marriage and childrearing during the postwar

years. Section One presents an analysis of these years as they were experienced by women,

based on the fieldwork and data collected.
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Name Education Work Before

Marriage
Year of

Marriage
Number of

Children

Occupation of
Husband

before 1960

Paid Work

after Marriage
before 1960

Unpaid Community
Work

before 1960

Nell

b. 1918

1 YearSecondaiy Tailoring

Waitressing 1945 2

Teacher Housework

Tailoring

Cliurch

Guides

Breoda

b. 1926

University
Degree

Teacher

1948 4

Teacher Teacher Piunkct

Kindergarten Mothers'
Club, Playccnirc

Irene

b.l922

2 Years Secondary Shop Assistant
Manpowered into
Factory Work

1944 7

Carpenter

Draughtsman

Shop Assistant
Social Work

Playccnirc

School Committee

Meg
b. 1921

Maliicolation

' University Degree
After Marriage)

Business

1946 4

Public Servant Playccnirc

Writing

Audrey
b. 1918

Proficiency Domestic

Servant 1942 4

Farmhand

Church Social

Worker

Church

Winifred

b.l909
2 Years Secondary Helped on parents'

farm—an

allowance paid
1942 2

Farmer Plunkei

Women's div of

Fed. Farmers

Jane
b. 1922

University
Degree

Teacher

1944 4

Teacher Teacher Playccnirc

triadys
b.1928

2 YearsSecondary Student

Nurse 1949 4

Plumber Nurse-Aid

l!^a

b. 1921
2 Years Secondary Office WoikCT

Student Nurse 1946

4 Farmer Writer Country Women's
Institute

l>ulcle

b. 1919

"""Bervi
b?

~stenr~
b. 1919

Primary Family Shop
1945 1

Family Bakery
Factory Labourer

Family Shop
Factory Worker

i- Years Secondary Nurse

1946 10

Farmhand

Public Servant

Church

MatnculaUon Teacher

1943 3

Gardener

Unemployed

Factory Worker



CHAPTER FIVE

THE FOREUNNERS OF THE "GOOD LIFE"

Somewhere ai ihe back of ihe outlook of the New Zealander is a dream, a
dream of security in equality...The special quality of the New Zealander's
version is tliat the evil is to disagree or to be different. The chaos of
existence is to be legislated into shape (Pearson 1952:218).

The search for the dream of "security in equality" has been ingrained in our national

mythology since Wakefield's vision of the colonial society (Sinclair 1959; Sutch 1966;

Simpson 1976; Cleveland 1979; Shaker 1985). The myth has been powerful and

accommodating, and each generation has activated it according to the priorities and ideals of

the time. During this century the myth has embraced the vision of creating a "land fit for

heroes" after World War One; the "quest for security" (Sutch 1966) after the depression; the

pursuit of the "good life" and a "material Utopia" (Dunstall 1981) after World War Two; the

rise of the "counter culture" in the I960's and I970's; and various movements seeking new

kinds of equality for women These dreams have straddled the good and bad limes, and myth is

sustained by such contradiction. In this way for example:

The "land fit for heroes" existed amid the pain and deprivation of families coping
with the death and mutilation of their fathers, brothers, sons, husbands and lovers.

The "quest for security" was sustained by insecurity.

The "material Utopia" existed amidst scarcity and alienation.

The "counter culture" moved alongside conformity.

The movement for equal rights for women operated alongside an ideal of separate

spheres.

The myth of Utopia transforms feelings of social change and disorder into stability by

appearing timeless and accommodating, even though the various constructions of the myth are

contradictory. Thus the myth can be interpreted in different ways by different people or

political parties. This chapter traces the changing expressions of this myth up until the end of

World War Two. The personal experiences of the women who contributed to this study are

placed within the historical conditions that have fuelled the myth. The intention is to reveal

the power these myths have generated, as they have filtered through our separate family

histories and been connected into the national versions of our history-mythology.
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THE "GREAT WAR"

These women were bom in the aficrmaih of a war thai took a heavy toll on luitnan life in New
Zealand^. Robyn Hyde wrote of the hidden pain that continued to affect family life m tier
boom and bust" novel Nor the Years Condemn:

Sister Collins' brother Nevil had died on Gallipoli. An assortment of more
distant relatives...grey moustached uncles, cousins...vanished at diflcrcni
moments of its narrative...If Sister Collins cried for them it was at the
pictures (1938:17).
Easy enough to say that one was done with the war; not so easy to keep
away from its aftermath. The sick people, the nervous and the futile, were
always drifting in and out of her range...Even the mothers, turning over
on their sides to feed the new babies, wondered in their vacant way if there
would be another war (1938:113).

Several of the women in this study saw the effects of the war through the eyes of
theirmothers as they shielded and nursed their shattered husbands. But as children they suffered
too.

My father had been gassed in the First World War and he had terrible
headaches and when he got those headaches he had a terrible temper. 7 here
was no treatment - the doctors probably didn't understand it. But as a child
STcewing up I used to dread it when my father had tempers. / look back and
see my mother had a hard time coping keeping us children clothed and
everything. / decided that when I had a family I would never give them the
hidings we were brought up with.

Erenda and her mother the war generated guilt which became a powerful tool in defining
atext of male - female relationships in the home (Chetwynd and Fenwick 1977). This

guilt by women after both world wars is a recurring theme in this study:
Zou have to go back to the World War One. My father was wounded...He
^us shot in the lung. He got pleurisy in the winter and being a farmer it
^as very bad. It had an effect on me. The women took the guilt
because the men suffered. He was sick throughout all my life. It

very much - he had fought for King and Empire. I felt very upset
when I didn't believe any of that when I was older. It was all this^  guilt of my father being in the war. (My emphasis)

1920' ° of these women were "on the land" as New Zealand moved into theurgeoning transport system opened up the country, and tracts of land were given to
soldiers. But in the 1920's the high prices for agricultural exports collapsed, and

ing life was not the dream that the myth promised. Many farmers were to walk off their
land .

^  To Meg, World War One conjured up images of sexless spinsters whose fiancds had
^  y of these women had gone on to make careers in teaching and nursing, but as Meg

y  nt have much fun and they were often supporting a mother or something. If the

served overseas out of a population of 1.103,022
50,000 wounded

^  6,716 died from influenza in New Zealand in 1918
Geoff Chappie (1980) describes Rewi Alley's experience on a Taranaki farm.
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personal and political pain of World War One did ease for some, the ideal of "the land fit for

heroes" was not to last long, because by 1929 New Zealand was in the grip of a world

depression. This was to leave few New Zealanders unscarred.

THE DEPRESSION

In New Zealand the depression has become The Depression. The state of
society is no longer seen in terms of certain consequences flowing from
certain events, that is depression conditions. Instead the Depression
becomes the justification for the stale of society (Simpson 1974:9).

The experience of women in the depression years is a story Just starting to emerge (Simpson

1974. chapter 6; Findlay 1974; Ebbeit 1981; Coney 1986). For the women in this study the

depression had an impact well beyond the hardship of its years. To protect themselves against

future adversity these women spent their lives building safety nets by: seeking the stability of

government employment; finding a good breadwinner to marry; possessing a "mend and make

do" philosophy; "putting by" for the future; having a fear of hire purchase; saving the offculs.

That these women were very young during the depression years, has not lessened the fear:

Bienda It was after the effects of the depression that we had this tremendous fear
about unemployment...and this tremendous need to be educated. My
mother said. "If you have a good education you will get a good job and
you will be all right if there is another depression".

Such feelings did not diminish with time and Brenda remembers feeling the threat even during

the comparative stability of the 1950's.

We had this fear of the depression...We talked a lot about what would
happen if S lost his job...We had this fear of unemployment because
we had four children.

Tony Simpson wrote:

To say that the Depression is a great sustaining myth is not to say that it
never happened; it is simply to say that we have forced ourselves to
continue to live out for 40 years certain fantasies forged in its furnace
(1974:9).

An analysis of New Zealand political history shows that governments have won or lost at the

polls according to the suength of the safety nets they have since constructed. The 1984 Labour

Government, with a 42 year old Prime Minister, was the first not to have its roots and

policies bound by memories of depression and war. The realities of the depression however

were stark. By 1932 there were 100,000 unemployed men out of a population of one and half
3

million. The statistics for unemployed women were not collected . The relief system, which

operated on the philosophy of the "deserving poor" (Simpson 1974), broke down and the new

relief schemes were often un-productive. For example, the Public Works Department sacked

its workers to re-employ them for less on the minimal relief rates (Simpson 1974). Women

were not eligible for relief and were expected to seek the protection of a husband or father, and

3
The Auckland Women's Emergency Unemployment Committee estimated that there were

10,000 women unemployed in 1931 (Coney 1986).
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in 1931 the Minister of Health was to reassure the concerned members of a deputation that
4

charitable organisations were "coping excellently" with the problem (Coney 1986) .

The depression affected some of the women in this study adversely;

Nell: / just had to learn that I couldn't have the things that others had whose
fathers were working. When I was 15 he was on the dole, but my brother
was working and he got a pound a week and he gave it all to Mum. ..Mum
would get the dole money and! know she got a dole ration but she would
not use it at the local grocer. She sent us over to the other side of town to
my aunty's grocer to get it...It was only flour, sugar and butter, and that
pound of my brother's gave us our otherfood. Our breakfasts came from
the Seventh Day Adventists who gave us a sugar bag of broken Weetbix
and we had that with water.

Irate: / grew up with my father on what was called relief work schemes three
daysaweek. I can remember myfather talking about Mabel Howard^ with
the Labourers' Union. She would come around on pay days when they
were on relief and get 6d off them .

Audrey. Mum and Dad couldn't afford to keep me. He was on relief work - helping
to make roads. He had to get off the farm because he couldn't afford to
make the payments.

Helen: How did that affect your family?

We were scattered far and wide. My brothers had to go to work on farms.
My other sister had to got to work because Dad could only afford to keep
me. It caused a lot of stress and then / got a job doing housework and /
could live in.

Others experienced no direct hardship but the imprint was still deep:
I think the impact was one of class. My mother used to say that if it
wasn tfor the depression we wouldn't have gone to a state school.

Something I do have a clear memory of is the unemployment riot in
Auckland. It was dramatic in our household because my father was a
special constable. He had a baton and an arm band. This was dramatic
because he was such a gentle man. My mother was telling me about it in
u hushed voice.

I w£^ conscious of the poverty of the depression, apart from my mother
saying she had to 'manage', by the poverty stricken young women who

y  as domestic servants. Also my father was a member of the City
Mission. We were the sort who bestowed!

^'3' We were fortunate because Dad was in the Defence Department. We had
but he took a wage cut. My mother was very active in the St.

incent de Paul Society. One of my memories was going along and
chopping up celery and onion and cooking it in the big copper. I
remember pestering my mother with questions as to why they were
cooking the soup.

Irrespective of the degree of hardship experienced it ultimately fell to women to cope
and clothe and feed the family as best as they could. Eve Ebbctt described New Zealand women
of the 1930's as experts in "making do":

4In 1932 the Government was to acknowledge that there was a problem and set up training
schools for unemployed girls who would receive 7/6 a week. These were run by organisations
like the Y.W.C.A but barely dealt with the problem.
Mabel Howard later became a Labour Party politician.
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Everybody made do including Uie wcll-io-do, those who could afford to
purchase what they needed — Waste not, want not!. There was a moral
obligation not to waste anything in those bad days (1981:1).

Tiiis ethic was ingrained into the women of this study during their depression childhood-

adolcsccnce, put to good use during a war of shortages, and even demonstrated to my

generation in the I950's. But the later temptations of ready-mades, disposables, and packaged

foods, accompanied by a lifestyle with other priorities, caused such skills as turning sheets,

making soap, cobbling shoes, unravelling jerseys, and unpicking old clothes to be

unnecessary and tlius forgotten.

Women had little power to change the economic conditions and they expressed such

powerlessness in such terms as: "we managed", "we survived", "I just accepted it", "I never

blamed my parents or blamed anybody". But amidst this powerlessness women were creative

"managers". Nell remembers her mother's efforts:

Well she managed because she was extra efficient. She sewed and she
baked. There was nothing bought and Dad was a good gardener. She sewed
for us and always out of old material.

Irene: It was a case of surviving although we always went off to school neat and
tidy. I used to go to my maternal grandmother's with a case of clothes that
my mother had given to her and my grandmother would alter them.

Edna's father had left her mother for another woman and they were taken in by an uncle, but

her mother managed by making sacrifices:

My father would only pay up spasmodically so she did people's washing
and she would bike miles to look after a family. She sold the piano to buy
a coat. My mother was always in a summer dress all the winter, but we
had our winter uniforms.

With the exception of the three youngest women, the rest were moving through their

education and then into the workforce during the 1930's. A lack of money and oppwDitunity

constrained their educational and work options, but there was a pragmatic acceptance of the

situation, not necessarily to be confused with passivity. In the families of Nell, Winifred,

Beryl and Irene, daughters were of more use at home than at school:

Irene: / was runner-up to the dux at primary school. I didn't get the dux because I
was away too much. My mother had her last child that year. I was home
quite a bit looking after the children. You just accepted it but I really
hated it when my mother^aid that she wasn't well and had to stay in bed. I
was really torn. (My empasis)

Nell: Well there was no encouragement to stay on at school and I was the most

useful person I suppose being the oldest daughter. And so when Mum was
sick I stayed at home for about a year.

Helen: How did you feel about that? Was it something you wanted to do?

No it was something you Just accepted and I never got a penny. I did
things methodically just like Mum did. The chairs up on the table and
sweep out and wash out. Kids' lunches to do. I can't remember if Dad
helped but I used to bake the cakesfor the weekend. Ifollowed her routine.
It WAS the way I was trained. (My emphasis)

Beryl: / Ifft school after standard 6.1 did well in English and writing. At twelve I
went and helped my stepmother. I had an apprenticeship in bringing up a
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baby. I felt a bit deprived when all the girls went on to college hut / did
accept it. You accepted things whatever the situation wns
(My emphasis)

By the time I was seventeen I was getting concerned. / could .we that it
was a disadvantage not to have had an education. / had to actually pack my
bag and leave home when my stepmother wasn't around. She wa.\ a
domineering person.

Alongside this acceptance" there was also a determination to make the best of the situation

and to grab the fleeting opportunities that came along.

EducaUon was a privilege not a right, and girls had less chance of access when there
were brothers (Fry 1985). Education for girls, however, still provided the "cultural capital "
(Boiirdieu 1974, Middleton 1985b) necessary to transcend social class or to protect against
future adversity. The women who did get a secondary education paid tribute to the efforus and
sacrifice of others on their behalf.

y- My grandmother said I had to go to high school. I resented the fact
because I had no desire to go, but I enjoyed it.

grandmother paid for me to go to secondary school. I can remember
the arguments at home over that because Dad said I should be out at work.
' was the depression time. But my mother said that as long as Grandma

prepared to keep me I could stay. I can remember sobbing my heart^ ̂ out when I thought I would have to leave.
School of Art because it was the cheapest and it was only at

Mu^^ I was allowed to go, because Auntie made my blazer and^  we a summer frock and I never had a winter uniform.
fflntily in which education was a priority and was to receive an education

ct ^ cultural capital" necessary for marriage into privileged circles.
She recalled the snobbery:

to oioihers voice on the telephone saying, "We are sending her
of law^r because if she goes there she will meet the daughters
deores^inn^ ^ "pother used to claim that if it hadn't been for the
snort and r "' ^ school, but my father used to

For most of th

chanrp ^ choice was not the issue, although for Jane education gave the

^y parents hadn't the
^as concerned th\^r ̂  notion what university was but my fatherthey couldn't afford fok ̂  education. I hoped to do Home Science hut
enabled me tn h ^ ^ scholarship at school which
extra year ^ uniform and a few books so that I could stay the
W/zew / got to Teachprv' c^ii >
I didn't think univer^i^ i university?
revelation to me ihnt r y f'^r people like me. It was a bit of alui 1 could, manage it.

In the aftermath of the depressinn
years, the constrained educational opportunities did

not necessanly dampen the carcf^r n • •
•  j spirauons of the women although working conditions fore not easy. Mary Fmdlay's autobiographical novel Tooth and Nail: the Storv of a

S  of the DcDressinn (I974) described the exploitation of working girls during those
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years. Nell recalled ihc feeling of gratiiudc for having a job and for ihe skills it taught, but

also being powerless against exploitation:

When I went to work / got 17/6 a weeL I was therefor three weeks and he
heard that a new award woj coming out. So he called Mum in and Mum
was dead scared I had been naughty. He said that he would put me off and
then he would take me on again. / started for 10/- a week with 6d taken off
for tax.

Helen: How did you feel about that?

I hadfeelings but I was glad to get a Job. The union later discovered that I
should never have had that 6d tax. I was given the 6d but never any back
pay.

After two years the head machinist left and he gave me the chance of
taking on the Job with full wages. I had the whole responsibility and
worked day and night. / used to lake my brothers along to sit in the
wor/croom with me because / was scared of the rats.

In Edna's family having a job meant one less mouth to feed, and Edna was determined to get a

good job to escape the family's poverty:

My father said that the day we turned fourteen he would cut off money to
us and we would have to get a Job. I 11 but got three years of
secondary education. At school I knew that I had to go like hell so I would
get a Job andl did not want a factory Job. I got a Job straight away doing
office work. I went to night school straight away and I passed my
Government exams.

Matching the dreams with the realiUes was not always easy. Audrey had Uttle education and

was still dreaming of the career she would have liked:

/ was very interested in cooking, / always have been. Had there been the
opportunity I would have loved to have done the Home Science course at
Dunedin. But there was no way of doing it. I would have given anything
for that and look how it would have helped me

Helen: So what did you do?

Housework, there was nothing else in a little town like Opunake. So I
learnt to sew, learnt to iron and learnt to cook. It was a good educationfor
what was to come. I got 5/- a week.

For Winifred impoverishment was not the problem, but her sex was.

/ had wanted to be an engineer. I had wanted to be able to take machinery
apart. I told my family 1 would love to do this. My father almost had a fit.
Helen: That would have been an unusual request for then.

Oh most unusual. But every time I went into the garage I used to hang
over watching them fiddle with the car until my father said 1 had to stop
that nonsense. So I had to stop.

Winifred lived on a remote farm and had no paid employment before her marriage in her late

thirties.

Helen: What if you had suggested a career in nursing or teaching?

Well nursing, definitely yes. but engineering quite out. The only
thing 1 wanted to do was to pull things to bits. 1 always used to pull lawn
mowers to bits if they broke, and put them together again.
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Most of the women felt that they had climbed the economic ladder if they got johs in nursing,

teaching or clerical work, but it was only Meg who moved beyond the realms of "women's

work" and found a career in business. She modestly asserted that it was not through any

brilliant talent but because my father knew the manager. I made out OK but they were falling

back on women as a last resort because of the war. Meg was one of a new "brc<xl" of women

who were to argue for new equalities for women, and she had dreams of combining marriage,

family and a carea-.

THE LABOUR VICTORY

The Labour Party victory in 1935 was a watershed and has taken on its own mythical

dimension as the magical end to the depression. Labour had come to p>owcr with a mandate to

get things right Their manifesto captured the mythic dream and was entitled: Labour has a

Plan, The way out of Chaos to a Land fit for Heroes, It was not so simple, but

in the minds of many New Zealanders the Prime Minister Michael Savage was to be

remembered for introducing security for the working man. In a tribute that was typical by

many New Zealanders of their class and generation, the picture of this mystery face was to

smile benignly from the wall in my grandparents' house. (I was a teenager before I discovered

he was not a relative.)

The depression's
• The qiH-Mion U. art you over the . T g

o V e r

Tony Simpson was to stale:

Every government in a democratic political system is faced with the task
0 reconciling reality and mythology...The first Labour Government was a
triumph because it succeeded in doing that (1976:107).

New Zealanders experienced the myth in a tangible way and the women in this study were no
exception. The childhood memories of the depression were deeply implanted, and still active,

but so were memories of recovery. The 1936 Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act
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endorsed ihe basic male wage as being "sufficieni lo enable a man...to maintain a wife and

three children in fair and reasonable comfort"^.

1938 ta

IP

VOTE

AGAIN

This was hailed as progressive legislation and the ideal still lingers into the 1980's. At the

time it was to consolidate into law separate spheres for men and women, and to negate the
7

Labour Party's earlier support of equal pay . Women were to be assured security as wives and

mothers, as opposed to their exploitation in the workforce (Kane 1972). Similarly the 1938

Social Security Act and its aftermath of welfare legislation became the cornerstone of

expectation which successive governments have been unable to retreat from. Peter Fraser as

the Minister of Education and the Director General of Education, C.E. Beeby, were architects

of a view of education which would pave the way to an egalitarian society through equality of

educational opportunity (Beeby 1986). In this way the depression and the recovery became

powerful symbols of security versus insecurity.

Brenda; / believed in the welfare state. We really thought it was marvellous and
that comes from 1935...The free denial treatment,free hospital.When I had
the miscarriage and my wages went on and everything was free I thought
it was marvellous. The free education was marvellous. The whole welfare

stale was great.

We still feel it. I joined an Insurance Scheme the other day but I came
home and said that Ifell I was selling out after all those years.

Book of Awards xxxvi. P.715. Cited M.A. Kane (1972).
7
The equal pay remit that had been won in 1927 was lost at the 1935 Labour Party

Conference (Kane 1972).
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Brenda's statements were echoed by the other women and it showed an attitude towards

government benevolence that is part of understanding the women of this generation. The fact

that governments could bestow tangible benefits made it difficult for women to organise

collectively and confront government power and prioritcs in the way the women of a later
generation did.

THE WAR

Despite the aftermath of pain that lingered from the First World War there was little real
criticism of the decision to go to war in 1939 (McLeod 1986). There were 59.644 volunteers
but disappointed by the lack of response, the Government introduced conscription in mid
1940. Involvement came by cajoling and legislation rather than through any spontaneous
enthusiasm. Brenda recalled:
lenda: Thm war came so soon <tfler the First World War. The contradiction of my

s patriotism and pride and my mother's cynicism affected me. My
ja ill but his two sons in uniform and his RSA badge on. lie
'Would say "It is the proudest day of my life". I remember my mother
soying, "Poor silly bugger".

Such cynicism was not the official viewpoint and Walter Nash was to proclaim;
The war has the first call on every man and every woman, on every pound
and every penny - every form of acUvity. (1943:43)

ar was to be the division between austerity and prosperity, and it came when the
s study were moving into their adult years. The war generated swift action and
cs, bringing new austerities and new resolve, while heightening expectations for

abetter society in the future.

of th grew up amidst stories of "the war", but it was mainly a male version
and spoke little of his experiences, but as a child I perused his photographs,
N.Z£f "™®dals. He was a bandsman, and later a medical orderly with the 2nd
goodb B mother's war was that it was centred around my father; sayingMilitary Camp, getting engaged by mail, the return of his troopship in

the msrch of th^
soldiers through the streets of Christchurch; their marriage in 1945

ed in a close down of services as the war with Japan ended. What my
mother actually did duHna

g me war years was something I did not seem to know, or maybe

hadn't remembered, umill began Uiis study.

8 Out of a population of 1,630 000-
700.000 in the total workforce
150,000 men were sent overseas
124,000 in the Home Guard

37'Zn7nT" Service Auxiliary
11 manpowered into essential industries11,625 killed

17,000 wounded

21,600 ex-servicemen were receiving disability pensions in 1955 (Sutch 1966:285).
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The women's war in New Zealand, like that of the depression, is only starling to be

known, collected and recognized as the hersiory it is (Ebbett 1984; Edmond 1986). Edmond

has Slated:

The stories of men at war have been told and retold. They have become

the heroes of Hollywood movies and their deeds have become venerated
myths to be remembered at dawn parades. Yet till recently women's
experiences have all but been ignored. Nobody thought what women had
done mnitered fN.Z. Sunday Times September 21 1986).

The final volume of New Zealands official war history, The People at Wan The Home Front

(1986) by Nan Taylor redresses some of the imbalance, but it took 41 years to be written. In

the meantime, the myths we were reared on were powerful: for example, the view that the war

was good for women because they gained new equalities and opportunities in the workforce,

and that after the war women were forced back into the home. Elements of this are true but the

reality is not so simple. Women did gain new options and wider horizons as Lilian Barnard

told Eve Ebbett:

I really feel that it was the beginning of women's liberation, the war,
because we had something different to do-(1984:ll)

Edmond (1986) however, found litde evidence of liberation politics in her collection of

women's oral war stories. She acknowledged that it was "an expanding time" for women, but

they were doing it out of a "massive loyalty" to their men and the nation. "There was never

any talk of new found equality" fN.ZSundav Times September 21 1986). The work, too, was

hard and long, and many women were relieved when the men relumed to take on jobs women

felt they should not have to do.

Jane: Women had been doing this for 4-5 years. You can imagine the relief in
handing over the job...Some of those women had the potential for better
jobs and didn't want to be mucking out pigsties. They were doing it
because it was a service for the war. Women are so damned conscientious

that they would be doing these jobs even if they hated them.

War work caused more women to leave home but Eve Ebbett wrote that there was a certain

irony in gaining new independence during the war.

Better wages did mot necessarily mean material prosperity. After growing
up in poverty, many women reached working age to find that what they
could now afford was not to be had and must be done without. (1984:15)

Once the impact of war began to be felt in families, a "spirit of organisation" (Guy

1943) was awakened amongst voluntary women's societies who found new needs and new

causes. The booklet Women on the Home Front (1943) by C. K. Guy, described the voluntary

schemes that were started to give domestic and childcare assistance to women. This arose from

the new demand for women's labour but was also a reflection of the 70% drop in domestic

staff between 1936 and 1945 (Fletcher 1949). That domestic assistance was being arranged

voluntarily fuelled the demand that the state should be providing it. In August 1943 the

Minister of Health, A. H. Nordmeyer, convened a conference which was significant in the

sense that it was the first time there was such a public focus on the role of women in the
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9
home . A Government scheme of domestic help was called for iliai would extend iH'vorui the

war. There was a call for raising the status of household workers and a wholchc^irierl approval

for the expansion of kindergartens, nursery and crcchc facilities. Issues like coiniTiunal
laundries, electrification and labour saving devices were also discussed. Alihoujdi little of this
eventuated, women's experiences during the war generated a new political consciousness of the

working mother and the needs of her family, and of the nature of women's work in the home.
This created an expectation that governments would become involved in the problems ol the
home (Kane 1972), which would not have been possible without the event of the war.

During the war years traditional codes and responsibilities cut across new work
experiences and new kinds of independence. Old divisions between men and women broke
down, but the war still accentuated the separation of the male and female world. The male
world was symbolically centred around military service overseas while the female world was to
"keep the home fires burning" at home and in the workplace until the "boys came home". For
women this was a double load. Nell expressed it this way:

Well you did the men's job, you carried on. That was your thing to carry
until they came back and hand over their Jobs to them. I can remember
Dad writing from the war about when he came back someone would be
doing his Job. But the people that were doing his Jobs were holding them
for him. You were keeping the machinery going until they came back.
Helen: Were women reluctant to give things back?
Well that might have happened in some cases where a Job had previously
been occupied by a man. It didn't happen in any work that I did. But in
ll^se days you would sort of say "She works and she's a married woman"I can remember it being said.

raditional codes may have been strong, but women learnt that these codes were not
intransigent if harnessed to the right cause.

During the war and its aftermath guilt became a powerful loolYour lives were very
tnuch affected but youfelt you weren't really doing anything (Brenda). This coloured women's
^  usness of the worth of their work. In comparison to the men overseas in the real war

omens war was experienced as secondary as if you were doing nothing.,
applause for the contribution of women. Feelings of guilt and self cffaccmcnt

not only acted as subtle pressures on women (Chetwynd and Fenwick 1977), but were
po ul in assuring that the women's war was trivialised or forgotten, or thai women's work
dunng the war was seen as extraordinary and out of character.

eyond the common experiences of shortages and extra work, the effects of the war
on the women in this study varied. Some were still finishing their education:

up owr education. All the male teachers went away. We
very a y behaved class and were completely out of control. /

There were approximately forty people invited to the conference and representatives from
organisations like Women's Division of the Farmer's Union, War Women's Service Auxiliary,
Wellingtons Mothers' Helpers, Plunket Society, Townswomcn's Guilds, Women's Institutes,
Home Service Association (Guy 1943).
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think that was due to the war years. It war an imbalanced education and it
took a long time to make it up.

There was an excitement. Every time an old boy ivaj killed there was a
special assembly. We would all try to faint - this little girl sort of thing.

Gladys: I went to Grammar but didn't make friends as they came from all parts of
Auckland. / felt isolated and there was a war on. Dad was in the Home
Guard and Mum going out to see that all the lights were off. She had
her gas mask. But it meant that I was on my own a terrific amount. There
were so many changes going on. I decided to leave.

Amidst the disruption Jane saw positive things for girls:

At Teachers' College all the men were called up and that included a man I
was having an affectionate relationship with. In terms of our ability to
know what men were like we found this rather difficult. But I think we
began to assume responsibility for various things that we wouldn't have
otherwise.

All the women had relatives, boyfriends or husbands overseas, and some did not

return. Stella lost her fiance and she rushed into a marriage which was unhappy. Her life was

hard although she stayed in the marriage until her children had gone through school. Winifred

lost a brother

My youngest brother went overseas in the tank corps. He was one of the
youngest New Zealanders to leave and he was killed. He was killed in the
desert, shot by the Germans when he was out on tank duty. We didn't
know for a long time that he had actually been killed. We thought he had
been taken prisoner.

Irene: The letters came and then didn't come and the terrible time when the police
came and asked where Aunty and Uncle were and told me to go and put the
jug on. My cousin was missing believed killed. He was in the airforce.
The heartache of it. We found out later that he had come down and had
been hidden by some people. They were all shot. My aunty has been over
to visit his grave.

Edna: He was captured in Greece. I found out how to go about and get
information to him. He was there forfive years.

Helen: How did he survive it?

Not very well. He is still a bit of a wreck. He had colitis from having got
dysentery on the march out of Germany. The Germans tried to keep them
ahead of the Russians. A lot died on the road.

The examples could continue, but a later chapter will show that some of these women are still

supporting husbands whose lives were scarred from the effects of war wounds or deprivation.

The war was to disrupt the usual progression of courtship, engagement and marriage.

This meant a delayed marriage for some, but for Jane an engagement, marriage and

embarkation were squeezed into a three week whirl, ft pretty grim, it was bad. And I went

home to live with my parents. / was twenty then. Irene met her husband at a welcome home

dance for the first furlough draft in 1943. He had fallen down a cliff getting off Crete and was
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graded as unfit. She was to have a war time wedding hastened somewhat by liic chance of

accommodation:

I wore my friend's sister's wedding frock. It was a beautiful prewar
magnolia chiffon velvet. We actually got married at three week'.s not itice.

The war brought new codes of behaviour for women. Although the vcnccr of i>rc-niariuil
virginity was the official ideology (Middleion 1985b). it was inevitable that women would

seek new relationships amidst the enforced separations. The divorce rate doublcti and there was
a rise in the illegitimate births .Women were encouraged to entertain the troops particularly
when the Americans amved as the war shifted into the Pacific and closer to home ̂ But there
was a double standard as women were expected to both be faithful to the men overseas and be
charming hostesses to soldiers at home. The Y.W.C A tried to create a haven for respectable
mixing between women and soldiers (Coney 1986).

We used to go into town to the Union Jack Club and the Welcome Club,
ou were effectively vetted to see that you were a nice respectable girl,
ou were not suppose to meet a returned serviceman outside. I never had
^ problems of men going too far. Amongst your selves you would say
watch him, he belongs to the WJJB". (wandering hands brigade).

^sawadifferentview:
^agic thing was that the plainer girls would lie under the bush with

pro/ess/o/naf daddies would immediately have
ordinary rank andfilefellows would have the ordinary

had pi wouldn't be seen with anyone unless they

despite dazzled New Zealand women (Kidman 1982; Drummond 1984) and
ag^stthe^^^-^^^^ conduct, girls had to be protected. Schools took no chances
tjyg enemy , Gladys remembers being escorted daily in crocodile form to the

Gladys- ^ American soldiers But the inevitable happened:
just home and well you can Just imagine it. Mum
Word was ' ^Ipp^d, The problem got worse because every second
^^^^'Itw^drea^d^ saw the funny side of it, but not my

Beyond the

opportunities that bereavement and disruption, the war years did provide some
small nir 1 ^omen in this study might not have had. Several were able to leavei'Aiiaix Ilirgi tOWn^ anH

go nursing in the city, which was hard work but gave a taste of

This draft of
remaining for medical reaso^ns""^^ Middle East on furlough. Although many were
court martialled (McLeod refused to go back and some were eventually
11

were here and the Npu.^'z year in which the most Americansme New Zealand men were absent in their largest numbers.
ere were some 42,000 American soldiers in New Zealand undergoing training, recreation

or medical treatment at the peak of the war.

I
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independence. Jane and Stella who were teachers got promotion rapidly, although conditions

were grim.

Stella: Ai M / had 67 children and two classes. They had been without a
teacher for six weeks. The noise when I went into that room. I said "Good
morning" and they held their lids and let them slam down. I went to the
headmaster and said it was quite impossible. He said "Tilfix them". So he
came in and said "Shut up". That first week we went through exercise
books and exercise books, anything to keep them writing.

Irene was manpowered'^ out of her genteel job in the elegant department store of Ballantynes

of Christchurch to work in a shoe factory:

We made clogs for Indians because evidently they were giving our men
tea. IVe had lots offun because the side fence of the factory back yard was
a back fence of a private hotel where the airforce was billeted.

We had very strict timekeeping at the factory. They would dock your pay
half an hour if you were only a minute late and you had to work the half
hour as well.

We used to sit at the machines wearing overcoats and I had an old coat of
my father's over my knees and there would be water dripping down the
bricks inside the building.You can see why there was a need for unions.

When war ended though women did not generally turn the opportunities gained into an issue

of establishing new equalities. Jane summed up the feeling:

There was the feeling "Oh thank God. Oh the relief. Now we can go back
and the men can do the things that we found so stres^ul. Also the
psychological relief of knowing where everybody was and that people
would come back. Most of the women I knew were quite happy to assume
the maternal role. We never assumed otherwise.

The question which underpins this study is the extent to which the experiences of

women during the war affected their lives later on. Beyond the more direct changes that have

been described, the impact was more subtle because families wanted to erase the war years and

to move towards (backwards) to an ideal of normality. The mechanics of this process is

addressed in the next three chapters but it is relevant to foreshadow its beginnings.That women

would be different after the war was officially acknowledged in the N.Z. Armv Current Affairs

Bulletin. In an issue on "Women and the War" (Vol.1 No,15. 1943) "for soldiers to read and

discuss", they were warned:

The new capabilities developed in wartime...will probably create among
women a new awareness of what is possible for them (P.IO). It will be no
"man made" world which emerges from this conflict (P. 12).

The Bulletin outlined the issues concerning equal pay, childcare, the declining birth rate and

married women who worked, and asked, "Will this injure the home?" (P.IO). The official

prediction was that:

The desire for a home though often postponed and thwarted seems
indestructible...It is unlikely New Zealand women would lose their
affection for homes or children even after years in the factory or the
uniform (Pp. 10-11).

Unless single women were working in what was deemed to be an essential industry, they
could be directed into war work.
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And it was right
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Beyond the "liberating" potential of the war experience in allowing new co<!cs, it was

generally acknowledged that war was a temporary situation from which significant changc-s

were not wanted (Anderson 1981).Even the appeals used to mobilise women towards ilie war

effort did not challenge basic beliefs about women's role. Women's work in liie home and iJic

workplace was justified as a patriotic duly to the country and to their family. Women could

help end the war, bring back the men and thus bring security to family life (Uarirnann 1982).
Womens work was still in the realm of home and family as the home cxtcndwl to the home
front
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The war showed ihai values were iransporiablc. Mend, make-do and thrifty

hoincmaking previously associated with tlie depression were exalted as a patriotic task. It was

now a virtue as well as a necessity. The Woman's Weekly ran a column entitled "War

Economy Hints" and as the war ended it was reiitled "Economy Hints". By the 1950's the

same column became "Surer Shopping" with advice on purchasing new home appliances. In

the span of a few years the economic circumstances had changed, but in each context women

were serving the nation by serving their family, whether it was for the war machinery or big

business. The sex role prescription remained intact, but unlike the war years when women's

work was regarded as real work, in the postwar period women's work, paid or unpaid, again

became "non-work". The focus shifted to the real work of the "returned men" as breadwinners

and protectors (Anderson 1981), while women's work in the home was portrayed as a feminine

leisure activity (Winship I98I).

The war encouraged a double standard of femininity. It bolstered the imagery of the

independent patriotic woman. Women were to demonstrate strength and initiative during the

day but there was a concern that traditional femininity and family responsibility not be

undermined, and women assumed their traditional roles out of "worit" hours. The war generated

a heightened consciousness of romantic love and conventional family roles (Anderson 1981;

Middleton 1985b). The exaggerated emphasis on family life in the postwar period is a legacy

of these contradictory experiences. Yet the next chapters show that a new political and

personal consciousness of women's abilities generated by the war existed alongside the support

for separate spheres for men and women. These did not mesh together easily at the political

level, or in the personal politics of family life, and this was to set up the conditions for the

collapse of the "feminine mystique" (Fricdan 1963).
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"My wof work er»di lo morrow, ond
Bob is doe home ony doy r>ow. so
Mother orvd I ore gelting busy
boliding o r>est for us your>ostcrs
And one of Mother's "musts" is Air-
Ceil or Or>chur>go Blankets, Since her
mother's doy Onehursgo products hove
been top fovouriles in our home, ond
she won't let me stort o home wiltsoot
Onehursgo quolity."
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CHAPTER SIX

THE CONTEXT OF LIVING 1945 -1960: DREAMS OF
A NEW ORDER

The way had been prepared earlier, but the breakthrough came with the end
of the Second World War. In less than twenty years the whole society had
passed through a series of awakening experiences - depression, recovery,
mobilization, the prospect of invasion, victory', peace, and the brief surge
of hope it broughL These crowded years transformed a colonial society
into an independent one...they underlay the more diverse developments of
later years (Oliver 1981:430).

In industrial societies after World War Two there was an increasing ordering of social life, to

be justified as improving the welfare of the individual. In New Zealand this was to operate as

a "quest for security" (Sutch 1966) against the economic and social disruption of past years.

Walter Nash^ wrote in his wartime blueprint for the future. New Zealand: A Working
Democracv :

Whether the conclusion of war will mark the end of one era and the
beginning of another, the end of imperialism and the beginning of a
century of the common man, will depend very largely upon our capacity
so to organize our affairs to guarantee to all men greater security, greater
opportunity, a fuller and happier life than heretofore. (1943:157) (My
emphasis)

The ideals of security and opportunity were part of New Zealand's egalitarian myth, but they

had an uneasy co-existence as successive Governments tried to deal with the ambiguity of

simultaneously guaranteeing, yet tempering the excesses of both.

The ideal of security was pervasive in many dimensions of life and this required a

consensus view of society that was orchestrated more thoroughly than was possible before

1945 (Pearson 1952), or later in the I960's. There was a more united vision of the future

(Shuker 1985) centred around the welfare state, which for a while embodied both the right and

left wing versions of the "good life". This kind of unanimity was demonstrated in the 1949

referendum for compulsory military training in peacetime. To persuade a population who were

tired of war, all householders received a booklet with supporting statements from both the
2

Labour Prime Minister, Peter Eraser , and the National Party Leader of the Opposition, Sid
3

Holland . As communism replaced fascism as the enemy, the Leaders' messages were steeped

in an emotional rhetoric of the imminence of a closer danger, and a warning that the long

awaited social and economic security at home was under threat, unless military and political

security was also guaranteed:

Fraser: While forms of dictatorship threaten. New Zealand must be capable of
defending itself...peace is precarious, we cannot neglect to take elementary
commonsense precautions.

' Minister of Finance in Labour Government 1935 - 1949. Prime Minister of the second
Labour Government 1957 - 1960.

2
Prime Minister of tlie Labour Government during the years 1940 - 1949.

3
Prime Minister of the National Government 1949 -1957.

65
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Holland: 320,000,000 people in subjugated countries have been cnsla>.c<l l>ec:ujw
they were unprepared to defend their freedom...it is manly to dcfciul t)no's

4
couniry.

Both Parties were united against the potential threat of communism ami tluis began a

campaign of persuasion that Russia, a former ally, was now a major enemy . If New

Zealanders were somewhat uninterested in the growth of Communism there was more

awareness that military training was good toughening up discipline for young men whose
lives were easier than those men who had already "served their country".The referendum was
won despite opposition from certain sectors of the Labour Party, the Communist Parly and

peace groups, who saw it as a threat to civil liberties and an intolerance towards minority

views . Historian Keith Sinclair was to write that. "The whole business smelt strongly of die

plebiscite of dictators; but few people seemed to have sensitive noses" (1959:286).
There is UtUe critical analysis of New Zealand society during this period. Historians,

economists and sociologists have been more energetic in their analysis of later decades, but liie
1950's have been remembered and recorded as "golden years" (Shuker 1985:21) of "unsurpassed
prospenty and social tranquillity" (Dunstall 1981:347). And from a global overview of
industrialised societies. Ernest Gellner (1987:111) termed the era as the "belle cpoque in the
sense of a "striving towards social jusUce and liberty all at once". In New Zealand this "good
iife of the postwar period was reaffirmed in contrast with the earlier years of rationing and

c controls, but also from the distance of time when later problems appeared greater,

but ^ ^ seemed sweeter. This has become the myth that was powerful even then.myths are sustained by contradiction. Jean Wishart the Editor of the Woman's Weekly
noted:

It is time we asked ourselves why, in a time of great material prosperity,
v/ en the standard of living is undoubtably higher than it has been, there
s Quid be so much bickering and quarelling, so many murders and
worces, so much obvious frustration and unhappiness (N, Z. W, W^
December 3 1949).

was a growing prosperity (Sutch 1966; Chapman 1981) but it existed alongside the hard
times familiec ^ j

m matching the ideal, and this is demonstrated in the lives of the women in

^"stat " '
MiniRtp.r anH the Leader of the Onnosilion on Compulsory

~  amiflgi Government Printer Wellington.
In

attitude^duri^me^i^'^i'S^Sf^^"®® newspaper articles it is easy to notice the quick shift in
g  e 19408 towards Russia, and a little later towards China.

conscription'hTgs^h'^^ 535,816 votes to 152,573. The Labour Government abolished
was employed National re-iniroduccd it in 1961, although this time a ballot system

I t^pnose Cnnscription Forward Press, Auckland (no date).
Co ■ • Committee of the New 2:caland Communist Party Pgr Peace AgqiL.C>nscnpUon. Mu.St Our Children (no dale).
l^ergussen, J. Whv 2, Peace and Ami Con.scriplion Federation (no date).

nsi
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this study. There was however a difference from the earlier years of hardship, as there was

optimism Uiat things would continue to get better. For most they did.

Jane: The depression was behind us. Housing being put up for everyone.
Education was being raised andyou couldn't leave school until later. There
was an optimistic note. For New Zealand its overseas contacts for its
markets were reopened again with the war finished. There was an
optimism and it was quite clear where we were going.

The general feeling was that our creative feelings could go into better food
and belter clothing and better family arrangements. It was creativity
through the family.

It was also a lime of new ideas, seen by W.H. Oliver as the beginnings of a "Small but real

intellectual revolution" (1981:430).

Brcnda: What influenced me was the wave of new immigrants after the war and
the total change in values. Immigrants from Europe threw our value
system upside down. They were left wing and Jewish and quite old for
their age. It was- an exciting time with literature, the Penguin New
Writing - all those books! The Chamber Music Society started up at this
time and we started to get overseas artists. It was the time the Unity
Theatre started. Lili Kraus came to Teachers' College. She had black

g

slacks and a blackjersey and a long black pigtail and she played Mozart .
9

It was marvellous. Susan Isaacs was our textbook .

Such innovation and en^gy however, had to be contained within a consensus rationale. This

was bound up in a clear demarcation between acceptable and unacceptable, adjustment and

maladjustment, and in such a small population as New Zealand there were few comfortable

niches for alternative views or life styles. Sylvia Ashton-Wamer's ideas on the education of

Maori children during the 1950's were seen as a challenge to established views on education,

childrearing and race relations, and were thus unacceptable to the Department of Education and

New Zealand publishers. The Department "lost" her Maori Readers^^, and her book Teacher
£19631 languished for seven years until it was published in the U.S.A. Obstetrician Dr. Diana

Mason, wife of playwright Bruce Mason recalled the awkwardness of their reversed roles

during the 1950's as she earned the family living:

Nor perhaps did we fully appreciate the flac the children had to ward off
from their peers. Bruce may well have been one of New Zealand's first
house husbands. The term was then unknown. All the children knew that

it was regarded as weird that their mother went out to work and their father
stayed home and scribbled (1986:31).

Normality however was guided by prescriptions that were often difficult to achieve. For

example, to live in a "normal family" with mother as a homemaker and father as a

8 Hungarian born concert pianist Lili Kraus and her Austrian born husband had been issued
New Zealand passports before the war, however en route New Zealand they were imprisoned
by the Japanese and did not arrive until 1946. Lili BCraus died in 1986.

9 Susan Isaacs was promoting new ideas in early childhood education. She had visited New
Zealand earlier in 1937 on behalf of the New Education Foundation, a British organisation that
promoted progressive education.

Sylvia Ashton-Wamer had illustrated these herself drawing on the experiences and words
used by Maori children.
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breadwinner, to set up the ideal home that had more material goods than ever l>cforc; to raise

"normal children" according to criteria that were more exacting than in earlier years, retjiiircd a

high earning capacity from men and a selfless dedication from womcn.The abnormal w:ls

characterised by labels such as "weird", or "deviant", and was ascribed to anything which did

not fit the consensus prescriptions governing family life, political viewpoint or cultural

perspective. This was part of the process of "marking the boundaries" of order (Wilson 1980)

and what was within the boundaries was conceived in terms of normality: "normal family

life", "normal children", "normal development". There was however a mood of optimism tliat

education, science, psychology and new economic and social policies could turn the abnormal

into normal, the unacceptable into acceptable. What was needed was expertise and individual

will power.

R.D. Laing, the psychiatrist guru of various I960*s rebellions against conformity,

was to write savagely about the 1950's preoccupation with the "normal man" and his

consequent alienation from society:
What we call normal is a product of repression, denial...Society highly
values its normal man. It educates children to lose themselves and to
become absurd, and this is to be normal. (1967:27-8)

later characterised this kind of society as a madness which destroyed the individual

potential by dragging people towards conformity:
By the time the new human being is fifteen or so we are left with a being
uke ourselves, a half crazed creature more or less adjusted to a mad world.
This is normality in our present age (1967:58).

This paradigm of order in which "normality" would be the outcome, permeated many facets of
everyday life. It was operative within the wider political and economic spheres in terms of
collective security and material prosperity, family relationships in terms of stability and social
rder, and the individual through psychological management. This chapter examines various
ys in which the paradigm was constructed. The following sections present five scenarios,

themselves represent small slices of everyday life, but as a collective statement are as
part of a fabric that made up the context of living.

POLITICAL SHIFTS AND ESTABLISHING ORDER

Peace when it finally came was a glorious relief - but we soon
iscovered it was only an interlude. World War Two had been the major

gration, but there were other fires of hate and discord still burning.
u ® headlong to self destruction in this so called atomic age?
np.flrpr more secure...is that "new world" anyto being a reality? (Jean Wishart. N.Z.W.W. August 26, 1954).

g  e period there was a growing fatalism that there would be a World War Three
new allies and enemies, and that it could be atomic. The United States was successful in

unifying political thought in the West, and New Zealand's political leaders promoted these
ideas at home and, "Though New Zealand still developed some independent minds...the
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majorily found (these ideas) acceptable" (Sulch 1966:337). Peace groups gained a small

momentum but in the main the backdrop of political warmongering and the politics for peace

did not touch the lives of most New Zealanders whose concern was with politics at home and

in the home.

The Labour Government emerged from the war somewhat tired but they were elected to carry

on. They had set in place a comprehensive rehabilitation scheme for returned soldiers, and they

espoused an egalitarian vision of postwar reconstruction and the "new society". There were

lurking fears of a postwar depression as the economy shifted from its wartime schedule and the

electors wanted to be safe.
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The depression did not eventuate, the rehabilitation schemes worked but household austerities

and economic regulation continued. Labour saw these as necessary to facilitate the

reconstruction programmes but they frustrated the ideals of individual opportunity. Simpson

voiced the resounding view:

Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (C.N.D.), Peace Pledge Union, National Peace
Council, Christian Pacifist Society. A rallying point was a Hiroshima March and rally in the
main centres (Grant 1986). The conscription legislation of 1949 also generated activism
within these groups.
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They were sick of ralioncd buitcr, petrol, lea, cloihmg ami incai.
Rehabiliiation was the final success. After it was complcicd the party
rolled over and died (1976:130).

Historian Robert Chapman's view was that:

New Zealandcrs themselves had changed because of the war aiul tlie
opportunities opened up by economic and social security. There was a
drive to enjoy the peace, to take Labours* achievcmenLs for granted as the
basis for getting on with private life (1981:354).

The voter's dreams of a peaceful prosperity were out of step witli tlie Government's aticrnpLs

to provide it Labour was unable to balance the need for security and equity with individual

opportunity, and thus the National Government under Sid Holland came to power. Since being

ousted from power in 1935 the National Party had astutely accommodated liic depression fears

of insecurity and promised a commitment to the welfare state. But more than tliat, tlicy

harnessed the frustrations of constraints, scarcity and regulation and promi.scd a material Utopia
and the individual freedom to pursue it

During the next eight years the philosophy of the welfare state shifted from the
primacy of individual security to opportunity. Security instead was promoted as a national
concern for protection against enemies at home and abroad. The National Government took on
board the United States' definition of democracy as free enterprise, and socialism as a form of
totalitarianism ; the threat of communism provided a powerful weapon for promoting a
onsensus view of living. Underlying the consensus politics were conflicting views, and by

these had erupted into an open confrontation.
The Communist Party had been recruiting more members, particularly within a small

P of urban intellectuals and among some sections of the trade unions (Simpson 1976).
f came to Training College in 1946. This was the great period of the
young being interested in communism. A tremendous wave that began
^hen Russia was in the war and all was well.

Wy husband believed in the socialist ideal and didn't even join the
^perannuation as he thought there would be a revolution. My age group
wfw a little younger and we didn'tfall for it in the same way. I didn't have

awareness that P had of the depression. He remembers the Queen
street riots^^.Ms family were so poor.

we were getting from Russia was that women were being engineers
factors and runningfarms and there was daycare whenever you wanted

assumed that that would be a good model. That women were going
to get things. Although I don't think that I thought about it for me
personally.

Jane:

ppeal of communism in New Zealand was not widespread but it was sufficient to fuel a
P  campaign against reds" at home. Cold war politics had been simmering since the end

12 At
want to Conference Holland defined his Party's policy bluntly: "If you
enfpmricp" Policy, you can say that we are against them and we stand for privateenterpnse (Quoted m Sutch in 1966:365).
On the 14th of April 1982 a union march down Auckland's Queen Street was joined by

mousands of unemployed workers who also wanted to gel into the meeting in the Town Hall.
A not erupted (Simpson 1976:84).
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of World War Two (Sulch 1966) bui ihc Korean War beginning in 1950 ofricially triggered a

hardening of attitudes in New Zealand. President Truman of the U.S.A. and Prime Minister

Aiilcc of Britain both proclaimed the Korean war as sufficient to justify World War Three and

called on allies to fight in tlie name of democracy. In the weekly magazines women were

exhorted to protect their homes and families by supporting a new war effort. This time

however the enemy could not be pinpointed with such accuracy, or combaited with such unity

as Nazism or the Japanese, as the enemy might be active within New Zealand. The "domino

theory" was accepted as inevitable:

In South-East Asia communism is tr>'ing hard to gain control of Burma,
Siam and Vietnam, which produces the rice which feed millions of people.
The programme is clear. With control of those countries, Malaya would
be next and Indonesia. Thus the biggest part of the communist bridge to
Australia and N.Z. would be built. Yes, Potentially we are close to the
storm (Roy Theodore N.Z.W.W. February 1950).

The arc is slowly but slowly extending...Thc infiltration of communism
throughout the Far East cannot but have repercussions here, and at the
present rate of progress, in the event of a flare up, we stand to fight
alone - an unpleasant thought. At all costs further peneuation must be
halted,..The Government need have no fear that New Zealanders will
shirk their duty once they fully understand where their duty lies (Jean
Wishart, N.Z.W.W. June 29 1950).

New Zealanders did answer the call to Malaya, to Korea and later to Vietnam, although the

tiny forces sent were a token commitment to shield the apathy for any large war effort The

fight against communism was also at home. New Zealand's allies had begun their own "red"

hunts, but in New Zealand it was the 1951 waterfront strike that whipped up a local paranoia,

as F.M.H. wrote:

The whole world today is in the midst of strife, not merely the actual
battle in Korea, but all the little undeclared wars where men are striving
by devious means to institute communism throughout the world. Here in
New Zealand the strife is manifested in the waterfront strike fN.Z.W.W.

October 4, 1951).

14
This bitter strike, or lockout - depending on your viewpoint was ostensibly about

arbitration procedures, but deeper issues came to the fore. The stage was set for a long awaited

confrontation by Government towards militant unions, and particularly the watersider's union

with their links to the Communist Party which was publicly opposed to the Korean war.

Calling for the protection of democracy the Government invoked old regulations^^ that gave
sweeping powers, making it illegal even to give food to su-iking watersider's families. The

strike collapsed and the Government seen as the victor over unionism and communism.

14
Michael Bassett (1972) provides the most auihoriiaiive work on this dispute.

1913 Labour Disputes Involvement Act
1932 Public Safety Act
1939 Strike and Lockout Emergency Regulation Act

Afterwards the National Government attempted to consolidate this power in the 1951 Police
Amendment Bill. There was intense opposition to this, and the Bill was amended and then
repealed in 1960.
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This backdrop of moral and political unease created an atmosphere for the [>rofiu)iion

of social consensus, and there was a carefully orchestrated campaign to the clleci that, the
dangers of communism could be kept at bay, provided that there was harmony at home.
Consensus views and accepted codes of behaviour gained credence too txrcaiiso there was also
an optimism that the remaining ills at home could be cured. For socialist.s in New Zealand.

the 1950's was a period of believing the unacceptable and the gradual disillusi(>nnicnt with a
dream. The "enemy within"^^ became the new catchphrase and as W.B. Sutch wrote:

New Zealand, as with other countries, went through this turmoil of
isolating and denouncing "the left" and of associating sceptics, dissenters,
and free speakers as fellow travellers with "Communism" and. by that
token, as qualifying for suppression (1966:336).

This was to affectBrenda's husband who had afniiations with the Communist Parly:
He did suffer in promotion. It was no question all of them did. 7 hey were
in mainstream jobs but they were a bit of a bad smell. He left the
and went teaching but when a new headmaster came they had to get out as
fast as they could. It was dreadful and we hadfour children. Hungary was
the disillusionment and Khruschev's revelations of Stalin. I had never been
a member of the Party. I was interested but it wasn't the same
disillusionment for me.

For the 1954 election both political parties wore to use the compelling appeal of a
terial security at home against political insecurity abroad. But there was no change of

Government untU 1957 when Nash, in his old age, was to rekindle again the more coHecuve
security. The demands for prosperity, and the attempts to deliver it through private

^ ^ se had brought the instability of inflation and high interest rates. This fuelled support
Of Labour's promises ofanewredistribution^'^.but the optimism of anew Utopia soon faded^  1958 black budget" provoked the reaction that the country had no wish to return to
a planned austerity (Chapman 1981). So in 1960 New 2:ealand returned to the known
purities of individual opportunity offered by the National Party under Prime Minister Keith
Holyoake.

16 ow to spot a Communist" by Arnold Kav CN.Z.W.W.Septcmber 14 1950).

was introduc^ ^nefit was raised. Capitalising of the family benefit for the first family home
18

havl Of Zealand's political mythology and despite the years thatnave passed is sull powerful as an insult by the NaUonal Party to the Labour Party.
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ECONOMIC PROSPERITY AND THE REWARDS OF ORDIOK.

In this most susUiined period of prosperity of the iwcniicih century, tfie
state took on new dimensions - maintaining afriucncc. tcinpcnng
inequality, ensuring security and helping to mainmin the high degree of
uniformity in New Zealand life (Dunstall 1981:398).

After the war the government assumed responsibility for providing tlic fabric support

family life, and governments moved in and out of power according to their ability to do so.

The two political parties had different views on the construction of the fabric but were in

accord that full employment and housing were essential prerequisites. For the National Party

these were new policy commitments, but as Robert Chapman wrote, their "ranks were now

full of people whose life chances Labour had restored or launched" (1981:356). By the time
that the National Party came to power in 1949, there had been fourteen years of full

employmenrand any shift in direction was politically unacceptable. Fortunately the 195U s

were years of expansion in terms of farm prices and industrialization, but more specifically

from a rising population through immigration and an increase in the birth rate. This change
from decay during the 1930's to growth in the late 1940's and 1950's generated an expansion
"1 all services across the public and private sectors, guaranteeing full employment through

until the late 1960's^^.

l^eliabilitatioE starts
witli

If you're selling
your House or Farm,

SMI to A SmWCJTMMf

e problem that did not ease throughout the period was housing. While Labour put
a priority on state housing and NaUonal on private building, neither effort was enough to cope
with the shortage (Mahar 1984).Thc concern had begun weU before the war's end, as there was
a legacy of insufficient house building going back to the depression years. The unexpected

In the worst postwar year m 1959 when the prices fell the registered unemployed was 1656
but usually it was below 500.
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increase in population after the war was to exacerbate the problem further. By 1949 there were

47,000 unsatisfied applicants for state houses alone (Dunstall 1981). 10,000 houses a year

were needed to just keep pace with the population increase, but the most optimistic building

rate was only 16.000 a year (Lee 1949). The overflow crowded in with relatives, and filled

transit and caravan camps (Gamble 1952), and the housing problem continued as a political

football;

In Auckland alone 4250 servicemen are wailing for a roof over their heads.
Adults as well as young children and babies are living on verandahs
carelessly canvassed in. Many young couples have to live with their in
laws fN.Z.W.W. July 15 1945).

A typical story was:.

We have one child and are expecting another one about October. My wife
and child are sleeping in a wash-house and we are unable to get even one
room to live together. I have had an application for a state house for two
years and am a returned serviceman. My wife's health is rapidly failing. It
is h of a life. fN.Z.W.W April 24 1946).

In the 1950's the headlines were still saying that, "Housing is our Biggest Headache" (Here

and Now September 3 1953), but part of the problem was facilitating the purchasing ability of

families (Mahar 1984). New suburbs did appear drawn up from plans begim in the 1940's. In

1946 the Listener (June 21) outlined, "The ten year plans for new roads, railways, bridges,

pipe lines, aerodromes, reservoirs, and entire extra suburbs (not to mention tunnels)...for

Auckland and Wellington". This was part of the new planned environment for postwar living,

but one critic noted:

What is wrong with your town planners? They have designed a whole
town complete with shops, schools factories, and railroads - and left out a
community centre. Don't they read the women's magazines? fN.Z.L. July
19 1946).

It took many years before the traditional amenities of the cities caught up with these new

suburbs as Celia and Cecil Manson wrote:

Lower Hutt until now has been drab, dowdy, and higgledy piggledy; a
town to be hurried through...Now the magic wand has been waved. With
the recent opening of the magnificent War Memorial Library and Cultural
Centre, Lower Hutt shows signs of becoming the belle of New Zealand
cities fN.Z.W.W. April 5 1956).

House ownership became not only the fulfilment of a dream, but it was also a measure of

adult maturity. A Ministry of Housing booklet stated:

New Zealanders are firm believers in the worth and value of home
ownership. It proves a secure basis for the welfare and happiness of the
family. It develops initiative, thrift, self reliance, and other good
qualities which go to make up the moral strength of the individual, of
the family and of the nation (1957:2).

In the pursuit of this ideal a T.istener editorial stated that New Zealand had become a

"Weatherboard Culuu"e":

Home building has become a national preoccupation. An observer who
loiters on Sunday near a city could not fail to notice how keenly the
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motorists and their passengers inspect housing sctilcmcnis...House
watching has become a national pastime (N Z.l, ScpicnilKT 26 195.S).

New towns and houses were symbolic of order, albeit the slate or privately owned versions of

it.

10)/=/?
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The sameness of the new suburbs gave a uniformity to the culture, although new housing was

evidence of a society that was moving towards consumerism more rapidly. Cars, electrical

appliances and gadgetry were being acquired and displayed across a much broader range of

society than ever before. The period was characterised by a levelling out of class

distinciion."Inequaliiies were perceived as removable and the egalitarian myth was maintained"
(Dunstall 1981:423). But as the 1950's moved into the 1960's and 1970's the consumer

trappings brought their own kind of class distinction, and politicians were unable to meet the
material demands promised in the egalitarian myth. This also altered the construction of the
definition of the feminine ideal for married women, as Beryl recalled:

A good woman during the 1940's was one who managed and made ends
fneet - made the income stretch. This changed. A good woman was
someone who had a beautiful house. But she had to go out to work to
earn the extras to get it.

This was the inevitable contradiction underlying the ideal.

THE FAMILY AS A SYMBOL OF ORDER AND SECURITY.
The symbol of the family as an antidote to political, economic or social stress is a powerful
catchphrase, as Lyn Segal writes, "It symbolizes our deepest dreams and fears. These are
dreams of love, intimacy, stability, safety, security, privacy, fears of abandonment, chaos and
failure" (1983:1). Politicians were to harness both the yearnings for security, and the fears of
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insecurity.Waller Nash was to identify the family as the "foundation" of his plans for the new

society;

I am a conservative in the sense that I look upon the family as the
foundation of the nation...No nation or race can prosper or progress who
lack the conditions necessary for a home or home-life in the best and
fullest meaning of those words...it is by the toil of their hands that men
live, and by the strength of the family that the race will continue
(1943:211).

Beyond this kind of rhetoric, postwar policies of employment, taxation, wages, housing and

benefits were implicit family policies inasmuch as they were constructed around an ideal of

certain normal family arrangemenis: that a married woman and her children would be provided

with security by her husband, and that the woman would assume the day to day responsibility

for the care of the children and the home. As a functional unit this arrangement was described

as "the keystone of the New Zealand community" (Fletcher 1949). Later in the 1970's the

welfare state would have to accommodate to the fact that the ideal was not working, but in the

postwar period the ideal and the reality were closer than before or after those years. There was

however no perfect fit and those not matching the ideal had no place within the boundaries of

normal family life.

Throughout the twentieth century in New Zealand, as well as other industrialised

states, the ideal of the family had been taking on the middle class trappings of the "bourgeois

family"* and by the postwar period ideas on what constituted a "good family" were becoming

the expectation for all classes. For example, the home was to be "nicely" furnished, the

children to be "well" behaved, and men and women to be "happily" married and "good"

parents. All these were quantifiable in terms of outcomes, and those that did not measure up

were dysfunctional. American sociologist Talcott Parsons (1955) espoused a powerful

paradigm of the nuclear family with its clearly differentiated functions for men and women, as

the most appropriate form for western industrialised society. This paradigm was validated by

research and taken to be normative as evidenced by political policies to uphold the separate but

unequal spheres (Bernard 1975). Parsons hypothesised a view of the family in which its

traditional functions had been u-ansferred into the care of experts and institutions such as

schools and hospitals. The new family provided emotional support for its members and was

freer to concentrate on the childrearing function, although much of this was now under the

oversight of professionals. This view of the family was increasingly child centred. As far as

the state was concerned the family was being subsidised through a range of policies to carry

out certain functions, and families that did not function according to the prescriptions were a

problem.

Family life was changing and the period was characterised by an increasing labour
20 21

force participation of married women and mothers , and a gradual increase in divorce .

20
1945 17% of female labour force married
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While social and economic changes were affecting the way families worked from wiihin. the

outward face of the family however was of unity and harmony. For New Ze.:jland children ilic
22

new Janet and John school readers became the model to measure bcliaviourand |><)sscssions

against (Else 1986). Sylvia Ashton-Wamer was to write in criticism of ihc.se:

I can't belive that Janet and John never fall down and scratch a knee and
run crying to Mummy...Doesn't John ever disobey? Why is it always
fine in primer books?...! sec the respectable happy reading book placed
like a lid...ignoring, hiding and supprcssing...( 1963:69).

The supreme symbol of the family was the Royal family. Alongside the untidiness

and failings of real families, royalty symbolised mythical order. The geographic distance of
royalty did not dim its image in New Zealand, and it was a fortunate coincidence that during

this penod of intensified ideological and material support for family life, royalty had a prince
and princess ready to fall in love, marry and rear royal children as well. The prc.scnt Queen
Med her prince in 1947 in the rush of postwar marriages and in a time of austerity, her

wedding was to have the glitter and romance that were the dream of other women. When the
Queen became a mother she was the crowned representative of new motherhood despite her

cs and rank. After all it is what we are made for", she was reported to have told her
governess (N,2,W,^^ August 17 1950). Although the Queen had none of the everyday
^sponsibility for her children, her subjects were reassured that she was a mother just like

uiid magazines provided glimpses of happy royal domesticity.
ideas on motherhood and family life are sane and hcal^y...she goes

ubout md makes no secret of the fact that her ideas on having babies do
oot coincide with advice given to expectant mothers a few generations

^  tiack August 17 1950).
yul family provided exalted examples of ordinary family life:

^nce Charles emd Princess Anne run about the suite in daytime hours.
eir toys are on the carpet and chairs, along with the jigsaw the Queen is

currendy doing, and the latest record the Duke likes to play. Susan and
ugar, the corgi terriers lie on the rug companionably. It's cheerful and

1957) untidy like any other home fN.Z.W.W. November 18
^  ̂ncess Anne became models for how boys and girls ought to be reared

descrilld*^°^^ ®®^^gation was the basis of order. At the age of seven Prince Charles wasaving reached the stage when "everything concerned with girls is scorned .

1956
iQAA 29%1966 37^

^^Then
during the late doubled between the years 1943 - 1946 and remained high
2,363 petitions lQ4o^ o stabilised until the late sixties. 1939 - 1,243 petitions, 1946 -
22 ' ~ 2.001 petitions, 1968 - 2,688 petiuons.

theT5ew American readers and were inuoduccd in the postwar years a.s the husis of^eai^d reading scheme. It was not until the I960's that New Zealand produced its
own Keady to Read scheme.
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His hair is never allowed lo grow vcr>' long, since both the Queen and
the Duke of Edinburgh hold ihal a Iwy should have a proper manly
appciirance ("N.Z.W.W. November 19 1956).

In conirasi.

Princess Anne is what her father proudly describes as a "regular young
lady", who already seems to show an appreciation of pretty frocks
CN.Z.W.W. October 3 1953).

The Duke too was presented as the ideal modem father who would provide some mild

discipline:

He doesn't follow the modern fetish of casing nursery psychology to
extremes. When Charles repeatedly flung his slippers down a stairwell to
the danger of people below, the Duke duly administered a good tempered
spanking ( N.Z.W.W. January 23 1954).

Unlike tlie increasing number of marriages that were ending in divorce, the Queen s mamage

was to be enduring, and her wedding anniversaries to become a national celebration. The

marriage was to symbolise the ideal of men and women as equal but different even though the

Queen had to be beyond equality. In the intimacy of her mamed life the Queen was portrayed
as the subservient wife while Prince Philip was the masterful husband.

Whatever her rank it is always the wife who must make a happy home
background essential for a successful mamage...The Queen arranges
flowers in the vases herself and often in the evening she will cook dinner
in the little kitchen..There are two high stools on one of which the Duke
often perches to superintend the cook! fN.Z.W.W. November 18 1957).

She was seen to bow to his knowledge on certain matters and the order of this relationship

was presented as a recipe for a successful marriage. This new style of relationship required men
to become more involved in domestic issues as long as there was no confusion over masculine

and feminine roles.

Princess Margaret was more awkward to place within the ideal. As a single woman

until 1960 she reflected the ambivalence society felt about women who did not marry, but did

not fit the spinsterish image. Princess Margaret portrayed an image of sexuality, independence,

and competence that was in contrast to the image of a mamed woman of her age. For a while

she was promoted as the Royal career girl:

Appearing in public is her career and everyone agrees that as a "career girl"
she is a glowing success...She is by no means the over-sophisticated,
pleasure mad girl...she is also a sensitive, kind litde person who goes out
of her way to perform her public duties with dignity (N.Z.W.W. Julv 22
1954).

This was against the backdrop of her choice of husband No marriage was better than marriage

with a divorced man and there was relief when she publicly renounced the divorced Peter

Townsend as a husband. She was applauded for her duty in upholding the sanctity of marriage

as a life long institution. Divorce might have been tolerated among movie-land notables or

amidst the disorder of working class relationships, but not in the respected echelons of society.

Despite her efforts to match the ideal. Princess Margaret was to retain this black sheep image

providing comfort lo tlie "ordinary" that even the ideal family had its own problems.
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WOMEN AS EQUAL BUT DIFFERENT TO MEN: A

CONTRADICTORY ORDER.

Indeed, since 1945, Ihe labour shortage, cupidity, and the rising cost of
living, interest in work and domestic routine, have brought far more
women, both single and married, out of their homes than even before in
history. On the whole too, they have come out with men's blessing...In
other words, far more New Zealand women have been financially
independent, with general approval, for a longer time than in any
previous generation (Hall 1958:48).

In the postwar period New Zealand's egalitarian myth was to cautiously embrace again the

ideal of equality between the sexes. This created a new paradigm of independence for women to

fit alongside a contradictory paradigm of dependence in which men would provide economic

security. The latter was the dominant paradigm but during this period there is evidence of a

challenge. This was not a head-on challenge that erupted with a later women's movement but

more of an attempt to manoeuvre within the contradiction of two paradigms. The learning of

new skills, and the increased independence many women had achieved during the war, had

helped create a new ideal of equality. Equality however was not sameness and did not imply
that women had to strive to be like men. Instead women had their own unique role in the

family, and because their role was essential for the team to function adequately, their status

must be equal to that of men. The belief was that women had. in the main, achieved equality,

and it was up to individual women to negotiate the degree of equality desired. So for example,
a woman now had a choice whether she had a career or not. This contradictory image of the

new woman" provided endless scenarios for women's magazines. How were women to retain

their femininity yet be equal partners of men? The media responded with images of a modem
femininity that would still attract but not threaten men:

Her whole future happiness will be largely determined by this ability to
respect herself as a woman, instead of feeling that she is in the race
against men, and handicapped at that. True femininity does not compete
with men but prefers to co-operate, or better yet to enlist his co
operation - - charmingly fN.Z.W.W. June 18 1948). (Emphasis in text)

There was difficulty combining the image of the intelligent women with notions of traditional
femininity. Edna Harris wrote:

If a woman is really clever, she will use her intelligence subtly. Men on
the whole do not like to feel that a woman knows more than they. But at
the same time, a woman should not subjugate herself entirely to being a
non-entity. She should be herself in all circumstances. When a woman
does get married her home should come first. If she can run the two, so
much the better, but her career should not cut across the companionable
atmosphere of the home fN .Z.W.W. October 5 1959).

The consuuction of sexuality emphasised the polarity of masculinity and femininity. Men and
women had different spheres and each was essential for the other to function. This division had
Its origins in the physical and menial differences of the male/female makeup but the spheres
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23were incomplcic unless joined. Dr David Mace, '"n\e world auihoriiy on love and marriage",

described it from his male perspective:

The average healthy normal man who wants a wife who by her full and
vigorous response will meet and satisfy the deep needs of his masculine
nature...she completes his nature and makes him a whole man
fN.Z.W.W. Sepienibcr 9 1957).

On a visit to New Zealand in 1951, anthropologist Margaret Mead discussed the difficulties of

the new idea of equality. She labelled equality as a male idea and suggested that

"comparability" was more appropriate . Women would be equal to men but they would not

take on board male aggressiveness, and feminine qualities were needed to mediate the excesses

of the man made world. The editor of the Woman's Weeklv wrote:

This male civilization of the west is just about ready to destroy itself. The
wheel has fully turned and has reached the final point of aggression in
every field...As a result we may see at last that women exhausted by the
sacrifice of her children, generation after generation will take a hand in
affairs...A man controlled world is "ipso facto" a world of combat, and no
matter in what field will destroy not only our civilization but perhaps the
great majority of all human races living on this earth fN.Z.W.W. August
7 1947).

Women were saying with more unanimity than previously that the vole was not enough and

that their views should be represented at the political level:.

We need two eyes for perfect physical vision. We need two points, the
woman's as well as the man's, if we are to see present day social and
political problems in their right perspective ("Yorkie" N.Z.W.W.June 14
1945).

In the spirit of the times it was conceded that women's views should be represented, but at the

same time women were not to shirk their domestic responsibilities.Those women that did

achieve a political voice were regarded as unusual, and not like "real" women. The assumption

was that women had a choice, but the reality was that activism was only possible or

acceptable for single, widowed or older women, none of whom were seen to be abnegating

their domestic responsibilities. The two most newsworthy women of the period speaking on

behalf of women were Mabel Howard and Dame Hilda Ross as the only women Members of

Parliament for the Labour and National Parties respectively. Mabel Howard as M.P. for

Sydenham from 1943-1969^ was the first woman in the Cabinet when she became the Minister

of Health in 1947. She was given the responsibility for over-seeing the interests of women

and children in Government policies. Mabel Howard however was remembered more for her

newsworthy antics and her blunt "unladylike" language. These were, in part, tactics to counter

the trivialization of women's concerns by male politicians who found it uncomfortable that

23
Dr. David Mace had several long running series on modem marriage in the Woman's

Weekly during tlie 1950's.

24
"Of Myths and Men," by Margaret Mead OJ.Z.L. August 31 1951).
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25
topics like the poor quality of female underwear were on the political agenda. Malxi! Howard

was to concede that her position as a woman was ambiguous, saying, "I have never lived the

life of a woman. I have been treated like a man all my life. People in Parliament treat me like

a man" (Gee 1977:97). Dame Hilda Ross, the M.P for Hamilton, presented a more ladylike

version of the female politician, and in a similar acknowledgment of the female vote, she was

made a Cabinet Minister for the Welfare of Women and Children (without portfolio). Both of

these women had a difficult time being a lonely political voice for women they had little in

common with. Hilda Ross said "You have to face the menfolk, and that's difficult, but then

you have to face the womenfolk and that's worse. They say, "What can she do in Parliament

thatlcouldn'tdobettermyself? Why doesn't she stay at home?"" fN.Z.W.W.March 23 1959).

The movement towards equal pay was illustrative of the clash between two paradigms

of independence and dependence for women. This began to make headway in the postwar years

when the blurring of work roles during the war and its aftermath had heightened consciousness

over the disparity in male and female wages (Kane 1972), and there were new occupations for

women in the clerical and administrative areas (Fletcher 1949). The battle was won for

Government employees in 1960 but it was not until 1972 that the victory was extended

throughout the private sector. The battle was spearheaded in the first instance by the Women s

Division of the Public Service Association^ but the quest for equal pay embodied an ideal of
equality that ran counter to entrenched attitudes and public policy that upheld the male as a

breadwinner. This argument against equal pay was based on the potential breadwinning
responsibilities of all men^as illustrated in RJ. S. Kinder's letter to the Woman's Weekly :

Increased wages for women would put up men's cost of
living. Industries will be forced to increase their costs, but, unlike
other cost increases these added prices will fall on all, after only some
have benefited. However arc they (single women) that badly off today? A
large number of them seem to clutch at that jet propelled ship of fashion
as it humes its way through each season, changing rapidly all the while.
How about the young men in the group? There are a great many who are
living to the limits of their means at the moment and are building
careers (September 25 1952).

The reality however did not match the myth, and W.B. Sutch was to argue that in 1951, quite

apart from single men, 46% of married men and widowers had no dependent children . Both

political parties nudged tentatively towards the idea of equal pay during the 1950's. By 1954

the Labour Party was promising to narrow the margin towards equal pay, and in 1957 the

National Government put it on their election agenda. The Government Service Equal Pay Act

25 There was a famous occasion when Mabel Howard held up a pair of women's bloomers in
Parliament to prove her argument in her campaign for standardization. Mabel Howard was a
strong champion of women as consumers.

26
Cited in Kane (1972), from unpublished W. B. Sutch speech on the Economic Effects of

Equal Pay in New Zealand 1955. (P.S. A. files).
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was finally passed in 1960 by ihe Labour Govcmmcnl. This was the first step towards an ideal

of equality for women in the workforce, and was symptomatic of shifting social and political

altitudes towards women. Government policy on wages and taxation, however, all focussed on

the ideal of the breadwinner, and it was not until the I970's that Govcmmcnl began to

cautiously acknowledge that many women and children were disadvantaged by such an uneven

distribution of state interest.

Alongside the shifting attitudes towards women, the position of men was ambivalent

They were to recognize their wives as equal rather than subservient partners in marriage, yet

their brcadwinning status as head of the family was upheld. While there was a growing

consciousness of the possibility and desirability of equality for women, there was little

accommodation towards this in the role of men. The case studies presented in Chapter Eight

illustrate the difficulties individual women faced in negotiating some kind of independence

from their husbands. There is little written about the lives of New Zealand men in relation to

women in the family; the evidence of the interviews for this research showed men to be

somewhat overburdened with the responsibilities of providing for their families. In an analysis

of New Zealand literature Robert Chapman was to criticise the sexual polariitation of New

Zealand society where "the construction of social institutions...provide a refuge for the

husband outside the home" (1953:50). Jock Phillips also described these "different worids" and

saw that the male culture, moulded by the mythology of rugby and war was to: "limit the

hopes of women and poison their relationships with men" (1980:241).

Using the pseudonym "Leslie M Hall", Phoebie Meikle wrote an angry article in

Landfall about the antagonism between the sexes in New Zealand. Referring in particular to

educated women, she arges that women were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with their

marriages to the "kind of educated men who abound in New Zealand" (1958:47), who appeared

threatened by women's quest for equality. Hall believed that factors which contributed to this

"disharmony" were the changing economic position and the new educational opportunities for

women. Of particular interest was her belief that New Zealand's "special kind of

egalitarianism" (1958:47) was also a cause. Hall, along with many other New Zealanders, saw

New Zealand as egalitarian in the sense that, "No class exists to which men are legally or

socially inferior; there is none to which they must look up; none to humble them" (1958:50).

She saw this as a further reason why New Zealand men needed to reason to feel superior in

relation to women:

Any women's refusal to be managed and patronized constitutes so grave
a threat to these men's emotional security, therefore, that she muct be
adjudged "unwomanly", severest of condemnations (1958:50).

Barbara Ehrenreich has written about American men's postwar "flight from

commitment" to their families. During the 1950's the ideal of male responsibility for wives

and children reached a peak of supporih^y Government policy, sociology (Parsons 1955) and
psychology (Erikson 1950; Havighurst 1953). Ehrenreich claims that the publication of
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Plavbov in 1953 was symptomatic of the turnaround in this commitment. "Playboy loved

women...and hated wives" (1983:42). Playboy was not advocating an alternative lifestyle and

it still believed that men should make money but: "It did not suggest that they share it...the

issue was money: Men made it; women wanted it" (1983:46). It is difncult to pinpoint a

similar revolt in the New Zealand setting. The magazine was available and popular, and, as in

America,was probably symptomatic of the quiet revolt that took time to become visible as

news.

The postwar suburban dream and its illusion of family stability cenu-cd on the ideal of
separate spheres, but the material achievement of this dream sent more wives and motliers into

the paid workforce. This inevitably fostered an ideal of independence and equality while
providing men with some relief from total responsibility. The dominant paradigm however
was one of separate spheres, and Beuy Friedan (1963) was to label the primacy of women's
roles as a wife and mother as the "feminine mystique". The assumption was that women's
equality was vested in her unique role as a wife and mother, and although women could take

tage of new opportunities for women, these activities must be fitted around the
traditional feminine role. Friedan saw that the "mystique" crushed women's individual
potential and the power of the mystique explained why the "women question" became, "The
problem that has no name" (1963;13).The gradual shift in the balance of the economic and

arrangements of families had repercussions on the personal power politics of family life,
e messages hitting men and women were confusing and contradictory. In the main the

I960' ^^thin each family home as personal problems. It was not until the latethat individual problems were to start becoming collective social issues that required
collective as well as personal changes,

childrearing as a tool towards

After the war the cond't'
^  rearing children necessitated the financial security of men as

breadwinners, and the nerquii •
1  r . " women to be good mothers. Successful childrearing was asymbol of adult maturitv fn

y lor men m the sense that they could emotionally and financially
support a family, and for u/rx
.  women m the sense that they could nourish and nurture a family,

the tocus was on the chiin
"uoren, and their needs were given a priority that would in effect

ovemde many of the new i
lueais of equality for women Children were to be the beneficiaries

of peace and security throu&h «
^  expansion in education, health services and material goods.

There was a darker side to thic»and an editorial in Pnreni and Child magazine (May-June 1958)
reflected that:

tainted byTnV"i^"'^ country today is to be suspect...You might be
Delinquenc R "^hich may evolve into the dreaded diseases ofV' bodgieism, Antisocialism, Irresponsibility. Or, if you arc
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even younger than lhai, a worse disease may already be devouring your
body and soul - you mighi be "playu'ay educated".

»

m
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The postwar period saw a clash between two styles of childrcaring (McDonald 1978;

McKinlay 1983). On the one hand there was a need to re-establish control over children and

childrearing:

Jane: You didn't have control during the war. You have got to have control so
you make a good job of these kids you are putting into this wonderful
new world.

At the same time the children were to be participants in an approach to childrcaring that

recognized the child as a "psychological being" (McDonald 1978). By 1958 Parent and Child

(May/June) was to reveal that there were 12,000 New Zealand children who were emotionally

unstable: 9.6% of girls and 5.6% of boys. The belief was that adult adjustment was related to

the quality of the early childhood experience, and as Helen Brew wrote, "We parents arc

concerned with bringing up children able to contribute to the building of a happier saner world

than the one we live in" (1954:7). This world was to be a planned environment with

psychology as a tool to assist personal adjustment. Howeve^ the efforts of families en masse

trying to establish normality made its own disorder, as the subsequent baby boom continued

to create shortages in the housing, consumer goods, education and medical services.

The planned environment began with the advice about babies and toddlers by Plunkeu

This organisation, which had the oversight was of most Pakeha New Zealand babies, was

however cau^t between the heritage of its founder, Truby King's regimens, and the challenges

of new permissive styles of childrearing. Robin McKinlay (1983) described the efforts the

Plunket Society made in its new 1945 and 1953 manuals^^ to tone down its rhetoric of
discipline and nationalism, and to allow mother's instincts a little more rein. Following on

from the supervision of babyhood, the 1947 Bailey Report^ heralded a new commitment by
the state to support the kindergarten as a preschool service. These would give psychological

and educational benefits to children in a structured learning environment, although early

childhood education was not designed to enable women to work.Thc Bailey Report firmly

rejected any support of the new nursery schools which combined full day care with progressive
educational ideas^^, and concluded that:

Young children spending the whole day from Monday to Friday in a
nursery school are deprived of the vital experiences that only a normal
home can provide (1947:11).

As an alternative to the more formal environment of the kindergarten there was the new

playcentre movement which in fact adapted progressive educational ideas into a more

Helen Deem, and Nora P. Fitzgibben, Modern Dunedin Royal New Zealand
Society for the Health of Women and Children (Inc.).

28
Consultative Committee on Preschool Education.

29 During the late 1930's and early 1940's several nursery schools had been set up (Cook
1985d). These were influenced by progressive ideas on education which embodied a
commitment to co-education, individuality, self expression, co-operation rather than
competition, and an avoidance of punishment.
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acccpiabic form for New Zealand society. Playccniie upheld the cmoiional bond between the

mother and child and recognized mothers as experts concerning their children; it promoted "free

play" as the basis of learning, (sometimes referred to as the "playway"), and advocated a more

permissive view of children's behaviour. It defined motherhood as a career, and for many

women playccntrc was to become an unpaid career.^ ̂ Not everyone in New Zealand approved
of the movement towards early childhood education. M.L.D. wrote:

The mistake of the kindergarten movement in New 2Mand is in providing
a service that lakes the child out of his home and encouraging mothers to
believe that this is good for him fHere and Now June 1952).

M.L.D. gave support to a "Mrs La Lone", a visiting American Fulbright Scholar who was

apparently "disturbed" to find:

New Zealand is moving in the direction of an earlier break between mother
and child through the establishment of creches and day nurseries whose
only purpose is to encourage mothers to enter industry, and by the
opening of kindergarten doors to three and fotu" year olds whose needs are
best answered in their own home play groups (ibid).

Such disapproval was always an undercurrent but the reality was thai long waiting

lists, and Government funding for kindergartens and later playcentres, proved their

acceptability to a considerable number. In contrast the growth of full day childcare was

portrayed as evidence of "social problems" like working mothers, "broken" families and

illegitimacy. The childcare centre did not provide the right balance of educational expertise and

mother love that the funding and structures of the kindergarten and the playcentre allowed.

With no Government support childcare provision became the domain of unco-ordinated small

scale private enterprise, along with a few charitable/church institutions, but despite its low

status it too had long waiting lists. In 1955 the Mother Superior of the Order of the Good

Shepherd was reported as saying, "hundreds of children are turned away each year" (N,Z, Herald

September 30). The Canterbury Housewives Union "discovered that scores of toddlers are sent
32

to backyard nurseries" and announced plans to sponsor a day nursery (Here and Npw August

1952). While the kindergarten and playcentre basked in a general acceptance, childcare became

a concern of Government only through a scandal. In 1958 police, welfare and medical officers

removed children from an Auckland centre and when it was debated in the House of

Representatives the Labour Minister in charge of Child Welfare, Mabel Howard, declared that

the case was:

Too shocking to give details...Mrs Fulham did not know the surnames of
most of the children nor their own addresses. When the children were

This began during the war as a parenting co-operative among some Wellington women. It
initially offered full day care but it soon became half day with the mothers present as staff. See
Ailsa Densom (1980).

31
Four of the women 1 interviewed had an involvement at some stage in the playcentre

movement. I am grateful for the insights they gave me into the early years of this movement
Some of their experiences as playcentre mothers will be related in a Chapter Eight.

32
There is no rccord that this eventuated.
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examined by a doctor one child was found lo have a fraciurc of ihc leg
which he had had for three days...Most of the children had skin disease,or

33
scabies, and one baby was in a very poor physical state.

Child abuse was a powerful image, but more specifically the opposition to childcare

came from separation of mother and child which was contrary to the new views on child

development. The research of Britain's John Bowlby (1952), and the writing of America's

Benjamin Spock (1946) came to dominate the professional views of childrearing. They both

represented a departure from earlier authoritarian views of child rearing. Attention, love, and

stimulation by the mother were the tools of succesful childrearing, to be tempered with self

discipline and control that could be taught, not with the "rod" but, through new psychological

techniques of child managemenL^^ This was a more positive approach to childrearing than in
earlier years and was in accord with the new child centred focus of family living. Not that this

view was accepted by all. Nonetheless the new ideal was that motherhood was to be a joyful

experience, but this contained a disturbing message. Mothers were the key to rearing well

adjusted children and the future of the country depended on her success. Conversely, the

implication was that mothers were lo blame for the maladjusted child that would later become
the adult misfit. Following on from Bowlby's research on institutionalised children,

psychologists warned of the ills of maternal deprivation if the mother and child were

separated.This message was so powerful that a working mother was seen to be causing

psychological damage similar to that of death, war, or famine (Bowlby 1951; Phillipson

1982). Geraldine McDonald (Set 1977, Item 3) was to write with concern about the impact of

Bowlby's ideas on New Zealand:

Bowlby's ideas were accepted in New Zealand, as elsewhere, by
Government Departments and other Bodies having to do with the health of
children and with the provision of care and welfare. The net result was that
whether or not women knew of Bowlby's ideas they were likely to be
affected by them.

Planning and providing the correct environment in the home and in the preschool for

the early childhood years, was set alongside a growing concern over delinquency in the

adolescent years. Delinquency may have been a new term, but it was not necessarily a new

problem. Concem over vandalism, hooliganism and larrikinism stretched back to early

colonial days (Sutch 1966), but in a postwar society that hoped jobs, housing, health care and
education would cure social ills, the blame for delinquency had to be found elsewhere. Sandra

Coney suggests that it was a, "moral rebellion more than anything else, generated not by the

unemployed but by the sons and daughters of stolid suburbia" (1986:251). The search for the

origins of this rebellion shifted lo parenting. The Director of Education, Dr. Beeby stated:

33 N. Z. Parhamentarv Debates Vol. 316. PP. 1-836. Friday 18lh July 1958.

34
The childrearing literature in New Zealand followed these ideas closely. For example:

Current Methods of Child Control Association for the Study of Childhood 1958.
Troublesome Children: The Environment or Hereditary National Edncatton August 1949.
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The way lo improve ihe conduci of children is lo improve our own, and
no mailer how wise ihe guidance of leachers ii is no substiluie for the
good example sci in a child's home rN.Z.W.W. Scpicmber 30 1955).

Dr. Paul Popentxj, an American "expert", who wrote for the Women's Wecklv warned:

Delinquency doesn't just happen. It is produced by parents. If we want to
reduce juvenile delinquency we should begin with parents, not with the
children themselves. Everyone knows that the way to reduce juvenile
delinquent is to produce better homes (N.Z.W.W. May 12 1958).

Working mothers were again the front line of concern and ilie pleas came from leading figures

for women to give up their quest for economic independence and shoulder their

responsibilities. The Women's Wecklv reported the views of Dame Hilda Ross:

Married women worked because they wanted to have independent
incomes...There is no necessity for this. The country is today enjoying so
much prosperity that married women with children should wake up to
their responsibilities in the home and stay at home.
Dr. Mazengarb Q.C. in agreeing with Dame Hilda's views went a step
further with an emotional appeal to women. He called for a deeper sense
of the joys of parenthood, for more emphasis on spiritual and emotional
values and less on material things fN.Z.W.W. June 7 1956}.

The specific focus of this concern came from a much publicised sex scandal which lead to the

Mazengarb Report on Moral Delinquencv in Children and Adolescents (1954). The scandal

involved sixty-five school children in the Hutt Valley who were using their parents' home for

"organised sex" and "orgies" after school. The Editor of the Woman's Weeklv wrote, without

being too explicit about the details:
The past few weeks our mail has shown us that there is one particular
topic uppermost in the minds of women in this country - juvenile
delinquency...Now that it has come to our doorstep, no social issue has
aroused greater concern in New Zealand for many years...the
Government's appointment of a committee to investigate adolescent
immorality was regarded by most people as a constructive step...People
have been shocked by recent events (August 19 1954).

The report listed the possible causes for the moral decay: co-education, playway education,

new housing developments, contraceptives, broadening of the divorce laws, high wages for

adolescents, self expression in children, new views on morality, materialism and parental

neglect (as one third of the mothers of the sixty-five children worked for wages). The problem

was that some of these possible causes were an integral part of the new society New

Zcalanders had dreamed of.

D.H. Munroe seemed a lonely voice when he wrote in the safety of Landfall (Vol. 9,

No. 1) against the Report,and saw its only value as "anthropological" in the sense that it

revealed the prejudices of New Zealanders in "public positions" (1955:80):

Opponents of comics, the new education, the welfare state, working
mothers, supporters of community centres, corporal punishment, sex
instruction, God, were all apparently certain that they knew exactly what
had happened and what must be done about it (1955:76).

Concern spread beyond the delinquency and sexuality of the young to the general stale of New

Zealand adolescence. The "good life" was making life too easy for them:
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School teachers tell of 10/- and I pound notes found in the pluygrountl
which pupils never bother to claim; of expensive bicycles bought on time
payment (N^.W.W. March 8 1956).

ROCK 'N' ROLL

Dame Hilda Ross was to announce that, "Many young girls are behaving badly because of

poor home backgrounds and too much money to spend" fChristchurch Press June 6 1956).

The concern about girls specifically arose from statements in the Mazengarb Report that it

was the girls who had enticed and led the boys on. The law as it stood was unable to prosecute

the girls for "carnal knowledge".

"Youth Without Purpose" was the title of a radio series. Teenagers were called "idle",

"aimless", "boy-girl crazy", and the appearance of "bodgies", "widgies", "teddy boys", and
35"milk bar cowboys", provided another rich field for the new psychological expertise .

35
D.M. Crowiher (ed) (1957); A.E. Manning (1958).
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Being a goixl tnothcr aiul chariing ihe correct course between conu-ol and permissiveness was

now a complex job. and women wore to Ivcome the anxious scapegoats when something went

wrong. "Cluiliy Motlior" explained:

All those lectures and articles about the mistakes made by motliers have
had me worrying about whether I've done the right thing with my
children. I've Ivcn so afraid I've given iJiem complexes or hurt them too
deeply for them ever to forget. Tonight's the first time I've heard one of
these ex|vris Siiy it's all right for parents to behave like human beings,
not angels or somctliing ( N.Z.W.W. June 29 1950).

The public rhetoric may have supported this child-centred focus, but direct assistance for

mothers in the task was minimal and came mainly from women suppiorting each other. The

logistics of motherhood was difficult because the planned environment that was part of the

ideal plan for postwar .society, lagged behind these prescriptions. Letters to magazines had a

recurring ilicme. of questioning tlte priorities of those in power, and this female rhetdic was

just as strident as any later feminist writings on the subject:

If babies are worthwhile, why put so many obstacles in the way of their
u-ansport on trams, trains and buses..No shops offer an easy parking space
for prams, or a playroom where children can be left under supervision
while the mother makes her purchases in peace..And the foot weary
mother in sciirch of a quiet place to put her feel up, change and feed her
baby, is grateful for the privacy of a bench in a public lavatory (Mary
Dobbic, Here and Now October 1949).

This period is characterised by consensus values on the role of the family in society,

and the sexual division of roles and responsibilities within the family. Alongside this ideal of

normality were newer paradigms of expectations for men, women and children that were to

begin to challenge the old order, but the new was ver>' tentatively accommodated within the

old. The political front moved backwards and forwards between National and Labour versions

of opportunity and security. For women, new glimmerings of opportunity (independence) were

set against the quest for security (dependence) within separate spheres and the breadwinner's

wage. Men were caught between an increasing institutionalising of their breadwinning

responsibilities amidst a growing inability to provide what the "good life" required, and

inklings of their own entrapment. Children were reared amidst vacillitating prescriptions of

control and permissiveness, and the defects in their behaviour were blamed on both. At the

interface of these contradictions, however, it was not a balanced war and the older order of the

dominant paradigms provided the boundaries and became the mytiis that are remembered.
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The printed version of life docs not reflect reality, and part of the fiinciion ot the media is to

create an image of another world, whether it be the homely fantasies of the N.Z. Woman's

Weekly or the intellectual Idealism of the N.Z. Listener. Media words and images define

responsibilities, foreshadow new ideas, and judge old ones, and become part of the dialogue

between the individual reader and the wider society. The magazines have a dual function in tiiis

analysis. Firstly, they provide a glimpse of the ideological messages that were powerful in

defining cultural codes. These messages had certain strands of unifonniiy but were also

confusing and contradictory to anyone who wanted to believe it all. Secondly they present a

factual record of aspects of New Zealand life, although there were also other versions that were

not recorded, as life had more moral, cultural and class diversity than the magazine

representations of it.

1945 - 1950 was a period of reconstruction. Russell Clark's grapiiic for the 1946
Christmas issue of the Listener portrayed the duality of the wider chaos of a war torn world

amidst the yearnings for peaceful family life. But the aftermath of war brought new disruptions

and it took some years before the envisaged order was defined as the norm. The problems of

retuming to normal" led to protests that were not characteristic of the war years when people

determined to put up with things. There was now frustration at the shortages and restrictions
which continued to complicate life, and the Government was charged with righting wrongs and
realising the dream. However the dream for women was constructed around two themes that

proved difficult to realise in unison. The first was that the family would be restored as a haven

of security and comfort, and the second that reconstruction would bring new opportunities and

services. For the generation in this study the reconstruction experience was different for men

and women. Men returning from the war had readjustments to new employment and family

life, while the women were moving into new roles as mothers and wives. The process of both

of these readjustments was newsworthy with stories of reunions and romance, amidst the

hardships families faced in settling down and the fading of the dream. Part One of this chapter

presents three such media scenarios: "Rehabilitating the Returned Men". "The Population

Problem", and the "Housewives' Protests". Each was a part of the process of adjustment

towards normality amidst continuing disorder.

1950 - 1960 were years in which there was little mention of the war. It was as if it

had never happened, yet the interviews with women showed that the war had a long term al Icct

on their men. In the media there was optimism iliat normality prevailed, and the mood was less

accepting of the misfortune it reported; the message being that it was up to individuals to lake

a hold on themselves. The "site" for political negotiation shifted to the family as men and

women tried to adjust to the prescribed roles and responsibilities of their sex. The tension of

new opportunities versus family responsibilities provided endless copy for the magazines'

^ Ru.ssell Clark was the cartoonist and illu.siralor for the Lisiencr.
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prcscripuons on how woenon oughi to order ihcir prioriiics in marriage, in work, and in

nioihcrliood. The separate images of women as wives, homcmakers, workers and moihers

contained conirailiciory etxles ol femininity, which did not match the reality of women's lives,

wlicre all were conihined into the rush and routines of living. Part Two presents these as three

scenarios of \s hat the media prcscnlvd as acecpLtble and unacceptable.

Part One

THE AFTERMATH OF WAR

r
-

7.

fire your yluiis for post-uar ?u nif?. Charlier' ^ j

Plans for reconsiruciion were being blueprinted soon after the war began. As early as 1941 an

organisation was set up to, "stimulate the study of postwar reconstruction". Its early organiser

Miss Noeline Baker was to say:

Victory in the last war did not give a lasting peace because we did not
understand what was necessary to secure it. That is where we women of
New Zealand can play a very important part. Many of us are unburdened
as far as military work goes but we can give our minds to the problems
of peace (N.Z.W.W. Julv 18 1941).

By 1944 the readers of National Education were being told that, "The world is full of blueprints

for a brighter tomorrow. There are plans for better business, more productive farming, happier

housing and perhaps most interesting of all...a better system of care and education for the

young" (August 1). Early in the war the Government had got plans underway for the

reconstruction of industry and the rchabiliialion of .soldiers (Nash 1943; Second N.Z.E.F.

Education Rehabilitation Service 1944; N.Z. Organisation of National Development 1944;

N.Z. Rehabilitation Dept. 1945). There was however an ambivalence towards the place of

women in postwar reconstruction. It was acknowledged that the role and expectations of

women had changed, that the voice of women must be listened to, that women wanted better
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opportunities as well as better support in their roles as mothers and houseu j\es (N./.. Army

1943b). On the other hand the reconstruction and rehabiliiaiion programmes were Tocusscd

towards the men and assumed that the lives of women would continue as they IkuI hcforc the

war (Nash 1943; Cook 1945). The aspirations of women cornhmctl desires lor relief from

overwork, a tranquil domesticity and new opportunities:

After the war we seek more labour on the dairy farm aiui the wherewiibal
to pay the wages, for we crave a little leisure...How hearihreaking for
mothers to sec their children toiling fourteen hours a day, losing their
intelligence ("Kowhai", Mangaiainoka).

The universal prayer of all we women in the postwar days is to have the
man we love home again with us. We ask for a happy home with fresh
looking curtains blowing at the window, our kiddies running around a
garden with roses (Joy Bell, Ashbunon).

What we want after the war is a little fierce feminist action. With women

at least sharing an equal place in affairs (Jean Small. Auckland).

fN.Z. Magazine January - February 1945)

These were not necessarily exclusive, and throughout the 1940's magazines provided a forum

for the debate on how to realise them. There was however no united women's voice to

transform the somewhat contradictory dreams into acceptable political strategics. And the

priority on government resources was to meet the immediate needs of the men.

REHABILITITATING THE MEN: women <—> men

BACK. TO CIVILIAN LIFE: A soldi&r returns

New Zealand provided a comprehensive rehabilitation .scheme for returning soldiers which not
only gave immediate assistance in terms of retraining and employment, but gave continued
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supp(.>ri ihroughout ihc lySO's". The success of ihcsc schemes in casing the "relumed men"
inio ilic workforce has Ivcn widely acknowledged, and women loo were lo benefit, in that the
programmes assisted ihe male breadwinner's security. Tlie rehabilitation process was assisted
also by personal networks and the Retumed Servicemen's Associations; thus a new class of

New Zcalander was created who had preferential treatment, accelerated upward mobility and
privileged avenues of political power. The "rehabilitating" of men into family life has however
been a hidden story which this study can only glimpse through interviews with wives and
daughters of men who were restless, ill, or found it hard to cope with all the responsibilities of
family men , Lauris Edmond suggests iltat:

Because women had to take so much responsibility and decided
everything for themselves, they matured tremendously. And although
the lives of the men were difficult and dangerous, in the emotional

4
maturing sense they just stood still (N.Z.W.W. October 13 1986).

The war had brought a temporary redress in the status of women, but the rehabilitation
schemes were to offer educational and work preferences to men that were not available to
women. This corrected any short term imbalance in the male/female career achievements caused

by the war, and then further increased the gap between men and women of that generation.
Geraldine McDonald^ recalled her education at university during those years:

What I didn't know at the time was that men coming from the war
overseas were being given priority in the courses, in the grades that were
given, and in the jobs fBroadsheet January - February' 1987:18).

Servicewomen^ were entitled to some rehabilitation consideration but they were a
small minority compared to the men, and the rehabilitation schemes did not apply to those
women who had been manpowered, or who had worked voluntarily within the Women's War

7
Service Auxiliary . While the Government assumed responsibility for the economic and

medical well-being of retumed soldiers, women were told that the real work of rehabilitation

lay in their hands. There was an outpouring of advice on how to adapt their own needs to

2
For example, Irene's husband wanierl to move out of the butchery trade because of a recurring

war injury. He was given assistance to buy carpentry tools and he set up his own business.
This work was also too heavy and a desk job was arranged for him at ihe Ministry of Works.
Later in the early I950's he was again given assistance to train as an architect at university.
Like many men of his generation he expressed gratitude at the opportunities the rehabilitation
schemes provided.
3

Fiona Kidman's book Mandarin Summer (1981) is about a family whose life was made
precarious as a "relumed" husband tried to lake over the role of breadwinner again.

Lauris Edmond was talking to the Woman's Weekly about her book Women in Wartime
(1986).

^ Geraldine McDonald is currently the Assistant Director of the N.Z. Council for Educational
Research.

There were over 9000 women in the Services at llie peak in 1943 (Ebbelt 1984).

^ This involved 78,000 women from a number of organisations (Ebbelt 1984).
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those of their men, as Dr. Reeve wrote in the Womnn's Weekly: "Wives arc perhaps ihc pivot

upon which the happiness and well-being of a family turns. On tiicir judgement, consideration

and sympathy depends so much" (November 22 1945). Yet women were not part of the

decision making processes of the rehabilitation schemes, and earlier in the war "Juanita" of

Morrinsville had written to the Listener

Do the authorities assume that all these women will display meek
gratitude at being permitted to return to their former .spheres usually all
too narrow until they slide into the "proper" status of wife and mother?
(December 1943).

A request from the 1945 Conference of the Women's Division of Federated Farmers to have

country women represented on the local rehabilitation committees was met with the reply, "We

don't want women on rehabilitation committees". Yet as "Yorkie" wrote:

As least as many women as men will be affected by the work of these
committees, for besides the servicewomcn to be rehabilitated, practically
every serviceman will have a wife who surely deserves some
consideration fN.Z.W.WJiinc 14 1945).

Men were warned that they could not expect women to go back to the prewar situation:

Even their husbands will find that to try and put them back where they
were, at the beginning of the war will be as futile a task as to try to
prevent the sun from rising. They should not be asked to go back to petty
social restriction, domestic slavery and financial dependence on their
husbands or fathers. Both their families and the country must realise this
and realise what is owing to them fN.Z.W.W. September 20 1945).

At war's end, however, the immediate needs of the returning men were the priority, and women

were schooled in the psychological techniques to assist their return to civilian and family life.

Mary Wrigley wrote:

Her job will be an extremely delicate and self abnegating one to be sure,
but when it seems to her that she is doing all the work, bearing all the
blame, she will remember those who never came back, and will throw
herself into the trying tasks that confront her with renewed effort that
springs from a thankful heart! CN.Z.W.W. September 20 1945).

"Don't fuss over your men and don't organise them" said Dr Walter Reeve:

Remember that for years your men have lived loo close to many people,
and that their companionship has been entirely male. They find it difficult
at first to adjust themselves to the opposite sex and have their freedom
curtailed...Don't try to hold your men too close - let them savour their
freedom (N.Z.W.W. November 22 1945).

Advice on sex was offered by Dr. Elizabeth Cole, who reported that:

Husbands have found themselves impotent...It may be a mistake lor
some couples to rush the physical act in the first few hours of
reunion...Your husband may find it necessary to woo you his wife as he
did in the early days of marriage, leading you step by step day after day
until he feels that the physical desire has been re-awakened and that you
are ready for tlie moment of surrender tN.Z.W.W. Janutmy 10 1946).

Enid Cook's Booklet Towards Re-Adinstment: the Woman's Part advised women on how to

restore to men, "The years the locusts have eaten" (1945:1). She warned that:

g
TTie Superintendent of the Services Hospitiil in Rotorua.
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\\ c may noi like ihe prosivci but someone h:is 10 be suible and able 10
suffer and endure...ll is probably bcitcr for the woman to defer her own
claims and cheerfully to make up her mind to get her man right first
(U)45:5i.

The image of the indeixmdent woman which had been built up during the war years suddenly

changed as the traditional feminine ideals of nurturing were re-asserted. Women were to be

submissive and self abnegating and the responsibility for creating a happy home was theirs.

The mcs.sage was powerful but not necessarily accepted. Hedda Dyson, the editor of the

Woman's Wecklv complained:

Those young wives have missed the best years of their lives. Men too,
are in tlie same boat, but at least their war years have been crowded with
action, whilst tedium in the extreme has been the lot of all too many
wives (December 27 1945).

The N.Z. National Review:

We suspect that the rehabilitation people are frigiuening thousands of
girls with these warnings and unfitting them to be the wives of the
returning soldiers. A husband would rather be caught in the beam of an
enemy searchlight than in the awful glare of an understanding woman
(July 15 1945).

Privately, women may have fell some injustice, but more often women accepted their

responsibiliLies (Edmond 1986); were grateful to the rehabilitation assistance for their men; and

were keen to do all they could to get things back to normal. This was to take priority over

other dreams, and women were ready to invest extra effort into rebuilding relationships after the

separations and hard work of the war years. More than that, the women I interviewed felt they

owed this to the men who had had their lives and careers interrupted, and the next chapter will

show that this sense of indebtedness to the men was to justify the priorities of these women

for many years

THE POPULATION PROBLEM: women <—> children
9

Underlying reconstruction plans was a concern over the declining birth rate , and women were

also being exhorted to bear more children. As in other industrial countries during the 1930's

and 1940's, the population problem had become a Government concern; the cry was "populate

or perish" . The strength of a nation was seen in the numbers of able bodied men available

for war, and an increasing population was a potential industrial market. The perspective that

women brought to the population question focussed more on the quality of the childrearing

experience rather than quantity, and the declining birthrate reflected the hard years of the

depression and a greater reluctance of women to have large families. During the 1920's and

1930's contraceptive devices and knowledge had been filicring through to more women, and in

1936 the Sex Hygiene and Birth Regulation Society had been formed. This organisation

9
The 1887 birth rate was 42 births per 1000 people, but by 1936 it had declined to 16 births

per 1000.

Quoted by Elsie Locke in an interview with the Woman's Weekly Onnhp.r 1986.
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generated considerable controversy by advocating state supported hirih control clinics. But to

avoid a head on clash with the nationalistic and eugcnicist ideas supported by the Health

Department (Mcin Smith 1986) there was a change of name to the Family Planning

Association in 1939, and a shift in its public focus to the ideti of family welfare enhanced by

the proper spacing of children. The argument was that women would have larger families if

their bodies were not overworked. In private however. Association members were strongly

committed to the ideal of women having control over their own fertility (Fenwick 1977).

The question of population control was cause enough for conservative and progressive

views on the family to clash. One view linked the population decline with deteriorating moral

standards, and a report called New Zealand's Doom identified the "deadly enemies for family

life", listing criminal abortion, contraception, venereal disease, shortage of homes, increase of

flatting life, uncontrolled liquor traffic, pleasure-seeking parents and easy divorce fN.Z.W.W.

August 22 1946). C.E. Hercus^^ in the 1940 Wilding lecture^^ at Canterbury University
College, saw the "problem" as comparable to the war and advocated a Population Cabinet

similar to the newly formed War Cabinet (1940:24). He suggested marriage allowances,

housing schemes and kindergartens to support and encourage families, and called for radical

changes in the education system to "create a sense of values as to what is really worthwhile in

life, both for the individual and for the country" (1940:20). The N.Z. Armv Current Affairs

Bulletin (1943a) devoted a whole issue to the "problem", and platoon leaders were issued with

questions for discussion amongst soldiers. The Rulletin did not address the decline as a moral

11

12

Dean of the Medical Faculty at the Olago University College.

An annual lecture series on a topic relating to women and education.
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probloin hm linked ihc rclucunce of women lo have babies to medical and social causes. Dr

Turlxiii the radio doctor'' joined the debate and observed rcalistiatlly that;
War mamage.s may have brought war babies and the birth rate is up; will
it stay up after the war? Marriages will not lessen but coniraccpiion and
abortion are being used more and more lo prevent and limit the
lanuK ...the reasons may not be selfish. Society should step in to try to
tip the scales in favour of a family fN.Z.L June 22 1945).

The Labour Government had already introduced a free maternity system with pain relief freely

available for all childbinhs, and two weeks hospital care for all (Mein Smith 1986), as well as

extended family benefits. In 1946 universal family benefits payable to mothers were
14

introduced , and at 10/- for one child were close to 9% of the average weekly wage. The

Listener had already canvassed opinion,and the connections between support for mothers and

the population decline were not missed. "Butcher" replied:

If an increase in population is what tliey arc after, family benefits alone
won't do it. What they want to do first is to remove the threat of war.
How many women want to go on having children just to feed them to
war? (October 26 1945).

THESE FAMILY ALLOWANCES

fs O;;.' Man's Anothc}- Man':- Burn en ?

The population problem produced official concern in the Parliamentary Committee on

Dominion Population in 1946. The Family Planning Association's submission promoted such

1 ■}

Dr Turboii is remembered for his down lo ciirth weekly radio broadcasts on family health
which were reprinted in the Listener.

14 Since 1941 all children In a family received the family benefit but it was means tested until
1946. In 1944 it had been increased to 10/- for every child. Motherhood allowances had been
Labour Party policy since die 1920's, and had found favour again during the McMillan Inquiry
into Abortion, which was cstitblished amidst concern over fertility decline (Mein Smith 1986).
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matters as family allowances, housing, kindergartens and nurseries, painless labour tcchniciucs,

and help for mothers with small children. They argued that New Zealand women would have

more children if the difficulties associated with childrcarlng could be reducerl (Fenwick 1977).

The Woman's Weekly reported that the Family Planning Association had sent out a

questionnaire to "thousands of women" to gather opinion for its submission as to the

"hindrances of having bigger families", and quoted "American sociological research" which

said:

The children of larger families arc more mature and better poised than
only children. It is realised that larger families give the parents greater
satisfaction and that childless couples were much more liable to grow
apart and become neurotic and disgruntled (December 6 1945).

Events started to overtake the mounting debate and by the time of the Select Committee

Hearings, the Editor of the Woman's Weekly was slating:

If we believe the evidence of our ears and eyes it seems that the stork is
working overtime just now. Nursing homes are booked up months ahead
and many of our young women are worried to death by the failure to book
in a place where they can bring new life into the world...It seems a little
strange that just now almost hysterical reports are appearing pointing to
the dangers of a falling birthrate (August 22 1946).

Immediately war ended the birthrate started an upward trend that was to stay constant until
1961, The birth increase had little to do with nationalist population concerns and women

were not having larger families. The immediate baby boom was caused by marriages and births

delayed during the war. occurring alongside what would have been the normal births and

pregnancies. Of more lasting impact was the popularity of marriage, with couples marrying at

ayounger age, and more people marrying that ever before (Vosborough 1978; O'Neill 1979).
The Government had extensive plans to alleviate the housing shortages, but had not

anticipated the shortage of maternity beds. In 1945 in Christchurch, 300 patients had not

obtained accommodation and the, "Medical Officer of Health felt the position would become

worse instead of improving" fN.Z.W.W. August 2 1945). It was reported that the number of

babies bom in taxis increased as women in labour could not find a hospital to accept them, or

more often women were admitted to hospital illegally (Gordon 1957). As the rush became
more acute the headline read, "War Workers Tackle Peacetime Emergency" fN.Z.W.W.

September 13 1946), Nursing shortages were assisted in some areas by stopgap volunteers

from the Women's War Service Auxiliary until Red Cross and and St John's volunteers could

be trained. In 1946 Dr. Doris Gordon was appointed by the Government as the Director of

Maternity Services with a brief to sort out the chaos and plan for the future. She was

From a low of 16 births per 1000 in 1935-6 the European birthrate rose to over 26 births
per 1000 by the laic 1940s. (European and Maori figures were kept separately.)
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outspoken in her eniieisni of Govcmmcnt priorities. In Christchurch she addressed a special

meeting of the National Council of Women;

it was a situation that called for action as swift and decisive as that when

the Japanese invasion threatened New Zealand...Contrary to any
masculine Ivlief. the real primarv' indu.stry in the counir>' is that of infant
lile. Only a shortsighted male could put the building of a shin factory
before a baby hospital (N.Z.W.W. June 27 1946).

Few women made the connections .so explicitly, and in the order of priorities the reconstruction

of industry, and the rehabilitation of the men were judged more important than the needs of

women and children. Most women accepted the order of priorities, but it was difficult to accept

tlic shortages that alfecied their children. There were cxua coupons and rations for mothers, but

they did not match what women believed they should have. The media rcponed the difficulties

women had in "making do". Betsy Burton stated:

In ilic last few months I have been going each week to an antenatal clinic
and have learned the importance of wool. So began my viyclla, clydella
hunt. Big shops, little shops, in and out. week after week and always the
same answer. "I'm sorr>' madam"...So here 1 am with two months to
wail, weary of shopping for my illusive layette, childishly I feel like
shouting, "it isn't fair, it isn't fair" fN.Z.W.W. Fcbruar>' 12 1948).

These early shortages were just the beginning of something the mothers of the first

echelon of the baby boom Icamt to cope with. During the next two decades the baby boom

brought a continual pressure on Plunkct and medical services, early childhood education and

schools. All were sirctchcd to meet the need. There was a heightened consciousness of

children's needs but there was an inevitable mismatch between the dream and reality and the

shortfall had to come from those mothers who had the lime and resources to invest

HOUSEWIFE PROTESTS: women <—> work

Women had little choice but to accept the extra work and shortages that the war caused, and

their energy in the workplace and the home were accorded status as part of the war effort To

continue doing so as part of national reconstruction after the war had less appeal. There was

little war debris, so New Zcalandcrs wanted an immediate return to normal, and were impatient

for evidence of the "better things to come" dreamed of during the war. For the men there were

new economic and educational opportunities, and the job market for women also remained

buoyant. For women who were housewives, however, the period of reconstruction became so

frustrating that as a new kind of protest. Housewives Associations were formed to lobby

Govcmmcnt. The argument was llial housewives were carrying tlic brunt of a restructuring that

would benefit men. It was particularly htird for women with young children. Beatrice Wilson

wrote:

Picking up a paper the other day I came upon a letter to the editor from
"another tired housewife". I didn't bother to read It. So many tired

Doris Gordon (1957) described her years as the Director of Maternity Services in a book
published posthuriiously.
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mothers had told the same pitiful story of shortages, and the trouble it
entailed to think out substitutes. So many told of standing in queues in
all sorts of weather - in rain, in cutting winds and even snow. The
shopping itself.,.its packhorse aspect, coming home laden with
parccls...had found its concern in chronicles of these weary overworked
women (N.2.W.W. Tuly 8 1948).

To express frustration publicly was unacceptable during the war years but in tlic postwar years

it began to spill over. Some wanted the time just to be mothers, as Penny Wise wrote:

What do mothers want? In the first place they want to be mothers. At
present that is the last thing they are. They are washerwoman, cleaners
(dirt money please?) gardeners (dirt money please?) cooks, polishers,
nurses, teachers, moralist, dressmtiker etc. - How can they be mothers in
all this? (N.Z.W.W. May 4 1948).

Others saw childcare as the priority:

Have we creches which can relieve the mother's troubles? There is much
talk about the need for increased population, but years have passed and the
young mouher in this country is still an absolute captive of her babies. If
she is conscientious she will be tied down for many years (N.Z.W.W,
April 26 1945).

During the war there had been much debate about a system of home and domestic help

to assist mothers. This concern had arisen from tlie special needs mothers faced during the war,

but women's organisations promoted the idea as a long term solution to halt the declining birth

rate (Guy 1943). Aunt Daisy^^ had returned from a wartime visit to the United States witii

enthusiastic reports about childcare for working mothers. Mabel Howard supported the idea
although she was to state that the scheme: "Should not support those who want to go out

playing bridge or golf. Many of those women who do that would be better off doing their own

housework" (Quoted in Gee 1977:96). In 1945 the Government set up the Home Aid Scheme
but it was only to provide home help in emergencies. It was a step forward but far short of the
dream of a system of home help for all women.

During the war there had been shortages but women had become accustomed to extra
home deliveries and extended shopping hours. The unions had agreed to such changes to

encourage increased war production, but the Labour Government had a commitment to re

establish the condidons of earlier industrial awards. The establishment of a forty hour week

after the war was to affect the housewife adversely:

Chores have to be done, someone has to work when another enjoys a
week of leisure. It seems to us that the new unpaid servant class, who
seem to have no redress, no let up from enervating toil and stupid
restrictions are the New Zealand women as housewives and mothers. Life
has not become easier for them as it has for the male worker (N.Z.W.W
November 6 1946).

Home delivery services, which many housewives depended on were curtailed:

There have been endless protests from the housewives side, through tlieir
Associations and organisations against the non delivery of meat, and
against Friday shopping, which to many housewives meant a
nightmarish experience. Against no fresh bread over the weekend, which

"Aunt Daisy" was a well known radio personality.
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again lo many, mc^uu carrs mg large parcels, when ihey arc overburdened -
and now ihe milk quesiion (N.Z.W.W. July 10 1948).

Tlic forty liour vseok was however only the symptom of the deeper issues surrounding the

workload of \s omen. .Mars Dobbie wrote;

If the press and the vikuI public is genuinely concerned for the harassed
housewife, it would employ itself more profitably hammering at housing
and household services, than by fogging over the.sc real ills with gusts of
piduieally e\|vdient hot air belched up from a bad spleen over the bakers'
forty hour week (Hea' and Now Octot>cr 1949).

The immediate difficuliics caused by the fony hour week led to the formation of Housewives'

Associaiions which co-ordinated a protest campaign at both the national and regional level. The

common concern within the Housewives' Associations harnessed together a lot of the

dissaffcction women fell:

In it many women pin their faith, hoping that the day will come when
through sheer weight of numbers the Association will be able to force
issues which are of prime importance to daily family life. It is a good
sign that women are rciilising the value of banding together and that by
working as a single unit they should be in a position to enforce
legislation fN.Z.W.W. September 7 1946).

Such unity was tenuous and there was an anti-government, anti-union tenor to the protest. In

Britain a similar disaffection amongst housewives led to the establishment of The British

Housewives League, but this was an openly right wing organisation that was effective at

harnessing the discontent in an attack on socialism (Wilson 1980). I have found no evidence of

such explicit connections in New Zealand, although the activities of the British organisation

were reported in New Zealand and undoubtedly provided some inspiradon. In both cases the

organisations represented a groundswcll of discontent about the hardship women were facing.

The New Zealand Labour Government was not sympathetic and was unable to transform the

deeper dissatisfactions that the protests touched into any real policy of support. The Woman's

Weekly reported . at a "well attended" protest mecdng in Auckland, women were told:

That despite strongly worded protests through many organisations
representing thousands of women, the Acdng Minister had the effrontery
to state in the House that the protests of the public and particularly
women against the closing of shops on Saturdays had been negligible
fN.Z.W.W. March 14 1946).

At the national political level the specific needs of women were irivialised and placed low on

the schedule of priorities. Women for their part continued to "manage" and "make do", but

there was a growing consciousness iJiat New Zealand politics needed the perspective of women.

The editor of the Woman'.s Weekly wrote angrily:

At present we live through an age in which modern devices and modem
organisations should make the lot of women as housewives easier. The
contrary is tiie fact: the weight of regulation, union demands, lack of
.services, short supplies, all tliese factors tend to drive llie great proportion
of women back to the kitchen sink...Some time ago I was in Wellington
interviewing M.P.'s of both parties and even a few Ministers. They, no
matter what they pretend to be, feel lost in the labyrinth of their own
creation, and provided their vanity can be saved, they arc as willing to
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consult women as they were ready to run to mother when ihcy hurt
themselves as little boys fN.Z.W.W. Febraury 28 1947).

In 1947 there was a National Women's Rally held in Chrisichurch that tried to provide a

national forum to promote the views of women and: "To encourage younger women into

taking an intelligent interest in the social, educational and national affairs and to help her

realise her responsibilities as a citizen" (N.Z.W.W. April 3 1947). The Women's Weekly

which had advertised the Rally wrote:

This was a truly pioneering effort and was the first rally of this nature
with a dominion wide coverage ever staged in New Zealand...The
outcome surpassed the expectation. It was a furore.

A committee was established to hold further rallies but there is no record of any more. By 1949

there was a change of Government; rationing and restrictions were lifted and the tenor of protest

penned in the magazines softened. This easing of restrictions was to quieten the brief

appearance of a strident women's political voice. In the years that followed women were not

passive but they organised in smaller groups around specific issues like new childbirth

techniques and the right to visit children in hospital; or local efforts to get playgrounds,

kindergartens, restrooms and community centres. This kind of activism was more subtle but a
forerunner of the collective analysis of the ills of women and children which the later women's
movement was to address.

Part Two: 1950-1960

RECIPES OF HARMONY

The*nostalgia for a decade in which traditional family values appeared certain is perhaps
understandable from a gencradon which saw their values challenged. Such challenges however
had their roots in family life of the 1950's. Thus, little about this era is as it appears on the
surface - particularly the nostalgic view of it. The Woman's Weekly and the Listener gave
their readers endless recipes for ensuring family harmony, which would not have occurred if
family harmony had matched the nostalgia of memories. The media message was that
maintaining a happy family was an art to be learnt and negotiated according to principles
governing the roles and responsibilities of its members. At the same time the family was the

arena where individual women negotiated their growing desire for more independence. The
official argument was that women had achieved equality and it was up to individual women to
choose. In the absence of any collective analysis private negotiation was dclicaie.The next three
scenarios reflect the dilemmas women experienced as they accepted the primacy of their roles of
wifehood, homemaker and motherhood amidst the growing ideal of independence. But even in
the acceptance of these roles women were to find that they were contradictory. To be both an
exciting sexual partner and a sensible wife; to be both a creative homemaker and a thrifty

housewife; and to be a loving mother as well as have "good" children were impossible
prescriptions for anyone to balance.
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TWK "ARI " or MAKRIA(;u; AS A CAREER: women <—>men

Now Zealand denut^raphic siudics have shown lhai in ihc postwar period there was a trend

towards younger and more universal marriage (O'Neill 1979). This was encouraged by

economic security, but also new psychological prescriptions v^'cre promoting marriage as the

only way to ailult happiness. Maturity was the key word and the American developmental

psychologist Erikson ( identified a progression of stages leading towards adult maturity,

and there were la.sks and responsibilities required of each stage (Havighursfs 1953). To marry

was a proof of adult maturity, and a successful marriage demonsu^ted emotional maturity, but

it was an art that had to be worked at. Maturity was demonsiraied by responsibility and

conformity to adult sex roles, and conversely immaturity was the label for all behaviour that

did not confomi to the norm. The criterion for measuring adult maturity was different for men

and women. If a man did not marr>'. or did not become a good breadwinner, he was deemed to

be neither fully adult nor fully ma.sculine (Ehrenreich 1983). Women who did not want

children, did not demonstrate an enjoyment in homemaking, or put their own needs before

those of their family were not demonstrating adult maturity. New Zealand magazines

popularised and promoted American ideas of psychiatry which offered to assist individuals

towards maturity and emotional well being.

A rational explanation for marriage conflict and divorce was sought by the Listener.
18

Representatives from tiie proliferating agencies dealing with marriage and "experts" from the

University Colleges' new Social Science Departments aired their views. For the Listener,

however, marriage was an occasional interest topic, whereas the Woman's Weeklv devoted

most of its space to explore the emotional conflicts of the "marrieds", "about to be marrieds",

the "never marrieds" and the "were marrieds". Marriage was the essential adult experience

around which all other strands of life were linked, and the Woman's Weeklv offered varieties of

"expert" advice. These are a guide to the boundaries between the acceptable and unacceptable

behaviour at the time. In the 1940's readers had begun writing to Lou Lockhart, revealing that

conflict within marriage, adultery and premarital sex were not uncommon in New Zealand

society. In the 1950's Lou Lockhart was changed into Mary Millar who, with a sensible name

and a high moral tone wrote a weekly advice column based on the letters she received. Overseas

experts got more space. England's Or David Mace, "the world authority on love and marriage"

compiled many series of the "Marriage Guidance Casebook" as well as making a visit to New

Zealand. There was also Dr Paul Popenoe, "the noted American authority on family problems",

Bernard L. Calmus in "The Psychologists Consulting Room", and Barbara Cariland's

"Marriage School".

18 Marriage Guidance Council, Family Discu.ssion Bureau, Family Guidance Centre.
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The message from these experts was consistent. Successful marriage was not ciisy. it

required men to shoulder responsibility and women to show sacrifice, and ilic ability to do iJiis

was labelled as maturity. It was believed that except for tlie occasional bad husband women

could have a successful marriage if they followed the rules. But women had the major task of

smoothing over the cracks because they were more adaptable than men, and they did not have

to earn the living. There is however a difference between prescription and practice and not all

the advice was accepted unquestioningly."A.C.A". grumbled:

From what one reads, it seems that a man marries a woman to have,
firstly, an unpaid housekeeper. After that, she is supposed to possess all
the beauty of a film star, the brain of a university graduate, the poise of
a mannequin, and the patience of the worm that never turned. She must
never be disgruntled, never answer back, never put herself first and
always admire the "master" fN.Z.W.W. September 5 1952).

The art of making marriages work could be a career that would not only benefit the family but

also the nation, as M.L.C wrote, "(Marriage)...certainly is the most important career of all, as
the nation depends on the stability of the home for the future generations" (N.Z.W.W. July 16

1956). Newsworthy engagements such as that of Louise Rose to Sir Edmund Hillary in 1953,
set the ideal of the educated, talented and seemingly independent woman who put a higher

priority on being a supportive wife. Louise Rose had been studying music as the Sydney

Music Conservatory and, "Marriage was to cut short her plans for a career in the National
Orchestra" (N.Z.W W, September 3 1953). Women were applauded who could demonstrate that
they had achieved equality but who valued home, marriage and family more. "Lady Hillary,
will share, for better or for worse, the future of a young man who has already written his name
in history" (ibid).

Husband and wife both had careers even if they were different in kind and reward. It
was an equitable pooling of talents for the husband to work outside the home for money while

the wife managed the home. In its ideal (middle class ) form there would also be childcarc and
housework assistance that would alleviate the drudgery of home life. This would make marriage
an attractive career, so that women could be supportive companions to their husbands and could
give pnonty to the rewarding aspects of childcare and homcmaking. Such assistance did not

materialise, but new consumer products such as tinned foods, electrical appliances, gadgctry and
new cleaning formulas were heralded as the gcnies which would lighten the burden and enhance
the marriage relationship. The career wife who managed the home was supported by a new
ideology of consumption (Winship 1981), as the chore of purchasing and using those
commodities became more than just a duty to be performed. These skills were elcvatctl to an art
to be acquired by the new wife, and purchasing them, a leisure activity that would fill the hours
presumably saved from drudgery.

The image of the independent career wife who had purchasing power was not ba.scd on the
assumption that wives had their own money. Instead women would have the skills to manage
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Uicir luishands" wage paekcis carefully. The Bank of New South Walc^ began encouraging

hou.scwivcs lo pill iheir hou.«;ckccping money inio a cheque account.

Homemaker
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BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES

Training courses for prospective brides on, "Home decorating and the buying of furniture;

marketing for two; meal planning, cooking, kitchen efficiency and economy; bed making and

cleaning" were promoted through the Woman's Weeklv (January 5 1950). Dr Paul Popenoe

however was concerned that the idea of marriage as a career should not be taken too far,

otherwise, "She may look on the job as something taking up regular hours, with the rest of

the time for fun...to be a good homemaker requires very different ideas" fN.Z.W.W. Julv 9

1959).

Mary Millar's weekly advice column revealed the tightrope of managing a relationship

which was based upon being equal, but different. The ideal of marriage as a career for women

depended on the subtle difference in the rhetoric of equality for husband and wife. It was

acknowledged that marriage was a joint partnership and there was a rejection of the notion of a

wife dutifully submitting to her husband in ilic Victorian sense, but as Mary Millar reasoned,

"The home should be headed by husband and wife, with the husband as the slightly senior

partner" (N.Z.W.W. February 24 1955). In practice tliis was to mean that each had their own

sphere but that decisions could no longer be a unilateral male preserve. Mary Millar reminded

her readers that the male must have the final say bccau.se of his legal responsibility lo support

his home and family. In the situation where women were forced temporarily into the
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breadwinner's role, Mary Millar warned women lo hold back as "masculine pride is easily hurl

and if any woman values her marriage happiness she'll lake care noi lo do anything to luirt that

pride" (N.Z.W.W. August 11 1955). This double standard of equality inevitably required

women rather than men to make the adjustments. To "Agnes" whose husband would not allow

her to choose her own clothes, Mary Millar suggested:

She should always flaiier her husband...probably he had an unhappy
childhood...io strip off his protective facade at this stage might he worse
than uscless...it might even ruin the marriage...Agnes must face the fact
that she married her husband and she took him for better or worse
(N.Z.W.W. March 3 1955).

A shortfall or excess in any of the responsibilities and tasks of a wife found little sympathy.

Mary Millar commiserated with "Ted" whose wife had got so "bored with housework and

restless" that she had got a temporary job. "Ted" was advised to give a "show of firmness". He
was to tell her "that she was to give up her job" (N.Z.W.W. October 14 1954). "Chris", whose

wife was becoming too involved in charitable interests, was to, "Protest firmly if the family

were left alone at meal times, not able to go out together, or bothered by vacuuming, cleaning
and the like, late in the evening". Mary Millar warned that, "Such things constitute neglect.
They aren t as bad as doing no cooking and cleaning but they are a form of neglect just the
same" QiLZ^W,^ August 5 1954). Yet when "Anna" complained about her husband's hobby

of making models in the middle of the living-room floor she was told that her attitude was at
fault and that, "She wanted to possess her husband body and soul" (N.Z.W.W. April 28 1955).
The unequal equality of the marriage partnership was justified by the husband's breadwinning
responsibilities. The concept of the male breadwinner's wage for all classes had emerged

alongside the nineteenth century "cult of domesticity" for women (Olssen and Levesque 1978).
Throughout the twentieth century the the breadwinner's wage had been edging towards
equivalence with the working class pay packet, and by the 1950's it was becoming closer to
being a reality. The notions of masculinity and being a good breadwinner became closely
entwined, although Ehrenreich (1983) suggests that the resulting pressures forced men to begin
their flight from commitment" towards new definitions of masculinity and a larger slice of
their breadwinning cake. During the 1950's, however, the breadwinner was central lo the
marriage relationship, and the debate was on the mechanics of accommodating the notion of

marriage as an equal partnership.
Men were to be more involved in domestic issues, but women were warned that there

must be carefully drawn lines, so as not to confuse the essence of masculinity and femininity:

In principle I feel that a husband should take an interest in all iJiat goes
on in his house, except for cooking, mending and ironing...No wife
expects her husband to come home from work and don an apron...That
IS not the idea at all (N.Z.W.W. December 16 1954).

Barbara Caniand who became the most artful advocate of the double standard advised women to,
"Let HIM be boss (in theory)"
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Tliere v'. as a double standard of sexuality as well as equality. Married sexuality, which

had been a Ltbtxi subject, was iKing icniaiivcly discussed in the mainstream media. The Kinscy

Report (RMS, R>53) created a greater awareness of sexuality and the "art" of sexual fulfilment;

birth control w;ls Ixvonung acceptable and available, and marriage manuals were stressing the

desirability of ple^isurablc sex within marriage for women as well as men. Opinion was, that

female pleasure was a male resp^msibiliiy, and tliai a man should control his stronger sex drive

in deference to his wife's weaker urges.The media messages were however confusing: sex was

strictly confined to marriage - but this was alongside the glorification of the extra-marital

sexuality of filmsiiu-s like Marilyn Monroe and Diana Dors. They were temptresses to men in

contrast to the sex manuals which gave the initiative to men. The fashion ̂ ene however, with

its feminine "new look", was an encouragement to women to dress with a kittenish sexuality.

TTic message was that a wife could also be a Marilyn Monroe for her husband and then he

would have no need to go "astray".

Sex education too was carefully promoted. In 1948 the Woman's Weekly had

responded to the obvious ignorance on sexuality dial its own letter column revealed with the

publication of a book 1001 Problems Answered bv Lou Lockart. This covered hitherto delicate

subjects such as "How far can I let a boy go?", "The first night of marriage", "Why must men

philander?" The editor of the the Woman's Weekly sU"ongly chastised mothers whose daughters

were left in ignorance, otherwise, "Sex may take on the significance of something brutal and

abhorrent, as many a young bride can testify" fN.Z.W.W. January 29). The 1942 Thomas

Report, which was the blueprint of postwar education, had argued that "every adolescent should

know the facts of reproduction" (1942:53). This was not to encourage an expression of

sexuality amongst adolescent, but a concern to instil codes of correct behaviour (Middleton

1985b). The 1955 Department of Health pamphlets on Sex and the Adole.scent Bov and Sex

and the Adolescent Girl gave factual infonnation but the morality of sexuality was directed

only at girls, who were told that their sexual feelings were weaker than boys' and that it was up

to them to control boys' stronger impulses. Boys could not help themselves, but girls were

told that boys only respected girls who had control (Middleton 1985b). The tenor of these

pamphlets came from the 1954 Mazengarb Report which had recommended that all girls under

sixteen who permitted a boy to have "carnal knowledge" or to "handle her indecently", should

be liable to be charged with an offence. Although Freudian notions of healthy sexuality were

being popularised, sex education had little to do with sexual pleasure, but was more a process

of civilising the instincts. "It helps us to know what we are fighting, to protect one another

until we can mate in a civili.sed sense - through marriage", said Bernard Camus in "The

Psychologist's Consulting Room" (N.Z.W.W. May 18 1957). Pre-marilal sex was

unacceptable. An appeal from "M.K", who did not want to marry loo young, but was reading

that, "A regular and creative sex life was es.scniial to one's maturity and personal development"

received the firm answer from Lou Lockhart that, "A creative sex life means a
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controlled sex life". "M.K". was assured thai he would not become a "frizzled up

unemotional fossil" because he was not yet married (N.Z.W.W. July 6 1950). This advice was

not always convincing, and Mary Millar wondered, "What are tlie standards of "nice" girls these

days?". She expressed concern that "girls who have maintainetl a very strict standard of conduct

have still got left on the shelf (N.Z.W.W. August 27 1953). To Barbara Cariland sex was the

supreme art, but again to be learnt only in marriage. She warned that, "sexual love must colour

every action everyday. Ignore sex - and a bitter, unforgivable hatred is born " (N.Z.W.W.

January 27 1955).

For women who never married, moral codes forced them into a life of visible celibacy

and sometimes spinsterish activities. The situation of single women in a society where women

have been accorded status through their roles as wives and mothers has never been easy. The

decline in numbeis of marriageable men after two world wars brought some re-evaluation of the

worth of these "unclaimed treasures":

Unable to devote themselves to husband and children, they put
their qualities and desire to serve at the disposal of the
community; they became deaconnesses, district nurses,
kindergarten teachers, missionaries, welfare workers...Goodness
knows what the world would do without them. They don't
dignify their work with the name of "career", and they probably
grieve more over lack of children than lack of husband
(N.Z.W.W. December 30 1954).

Society had a place for spinster women who had missed out on getting a man, but it was more

difficult to categorise women who were apparently choosing to have careers rather than marry.
At one level women were being told that they had a choice now whether they married or had a
career, but there were subtle messages of disapproval against women who chose the latter. A
sole article on lesbianism entiUed "Rejectors of their Sex" (which docs not mention the word

lesbianism) expressed concern about, "Women who display mannish traits. They wear collars
and ties. Their jackets have a masculine cut, and as often as not the hairdo also has a

suggestion of masculinity" (N.Z.W.W. January 8 1948). The author (male) attributed such
behaviour to feelings of inferiority before men and suggested that such women were apt to join
the career race against men. There was tolerance of the new "career girl" only so long as she

remained in traditional areas of women's work. Even so her independence was still a threat to

an order which was unused to the economic independence of women. One mother wrote:

I am worried about my daughter who is single and shows no inclination
to get married. You sec she is one of those career girls. She is proud of
her money and her position and so won't want to give up cither or
sacrifice anything to making a home or rearing children. I can't help
feeling that this would be better for her than having a life all her own
way (N.Z.W,W March 4 1947).

With the marriage age dropping, this independence was usually short lived, and for most
women success was equated with making Uic right marriage and accumulating the trappings of

a good family. Those who did not achieve these wondered what was wrong with them, and it
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was oaly a lc\s \«.onicii who were able lo feel assurance in choosing lo remain single. There

were many s;k1 icucrs from single women:

1  long alx)vc all things to be married as ail my friends arc now. I am

slim wiih goixl features and 1 do understand clothes and make-up. I'm

keen on sfnms and 1 go where there are men. Yet I also seem to miss

the prop<.xs;il. My romances seem to fade out...Should I change my job?
I hcrc arcn t many single men where 1 work. 1 do so want a home and
babies.

Mary Millar's reply was not sympathetic;

She thinks only of herself and of "wanting" marriage, home and
babies...Docs she ever think of a man except as a homc-baby-prestige
provider? (N.Z.W.W. May 25 1959).

Tltc messages in this sad communication were confusing. On the one hand, marriage and

family were upheld as the ultimate fulfilment for women, yet custom demanded a modest

stance. Women were not to appear too eager.The an of getting a man was subtle and confusing

and for all but the popular few could be fraught with unhappincss.

Alongside the emphasis on a happy home and family life there was a growing concern

about an incrcuisc in ilie divorce rate. This was an anomaly in the mythology of the "good life",
19

that was difficult to accommodate . In 1953 tlicre were the first changes to the divorce
^0

legislation for over tJurty years (Phillips 1981), but the issue was more than an individual

solution for ending an unhappy relationship, and debate focused on the threat it posed to the

moral and structural fabric of the family. Divorce was a "sore", and as divorce became easier a

spate of agencies appeared to promote "responsible marriage" and provide services to assist

families to stay together. Like the advice columns of the Woman's Weekly, these agencies

were an acknowledgement that "normal" family life was difficult to attain, and maintaining a

successful marriage was now an art with skills to be leamt. In 1948 the Marriage Guidance

Council was formed and not only counselled couples witli problems, but soon moved into

prevention by offering classes on personal adjustment, sex and parenting. Academics found a

fruitful research topic in the cause of marriage failure. The suggested reasons ranged from

housing problems, confusion of roles, being an only child, emotional immaturity (J.H.
21

Robb in the Listener March 10 1950), to the theory that divorce was most common

amongst waicrsiders, seamen, barmen and taxi drivers, and was more common in the North
22

Island (A.J. Nixon in the Listener July 6 1956).

19
This had risen from 3.64 petitions per 1000 marriages in 1939 to 6.12 per 1000 in 1946.

The war had been mainly responsible for the rise and the rate had dropped to 4.53 per thousand
by 1950. Throughout the decade there was a gradual but not a dramatic rise (Phillips 1981).

20
A new ground lor divorce was added which allowed it after a seven year separation.

21
Lecturer in Sociology at Victoria University College, and later Professor.

22
Leciurcr in Law at Auckland University College. See al.so. Divorce in New Zealand: A

Preliminary Survey. Hullctin No. 46. Sociology No. 1.

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY Or WELLINGTON
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The anxiety surrounding divorce epitomised a struggle between conservative and

progressive forces that has been repeated in various scenarios in postwar society (the most

recent being the Homosexual Law Reform Bill in 1985-6). In the divorce debate both sides

upheld the importance of marriage and family. The conservative view was that divorce created

broken homes which were breeding grounds for delinquency, social di.sorder and even

communism. The more progressive view was to switch the argument around and blame these

social ills on inadequate divorce laws, inadequate marriage preparation and a lack of support

services. This era which strongly reaffirmed the tradition of marriage and family, also created

the trend towards divorce as an option. Happiness in marriage was the new ideal, and when this

collapsed or was not the reality, it was inevitable that divorce became a possibility. What

threatened the order of society was at the same time liberating to some members of it, although
it was not until the 1970-80*s that divorce became easier to obtain, more acceptable and more

equitable for women. In the meantime the effects of the slowly rising divorce rate were to

reveal more clearly how marriage and divorce for women were based on dependence and

inequahty. The concept of equal but different had been formulated into the marriage partnership,

but the anomalies this duality uncovered became important as a forerunner to a fresh

consciousness of the insecurity of women as wives and mothers. Women in the 1940's

embraced the ideal of equal but different as a means of awarding status to the married role. The
hard realities eventually showed that such shadowy equality, negotiated within the privacy of
each family home, was not always sufficient

"THE LADY JUGGLER": women <—-> work
The well poised juggler, managing all her responsibilities, was an ideal image of women, but
as jugglers know, the appearance of ease disguises the skill required in keeping it all rolling
around. "Kitts" warned that:

It takes consummate skill and a deft touch to hold a fine balance
between your duties as a wife, mother, employee and custodian of the
cat. In short you have to be a lady juggler to keep all the balls going
simultaneously, with exactly the right relationship of one to the other.
When the crisis comes, unfortunately, some women make the mistake
of dropping the husband instead of the job or the cat...Remember man
waltzes to the altar because he wants a wife, not a business associate

17 1951).

Such a warning was part of the ideological pressure to shift the focus of women's
work back towards the home after the war, despite the continuing employment opportunities
after the war. Women's work was to become non-work and trivialised as a leisure activity
(homemaking and shopping), as an educational process (childrcaring), and as the acquisition of
pm money (paid work). Men as breadwinners were the real workers. There was however a

mismatch between the ideological separation of male and female work and the actuality. The
proce.ss of transfonning real work to non-work was never complete and irregularities kept
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erupting through the outward acceptance and order of separate working roles for men and

women.

The media image of women as workers in the 1950"s was confusing, as femininity had

different faces; from the married woman as a sensible housewife to the single working "girl"

available for marriage. The latter, idealised as the glamorous "career girl", held an ambivalent

position amidst the separate spheres. She portrayed an image of independence, competence and

equality, but of kind that would still find her a husband. For many single women, however,

their career was a mundane job which they were anxious not to have to slay in for too long.

"Careers for Girls" wlls a poi^uhir caichphrase in schools and ilie media, but careers were gender
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specific, or if appearing lo cross ihe gender boundaircs were raiionaliscd in the coniexi of

adding lo a woman's worth in marriage. For example:

If a girl accountani gets married, she is far bcucr equipped to budget her
weekly expenses and to understand her husband's financial projects, and
if the need arises has her job to fall back on (N.Z.W.W. November 5

1948).

Career "girls" were tolerated and as the age of marriage dropped the time span of being a career

girl was not long. Women were expected to make an early commitment to a career in the

workplace or at home.
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Dr Paul Popenoe published a "Test" that would help. A score of 16 out of 20 indicated that, "It

would be doubtful if marriage would satisfy you", and a score of less than 10 indicated that.

You are not a career woman at heart". The assumptions were that being a wife was a passport
to move out of the workforce; that the husband's wage was sufficient for two; that a wife

would be too busy looking after her house, family and husband to want to work. The ideal was
not always achieved. In the first instance, many men did not earn enough to support a wife and
family. As expectations rose in relation to housing and household goods, the dual income
family became an advantage, if only to get the minimum requirements for a household to be
established. Secondly, some women enjoyed their work and tlie independence it brought, as
domestic life was not always as romantic or fulfilling as they had hoped or had been led to
believe.

The debate over women's work outside the home was argued at two levels, and tlie

judgement for the working mother was harsher. Not only was she placing her marriage. If she
had one, under threat, but the emotional, physical and moral well-being of her children were in
jeopardy. The altitudes towards the working wife were more ambivalent, reflecting again the

contradiction inherent in the concept of women being equal but different. Women had a right to
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work cveti ;>s u ivcs. lnii ilioir work was djlt'orcni from men's work because ihcy were not going

lo be breadwinners, and their work must allow ihcm lime and energy for their real work in

marriage - caring for their husband, home and children:

A man UH>ks for the companionship of a woman when he returns at
night and he likes to find her there, fresh and ready to welcome him, not
tired out alter rushing for the five thirty train in an endeavour to run

two |obs, A man likes ti> feel he is needed even if a woman docs cam a
salary of her own (N.Z.W.W. March 20 1952).

All opinion along the sjvctrum. however, from cautious support to concern, acknowledged that

a wife's work was secondary and temporarv'. Mar>* Millar cautioned working wives to, "Make it

a rule that you will ne\ er reveal what you cam to any one, and to treat your husband as head of

the house. Don't wield the power of the purse".fN.Z.W.W. August 4 1958). There were limits

for career wives, and to one husband who complained that his wife had been posted out of town

in her job, Mary Millar was fimi:

In society, even today, the husband is recognized as the head of the
household, and just makes himself ridiculous if he lets his wife drag
him from job and home. Let the husband give way and he's resigned
himself lo being his wife's slave for life. Is that what he wants? I don't
think he docs, and I don't think that in the end she will want to sacrifice
her marriage to a wonderful career fN.Z.W.'W. August 4 1958).

It was also a matter of careful apportionment of the budget so that the husband felt he was the

breadwinner and:

If a wife supplements her husband's income it doesn't generally disturb
him -- unless she uses the situation...Let the husband take

responsibility for the larger regular expenses, like rent and food, while
the wife's contribution goes for clothing or luxuries fN.Z.W.W. October

29 1953).

The message was that wives could work as long as they did not challenge male working status,

and according to Elizabeth Thorpe it was all a matter of "subtlety". "Your husband's attitude

towards your job will depend largely on your attitude to him. If the house is mn down, dinners

burned, you can't blame your husband for harbouring resentment against your working"

fN.Z.W.W. June 19 1956).

The issue of working wives was in the main regarded as a family concern to be

negotiated at that level. In contrast working mothers were of national concem and blamed as

threatening the stability of postwar life. Scandals of delinquency and promiscuity figured

prominently in the media; and as the milk bars thronged with "restless" teenagers it was felt

that something ought to be done. Parents were exhorted to be more conscientious in rearing

their children and to control their teenagers. The Government fell it had done its job by

providing housing, jobs, and belter health and education ser\'ices, thus the blame must be

within the home. Dr Ma/.cngiirb in his Report on Moral Dclinnucncv and Adolescents (1954)

maintained that one third of all cases of juvenile delinquency came from homes where mothers

went to work, although E. Burkc's subsequent rc.search to test this hypothesis concluded that,

"No significant dil fcrcnccs were found in the behaviour of children of employed mothers as
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compared wiih children of non employed mothers" (1958:36). In this dcbaic there was little

acknowledgement that there might be economic motivation for women to work. Tiic editor of

the Woman's Wecklv. Jean Wishari, seemed a lonely voice against the condemnation of

working mothers:

In defense, some women declare that their husbands do not earn

sufficient to provide more than food and regular household expenses. If
their children are to be clothed properly they must supplement the
income. Others argue that by working they can give their children the
advantages which they themselves never had (N.Z.W.W. June 5, 1956).

The accepted explanation for why married women were working was that, apart from a few

women who "had to work" because there was no breadwinner, women were working for pin

money. This trivialisation of women's paid work became an attitude that has been difficult to

change. Many of the things that women were working for were an integral part of the "good

life" to which all New Zealanders were suppose to be aspiring. The Woman's Wecklv

(September 2 1954) surveyed working women and found they were spending their earnings on
such things as: dancing and music lesson for children, household appliances and furniture.

These arguments were easier to justify, but it was not the only reason women were working.
As "Waimea" wrote:

The average woman of today receives a wide and varied education,
involving so many interests that she frequently rebels against leading a
life narrowed to domesticity after marriage fN.Z.W.W. July 30 1953).

It was also convenient to blame the war years for encouraging working mothers, as "Lundis"
explained:

Most of the working wives were themselves teenagers during the war.
They were trained to early independence so that their mothers could do
war work outside their homes. A mother with leisure was practically a

disloyalist. All this time girls were maturing and forming their concepts
of mamcd life; their models were their mothers and the working mothers
around them. Their mothers, their early models were lauded for the
same conduct (N.Z.W.W. April 6 1959).

Few critics however were willing to acknowledge the contradiction that the national economy
needed the labour of the same women who were being accused of undermining the stability of
the nation. An exception again was Jean Wishart who argued that, "Industrialists say that if
mamed women, who comprise a large percentage of their employees, arc discouraged from
working, industry - and prosperity - would suffer" fN.Z.W.W. June 7 1956).

During the 1950's the arguments began to shift as it became apparent that emotional
pleas were not successful in keeping wives at home. The concept of a woman's dual role was
discussed. Women would primarily be mothers and wives but they would al.so move in and out
of the workforce according to family needs. They would work up until the children arrived but
not while the children were at school; but then as the children grew older women could become

part of the workforce again, although preferably piirt-time. This was in preparation for when
the children left the nest altogether. The small part-time Job was tlic solution because it would
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balance the limiiaiions of the breadwinner's wage wiihoui disturbing the breadwinner's head of

the household status; it would give a new fulfilment to women who felt "restless"; it would

not alter the primar>' role of women as mothers and wives; it would allow men and women to

manage their separate spheres; it would support the standards of the "good life" without

disturbing the values and assumptions of family life; and it would permit the labour of women

which tlie economy needed. Evcr>day life was not so neat, particularly as families' economic

needs were usually their greatest during the years when women were suppose'to be at home.
Time has shown that the effects of women's dual working role were to snowball and reverberate

into many levels of social, political and economic life during the following decades. This

movement of married women into paid employment was connected to the growth of postwar

consumer society. During the depression and war years women had been at the forefront of a

"make do, mend and conserve" philosophy. In New Zealand this did not disappear. Women

were enticed with images of consumer goods that would enhance further the quality of their

home made goods. The housewife's image of "making do" and improvisation was overlaid by

the skill of selection. The Woman's Weeklv "Economy Hints" page was retilled "Surer
23

Shopping" and readers were introduced to the new range of goods coming onto the market .

Consumer goods brought a new power to women, and although they did not always earn the

money, women spent it. They became "individuals" through consumption (Winship 1981), as

they had to acquire the skills and knowledge of successful shopping for the house, the table,

the family and for their personal appearance. Women's magazines became the housewives'

handy advice book, constructing the possibility of success as long as you "worked" hard at it.

The home was symbolic of women's individuality. "Judy and John" became the

Woman's Weekly version of the school's "Janet and John". Judy and John were an engaged

couple building a house, and week after week every detail of their purchase was appraised. Judy

and John had a joint interest in the home but there was a clear demarcation in the interest and

responsibilities of spheres. Judy was to be the expert on "the kitchen, the laundry, the

decorating and the cleaning, and she pestered the architect to show her the detailed drawings of

the kitchen cupboards...there was a sliding towel rack...a sliding chopping board, magnetic

catches" (December 16, 1954). Judy was told that she didn't need to bother her head about the

garden, the exterior, the lighting, or the roof, as John would lake care of them. Judy was going

to work for two years after they married, "So they can buy extras like a refrigerator, washing

machine, floor polisher, good radiogram and vacuum cleaner, in that order...In her mind's eye

she saw a completed kitchen, and herself bustling about preparing a meal for the hungry John

23
Some of the items discussed during the early 1950's were labour saving devices such as,

electric cleaners, knitting machines, automatic washing machines, steam irons, plastic plates,
rotary lines, plastic table cloths, plastic pegs, vacuum cleaners, floor polishers, plastic sponge
mops, ready made clothing. New lifestyle goods included coloured baths, household heating,
louvre windows, coffee makers, tape recorders, portable radios, electric razors, bed settees,
clockwork vs.electric toys, plastic coats, motor scooters.
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returning from a long day's work". Judy's image was of an independent woman with expertise

and choice, but in areas that did not challenge John's expertise.

The image of women being responsible spenders of their husbands' wages "for the

good of the family" subtly changed as it became apparent that the husband's wage was not

sufficient Working women were still wives and mothers, but their wages from part-time work

were to be spent on the commodities that every "good" family home needed. The transition

from spending her husband's money to spending her own was relatively smooth because the

focus of the spending was the same. Whether one was "at home" spending or "going out to

work" spending, it was all subsumed within the framework of enhancing family life.

Advertisers ignored the contradiction that women were quietly going into the workforce to

uphold the ideal of being at home.

American magazines presented a picture of a housewives' idyll. Beatrice Ashby, a New

Zealand housewife returned from America, wrote a series on "The American Way of Life" for

the Listener. She bemoaned the lot of the New Zealand housewife:

I bum my hands on metal pot handles and long for plastics; have no idea
what to do with the stains without my standard washing equipment, a
liquid bleach; have forgotten how to pile the dishes without a rubber
covered dish rack; and struggle with can openers that stick or cut jagged
edges (October 10 1947).

■A

^ mierihlly, American womtn are better off than areJ'—T'his drawing is
copied from a typical adveriifement in a typical American magazino

A 1950 survey of 100 homes in Dunedin by Norah Holland for her M.A. thesis on Some

Aspects of Homemaking, showed that 100% owned an electric iron, 50% an electric jug, 72%

had a vacuum cleaner, but only 7% had a refrigerator and 16% a washing machine, while 32%
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were still cooking on a coal range. In an analysis of the work of women, R.M. Fletcher (1949)

maintained. Iiowcn cr, that New Zcalandcrs were purchasing cars, telephones and radios before

such home aids as refrigerators and washing machines. This was a rcncciion of the priorities of

spending from male earnings. Things did start to change in New Zealand and by 1955 "Surer

Shopping" was stating that, "Many a young housewife now considers a refrigerator as essential

in her kitchen as her stove. Together with a washing machine, it is becoming quite common

for both to go on the mortgage when the home is built." fN.Z.W.W. January 6 1955). Such

domestic apparatus shortened some household tasks for women, but not the time spent on

houshold task. Rather, it altered the structure of domestic work. The washing took less time,

and the oven needed less cleaning, but there were more clothes to wash, and the time involved

in basic cooking became more complex, and home decorating became a feminine art. Belt

Duncan expressed the ideal of the fulfilling career at home:

The rewards of being a housewife are in your own achievements and
contributions...payday comes everyday as you see your children
developing, your husband contented after a good dinner, and your home
a comfortable background for them...Though you serve for love instead
of money, by your work you can raise the standard of living for your
family just as surely as if you were a typisL Wise purchasing, sewing,
baking, and keeping things in good condition, all make your money go
further (N.Z.W.W.Julv 13 1950).

In her memoir of growing up in the I950's, Anne Else made the judgement that:

I soon imderstood that these activities were far more appropriate outlets
than Art itself. Yet they were in no way to be taken seriously, nor was
their value to be recognised by men; far from being of benefit to men,
they were understood to be a burden on them, the topic of innumerable
jokes and jibes (1986:75).

Consumer goods had been heralded as easing the heavy workload of housewives, but

as women still complained of "malaise" or tiredness, efficiency experts began to apply the time

and motion studies of industry to the home. If women were tired it must be because they were

inefficienL Dr. Turbott in his weekly radio programme told women to, "Study your housework

techniques. I never understand why you have to stand throughout that tedious job of preparing

vegetables or ironing. Is there something about a high stool that repels womenfolk?" fN.Z.L.

February 18 1955). To run a home was a highly skilled art and women were advised on the

techniques of drawing up a daily, weekly, monthly and seasonal workplan so that, "Time is

being used economically, working time will be shorter, and there will be more time for

recreation and those little things that make life more enjoyable fN.Z.Jotirnal of Agriculture

October 5 1953). Jean Wishart told of, "An actual case where it was proved that by placing

her coffee grinder nearer the kitchen stove, a housewife saved herself an annual walk of 90

miles" (N.Z.W.W. October 21, 1954). The Plunket handbook Modem Motherhood (1948.

1953) gave daily timetables for toddlers and babies, but ilicse schedules were not constructed on

the probability that there might be a toddler and a baby, or that there was housework to do as

well. In this reappraisal of the efficiency of women's work in the home the sexual division of
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labour was not addressed, and the fact that housework was combined with childrcaring was

ignored, as one reader commented, "bring children onto the scene and your method is

mincemeat" (Here and Now April 1952).

Homemaking was the euphemism to acknowledge the new skills in the occupation of

housewife. There was continuing debate whether there should be a wage over and above the

family benefit paid to women. "Wages for wives" would give value to the work of women in

the home now that marriage, homemaking and motherhood was idealised as a career. The editor

of the Listener, however, lamented that, "Perhaps it is another symptom of our times that

some women should be active in support of wages for wives. The wider employment of

women, before and after mairiage, was bound to have awkward social results" (November 21

1958). Mary Millar was firmly against the idea:

The sanctity of marriage would collapse if we were to regard marriage in
the light of a man hiring or employing a woman to do housework for
him.Surely when a woman marries a man she realises that marriage is
not a business bargain. The husband agrees to clothe and shelter his wife
and he is legally responsible for this while the wife agrees to minister to
the wants of her husband fN.Z.W.W. May 5 1952).

Later she was to concede that:

The job of running a home is worthy of some consideration which
enables a woman to feel that the pocket money business is not all one
sided...Tell him that you too, want to feel that you have something in
your purse that is yours, and has been given to you not as wages for a
hire servant or a domestic worker, but as a consideration a little
consideration for a job well done (N.Z.W.W. January 19 1959).

Pocket money" was less threatening than a wage, particularly if it was incorporated into the
housekeeping allowance. There was much discussion in the Woman's Weekly on how much

money a wife should get, and what it should be spent on. The consensus was that if a wife was

thnfty she should be able to retain some pocket money for her own needs. This was a far cry

from a wage, but it was the beginning of a movement to break down the monopoly that men

had held on household spending. If women were to be partners in marriage then they should
also have a say in the budgeting priorities, although it was not necessarily intended that
women were to be equal partners. W.B. Johns advised that:

A husband as wage earner is entitled to guide the spending, and his wife
will have to avoid giving the impression that she is suspicious,
interfering or treading into territory where she docs not belong
(N.Z.W.W. March 23 1950).

Doris Kirby gave a more feminine analysis of the balance;

The moral would then appear to be...Let the wife hold the purse
strings, but let the husband occasionally feel the weight of the purse.
Give him the credit (N.Z.W.W. June 24 1954).

This paradigm of power enabled women to quietly manoeuvre changes in family

responsibilities and roles. Women quietly went to work, joined community groups, learnt how
to handle money, learnt new skills, without necessarily challenging the "breadwinner - head of
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the household" siaius of ihc husband. These women have been icrmcd the "quiet generation"

because they did not explicitly challenge men. Yet as these women negotiaied over

housekeeping, family budgeting, household purchasing, and part lime work, they were

generating a "quiet revolution" in family life. Subsuming their role in the workforce within the

framework of a homcmaker was to create the tension in social and economic life necessary for a

collective analysis of women's non-work. But it was not necessarily a new analysis. Margot
24

Roth, who was to later acknowledge that she was always ahead of her time , v.T0te an angry

analysis in the Listener (November 20 1959) of the situation of housewives:

Over ilic years I iKlieve we have been busily cultivating a myth of the
overworked housewife. Like most myths it has a definite basis in
fact...If we are honest though, we must admit that housework, or
homemaking as some advertisers prefer to call it, produces nothing that

is directly useful to society. It opens no doors to the future. Domestic
chores should take their proper place as background necessity, like
brushing the teeth...True creative work implies a steady development.
And you can't tell me anybody's developing if all she ever thinks about
is food for the family and her resentment at their lack of appreciation for
her often self imposed drudgery.

rye*'"

HOUSE

It was not only the occupation of housewife that Margot Roth felt so strongly about, but also

the triviality of women's lives as they tried to organise everything around their home and

family:

So they go in hordes to learn about flower arranging, or cooking or
sewing, or child development...Such studies loo quickly become an end
in themselves...We're so conditioned to the idea that domesticity comes

first, last and all the time...Our false commercial picture of the little
homcmaker hasn't led to wide social or political reform. What it has led
to is a woman's organisation at every lamp post...You devote your time
organising and battling with rival associations for prestige. For instance
there are several women's working organisations catering for mothers
and children, but generally they are slaving so hard to organise a
ball...or arranging lectures to tell us where we are going wrong in
bringing up our children, that they've overlooked the basic need of many

24
Personal interview.
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moihcrs and babies...! mean relief from ihe social isolaiion and the

physical strain caused by a 24 hour day.

New Zealand did not have to wait for Belly Fricdan lo explode ihc "feminine mysiitjue", and die

reaction was overwhelming. It took the Listener weeks to clc<ir tlic letters of support and hurt

confusion, which came mainly from women and mainly agreed with Roth's arguments.

MOTHERHOOD AS CAREER: women<—-> children

The assumption was that women had chosen between a career in the workforce or marriage. But

once married, motherhood was more than an inevitable duty: it was the crucial experience

needed to cement a marriage. As "Mother" wrote:

Nothing is more precious and more fascinating than a baby, and the
couple without one is the poorer for it. One really only starts lo live
ones married life when the baby arrives fN.Z.W.W. August 3 1951).
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Motherhood would bring women ultimate joy and fulfilment. The case of "Julie" received
extensive treatment" by Dr. Mace in "Marriage Guidance Casebook" fN.Z.W.W. February 16
1959). She did not feel ready to start a baby even though she had been married to David for
more than a year, - Julie was unhappy because she had not had a career. In his analysis of the
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case. Dr. Mace s^xni. "Juhc ihoughi lhai independence would make her happy. This would be

frusiraicd by a baby". Dr. Mace persuaded her ihai ihe "responsibility of a baby would help to

resolve tltis conflict". The full page picture showed Julie peacefully and joyfully cuddling her

baby. Whether the analysis was correct is not as important as the outcome, which showed

Julie's serenity in motherhood and Or Mace's conclusion that there was less tension in her

marriage. This exaggeration of the joy in motherhood also created guilt as women tried to

match the ideal. During the I950's discontent was deemed a personal failure, and it was not

until the 1970 s and l9S0 s that the frustrations of motherhood became the focus of collective

analysis and acknowledgement (Gribben 1979; Phillips 1983,1986).

Motherhood was not only the path to personal fulfilment, but women were seen as

providing a service to the nation as "teachers and moralists, else what is to become of the next

generation, and the homes of the future? Motherhood is the finest career" ("Green Light"

N.Z.W.W.August 17 1950). Women were conscious of the mismatch between the political

ihcioric which praised the worth of mothers, and the actual support mothers felt. Penning one's

frustrations was one of the outlets available, and A.E. Irvine sums up a common theme:

I seem to recall an astute politician clamour..."the farmer is the
backbone of the country"...I merely wish to retort "utter foolishness".
The mothers are the backbone of the nation. Upon them rests the great
duty of bearing children and nurturing them to adulthood, a vocation
fraught with some danger, discomfort, no little sacrifice and not very
much money. We build fine hotels, elaborate Government
buildings...We construct grand highways for motorcars. Councillors,
Board members and Ministers may lounge in well appointed
offices...Search the cities and larger towns and see how many rest rooms
and nurseries you will find...but the mother has no such privilege when
she finds a visit to ilic city inescapable fN.Z.W.W. February 18 1950).

While there was little move by women into national or local politics to counter such priorities

women were active in changing the conditions of childrcaring. This political activism was of a

different kind. The growth in early childhood health and education services, the increasing

power and involvement of parents in those services and the growing popularity of behavioural

and Freudian child development theories created a climate in which increasing numbers of

women felt able to challenge "experts" and institutions over their altitudes to the care and

rearing of children. Several campaigns were started in the 1950's which were to benefit a later

generation of women.

The baby boom years placed considerable strain on maternity and child health services.

Medical knowledge had reduced tlie mortality rate, and the Labour Government had introduced

free maternity services, but more and more women were unhappy about the practices and

attitudes of the medical institutions. Armed with both psychological theories and the

commonsense knowledge of practicality and intuition, there were various campaigns with an

aim to restructure and humanise the the birth experience for women: to allow mothers more

contact with their babies in the hospital, and to promote more relaxed schedules for the care of

the young baby at home. These were a challenge to hospitals' routines such as: rigid four
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hourly feeding of babies and swabbing of mothers, anaesthetised births, communal labour

wards, restriction to bed for 10 days, enforced separation of the mother and baby, the exclusion

of families, and denial of knowledge about birth to women. Outside the hospital, the Plunket

Society, which had had a major impact on infant health in new Zealand, was also challenged to

shift away from the regimentation of baby routines prescribed by its founder Truby King

(McKinlay 1983). The underlying concern about all these challenges was about rights and

autonomy over women's bodies and women's children, but the challenge was "acceptable" in

that it focussed on the interruption to the natural mother - child relationship, rather than the

deeper issue. So the arguments were presented as follows:

- Women's instinct was an essential part of childrearing and women were not just a body

giving birth. As Jean Wishart wrote, "We have neglected that essential ingredient of family

living, the mothering instinct. We have stepped in between the mother and her baby and taken

a responsibility that does not belong to us" fN.Z.W.W. August 4 1955).

- Babies should be kept near their mothers after birth."Why then, whisk away this most

precious thing for the duration of my stay in hospital, often to be fed and cared for by others?

At the end of a fortnight my baby is presented to me like a new car off the production line,

and I take a little stranger home" fN.Z.L. September 8 1950).

- Babies should not be turned into automatons to be fed and comforted by the clock. "She

establishes her own rhythm instead of having one forced on her. If she cries for attention she

gets it and we are both happy, I feel a baby has as much right to attention when it wants it

and when it needs it" (Mother of Three N.Z.L. December 3 1948).

- Mothers know best as they have maternal instincts whereas the "experts" have only had

theoretical knowledge, "J.B." of Opotoki argued that, "Conditions have boon governed by men

and single women, who however good their intentions, have no point of contact with the

patient..,each (maternity) Home should have attached to it a group of actual mothers, whose

recommendations should be given at least serious consideration" ( N.Z.L. June 20 1953).

It was thought that maternal femininity was imbued with special knowledge that was

essential for the development and well-being of the child. The assumption was however that
25all women were innately "Ordinary devoted mothers" (Winnicott 1949) .McKinlay's (1983)

later analysis of the Plunket Society concluded that by the 1950's:

The mother herself is seen as less dangerously ignorant...Though she
needs guidance in correct mothercraft, she is also able to learn by
experience (1983 : 153).

Mothers were still warned about the problems resulting from spoilt babies but routines could

now be tempered with "commonsense and elasticity" (Deem 1953:59).

25
Dr Winnicott gave a scries of talks on the B.B.C.radio which were also broadcast over New

Zealand radio. They were addressed to the "Ordinary Devoted Motficr" which captured tins new
spirit of the mother child relationship. A book was published which became avai lablc in New
Zealand and I was fortunate to be given a copy.
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There wiLs a growmg inierc.^i tn natural childbirth which followed on the tail of a long

campaign to ensure that all women had access to painkillers in childbirth (Gordon 1955;

Tcnnani 1985"^'). In a txHiklct The Psychology of Childbirth (1946) Dr Enid Cook argued
against ilie removal of responsibility from women during childbirth and she rebuked the t>pical

altitude of the medical profession to women as being, "we will look after you and you will

never know about it until it is all over" (1946:1). Grantlcy Dick-Read's book Revelations of

Natural Childbirth (19471 was veo' popular and came with a preface from the Queen Mother.

This book challenged the tradition of anaesthetised births and promoted knowledge and

autonomy as the the key to removing pain and fear. The Parents Centre movement was founded

in 1954 from a Wellington lobby group which aimed to change the "management of childbirth

through the education of parents, the public and the medical profession". An article in the first

issue of the Parents Centre Bulletin (No. 1. July 1954:3) explained that, "Having a baby should

be one of the great maturing experiences of life". For this to happen the Bulletin claimed that

women needed, not only knowledge about childbirth but "care and support during confinement

which gives her full support as a feeling thinking person". Support grew and at the opening of

the Parents Centre Conference in 1957, Dame Hilda Ross was to applaud the Parents Centre

classes for pregnant women which "dispel the fear of childbirth". She went on to reaffirm that,

"Mother love is the most enduring of all. No matter what mistakes are made a mother's love

can over-ride it all" (Parents Centre Bulletin No.9, July. 1957:4) The rhetoric of mother love

was not politically threatening even though the arguments it was supporting forerunners

of the later women's liberation rhetoric about women's rights over their bodies. The demand at

this stage was that the hospitals recognize woman as individuals with emotions rather than just

bodies. As the argument gathered momentum Evelyn Lovegrove argued:

A large increase in the birthrate following the war years made
childrearing look easy, and the emergency measures adopted depreciated

its significance...Large scale hospitalisation has had a strong tendency to
reduce childbirth to a purely physical thing. New Zealand will soon
build a large Obstetrics Hospital. What recommendations have our
present mothers to make? What are their preferences? Have they been
asked? (N.Z.W.W.Julv 25 1952).

In 1959 a Consultative Committee on Infant and Preschool Health was established, although

in 1960 journalist Christine Cole was to report, "It is rare to hear any mention of mothers'

views in any official discussion of our maternity services", she claimed that most hospitals

were still following the rigid adherence to four hourly feeding and swabbing (N. Z. Parent and

Child Janiiarv - February 1960:121. It took some years before the recommendation from this

Committee had an impact but the Report did incorporate the new ideas that had been so

vigorously argued.

26
Elizabeth Tennant's research into the maternity care of unmarried mothers in New Zealand

showed that working class women and unmarried women had difficulty getting pain killing
relief and that for the latter it was often denied by hospital staff as a kind of punishment
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Besides the experience of mothers in hospltiil, there was also the question of hospital

visiting for children which had traditionally been kept to one weekly visit. Tlie research of

John Bowlby (1952) into the "maternal deprivation" of children in institutionalised care was

used to support the rights of children and mothers to have closer contact.The medical

profession were cautious, ostensibly for fear of infection and disordiliness, and the merits and

problems of this were often to be seen in magazines and journals of the time. The Listener

collected medical opinion on the topic which was consistently negative:

I have never heard parents complain about not being able to visit their
children daily and don't feel they would welcome daily visiting. I do not
feel that a child's personality suffers if he is only visited once a week
(Matron-in-chief. Wellington Public Hospital N.Z.L. June 5 1953).

One of our problems is the stupid mother who excites her child and
gives unsuitable food under the impression that she is helping its
recovery...and so much depends on the amount of understanding the
parent shows in handling the child so that it settles down in hospital (A
Senior Pediatrician N.Z.L. June 5 1953).

Ranged on the other side were the mothers, but with the powerful backing of psychologists and

educationalists, the Parents Centre, and the Nursery Playcentre Federation. They lobbied for the
emotional needs of the child, and that the rights and expertise of the mother be acknowledged.
Again the sacredness of the mother - child relationship was argued. Psychologist Quentin
Brew reported that.

Many follow up studies of children discharged from hospital show that
personality damage is greatest and most lasting the younger the child,
and the longer and more complete his separation from his family,
especially his mother...a disproportionate emphasis is placed upon the
physiological and administrative aspects of hospital services (Q.H.
Brew, Psychologist N.Z.L. June 5 1953).

It took many years to change the atutudes and structures in the hospitals but the latter
argument eventually won out, and the slow moves to accommodate the presence of mothers in

hospital wards began (Mc Kinlay 1983).
Such campaigns were to show the effectiveness of a collective voice with psychology

as a weapon. Staying under the umbrella of parental concern and motherhood as a career, rather
than any explicit political rhetoric, this "voice" was acquiring the techniques of nudging
institutions towards change. Elsie Locke, writing with a certain irony, captured the new spirit
of alliance between the experts and mothers:

The psychologists at the moment are very kind to us mothers. Self
effacing creatures that we are, mere Jills- of-all-iradcs...wc have been so
accustomed to laying our own Judgement aside in defence of those who
know better. Who arc we to ask questions of Sir this or Dr. that
M.B.,Ch.B., M.R.C.P., or whatever?...It is a glorious time for
mothers. Ail the things we wanted in our hearts to do, turn out to be the
right things...mothers go up the social scale. She puts her shoulders
back and lifts her head and looks the experts straighter in the eye. They
may have letters to their names, but SHE has instincts! CN.Z.L.
September 11 1953).
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However ihc invcsimcni of ihc mother - child relationship with such potent emotions had a

darker side. Tlic status of motherhood may have been raised, but it labeled woman as "bad

moilicrs" if they did not embrace the ideals of motherhood as a career, or if their children erred

from the path. Such a child centred focus was a white middle class paradigm, which assumed

that

- The values and realities of the "good life" embraced all families.

- The family was a haven of security and comfort.

- Mothers could always be with their children or even wanted to.

- Men could cam a breadwinner's wage and that they were willing to help in the home.

The new appreciation of child development and the power of maternal instincts may have

encouraged activism towards belter services for mothers and children, but the other side of the

joy of maternal instinct was transfonned into the ills of maternal deprivation when children

were not always with their mothers. In this case psychology worked to the disadvantage of

women, and particularly working class women, labelling them as "bad mothers" if they

worked. The spectre of maternal deprivation (McDonald 1977) would not affect middle class

women to the same extent until the 1970's when they started to continue careers or seek other

options to full time mothering, and by then the potency of the myth had waned. In the 1950's,

however, the awareness of maternal deprivation was on the ascendancy and this fitted neatly

with the mood, if not with the practical realities of everyday family life. Those who did not

match the ideal, who did not want or could not have such a child-centred life style, were seen

as problem parents. Sustaining the ideal of motherhood as a career needed "bad mothars" to

reinforce the boundary between normality and abnormality. The job of being a mother had

become more complex with any "problem" reflecting on her ability. Psychology provided

support for women in the recognition of maternal instinct, but the flip side of this

parmership was a sense of guilt, as "Guilty Mother" wrote:

All those lectures and articles about the mistakes made by mothers have
had me worrying about whether I've done the right thing with my
children. I've been so afraid I've given them complexes or hurt them too
deeply for them ever to forget. Tonight's the first time I've heard one of
these experts say it's all right for parents to behave like human beings,
not angels or something fN.Z.W.W. June 29 1954).

As the "art" of childrearing became more complex the role of men as fathers was

reassessed. The image shifted from the remote disciplinarian to a person who was a playful

buddy to sons and a grown up sweetheart to daughters. The position of men in the postwar

family was ambivalent. They should recognize their wives as equal rather than subservient

partners in marriage, yet their brcadwinning status as head of the family was upheld. While the

psychological ideals of motherhood heralded a new joyful relationship between mothers and

children, fathers seemed to have little input apart from housing, furnishing and feeding the

nest. New Zealander Brian Knight wrote a six month series on fatherhood for the Woman's

Wecklv. He portrayed a sad end for men if iJic current trend continued;
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Father is placed in a siiuaiion where he has lo hold ilic pt)Mii()ti of head

of the house wiih what dignity he can muster...I sec a grim picture of
the male of the household in another 100 generations a.ssuming the role
of the praying mantis male. He is used by the female and then eaten
fN.Z.W.W. Deccmbcrll 1952).

A new role would be created for fathers who had a contribution women were unable to make:

The busy housewife is not always sufficiently aware of the very
important part which a child's father plays in shaping its personality.
While the mother stands for home, and security, the father symbolises
the great world beyond, and a child's future attitude towards other people,
his career and the world in general is inclined to follow the pattern of his
early relationship with his father (N.Z.W.W. December 4 1952).

This image slotted neatly above the instinctual mothering of the early years. At this time the

father was to be "sensitive" and "understanding" because the mother was seen as incapable of

dealing with the outside world. Dr Winnicott suggested that the father could, "Provide a space

in which the mother has elbow room, (and then), properly protected by her man the mother is

saved from having to turn outward" (1949: 8). Brian Knight agreed that, "Mother and child are

relatively helpless during this period", but added, "Fortunately today's child psychology is

redeeming itself and placing a new weapon in the hand of the father" (N.Z.W.W. December 11

1952) - This was male rationality and worldly machismo. Men were to be mediators in the case

of over-indulgence from maternal instincts because, "The over mothered child is effeminate,

lacks confidence, and may even become physically underdeveloped" fibidl. This was a veiled

allusion to the fear of homosexuality.

In contrast to the high expectations placed on mothers there was little censure of

fathers if they did not meet the new ideal. Mary Millar replied to "Mrs D.F" whose husband

stayed at the office late and never saw his children:

It is often a pity that these men ever married or become fathers...but the
fault is not always entirely with them, inasmuch I've found wives make
the return home so unattractive. They don't take the little extra trouble
to get tidy and look pleasant when father arrives home ("N.Z.W W.
April 15 1953).

The code was that it was nice if you got help but do not expect it, and do not rely on it. and if

you don't get it the fault could be yours. Brian Knight was to suggest that fathers lend a hand

with the domestic chores, but there was a careful line of demarcation between helping and

responsibility. Debating the issue of "Whether Father Should Help with the Dishes?" he

warned:

We will find that father is actually succeeding not in helping but in
proving quite conclusively that his wife is as inefficient and as
inadequate as she fears she might be. Thus the more the father does the
more inadequate the mother feels...Even in our culture the home is
happier where each partner is successful primarily in his own role, while
at the same time being prepared to assist tlic other where necessary...so
that it is not so much a matter of whether father washes the dishes or
not, but rather the spirit in which it is done fN.Z.W.W. January 29
1953).
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'Futhcr ntoy 6ive him his porridtc,

I

■«-

... or b«r/) him . . .

. or tuck him into bod"

Jean Wishart went further and suggested that schools should provide cooking classes and social
classes for boys. There was, however, a clear demarcation between women's work and men's
work, and cooking for boys would not mean that men would take over the kitchen. She
reasoned, "How much more appreciative of his wife's meals a man is going to be if he knows

how much work has gone into their preparation; how much more understanding he will be of
failure" rN.Z.W.W. July 15 1957).

These prescriptions for male involvement in childrcarlng and housework brought no

dramatic shifts in responsibility. It was the beginning of a trend that continues. In the 1950's it
grew as a support to the values surrounding motherhood as a career. The new expectations for
both mothers and fathers were pan of a re-affirmation of the family unit and the emotional ties
which bound it together. This idealistic belief in the goodness of the family existed alongside

evidence that many homes were not a haven of security and love. The paradigm of motherhood

as a career was a powerful tool in supporting this idealistic view of the family although there
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was the acknowlcdgcmcnl that there were "bad mothers". The paradigm however also provided

an acceptable umbrella for political activism for women. TTiis was the forerunner of a more

radical analysis of women's lives which would directly challenge the primacy of motherhood as

an experience for women.



CHAPTER EIGHT

TEXT TWO: A PERSONAL REALITY 1945 - 1960

The lives of ihc iwclvc women inicnicwcd for ihis sludy arc pan of a mosaic created by

panicular historical forces and bound by common values. Yet the uniqueness of each story

shows dial none of Uicm quite fits die common pattern of social history. The women however

were apologetic for their ordinariness and wondered why their lives could be of interest and

would point to someone else who appeared extraordinary. Ordinariness was of interest,

particularly the extent to which they identified with the common pattern. But in each ordinary

story was the extraordinary: firstly in the sense that their lives did not always conform to the

pattern; circumstances prevented them, or in some cases they challenged it Secondly in the

sense that the construction of social history for that period has been selective in what it

includes. The mydiical and historical versions show a consensus, order and morality that does

not match with die life histories. The construction of social reality (Bergerand Luckman 1966)

is a process of categorising the ordinary and extraordinary, the normal and abnormal, but the

process of making history squeezes the diversity of everyday life into generalides.

This chapter presents a slice of the diversity of individual experience for the mosaic.

The arrangement of material has its own rationale however, and must fit within the framework

of this study: that is, to see how women have identified with, or challenged the dominant and

contradictory codes of femininity for women as mothers. It is also to see how these women

"managed" the extraordinary and contradictory in their lives. Their choices may have been

constrained by social, economic and political circumstances, but the strategies to make life

manageable were individual. Thus within the broad generality that makes social history are a

scries of case studies which show how individual women have ordered their lives. These are a

concern of anthropology. Carolyn Stecdman wrote:

Case study presents the ebb and flow of memory, the structure of
dreams, the stories that people tell to explain themselves to others...We
need to search backwards from the vantage point of the present in order
to appraise things in the past and attribute meaning to them. When
events and entities in the past have been given their meaning in this
way, then we can trace forward what we have already traced
backwards...( 1986:21).

Part One

"ACCOMMODATION" AND "RESISTANCE":
ASPIRATIONS VERSUS REALITY

The women in this study were rearing children during the years 1945 - 1960. The first child of

each woman was bom between 1945 and 1950 and some were still having children in the early

I960's. Apart from Winifred who waited four years for her first child, and Brenda whose

133
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husband went to the war three weeks after they marricrl, all the women liad their first child

within 18 months of marriage^. Motherhood was synonymous with marriage. In more recent
years it has been acknowledged that having children is an option (Dowrick and Grundberg

1980); that the childrearing years create tensions in families (Cass 1982; Gilling 1985; Swain

1985); and that women absorb and mediate the tensions (Mcade ci al 1984). These changes are

said to have arisen from changing aspirations, and opportunities for women (Harper and

Richards 1982; La Rossa and La Rossa 1981). It would be easy to assume that iliis was not the

case for postwar women in that there were fewer options that would conflict with the

responsibilities of motherhood. The women viewed motherhood as tlieir most important career,

but this did not remove the conflict that they experienced during tlicir childrearing years as they

balanced motherhood with other kinds of work, responsibilities, and aspirations. The ideology

of motherhood was powerful and although ihe options were fewer, women had to make

compromises that caused sacrifice and guilL In the later period, 1970 - 1985, women still made

compromises but the conditions of compromise were to shift. Jean Anyon's (1983) description

of the process of "accommodation" and "resistance" through which girls and women come to

terms with the conflicts in being female, underlies the compromises women made. Anyon

argues that the process is not one of passive acceptance but that women make concessions",

and "resist subtly" in "daily (conscious as well as unconscious)" attempts to come to terms

with the contradictory ideology of femininity (1983:21). The case studies of Meg, Dulcie and

Edna show the process of negotiation and compromise between their own aspirations, and the

realities they were faced with. They provide an understanding that moves beyond the bald

circumstances that differentiated their lives, e.g. that Meg and Dulcic lived in the city while

Edna lived in the country; or that Edna and Meg were full-time mothers while Dulcie was in

full-time employment; or that Meg came from an educated middle class background whereas

Edna and Dulcie had had a limited education in their working class backgrounds.

MEG

/ put this investment into my children, the same that my mother put
into me, but I tried to do it in a way that didn't smother them. My
daughter made a throwaway comment recently that shocked me...about
the way she was brought up to be independent and leave home as soon
as possible. She said that was the impression. Now I look back on all
those years of childrearing as wasted.

Meg came from a family that put a high value on education, although there were

confusing messages about its purpose. My mother thought that marriage was the only thing

for women. Education was more of a thing in that you needed a badge. In this sense education

was a qualification. It was also the place where you met fellas who were going to be

professional men, and so it was a good thing. But alongside this rationale was another

^ During these early po.slwar years three-quarters of all babies were on the way inside fifteen
months of marriaae CN. Z. Official Year Book 1950:61).
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message. Education \k (is to Ik' i2 buffer at^otnst whatever. After all our parents had gone through
the depression and so had our teachers. Education was the key to getting women out of all that.

The \^ ar brought opporiuniiics and Meg got a job in business which she believed was

due to ilic shonagc of men. and because they hadn't had time to dream up a separate award I
always had equal pay. Meg developed a consciousness of being a career woman, although the
only career women that she had known had been spinster school teachers. She had respect for
them as educators but they didn't have much fun and asfar as we knew. I don't think they did.
We didn't want to be like them. They often had mothers to support or had lost their men in
World War One. We didn't want that. Meg also assumed that she would get married and have
children:

I think it is right. I had it in my head of going on with my career, and I
was reading a lot about the equality of women. I had it clearly in my
head that / would leave children in daycare

Helen: You must have been quite unusual to think that you would have a
Ciireer and leave ilieni in daycare.

/ don't know how weird I was. but I was clear in my own mind. I didn't
of course but I must have had this on my mind a lot before / married,
because my sister in law told me that she wouldn't dream of putting her
children in daycare and I had thought what a silly woman.

In the 1940"s there was little daycare available (Cook 1985d) but Meg had heard of a highly
regarded centre in Wellington^. Such a centre was unusual but its existence had allowed a
dream to seem possible. Meg's aspirations of equality and opportunities for women were
feminist, and a "resistance" against both her upbringing and education, as she wanted a sexual
life and children as well as a career. Meg saw her career as not only for her own benefit, but as
providing the means to support a man when he got back from the war:

Helen: Was this a debt to the men who fought in the war?
It was a particular man. This is an accurate thing about women who had
got careers and then they could support a man. I was good at my job and I
saw it as my thing to do as well as I possibly could. When this chap
came back from the war, I could pick and choose what I could do because
I knew that there would be competition in the Job. I iaw myself keeping
or helping to support a chap. I joked that / put him down on my income
tax. He could only pay the rent and we were living on what I earned, ft
only occurred to me recently that I was actually keeping him and! think
that happened to a great many women who didn't see it as being the
breadwinner.

However within the space of a few years Meg s life had taken on the outward apf)earance of the
"feminine mystique" (Fricdan 1963). She was married with four children, and a house in the
outer suburbs, and felt trapped at home and somciimes depressed. Meg's view of her early

idealism is now cynical but her insight into what generated it, is important to this analysis:

2 Evidence of this centre has come mainly from women who knew about it or used it.
Childcare centres were not required to register until 1961. It is said to have begun during the
war by Amos Softgoods, and it had trained suiff who ran kindergarten programmes
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It was part of the whole war thinfi. like it makes any rclaiionship
between male and female seem sweeter when you are all the lime saying
goodbye. There was this heightened view of romance like / wa? going to
pursue my career and I was going to have a male partner.

Women were to have a crucial role to play in the social and psychological

rehabilitation of their men on the return from the war. But there wa.s also a sense of sharing

gains because "returning men" had missed out on establishing careers whereas women like Meg

had moved ahead. Like a number of women in this study. Meg spent the early years of her

married life facilitating her husband's career so that he could become a good breadwinner.

Although Meg had aspirations to be a career woman and was able to support her husband she

did not see herself as the breadwinner. Equality and opportunity for women was not conceived

of in terms of usurping or challenging the tradiuonal role of men. There was more security in

supporting it because it was important that he got a good care.rr and promotion and there was
this fear of unemployment because of the Depression. The employment situation remained
buoyant but the priorities of the men and the continuing wartime austerities dimmed the

dreams the war had helped to generate. For Meg, the idea of a continuing career collapsed when

faced with the realities of rearing children.

There must have been disillusionment. But then there was the housing,
it was diabolical. I had two kids in an upstairsflat and you couldn't open
a window in case they fell out. The physical environment that you were
placed in was not a bit what you hoped for or what you filled your glory
box for.

My own personal situation made it impossible. I had no support
whatsoever. I suffered acutelyfrom post-natal depression. I had awkward
children. They were all allergic to everything. At that stage I had two
with asthma and at that stage too, mother was held to be at fault - over
anxious. My husband was disapproving and I had no encouragement. I
had the two things in my head and then didn't do it but I don t remember
when the break came. I was swamped by the physical. / had bad
pregnancies, childbirth and post-natal depression - a constant state.

There were other reasons like geographic ones. The mechanics of it were
so hard. There was a good bus service but there was one bus driver who
was so awful we would miss the bus with our push chairs and wait for
the next one. These sorts of things made difficulties for women who
wanted to work as a lot of women didn't have cars.

It was more than the visible constraints that made the dream impossible; the attitudes to

working wives and mothers also shifted.

The whole Bowlby thing got translated to New Zealand. It was even
stronger than Plunket. I remember too the Mazengarb Report. When
that came out I was pregnant. I was trailing up the hill and I was
exhausted. I had been reading about it. A motor bike stopped beside me
and this guy said, "Would you like a lift?". I was so thrilled as / had
been feeling so bolshie and awful.

Meg did not work in paid employment during her childrearing years, although she had friends

who did part-time teaching, but this was more acceptable because of the teacher shortage

(Middleton 1985b).
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Meg s iiceoninKxIaiion to llic role of wife and nioiher was determined by the economic

and social circumstances of postwar life, but it could not be said to be a passive acceptance and

her earlier aspirations remained strong. This took a toll on her marriage which was years later

to end in divorce. During the childrearing years however Meg invested her education and

aspirations in her children:

/ took motherhood very seriously. I tried very hard. I also wanted to have
six children. There were all kinds of things about protecting one's
children. It may have been something about the war where a lot of
women nurses and teachers had seen the diabolical condition of
institutions. This may have motivated them to oversee their children and
give them a good start.

An involvement in the early years of thep'laycenire movement became^ substitute career for
awhile:

Like a lot of women we saiv ir as a way forward...something new and
progressive. It was very much a haven for the liberal educated woman.
The women that thought kindergarten was too regimented. It was a way
to acquiring a career. And one wanted to do one's bestfor one's children
especially with the makeshift in schools.

Later she went to university as a mature student, some years before this became a popular

option for women. Paid employment would have been difficult to organise and going to

university was again the career that she could not have. It was also a resistance against being

submerged by the duties of wife, mother, and housewife.

Within the compromise and constraint of her life Meg did challenge the accepted, and

her early aspirations remained strong. Meg was one of a group of educated middle class women

whose lives were caught between two codes that were difficult to combine into the realities of

postwar life. Firstly, there was the ideal of new opportunities and equalities for women, which

included the possibility of career, marriage and children. The men however did not share their

aspirations, and the economic and social conditions still rested on the security of the male

breadwinner's wage. Secondly, women were influenced by progressive educational ideas on

childrearing that were not to be found in the overcrowded mainstream education system.

Mothers would provide the shortfall and enhance the quality Thus there was a full-time

commitment to childrearing, and motherhood as a career" became a fact and a compromise.

DULCIE

/ always worked hard. / liked hard work and didn't like staying at home
all day.

Dulcie came from a working class family. Leaving school was the best day in my life.

I always look back and know that I would do the same again. / didn't like school. Unlike Meg's

family who viewed education as an insurance policy, Dulcie's family sought security in

owning a small bakery. Their Gorman origins kept them apart and their lifestyle was

constructed around hard work and being inconspicuous. During the First World War, before
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Dulcie was born, they experienced harassment. This stopped when it was discovered that

Dulcie's mother was in fact English.

Leaving school meant starling work in the family bakery and Dulcic worktxl without

wages. There had been several attempts to manpower her during the war but thc.sc liad been

fought successfully. / didn't want to be a land girl or go into the army. Asked about her life at

this stage Dulcie replied that work was the most important thing: not in the sense of having a

career or economic independence like Meg, but work brought a sense of identity in the family.

You were respected for it. But she also wanted to find a nice man and marry him. Dulcic found

her "nice man" when he returned from six years at the war. She had known him before the war.

He was a bit older than me but the ages had evened up.

When Dulcie married, her husband came to work in the family shop. He got a wage

and supported her, and she continued to work as before. Unlike Meg, Dulcic had little contact

with new ideas of equality, and she did not question this arrangement as this was the way

things were and I just accepted it. D was very good to me. Dulcic accepted her husband's

role as the breadwinner, and indeed expected iL She had a child within a year of marriage. At

this stage her parents died, and Dulcie and her husband bought a small shop:

We had a home above and so S was brought up where I worked. I
could still do the house and a woman came in for a bit to look after
S  and to help with the cooking. I wouldn't have liked to have been
at home all day.

Working and having a family were natural and possible in these circumstances, and the fact that

she was not actually going out to work made it acceptable. Although they both worked in the

shop the appearance of separate spheres was maintained in that her husband took a wage,

whereas she had responsibility for the home and the baby, even though someone was employed

to help. I asked Dulcie why she had only had one child and her answer revealed the key to her

resistance against the prescriptions of a "career" and fulfilment in the home as a wife and

mother

I only had one child by choice. I didn't want any more because / liked
life in the shop and I knew I wouldn't be able to do that with a family.
D  wasn't into babies although he would mop the floor and do the
dishes.

By controlling her fertility Dulcic knew she would always be able to work. Economic

independence was not the issue but the right to work was and she wa.s not prepared to see this

threatened by children. D would have liked more but / said no. It would have been too

difficult. This arrangement worked until her husband sold the business. She had expected him

to buy another shop but instead he bought a house in a new suburb in the middle of a field and

he got a job as a labourer in a factory. Dulcie found herself at home with a child, feeling

depressed and isolated, and D thought she should have another child:

I was at home. S had gone to school. I was by my.self and I didn't
know anyone and one day I sat down and wept. I didn't tell D hut /
went to the factory where he worked and asked for a job. 'I'hey .said they
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would telegraph if ihcy had one. When / got home there was a telegram
waiting and I worked there for twenty years.

Dulcic did noi seem lo ihink ihat D minded her working and in facl she fell thai they

needed the iwo wages to manage. Bui D was still lo be the breadwinner and Dulcie never

saw her wages:

/ was to get my first pay packet. / very excited as I had never had
any money of my own before. When I got it I said that I was going to
keep my own money, but somehow it disappeared. I never jmv it again.

The old arrangement which began in the shop continued. Dulcic could work as long as her

husband was seen to be the breadwinner. She was to accept this although with more reluctance

this time.

Unlike Meg, Dulcic had no contact with new ideas of childrearing, nor did she feel

particularly constrained by hardening attitudes towards working mothers. It was now 1957 and

there was increasing concern expressed about the detrimental effects working mothers were

having on the moral well being of children. When she went to work in the factory, however,

Dulcie gave her daughter the key and decided that at age 11 years she was old enough to look

cfter herself. Dulcie worried sometimes and acknowledged that the situation was not as ideal as

working at the shop.She saw it as a case of having little choice, and did not consider a part-
time job for herself was really working. Duleie made some good friends at the factory, loved

the work and life was happy. A postscript to this occurred not long before the interview with

Dulcie. When she retired from the factory her National Superannuation was paid into her own

bank accounL This lime she kept it for herself and she negotiated her contribution to household

expenses. She was to comment that even though her husband had not been mean with money,

it had taken all her working life to get money of her own.

Dulcic's aspirations for herself were not part of a framework of equality and

opportunity for women. Her wish to work was never threatening as her husband always

retained the rights and appearance of the breadwinner. Controlling her fertility so that work

remained possible was an option Meg had not considered as a way of achieving her career. Meg

believed that both should be possible, and felt angry at the injustice which she later tinned

towards a political involvement in feminism. Dulcie's working class realism was a more

accurate assessment of what was possible and her life has been one of outward acceptance. Her

resistance was personal and not part of any collective strategy.

EDNA

Edna grew up in a small country town and spent her childrearing years on a farm. The

rhythm and isolation of farm life has limited the options of rural women in different ways to

urban women. New Zealand's rural mythology is imbued with images of men and women

cultivating the land together, and during the war rural women were heralded as managers and
minders while the men were away. Edna's story tells of the hard work of rural women but it

also reveals the contradiction experienced in trying to manage it all:
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I found it very difficult to be working with the children and seeing to
their education. Then how can I be a good wife in bed..a good woman in
the cow shed..a good mother. And how can I he a good person in the
community, a bit like doing my Christian responsibility. It took o
tremendous toll on me and I felt nothing of myself.

Life had been hard for Edna, particularly during the depression years. For some years she had

yearnings for the adventure of life as a missionary, but she had to support her mother and the

war years intervened. Edna persevered at school and got work in an office, but during the War

she escaped the small town life by requesting tojbc manpowered into nursing. This devastated
the family and I really got it in the neck. During the war she corresponded with a man who was

a prisoner of war and when he returned to New Zealand tJicy met again:

He was very unsure of himself. They were completely tongue tied with
women. They couldn't mix well. I had no real thought of marrying him.
but after afortnight of being together socially, and I had just been kicked
out of nursing thinking I was no good, although it was really because (
had to leave because of illness. I was on a low and he was Just always
there and we sort of latched on.

Edna was to say that marriage gave her a feeling of direction in her life she that had not had

It was a challenge and a purpose. It also brought stability and fulfilment. Yet Edna was

to feel constrained:

I felt a restrictiveness I hadn't dreamed would be there in my pre-marriage
days. The commitment had its cost. One was almost a total loss of
independence except to decide on mundane things like shall I wash, it's
Monday. Perhaps I won't, but not for things like being free to come and
go as I would have liked. Or to take up interests.

These were thoughts that were not shared, and Edna's life had the outward appearance of a

fulfilled mother and wife. Privately she was to think that there must be something wrong with

her. Married life had begun on a rather unproductive farm. Economic survival was hard but

more so because of the long term physical and psychological effects the war was having on her

husband. The extent to which women like Edna propped up "returned men" into an appearance

of being good breadwinners has been a hidden and unwritten story in New Zealand social
3

history :

He never really settled down and I copped it in a way. He had buttoned it
all in and he wouldn't discuss anything with me. He keeps it to himself.

Money was tight and so Edna worked as the farm hand as well as rearing four children, but her

husband's ill health was a continual worry:

For a time I milked but I had to spend all day propping him up. It was
excruciatingly difficult to be a good mother and to divide myself up
among them. He was so demanding. / remember crying around the
cowshed sometimes as he was so nervy and tense. He could be very hard
and never ever let me off a the farm chores.

3The suggestion so far has come from male fiction writers telling of the return from the male
*  of war to the obligations of family life.
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Edna was to adnm iliai taking on a licavy workload on the fami was her own decision, but lhal

she had noi anticipated her husband s health would deierioraic so much. I guess I was trapped

once / started to help on the farm. She began work in the cowshed at 4,45 am, and was there

again at 3pm for the second milking. This was not uncommon among dairy wives, but Edna

found it difficult to cope with the expectation that the house, the cooking and the children

would be perfectly ordered. Tlie outward appearance of separate spheres was important:

It was his farm and I was helping. When we eventually started to make
some more money he said that there should be money set aside as my
wages. But it just a book keeping thing and I never saw it.

Helen: Did you feel that you ought to be working so hard?

/ wanted to help my husband because I thought that he deserved a better
deal because of the war. I was imbued with the Protestant work ethic.
Work is honourable. Jc.uis first, others second and yourself last....

Edna did find something for herself. She wrote a magazine story about family life on a

farm, although the inspiration, based on her own life, presented an image of rural harmony that

did not match with Edna's confused feelings. She had never written before but it was published,

and more were asked for. Thus began a small paid job that brought immense satisfaction

although it was a job that she hid from her neighbours by using a pseudonym. My mother-in-

law was appalled. She thought I was neglecting my kids and my husband. But I had it neatly

packaged. It could be done when the children were in bed. In this sense Edna's job was

acceptable because it was hidden. She was not going out to work and work and family

responsibilities on the farm did not change. Despite this hidden acceptance, Edna felt guilty:

Even when I was writing stories I felt guilty about it. I thought it was
presumptuous of me to be doing it. I felt embarrassed that it wasn't my
role as a woman...preserving, cooking and sewing for kids and being as
economical as I could, and setting a moral standard of behaviour.

Edna gave up her writing when she gave birth to a sickly handicapped child, and her husband's

illness got worse. I Just frizzled up. / was too busy and my writing connections were broken.

For some years Edna "quietly" suffered from feelings of inadequacy and occasional depression. I

remember feeling so low about my inability to cope with farm, children, husband, home, take

responsibility for their school activities, other adolescent traumas and M 's additional

demands. Later when her handicapped cK'td got a place in a kindergarten in town , Edna

again found a "neatly packaged job". She worked In an office while M was at the

kindergarten every morning. To all appearances she was being a good mother taking her

into town to kindergarten. When her children were at secondary school and leaving

home Edna made some changes. She gave up working on the farm and went to work full-time

in an office in a nearby town. This was a shock to her children as they had never "seen" her

work and had always known her in gumboots, but they were to change their opinion. She

saved and purchased her own car, and felt relieved of the guilt of borrowing the family car. Her

husband retired early from farming, they shifted into town, and Edna continued at work until

her retirement while her husband stayed at home. .
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Meg and Dulcie and Edna came from dirfcrcnl class, cducaiional and geographic

backgrounds which helped shape iheir options. Meg had access to the cducaiional and economic

resources that encouraged her to resist the traditional codes of femininity. Dulcic's challenge

was to control her fertility. Edna tried to balance all her roles but found it was not possible.

She was however, able to package her work sometimes so that ihcrc was no appearance of the

conflict she felt. Their aspirations had to be adapted to avoid conflict and were secondary to

supporting the breadwinner, but the aspirations of the women were able to surface and survive.

Edna managed this very neatly but such invisibility could never last long. Dulcie had childcare

assistance and only one child to manage. Meg had dreams but saw the futility and found a

partial solace in the playcentre movement. All the women manoeuvercd small concessions

within the accepted boundaries, and made changes as they grew older that would not have been

possible for them in the 1940's - 50*s. There was, however, little expectation that their

husbands should make any accommodation. It was important that their husbands be able to be

good providers, and for each woman this was an investment that brought the security necessary

for rearing a family.

Part Two

COPING WITH DISORDER: "We Managed"

During the years of this study there was a pre-occupation with stretching the breadwinner's

wage in order to finance and furnish a home, and by 1960 nine of the families lived in their

own home. Achieving this was not easy, and amidst rearing children these women had their

share of makeshift homes which brought its own kind of stress. The skills of adversity learnt

from the years of depression and war were still in use throughout the 1950's.

Irene: Life was fairly hard financially. My first little girls' overalls were made
out of a pair of her father's old trousers. I was lucky in one respect that I
grew up during the depression and through the war. I still don't waste
things. We paidfive pound for a treadle sewing machine and I would sit
and sew and sew at night time and sew and sew until I fell asleep. Until
the girls went to Intermediate they never had a bought thing. I remember
that my girls both had a Fairisle jersey and I was airing them on a fire
guard. A spark came out and put a hole in one. I can remember sitting
crying my eyes out trying to mend that hole so that people wouldn't see
it.

Audrey: Things were so expensive you just couldn't buy new things. You
unpicked and you made. I have a photograph taken of A in a silk suit
made from the lining of an old coat that I had found. / smocked the top.
You went to all this trouble because if it wasn't new you wanted it to
look extra nice.

Managing, however, was more than coping with adversity, and the postwar years were a time

in which families were acquiring consumer goods hitherto not previou.sly available. Women

continued to "make do" so that these new goods could be acquired. They recounted with pride
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how and when ihcy had been able lo manage lo purchase ihcsc things. Nell's description of her

home appliances around 1950 was typical:

Weil u c had an eleciric jug. a toaster and an iron. The Stove was wood
and later gas. I washed all the clothes by hand until R was eight.
You only washed weekly except your baby washing once a day. You
never changed your clothes so much. UV never got a fridge until
R  was at High School in I960, although we had bought a washing
machine and carpets before then.

There was variation in the order of such purchases. Stella never owned a fridge or a washing

machine, while Winifred had most of the modem appliances possible on a remote farm by the

late 1940's. Tlic women saw this gradual acquisition of the trappings of the good life as part of

managing, although most were to acknowledge that by the late 1950's life was getting easier.

Irene recalled how they began to occasionally go out to some kind of entertainment.

During the interviews there were reminders of the differences these women saw

between their lives and those of their daughters: managed - we had to] we knew how to

make do; we accepted things more; we didn't give up as easily as you; we never blamed the

Government all the time; wc didn't get the help from our husbands that you girls do; we had no

option; we put up with things; we didn't have the things in the home that there is today. The

criteria for being a good wife and mother was in being seen to cope in all circumstances with

as little help as possible. Coping was the outward face of normality that masked the disorders

which kept disnipting the ideal. Yet in coping with the difficulties of bad housing, a sick child,

poor contraception, depression, an unreliable husband, the need for two incomes, women

expressed feelings of guilt when it might appear as if they were not managing. But managing

had many dimensions that straddled across the economic, the personal and the political. Part

Two explores some scenarios around this theme. Firstly they "managed" with husbands who

were not always able to cam a brcadwinning wage. Secondly they "managed" children who

needed extra time and attention. Thirdly they "managed" with the complicated codes of silence

surrounding sexuality, contraception and childbirth, which the women were supposed to know,

and/or not to know.

MARRIAGE FOR BETTER OR WORSE

Women were dependent on their husband as a breadwinner for economic security. When this

arrangement faltered the security of women became tenuous, and so women were prepared to

invest their husbands' brcadwinning potential with a lot of their own energy. Boys were reared

in the knowledge that they would eventually need to be able to support a wife and family on

their wages. But the reality was that this was often not possible even though the family wage

was an economic priority. A man w u . judged on his ability to be a "good provider" but a good

wife wa.s .someone who could facilitate this by minimising his home responsibililies,by being

thrifty and efficient, or being able to prop up her husband when he faltered from the

breadwinner ideal. Despite the idciU of separate spheres it was apptu'cnt that the women of this
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study were often moving into the men's sphere but there was little of the reverse. Apart from

Stella's husband, this was not because of any reluctance of the men to be breadwinners

(Ehrenreich 1983), but resulted from a mismatch between the ideological and economic realties

of the breadwinning wage. These case studies illustrate three common disruptions to the ideal.

GLADYS: "He never got un for twelve months"

Gladys and her husband, who was a plumber, decided to shift to Christchurch in the

mid 1950's because of the opportunities in the building industry. Gladys had two children at

that stage and took work in an old people's home at night. This was seen as a short-term

arrangement that would enable them to save for their own house. They eventually paid a

deposit on a section and to speed up the saving process shifted into a caravan on the section.

Glady's husband was going to do a lot of the work himself. At this stage ilie dream collapsed

when he became seriously ill. They took him to hospital and there was / left with two children

in a caravanfor twelve months.

Ifelen: How did you manage financially?

God knows. There wasn't the same Social Security. I could only just
c^ord the rent on the caravan. When winter came the condensation used to
drip down and I would put the children on the dry bed while I slept on the
wet bed. I used to put everything into one pot and stew it. It was
nightmare but! managed.

Helen: Did you have friends to support you?

No I didn't have the same support network in Christchurch and I wouldn't
have asked for help anyway. I couldn't keep working for the simple reason
I had to get to the hospital each day. I put in for a State house then and
when he came out of hospital we went into it. But he was home for a
long time and it was terrible. Even when he started back at work he used
to get tired and would have to have days off. He had used up all his sick

■  leave so any time he had off he got short pay.

The State house was in a large new estate. On the first night in the house the police knocked

on the door at 11 o'clock wanting to know if they had heard anything because all the letter

boxes in the street had been knocked down. Gladys found that she made good friends but she

felt unhappy about raising the children in that area as there was a lot of crime. At this stage

Gladys decided to go night cleaning so that they could once again try to get a deposit for a

house.

I was tired, very tired. I would come home and sweep the floor and make
the beds and then go to bed. Providing the kids in the next door unit
were quiet I would get some sleep until the children came home from
school.

After marrying in 1949, it was not until the 1960's that they got their own modest house. Two

more children made it difficult for Gladys to work but she often put things aside and arranged

things somehow to go out to work for short stretches so that tliey got their house, and later

the extras their growing family needed.
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STRLLA: "I was the one who hnci lo kcon.lhings going"

The war bliglucd Siclla's life when her fiance was killed, and she rushed into a hasty

marriage. She was to admit that it was a mistake and the marriage ended in divorce in the

I960's. Things began badly when her husband bought a market garden in 1945 when the prices

were way up. which he sold at the wrong time just before the National Government came lo

power in 1949.//e didn't ask me he just went and did it. His lawyer told him not lo. Stella had

invested a lot of energy in this venture but felt as a wife she had no right to intervene. For the

rest of their marriage her husband went through many jobs as well as long periods of

unemployment. There was work around but he didn't enjoy work because he had to do it. He

wasn't prepared to work at things. Stella had three children between 1946 and 1950 and

providing them with tlie best she could, dominated her life. Their immediate housing problem

was solved by getting a Stale house, but it was not the house she had drcamed of:

/ hated the thought of a State house. The planning of it was absolutely
dreadful. From the kitchen to the wash house was a mile long. It must
have been a man who designed it. They didn't even have the roads done
when we shifted in and the kids dragged in the tar. If you didn't take the
place they offered, you went down to the bottom of the list. I thought
however that we wouldn't be there that long but we were there far too
long.

Stella stayed in that home for twenty years and she felt trapped*

What I found difficult was the fact that when my husband lost a job the
first week off we didn't get any Social Security for it so anything that I
had managed to save was gone in that week. It went on food. The Social
Security didn't really go far enough but my husband's sister used to send
a couple of pound or something. But I couldn't go out and do anything
because that money was subtracted from the Social Security and then I
was working for nothing.

Stella tried working part-time in a biscuit factory to bring some stability to their finances, but

her husband disapproved and after two years she gave it up. Eventually he committed himself

to a psychiatric hospital:

They rang me up and I went into a state of shock. I managed to ring a
neighbour and she wrapped me up. I got the children home from school.
That happened several times and then one day he walked out and I asked
S  "Where is yourfather?", and he said that he had gone.

Stella was still bitter about the inability of her husband to be an adequate breadwinner, and the

difficulties of a Social Security system that trapped her in a Slate house. She never recovered

from the shame of being a deserted wife, and for many years would not divorce her husband.

She remained on Social Security and was to feel apart from "respectable society". Stella had

dreams for a comfortable family life after the war, but she saw her tragedy in marrying the

wrong person to achieve it. Beryl summed up the attitude towards divorce, which would justify

Stella's ostracism:

/ remember that wordfailure of marriage. It war a terrible thing for your
marriage to fail, That is why women stayed in appalling situations
rather than admit it had failed. I saw divorce as a modern evil and as a
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result of people's selfishness. There was the Hollywood ihin}^ of divorce.
I think that if I accepted divorce marriage wouldn't be necessary. I
changed my views.

NELL: "I was prepared to do do it - we did discuss it"

Many women felt they owed a debt to tlic men who had gone to the war because they

had missed out "on the best years of their life". During the war the code had been liiat a woman

could not refuse the first dance with a serviceman (Coney 1986). After the war the feeling of

debt affected the priorities of women of that generation. The assumption was that the men

needed to catch up the lost years, so that they could become good breadwinners. Several of the

women supported their men financially, or were to "manage" while their husbands retrained.

This put additional pressure on family life and the family budget at a time when they had

young children and were trying to acquire homes and furniture. Nell's husband went to

Teachers' College and studied part-time for a degree over a period of years. This meant that Nell

got little help and little company in the first years of marriage:

/ was prepared to do it and we did discuss it. To get him through because
he had been at the war. He had been deprived of those years that were
very precious years, and the openings were there to get. and to study.

This second chance at education was valuable to a generation of men who had left school early

because of the depression or the war, but this was a sacrifice for Nell who had received only a

minimal education herself:

So my first years of my married life / look back now and wonder why I
put up with it. He would come home at night, have tea and then study
again. I put up with thatfor years but you supported your husband.

In 1948 Nell's husband was offered a scholarship overseas. This had not been in the original

plan and it was soon realised that it would not be feasible for Nell and their young baby to

accompany him. He had not long been back from a five year separation during the war.

Helen: How did you feel about that?

Well I didn't want to stand in his way because it was made very clear to
me by his mother that he should be given the chance to go.

Helen: You had only just got him back after the war.

I know but I wouldn't have been able to finance it. He was very adamant
that he should go and I didn't want to stop him. It drained our finances....

Helen: How did you manage?

Well the 101- family allowance had come in and the Government gave me
an extra lOl- which was kindness when you think of it today. And my
four brothers gave 216 each so 30!- was all I had to live on.

Nell sublet their flat, lived with family and took in sewing in order to keep herself and the

^3by. She saw this sacrifice however as a positive contribution to her husband's career and Uius
for the good of the family. Later Nell again took in sewing and cleaned people's houses while
her husband worked in school holidays and at night. This all helped to stretch his salary and to

make up for lost time.
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Brcnda supported her husband in a similar way upon his return from the war, but was

more cynicaJ alxiiji her invcsimcni.

rcminist perspective and ilic knowledge thai she came lo ilic marriage with a good educatjoa
and a career

Ihcrc was this ircmcndoiis responsibility that the men fell as
breadwinners. 5 has said that it was easy enough/or me to opt in and
out hut tha t he had a wife and four kids to support. I told you before
how ambitious I had been but this is how it went. He went and did a
degree and I helped him do it. He had come back from the war very very
unsctiied and here ivav me worrying about the degree he would get
without me finishing mine. I jou' his promotion as very important. You
could say now that this was the "sell" that we were given but it way
really necessary with the conditions. I had been brought up to tMnk that
education was very important and obviously what I did when I thought
of having children was to tranter my education to him and his job and
all the things he got involved in with his work. Pserviced them. In that
way we were effaced - a faceless crowd - but what else in the conditions.
V^e had no choice.

Brenda s analysis accounts for the investment by women in their husband's work. But Brenda's
education and Nell s lack of it constituted a difference in their perception of this investment.
Nell saw her investment as a sacrifice and a duty as a wife, but saw that it paid off because she
had enjoyed higher status and fulfilment through her husband's job. To Brenda it was not so
much a sacrifice but a pragmatic transfer of resources, and she was to measure the growing
distance between herself and her husband with cynicism and regret as she remained at home
rearing children.

The three case studies show different ways in which women managed with the
disruption to the ideal marriage which presupposed the existence of a ready-made competent
breadwinner. There could be many variations around this theme, but the women saw it as their

job to invest in their husband's future career so that he could provide long term security. When
this failed there was the State, and Stella and Gladys found a further safety net in Social
Security which again allowed their husbands to keep up the appearance of being the
breadwinner. The women may have felt powerless lo change the circumstances their husband's
placed them in, but being seen to manage no matter what was important The private sacrifice
of this managing was not what society saw. and Nell, Stella, and Gladys felt pride in managing
alone.

COPING ALONE AND MOTHERS TAKE THE BLAME

You were expected lo cope. There wasn't the support services there are
now and you were just expected to cope. This meant that you were too
busy to have suburban neurosis (Irene).

Several of the women had children that demanded more than the "ordinary" expectation of
mothering. This created additional stress and compromise. Edna's fourth child had Downs
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Syndrome; Brenda's child had severe physical and inicllcciual handicaps and was lo cvcniually

die. Nell had a child who was sickly and slow lo develop, while Gladys and Winifred each had a

child bom with a hip displacement which had to live in traction. Meg and Audrey had children

with asthma, and Stella and Edna had children who "got into trouble" as teenagers. It may have

been coincidental that the twelve women had so many "problem" children or it may be that

such problems were normal, but these women were to talk at length about: die strain they felt

as they tried to protect their family from disruption; about their own sacrifice; and about how

alone and unsupported they fclL A recent New Zealand study of 91 families of intellectually

handicapped children reported:

...the abysmal "quality of life" experienced by many of these mothers
because of the lack of resources, understanding or support. The concept
of rugged individualism may be heroic, but its practical execution, in
terms of childcare, is all too often left to highly competent heroines who
are too busy, exhausted, trapped and guilty to call for help (Cheiwynd et
al 1985:4).

These observations fit the description of life that the women gave, although not all the children

were intellectually handicapped. In the 1950's there was even less assistance from the medical,

welfare or educational services, and there was often frustration in trying to find out what was

wrong with their children in an era when there were rising expectations that something ought

to be done.

Nell's baby failed to thrive and was slow at doing things. Nell knew that there was

something wrong with the child but could get no help until the child was thirteen. By then it

was 1963 and the child was tested by the Department of Education's Psychological Services.^
At that stage the child's IQ was assessed well below average and she was found to be deaf.

Throughout these thirteen years, and particularly during the early childhood years, Nell had felt
alone. She knew there was a problem but did not know where to get help:

/ suppose I coped but Ifelt that the Plunket nurse should have taken the
baby. She wouldn't make that final step and send it to the Kariiane.
They more or less said that it was an over-anxious mother, hut she had
the charts there and she wasn't gaining weight.

It is not possible to assess why the baby was not sent to Karitanc^. Audrey, Edna, Stella all

had babies that went to the Kariiane hospital because they were sickly but Nell was not so

fortunate. She managed alone. The children were her responsibility and her husband was

preoccupied with his own study and teaching.

Helen: Did you ever seek help?

He left it to the school and it wasn't recommended that we do anything. /
did ask the Primer teacher but she didn't really get any help. It broke my

4
Psychological Services had been established in 1946 but were stretched to meet the demand

for their services.

^These were hospitals run by the Plunket society for sick babies.
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heari hut I never really had the courage to go and have it out. But it got
rn\ hack up hut what can you do if your husband is a teacher, you are
su/ypose to u/tderstand.

During ihc 1950 s Uic schools were overburdened wiih the numbers of children and ihe area of

special needs was only beginning lo l>c addressed (Beeby 1986). Nell felt she could do little

more than warn the teachers of the child's slowness and beg them to be patient. Nell saw that

she had to provide the shortfall herself and the child was thirteen before there was any support

through the school. U was hard for Nell to assess how different her life would have been

without the worries and work of D . She may have got a full-time job earlier, but the main

thing was tlic stress of coping alone and Nell knows that she carried it all while protecting her

husband from it

With Edna's Downs Syndrome child , it was uncertain for some months as to whether

the baby would live. After she gave birth nobody would tell her there was anything wrong and

she was not allowed to sec the baby. Later when she was told, the Plunket nurse advised her

not to even take the baby home because of the effect it would have on her family. Her

neighbours and family kept away. This lack of support and avoidance by everyone was to leave

Edna coping alone.

Nobody came near me and offered help. Nobody sought me out. The
doctor was quite good and said give lots of love and affection but he was
no use on the practical things. I longed for some professional back up
but it wasn't there.

Edna learnt how to cope and how to be assertive and she was to get her child into a

kindergarten amidst considerable prejudice. This was the beginning of a battle to get her

daughter an education.

Brcnda's fourth child was severely retarded. For some months she tried to manage

things but looking after the baby was a full time task and unless her husband was there she

couldn't cope with the other children. She felt no option but to put her baby into an

institution:

It wa5 a terrible decision to put him into a Home and it was the wrong
decision for me. Wc had the greatest difficulty getting him there. But we
had got totally desperate. The t\vo year old had reacted badly and was
running away. It would take over an hour to feed this baby because he
couldn't suck. Up until that time I had really enjoyed everything and
coped .There were no hassles and tensions. I did itfor my other children.

It would have been better if we could have put him in some kind of
daycare which they do now. Wc made the right decision for them but not
for me. I had nightmares for years. I still get them. Part of the collective
guilt.

It became very important to Brenda lo have another child, to prove to herself and her family

that cvcrytlnng could be normal again.
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Gladys's problem initially was to get doctors to accept that there was something

wrong with her one year old who cried and cried as he got tired and then would start to limp.

The attitude was that she was a neurotic mother:

The last time the doctor got very angry and said, "Is he an only child?"
and I said that he wasn't and that / know that there is something wrong.
It took six months pushing them.

He had a dislocated hip and at that time all such ciiildrcn were hospitalised in traction for up to

two years. Gladys was to fight to keep her child out of the hospital system because once a

week visiting would isolate him from the family. She had some nursing experience and wished

to care for the child at home but found resistance to the idea that an untrained mother could

manage. With the support of her husband who was able to build a special frame in which the

child could be transported, the doctors relented. The task was not easy with two other children,

and she was pregnant with another.

/ spent the first six months when his hip joint was still breaking down
just standing by his bed at night holding his hand. You couldn't dope
him all the time and that was all you could do. I was so tired it drained
you, it really did. You had no married life and you were completely
numb.

But Gladys always knew that despite the cost it was for the best:

I felt proud of myself When he came off the frame I took him to the
Crippled Children's Society and they said that he needed no
psychological help like the others, who had been in hospital. We gave
them the plan of the frames and they started letting others go home to be
nursed.

Gladys had set a precedait

There was strain for all these women in apportioning time. They felt that the "others"

missed out because of their preoccupation with the "one" which was their burden. Husbands

were of limited help because of their work priorities, but for the women there was guilt if you

neglected the "others", the "one" or the husband. There was a feeling of helplessness but there

was also a consciousness that something more ought to be done about the lack of support or

understanding from the educational or medical authorities. Society's reaction was one of

avoidance and the women felt guilty that they were not doing enough.

If an apparently normal child started to "go off the rails" mothers were judged harshly.

Being too permissive or too strict, or being a working mother, were all justifiable causes for

behavioural problems. The concem about delinquency and morality in teenagers expressed in
the Mazengarb Report (1954) had been an official judgement against mothers and this backdrop
created guilt and anxiety as children grew older:
Edna: / often reacted badly. My eldest came home with something obscene. A

description of sexual intercourse that I found in her blazer. I nearly had a
blue fit. I tackled her about it but I was far too .self righteous. I was scared
that she might get herself pregnant. She had a boy that she was seeing on
the bus.
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Jane: I he children vi7io urrt' born in I947-S were coming towards adolescence
so what did you have but a wide range of teenagers all at once. They
started Youth Groups. / went down one night at about 7 o'clock and was
ab.udutely .scared stiff of pcissing through all those bodgie - widgie types
and my daughter in there somewhere. Then my daughter was looking
to do the coffee bars as the excitement of the week and we had to let her
go at fourteen into town by train. I was a permissive mother but I
wondered what am I letting my daughter do. I trusted her and I am glad I
did but people were worried.

For Stella, the anxiety moved beyond worries of what might happen because "the worst" did

happen. Tliey were living in a new state housing suburb and her son got in with the wrong

crowd, and joined a motor bike gang. This led to a series of convictions for disorderly

behaviour.

/ could ride through my daughter's teenage years although there were a
few problems because of the area. The boys didn't value a girl as I would
have liked her to be valued when she was taken out. The most terrible

time was when B went into the motor bike gang and that terrible
sense of failure.

Helen: You saw it as a personal thing?

Oh yes / felt shame. You would never know the things we had to put up
with. Our house was broken into, beds slept in. I could never tell
anybody. Dad would close up so it was so difficult. Men just close off and
I couldn't get through. But you just can't have your children through the
good times, you have to see them through the bad times as well. I knew
that if you kept thinking you were a failure you will be a failure. So I
just held on and held on. It seemed so long it was so awful at the time...J
had this fear that often the brothers in gangs get their younger ones to go
in. It was a terrible terrible feeling that we might have to go through it all
again. But it didn't happen. I couldn't think where I had gone wrong that
he could have had a different upbringing to the rest.

Stella blamed herself and the area they lived in. She felt ostracised and a failure, despite the

evidence of her other children who were a credit in every way.

Motherhood was not only a career in itself but an investment to give their children the

educational benefits and opportunities that had not previously been available. There was

disillusionment when their children sometimes scorned these things. Coming to terms in the

I960's with children who dropped out of school or university; or who went on the dole; a

daughter who got pregnant; a son who joined a new style religious sect, all had to be coped

with. But by the I960's the judgement wasn't quite so harsh and mothers weren't totally to

blame because society might be "sick". But during the 1950's these women carried the guilt

and the load personally, because as Stella found she could not communicate with her husband

anyway. Managing was creating an outward appearance of an untroubled and successful family

life.

THE SILENT ISSUES

Throughout the century feminists have tried to empower women with knowledge about their

bodies but there have been strict codes about what was acceptable "to know", and there have
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been double standards between what women could be told and what they knew through

unofficial networks. Subjects like sex, contraception, abortion, depression, or childbirth were

treated coyly by the media or not at all. For the women in this study getting access to such

knowledge was hit and miss and, because of the silences surrounding such topics, the women

would manage their problems very much alone and often believed that it was happening to

them alone. For example,several of the women had never before talked about their childbirth

experience and did not see themselves as part of any common experiences of the women of that

generation. There was considerable variation amongst the women in terms of access to

knowledge in its official and unofficial versions. The educated women had such access more

easily, although women would sometimes avoid information that was there, because they did

not want to know or could not cope with it. These interviews were not constructed to elicit

information on these issues, so what was told was sporadic, but the women gave glimpses of

the attitudes and experiences of sex and reproduction. .

The ideal of virginity before marriage was strictly upheld even through the war years.

Social clubs for mixing with soldiers like the Y.W.C.A. had strict rules and carefully vetted

girls to ensure respectability (Middleton 1985). Yet the rising number of adoptions (Else 1986)

showed that the moral code was not working. Jane was to admit that she and her fiance and

herself did not wait to have sex until they were married. He was due to go to the war but even

then they only had three weeks sexual life together before he departed. Such transgressions were

for most hidden behind a veneer of correct behaviour. Gladys was to step outside the moral code

and felt that she was not forgiven by her family until she was safely married with children:

Helen: At what stage did you start thinking about marriage?

• At no stage because I wasn't going to get married. / met this boy and
went to Nelson with him. Well that really put the kybosh on things.
Mum was furious. We went fruit picking. We were on a sort of mutual
high for awhile and then we came back and he took me to A to see
Mum and Dad. It was terrible they were so stiff and formal ...you have no
idea. I knew that I wouldn't be able to face them by myself. The thought
in those days was that even if you just travelled alone with a boy it was
absolutely sinful. They did accept me back but there was always this
reserve because I had done something wrong.

Helen: How did you manage?

It was very restrictive and very difficult to be open. I started to close up
and didn't discuss things because our values were so different. I had
crossed over the boundary of what was acceptable, (my
emphasis)

Gladys described what happened to her friend who not only "crossed over the boundary of what
was acceptable" but got pregnant®:

/ can remember my girlfriend who was teaching out on the Canterbury
plains. She was going with this boy and having a baby with him. Well

The illegitimacy rate averaged 4% of live births during the early postwar years although there
had been a rise in 1944 to 6%.
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/ have never heard such an outcry. But I could understand it as I could

just see and the narrowness just got to mc. 1 have never seen a girl so
persecuted in my life. She took to her bed completely and the whole of
,A knew about it. Everybody was up in arms about it. Nowadays
they wouldn't be. I used to feel so sorry for her. She so lonely out
on this country job and he was her companion.

New Zciiland had a siring of chariiablc and religious maiemiiy homes that would provide a

discreet hideaway and arrange an adoption for unmarried mothers, but they were also a kind of

punishment for transgressing (Tennani 1985). For those who couldn't face these there was the

option of an abortion. In 1937 the MacMillan Committee of Inquir>' had been established to

investigate the rise in deaths from septic abortion. 80% of deaths from abortion were married

women, and it was estimated conservatively that 13% of all pregnancies ended in criminal

abortion (Brookes 1986)^. Throughout the I940's and 1950's the effects of makeshift abortion
continued to be a concern but was a taboo subject in the media sources uSed for this study. The

only references were the warnings printed by the Health Departnient.

After a grim experience in a Maternity Home in 1949 Edna detailed the common abortion

recipes:

Out of the five in the ward of the raiher unkempt nursing home I seemed
to be the only one there according to plan. I remember hearing with
horror then how the otherfour had all tried to abort their babies. Having
lost my son at birth I was mortified to learn that people not only didn't
want their babies but here was I talking to people who had tried, as /
jaw it then, to murder them. One told me how she had tried Jumping off
the table. Another had tried a whole bottle of laxative pills popular at
the time. It shifted something she said but it wasn't the bloody kid.
Another tried the gin and hot bath treatment. Someone else had tried

jabbing the uterus but none of it had worked. They joked about it but
they were wounded by the trauma. One was only 21 and had had four
babies in four years and her husband didn't even come to see her.

Hospitals were on the look-out for suspected abortions and Brenda recounted a mortifying

experience when she had a miscarriage:

I hadn't been to the doctor even though I knew I was pregnant. There
was this trendy thing not to. But something went wrong and I was very
distressed when I did go but the doctor thought I had had an abortion.
That was a shock to me to think that they thought I waj hiding an
abortion. Next time / got pregnant I went to the doctor early.

Brenda was particiiUirly sensitive because her Aunty was a backstreet abortionist:

She was a nurse. All these things were talked about by the women in
my family and I had always known that Aunty L did the job from
my earliest years. When I came to Wellington and was going to visit
relatives my mother told me that it wouldn't be wise to call on Aunty
L  . / can see why now but it wa^ a contradiction at the lime because
there was all this talk . i had known ladies who had had an abortion or

who had tried to have an abortion.

^ Phillipa Mein Smith gives the Department of Health's calculation for this Committee of
20% (1986:102).
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abortion!
She wa< told abortion wai quite gafe. The criminal
abortlonltt who took her money «aid there was
rothihc to fear. But it wasn't safe—It never If. And
this {irl has paid with her health, and is In dancer
of paying with her life. . ; ' *

The IstMt fifuref Indleata thet In New Zfaland there are 4,600
unlawful abortions a 7«ar. Fer every 100 birth* there ere s***n
MturmJ abertJetw (mltarrUfe*) and thirteen Mduced ebertlenc.

ThI* la a threat te the futereof ewr nation. Not only ao. but
terrible harm I* done to the wotrveti eancernod. One In ovary
two end* ue a chrerilc Invalid. Kdrut* are uted, wntoM damase
OLn be deiM to Kvar and hldneyt. Every women who lend*
herMK to criminal abortion rlah* oterlll^, oep*l* and death.

All women—marrUd'ond enmarrlod —mint think of the d're
eontequenee* of unlawful'abertlen,'When contomplatJnc thi*
crime ataintt the nation and afa'ntt'themaelvea.''*'

•-r c,.. •• •-
Hen, too, have a treat ratpomlbllity. Every man who condones '
thi* practice I* acroelnt to the takint of one human life and
the probable malmint of another. ■ r ' •

Except":-eh modical {rounds Abortion .fs'-a-crimo.

:  ! Let the new -life-be ,boml ' ̂ ,

. t

ABORTION

This is .what t/ie McMillan Report on
Abortion said in 1937:

"It has been estimated tiiat at least one pregnancy
in every five ends in abortion; In other words
that some 6000 abortions occur in New Zealand
every year. Of these it is believed that 4000, at a
conservative estimate, arc criminally induced..."

That was 10 years ago. Today abortion is still
inexcusably high-

A recent group survey showed that for every 100
births there were seven accidental abortions (mis
carriages) and THIRTEEN induced abortions.
IllegaUy induced abortion is a crime against woman
hood and against humanity. Those who condone
it arc as guilty as those who practise it-
Accidental abortion Is best prevented by antenatal
care-

Public conscience and public opinion can fight for
safe and sane motherhood,

fSfUSO AY THC OCPARTMCNT OP HCA1.TH

t

Stella had lived across the road from an aborlionist and was to recount talcs of angry fathers and

men knocking on doors looking for the right house because the women would often give the

wrong number as a kind of protcciion. Some of die women interviewed knew where they could

get an abortion and Meg claimed she was the only one among her immediate friends who had

not had an abortion. I remember one day climbing up the goat track and counting up all the

people I knew who had abortions - there were so many abortions around. There were some

male doctors who were honorary members of the Plunket Society who were well known as

abortionists. The tip of the iceberg of the abortion scene was the occasional prosecution, and

Meg recounted a story of an aborlionist who was charged two or three times before they could

get a conviction. They could never get a jury - an all male jury of twelve men who had never

had need of his services.

Abortion was the obvious remedy in an era before conLraccpiion was readily available

or even acceptable. Despite submissions from women's groups like the Fcdcrauon of Women's
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Insiiiuics, ihc Working Women's Council, ihc Naiional Council of Women, and ihc Women's

Division of ihc Farmers Insiiluic. ihc 1937 Commission of Inquiry inio Abortion had been

ncgaiive towards freely available birih control. The Catholic and pro-natalisi lobby was strong.

Women were warned of the "race suicide" involved in abortion and birth control, and self-

discipline was advcKaied (Brookes 1986). The women of this study had grown up amidst such

official disapproval of contraception but all of them were to attempt to limit the size and

spacing of their families. In the intcr^'cning years there had been the war years when all soldiers

had been issued with condoms as a protection against venereal disease. However several of the

women said that their husbands' fell it was "not nice to use those things on the wife" and

therefore arranging oiiicr contraception was left to the women. Attitudes towards contraception

mellowed but access was difficult (Chapman 1953). The quest for information was evident in

the 2,317 letters that the Family Planning Association received between 1941 and 1946

(Fenwick 1980). Later in 1953 when the Association placed its fu^t discreet advertisement in

the Women's Weeklv. "hundreds of letters" were received. It was not possible to talk about the

specifics of contraception with all the women interviewed, but those who offered information

found contraception harassing and embarrassing to organise in the years before doctors were

particularly sympathetic, or informed, when sex itself was such a taboo subject

Finding the right doctor was daunting, although Brenda was to assert that during the

I940's the women amongst the "varsity crowd" knew the right doctors.

There were some special women doctors and I went before I was married.
My sister in law had been to her local doctor who was a Catholic and
had been pretty upset. It was the fashion then to have your babies in the
spring. There was this thing about showing how clever you were about
your contraception. The dutch cap and the diaphragm were the types and
were pretty reliable. But there was a lot of uncertainty really about
contraception. There was that silver diaphragm which caused a lot of
cancer.

Other women did not find it so straightforward. Edna lived in the country:

There vv£Z5 not much information on birth control. It was the accepted
idea that the first baby was a hit and miss thing. I got a bit of help by
pooling ideas with the other young wives. iMter I war fortunate to meet
one of my mother's boarders who had married a doctor. She had a
university education and she told me about the diaphragm. I tootled off
to my doctor and asked for a diaphragm and he said, "What's that?". He

eventually found a kind of dutch cap but my friend said that it wasn't so
good. The doctor said that my husband should use the sheath but I said
that he wasn't very keen on the idea. It war like shaking hands with a
rubber glove on he said. It was made very clear that it was my
responsibility.

Getting contraception before marriage was especially difficult. Meg was asked by the doctor not

to tell anyone she had been fitted with a diaphragm as the doctor did not want to get a

reputation that she might do abortions. Brenda recalled the ncgaiive altitude in 1944 towards

the idea of women being able to control their fertility and their lives:
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We had to go to \fery special efforts to get family planning. / had to go
almost illicitly to the doctor. It was quite difficult to pursue the idea that
I was not going to have a child until I wanted one. Not easy at all. It
was the mechanics of getting information. A few people I knew had
ideas and they passed me on pamphlets and things. That vw/.v the first
glimmerings of my later feelings that women were having a had deal.
Up until then I had never felt inadequate.

Not that contraceplion was always successful. Irene had seven children and. alihoiigh tliey were

all welcome, most were the result of coniracepiion failure:

We didn't find a sati^actory method of birth control until the pill came.
When I asked after the first baby my doctor told me that if you had your
second baby soon it would be an easier birth ...Women were women and
you had babies as the natural thing was his view. / had to go to a
woman doctor.

Beryl was a Catholic and had ten children. She was to admit that she did not mean to have so

many but that she too always made them welcome. Beryl tried the rhythm method of

contraception but found that she was always cribbing days by having sex on days when she

could possibly be fertile:

Now I had sussed out my cycle very well but J 's work had a lot of
tension and a lot of us in those days were geared to meeting our
husband's needs, particularly with the Catholic Church. I knew there was
a certain release of tension for men through sex and so I would crib a day
or two.

While these women found preventing pregnancy a great worry, the reality was that

pregnancy and birth dominated their lives for some years. The experiences of these women

reinforce the documented arguments surrounding the maternity services in the postwar years

(Gordon 1955, 1957; Parents Centre Bulletins). Some were to benefit from changing practices

and attitudes, some took control of things themselves by pre-empting officially sanctioned

change, while for others it was a case of not wanting to know and of putting up witli things.

In the 1940's there was liule information around on the process of birth and women Icamt to

cope through experience, although some hospitals and some Plunkct Societies were running

ante-natal classes. Nell knew little about the process of childbirth. She had heard about classes,

but felt too shy to go and preferred not to know. Irene asked her doctor about going to classes

but was told good heavens no!, all she needed to do was to eat her meals properly and take a

walk every day.

/ knew absolutely nothing in spite of my mother having had six
daughters after me and all being born at home. ! had got pregnant on my
honeymoon and I didn't even know that was possible. I knew nothing
about the birth process. You just put up with it and then a baby was
produced for you.

Irene had very difficult births, and throughout her seven childbirths altitudes and practices

changed very little. The small private hospital she used was bought by a group of doctors who
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did noi approve of changes. On Uie oihcr hand she appreciated the midwives' efforts to get
g

breastfeeding csuihlishcd. and the fourteen days bed rest was nice .

For her first child in 1947 Jane knew nothing, apart from her mother saying, "It was

terrible" and .v/ie wouldn't f^ive me an\ more details. Jane's altitude was that. Oh well I am a

very obedient ̂irl. I was head prefect and / did wluit I was told I had to do. Howevo* during the

second birth they were late giving the anaesthetic and she felt the baby coming. She reached

down to help pull it out but was strongly reprimanded and promptly anaesthetised:

/ never forget that feeling of being imprisoned in those stirrups with my
legs up in the air. wanting to help and wanting to be conscious and
doing .something and not being allowed. Totally out of control.

For her tliird child in 1951 Jane had read Grantley Dick-Read's (1946) book on natural

childbirth. She knew the Matron of the hospital and took the book to her and asked not to be

anaesthetised. The Matron was interested to tr>' it out and arranged to be called to supervise the

birth. It was not quite as easy as Grantley Dick-Read stated, but Jane was able to remain

conscious all tlie time and the Matron helped her breathe. It was the young male doctor who

was rather disconcerted to be asked questions and receive instructions. Later Jane made contact

with Helen Brew who was pioneering natural childbirth.

/ had had no contact with other people doing it and Helen Brew was
getting such bad press and such bad vibes from the doctors that it was a
bit tricky even to be known to be interested. But things were starting to
move fast in terms of better communication and we were getting stuff
from America. Up until then we had felt really cut off because of the
war. We didn't know what other people were doing.

Beryl also stumbled onto natural childbirth but it was not until some years later that she heard

of Grantley Dick-Read's book which confirmed for her what she had intuitively found out

After a getting a bad reaction to anaesthetics for the first baby she refused to have any more

anaesthetic. This was not easy to do and for all her other nine children she was to have a

running battle with people who would always try to make me. Beryl found that she was able to

control the pain eventually, and she was fortunate to have a doctor who would let her lie on her

side to deliver and not make her use the stirrups.

The pressure on numbers and the concern about cross infection in the maternity

services (Gordon 1955, 1957) encouraged regimentation and docility, but several of the women

spoke of the low standards and intimidation. Edna was given injections to stop the labour

because there were too many in labour when she went into labour in a small country hospital

in 1947. Her baby subsequently died, and she is still pained by tlic insensitive attitude attitude

of the staff. She never saw the baby, and for two days was told nothing. Next time Edna tried

another hospital but found little improvement:

g
Some of the hospitals were moving towards a shorter period of bed rest although it was

many years before women were encouraged to get up immediately. In 1947 the practice was
that you did not put your feet to llie ground for at least ten days.
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There was this ghastly woman who ran this hospital and she had this
big dog who ran around with her. When she was propping mc she told
me that she had been up every night and that I wasn't to disturb her."Do
not ring for me," and there / was left. Some hours later when it came to

the actual birth she had a couple of young sixteen year olds there and my
baby was delivered by them because she was busy. No doctor and I was
ripped around. It was horrific. These kids gave mc chloroform.

Docility by the mother was essential to hospital routine:

We were not allowed to go anywhere near the babies and in a small
hospital you get to hear your own baby. After having lost one I wanted
to be near it, but they never came on duty until seven in the morning
and the babies had to wait until then. You just didn't dare help yourself
to the baby. You were forbidden.

Audrey and Gladys both had four children but also had numerous miscarriagcs.Thc silence that

surrounding.lhese was stricter than birth. They were never discussed which made it so difficult

when you were so ill. You had to pretend there was nothing wrong. Even Mum didn't really

say much although she would visit me, said Gladys. For both women the outward appearance

of marriage and family life was a matter of coping with a never ending cycle of pregnancy, and

miscarriage. Audrey said just learned to live with it. Her husband helped as much as he

could but the reality was that he needed her to help him in his job. He worked for a church

organisation that ran an old people's home.

/ had to work and work hard. / still had to cook for the men and do the

rest of the things we were doing in the home...the washing and all the
restAnd there were the children...If you went down you knew that
everyone else went down. I learnt many years ago to laugh at things. If I
hadn't done that I don't know where I would be-down the drain..And I
was trying to keep B (husband) happy.

Part Three

THE PRIORITIES OF WORK

The women found an identity in the roles of wife and as mother, but they were creative in

adapting their skills and interests to minimise any conflict of interest. In this sense their paid

and unpaid work was often seen as supporting their husband or as a part of motherhood. Paid

work was often a matter of necessity but it sometimes created opportunities for change and new

independence. The possibilities of pursuing paid work or interests outside of this framework

were short term or difficuU. For example, Edna's magazine stories were possible as long as

they fitted in and around the real work of family and farm.When writing was about to conflict

With the responsibilities of a wife and mother, Edna gave up writing. It was only in hindsight

that Edna was conscious that things could have been arranged differently. Similarly, Irene

became involved in kindergarten and school committee work. This was acccptiibie and her
husband saw himself as a progressive husband in supporting her in this. She was then offered

the chance to train as a teacher which was the opportunity for ilic career tliat the depression had

prevented. Her husband objected and Irene did not argue:
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He said. "Who would look after all the children, how would you cope
with the children and the house and the study?" I thought, "I can't do it".

In later years when I thought about it I thought, damn it. I had worked
and coped with a young family when he tvjj getting extra qualifications.
But at that stage in the late fifties the roles hadn't changed sufficiently
for my husband to see that. Now I would say . "Well we will work this
out", and vt r would have nuinaged.

On ilic oU^cr hand Irene had been seen as a good wife when she encouraged her husband to leave

the family lo furilier his cducaiion in anoihcr cily for a year. She had two pi^choolers but by

juggling around kindergarten times she worked as a tea lady in a factory. It was a matter of

survival. To work on behalf of her husband was acceptable but it was selfish to train as a

teacher.

The paradigm of new opportunities and equalities for women in the postwar was

difficult to extend into marriage, except insofar as it was accepted that a wife could have outside

interests as long as they did not conflict with her chosen career of marriage and family. The

two paradigms of opportunity and security for women co-existed as long as women kept to a

correct order of priorities or could compartmentalize their responsibilities and interests neatly.

Part three examines various contexts in which these women were able to work whilst still

keeping their identity as a wife and mother in the foreground.

A WORKING WIFE.

Mary Millar of the Woman's Weekly, would remind readers that although husbands and wives

were now equal the breadwinning responsibilities of the husband justified his head of household

status. While there was a shift in attitudes about choice, opportunities and rights for women,

there was little shift in the attitudes and structures that upheld the breadwinners' roles and

rights.

The structures upholding the breadwinning wage were, however, changing. This was a

period of transition from the Labour Parly's 1936 commitment that the basic award wage for

men be sufficient to support a wife and three children, towards tax adjustments for men with

families (Kane 1972). But the sufficiency of the breadwinner's wage, whether it was upheld

through awards or tax, was a myth. Families relied also on overtime (Wilson 1980) or a wife's

earning. Working wives did not directly challenge the concept of the breadwinning wage at this

stage but were to gradually undermine it. A more direct challenge to the breadwinner's wage

was coming from the growing demand for equal pay. This was pan of the inclusion of women

in New Zealand's egalitarian ideal, but it was also a recognition of the faulty security for

women dependent on their husband's earnings.

The messages that women received were contradictory: that women could be

independent, and that they should develop their own interests, although a good wife and mother

must service the needs of her husband and children. A later comparison between the two

generations of women will show that these two paradigms of femininity have come more and

more into direct conflict. During the first era the case studies will show that "self was served
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when there was no obvious conflict with the needs of husband and children. The hierarchy of

priorities was defined more clearly in the postwar period than laicr, but as ihe following case

studies will show, women were gaining a consciousness of their right to someihing of their

own.

Janet Finch's book Married to the Job analyses the extent to which women have been

incorporated into supporting their husband's job. She states:

When a woman marries, she marries not only a man but also his job,
and from that point onward will live out her life in the context of the
job which she has married (1983:1).

Finch examines the cultural and structural mechanisms which have made it difficult to alter the

existing order of priorities because many male breadwinning jobs arc structured around the

incorporation of women's services. The later generation of women in iliis study were beginning

to resist such incorporation, and some were challenging their husbands to service their own

work by demanding more childcare and housework assistance. There was little evidence of this

amongst the older women although an exception was when Jane's husband offered to shift to

another city so that she might be able to return to work. This did not eventuate as she got a

job in the same city. This was 1960 and even Jane admits her husband's attitudewow/^f have

been most unusual.

The following case studies show the kinds of ways women were part of the workforce

but were also seen to be supporting their husbands. Minimizing conflict was important. It was

possible to find a personal fulfilment as well but for some this would have caused conflict and

was not considered a priority. Economic security was often the over-riding concern.

NELL: "I bought the carpets and I got the fridge"

Nell was a skilled tailor and also sewed for friends. In 1958 when both the children

were at school she decided to work on a more regular basis. She got a job with a clothing firm

to do tailoring repairs which would be collected and delivered to her home. This could be fitted

in with her other responsibilities. Nell justified her job because they could not build up

savings and they wanted their own home.

Helen: Why did you want to work?

I wanted the money. I didn't handle our money. Dad handled it. It took me
years to cotton on that he really wasn't saving. lie paid every account and
no one was owed anything but he wasn't really saving sufficient to cover
the cost of a new house and new furnishings.

Helen: What did you want the money for?

To build up a balance and to buy some things for the house. And that is
how it has been. Almost everything that has been bought for the house,
has been bought with money I earned.

Helen: Did you want your own money?

^ell I had always had my own Post Office account and always kept
something in it but I didn't really have money to put in it. When I started
work I could let it build up and then get something.
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For some years Nell worked ai home and ihcn later started doing housework for several

families. Nell was proud of her contribution and became more involved in conirolling the

finances. Her eiimings were quite small but she determined what they were to be spent on, and

the house became filled with items that she ideniified as having been purchased with her

money. This gave her a sense of financial independence, and she would say. Dad could not have

managed without mc. When her children were at secondary school she went to work full-time

in a tailoring firm. Throughout this shift from being at home full-time to working full-time

Nell continued to maintain all the responsibility for the children and the house. She got up

earlier and went to bed later to complete all her tasks. Theie was a wide gap between Nell's and

her husband's full-time wages and a disparity of status in their full-time jobs, and he kept the

outward appearances and responsibilities of the breadwinner. Nell received a housekeeping

allowance as before and she saw her money as "buying the extras", even though they were now

the necessities of the "good life".

WINIFRED: "Everything had to nin like clockwork"

Winifred never worked for real wages. She was reared on a farm and stayed with her

parents until she married anotlier farmer in her mid ihinies.She had her own lambing beat on

the farm and worked in the garden. She helped her mother do the cooking for the men, and

helped care for the other children on the farm. As she got older her father paid her an allowance

in recognition of the work she did. Winifred still had time for her own leisure activities that

were part of farming life: riding, bridge, golf and tennis. After she married, life continued much

the same except that she took full responsibility for organising the household and later the

children. Winifred was an essential cog in tlte work of the farm:

/ had to organise the men's meals and very punctually too. Everything
had to be run to a timetable. I would also help in the yards. (Her
daughter recalled in another intcr\'iew the image of her mother with her
baby on her back down in the yards each day.) / would also drive my
husband around each day. I was very very busy. You had your jobs to
do. You had to have everything organised right to the minute.

Winifred was also a teacher to her children through the Correspondence School for several

years:

/ had been dreading it and even tried to find a governess but couldn'tfind
anyone. We acted like school. We rang the bell at ten to nine and she
would come in and brush her teeth, comb her hair and wash her hands.

We would co-operate as much as possible with the radio lessons. But the
stock and station agents that came in would all help. One used to come
in and give V arithmetic on Monday and another would give her
some reading

Winifred saw this work as pan of her role as a wife and mother but there was time for other

things. She was involved in community activities like Plunket and the Women's Division of

Federated Farmers. She kept up her own leisure interests which were often shared with her

husband too. A sense of financial independence was fostered because her husband gave her

money of her own as apart from any housekeeping:
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When I married my husband arrangedfor money to be paid directly into
my account. I always felt that ! didn't have to ask hint for ten pounds to
do this or that with. It was like a wa^e for working on the farm. 1
suppose.

Winifred's "wage" was in contrast to Edna whose real wages for milking die cows were only a

bookkeeping transaction. Edna and Winifred however came from dilTercnt rural economic

classes. Winifred's family was well off financially and it was customary to give daughters and

wives some independent allowance.

GLADYS: "I could never follow a career throutih"

Gladys had yearnings for an interesting job but could never fit this around the needs of

her family. When the children were small Gladys worked as a cleaner at night on several

occasions of financial crisis. These were short term stop-gap measures that left her exhausted

by day. Her husband's earnings were low and Gladys began to work more regularly once tho

four children were in school.:

Helen: What sort of work did you do?

/ went cashiering at a shop, but really I did all sorts of things.

Helen: Was the work primarily for the money?

Well we needed the money but I thoroughly enjoyed it all the time. But I
could only work for so long and something would make me stay at home.

Helen: What sort of things?

Well the children or something like that, or it might get too much with
everything else. But the real cause was, if there was anything wrong it
always had to be me staying at home. I could never follow a career
through. Never have been able to.

Helen: Did this upset you?

Yes very much. I would get interested in something and then I would have
.  to give it up. It would break my heart. Or / would Join something and
S  's night class would change and I would have to give it up.

Helen: What sorts of things did you do?

Oh bowls and things like that, going out with friends. I started a hair
dressing class and had to stop that.

Gladys work and leisure activities were a low priority on the family agenda even though her

bouts of paid work were essential for the family to survive. They were always curbed if they

moved beyond a short term financial injection to support her husband in his breadwinning role.
JANE: ".Schools needtvj teachers"

Jane was exceptional. She had a strong concept of equality for women and was

supported by a husband who had similar views. Both Jane and her husband had been influenced

politically by socialist views on the equality of women. Jane admits also to being very careful
about her selection of a husband and was to state that she turned down others who showed no
signs of respecting my rights. Vet Jane was to admit that she saw her life as part of the

feminine mystique" and identified strongly with Betty Friedan's book when it became
available in New Zealand in the early 1960's. Jane had trained as a primary teacher during the

early years of the war and continued to teach uniil the birili of licr lirsi child in 1947. In the
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meantime her luishand had returned from the war and was re-establishing himself in his career.

Jane had a general idealism about the new postwar society and a better future. Raising children

was an impi^rtam part of this;

/ deliberately studied what I ought to be a good mother. Ifilled my days
with outings for them...I was satisfied for awhile and when J was
three and D one. Well one day I just couldn't stand it any
longer.

Jane decided to return to leaching and was to stress that it wasn't for the money as they could

manage on her husband's salar>'. She arranged childcarc for her two children:

Helen: How did people feel about you teaching?

Nobody had a negative word to say. They knew that I was a good teacher
and that schools needed teachers. There was a shortage and so it seemed
quite right that I went back. Perhaps if it had been a different type of job
it would ha-e been different. Teaching acceptable for a woman to do.
If / had gone into a factory or something like that there might have been
something to say.

However the ideal of managing a job and rearing two young children was constrained by the

dirficulty of finding substitute childcare that could match the quality of life she wanted for her

children:

I had a series of people come in and mind them but I wasn't very happy
about it.Then one day as I was just getting my class into good shape the
woman who was minding my kids came with her kids too, past the
school at lunch time. Here were my two in scrappy clothes with their
food plastered around their mouths and L being dragged along. I
thought "No I can't stand it", and I stopped teaching. It was a good job
and right beside where I was living.

Jane was unusual because she had support from her husband to have a career and he would help

with the domestic chores. There was also a kind of support from society which saw the teacher

shortage as akin to women's work during the war (Middlcton 1985b). But Jane was to admit

that her children always came first with her and good quality childcare was the issue. It was not

until the 1960's that Jane moved back into paid work. She was to work hard at containing the

feelings of malaise and worthlcssness that would still erupt despite the satisfaction she was to

find working in the playcentre movement.

AUDREY: "I iust walked out one dav"

Audrey's husband worked in various institutions run by a church. These were Homes

for old people or children. There was an expectation that Audrey too would help on a regular

basis and in emergencies. They were always understaffed and Audrey usually found herself

involved in the kitchen as she had worked as a domestic servant before her marriage:

/ wa.v doing the cooking for the men and some of the cleaning. It wasn't
a very big place as we only had seventeen men. But also did the
preserving and the making jam and looking after my own baby.

Audrey had four children but her healtli was poor. There was stress in trying to manage her

own family responsibilities as well as working with her husband. The institution provided a
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community that could be supportive but there were lew opporiuniiies for time off as such

institutions operated around the clock. It took many years before Audrey felt able to organise

time off for herself. It was also a matter of balancing time alone with her own family and time

in the institution. She was to feel that her children missed out because they always got tlie

grumpy side of her. There was always a feeling of guilt because somebody had to do the work

and her work was regarded as part of her Christian duty. When you worked for the Lord it was

harder to clock out. Her "resistance" began when she walked out one day and said that she had

to get away and went to town. Afterwards she arranged for Thursday afternoons to be her own

time and went to a women's church group. This time was highly valued by Audrey and she

later extended her time away by teaching scripture in school. She loved it and felt that this kind

of "time out" could be justified as part of her Christian duties. She had found a good

compromise.

These case studies show different ways women contributed to the myth of the

breadwinner's sufficiency, yet were able to manoeuvre changes without challenging directly.

For Winifred on the farm and for Audrey in the institution the conflict was minimal in that

they were essentially working for their husbands. Nell and Gladys moved in and out according

to financial need but the appearance of separate spheres was strictly maintained. Jane's attempt

to combine a career and childrearing was the exception but even in a supportive environment

did not continue for long. Her sense of responsibility and concern for her children was to over

ride other aspirations.

motherhood as work

When attitudes are overcome the real constraint upon women s options of paid work and leisure

was, and still is, a responsibility for children. Women have had to balance the needs of their

children for reasonable care against the needs of the family for extra resources, or their own

needs to do something for themselves. This chapter has shown how women avoided clashes as

much as possible, but this created strain. While women acknowledged the work involved in

bringing up children, and the fact that their responsibility for the children structured iJic other

options available to them, there were different views about the work of motlicrhood itself. Meg

noted the difference;

My next door neighbour used to say to her children, "Go outside while I
do my work". This may have been a class thing because / .ynvv my
children as my work, whereas she saw housework as her work. I made a
distinction in my head as to what was my primary work, although my
husband saw it as the housework.

This comparison illustrates two different views of motherhood. Mc Kin lay (1983) suggests that

the playcentre and Parents' Centre philosophies were indicative of a new style of motlierhood,

in which women saw their primary role as servicing the individual needs of their children in a

more intense and comprehensive way than before. An earlier style of motherhood, but one that
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was siill clominani during ihis period was one in which women sought to control and train

their children lo confomi to the priority needs of the household and society. This new paradigm

of "nioiherhoixi as service" (McKinlay 19S3) was linked to the new consciousness of the child

as a psychological being (McDonald 1978) and the idea that women followed their intuitive

maienial insimcis (Winicoii 1949). Tlicre arc variations within any paradigm, but the women

in this study could be placed in thc.sc categories. Meg's suggestion that there was a class

difference in childreanng priorities is substantiated but was one of educational rather than

economic difference. Meg. Jane and Brenda who had an education beyond secondary school saw

themselves as permissive mothers, and came to view motherhood as the career they could not

manage themselves. They were to study the art of motherhood and childrearing but were to

admit that it did not alleviate the day to day stresses and strain. Forthe other women extending

the work of motherhood as an art or a substitute career was not the issue, instead, they fitted

the work of motherhood in amidst all their other responsibilities. This was managed with

varying competence, enjoyment and interest Two case studies show different experiences of the

work of motherhood. For botii motherhood was a career. For Beryl this has been a life-time

occupation that has only recently ended, whereas for Brenda motherhood was an investment of

her own career and education in her children which became less fulfilling as the years passed.

BERYL: "I felt responsible for bringing them all un":

Beryl was to have ten children over a period of eighteen years with the first arriving in

1948. She had been nursing before she married and as was the requirement then, left nursing

when she married:

We didn't question that then. It was what happened if you married and
you just made your choice. I missed it terribly but my ideal was that
when I married I would have a family so my first baby was born a day
under nine months

As a Catholic she always expected to have a large family and the art of motherhood was in

managing so many, and coping with frequent arrivals. Beryl found a deep fulfilment in her

family although was to admit that having good health and good organising ability were the key

to managing:

/ would get up very early in the morning and get the washing underway.
Then I would fix the baby first and bring the baby out in the pram.
Then I would get the breakfasts and do all the lunches and get the
children off to school. Then I would give some time to the toddlers and
listen to the radio stories. I wouldn't touch the beds and dishes until that

was over. When they were satisfied that they had had something of me
then I would do all my housework.

With so many children Beryl was very conscious that people might sec them as neglected and

so would ensure that their clothes were always well ironed, often slaying up to midnight to do

it. Looking back she says that she kept an impossible standard, whereas nowadays I hardly do

any. / wish / had had that attitude then. It wa.s difficult managing on her husband's wages and

she had no way of supplementing them, but again Beryl managed through her skills of
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Ihriftiness and making do. The purchase of a sewing machine in ihc early iy5()'s was crucial.

Beryl saved up for ii out of the family benefii although twice it got spent on something else:

/ could get a child's pyjamas out of old men's pyjamas by using the
strong parts and the same with a shirt. Then the three yards of cloth in
an old dress would make up into all kinds of things

They grew lots of vegetables, and never went to hairdressers, but managing was still hard:

We never had money to spare and it was a matter of deciding whose
shoes needed mending the most and I remember not wanting to go to
communion because of the cardboard in my sole.

Beryl felt that she had the total responsibility for bringing up tlic children and felt that it was

her duty to shield her husband from them because of the pressure of his work. The Christian

thing encouraged it. I wouldn't do that again. Beryl was not a supporter or permissive

chi'drearing and saw her role as teaching them manners, morals and a good attitude. We did not

have this idea that a child knows what he is. However Beryl did not believe in hilling her

children and in this area she feels that she was permissive. Her other priority was to ensure her

children got a better education than she had got, although she did not send any of them to

kindergarten. Beryl had a strong consciousness of her duty as a mother to train her children and

did not want them leaving home too soon.

Having more children than her friends and neighbours. Beryl was to feel the changes as

more and more women took up jobs.

When we first went there everyone was busy getting their garden in and
there was always someone to have a cup of tea with. Mothers were at
home. Gradually they started to go out to work. One woman across the
road went to work because she wanted a washing machine and she went
out cleaning early in the morning. She knocked off when she got her
washing machine. Another neighbour got a job at Woolworths at night

. because she couldn't manage financially. Tier husband hit the roof.
"Nobody is going to say that I can't provide for my family", lie comes
across with another two pounds a week which was quite a lot really. So
she didn't go out for another year. He would then buy things on hire
purchase and pay the deposit and leave her to pay off the instalments.
One by one I saw my neighbours go out to work and they all got cars
and it became a matter of waving to them as they went off in their cars
and I saw less and less of them. It was rather sad really as / was still
having children.

Beryl's youngest child only recently left home and motherhood was a cru'ccr in every sense. For

a few years before her retirement, though. Beryl used her experience in her first paid job since

she had left nursing to get married: looking after other people's babies, which she saw as an

appropriate ending to her career of motherhood.

BRENDA: "I felt I was at home for vcars and should have been movinu out"

Brenda married soon after the war ended and she was concerned that her husband get

himself qualified as a teacher before she gave up work to start a family. Brenda admitted to

being very ambitious for herself as a teacher but that when she mju-ried she transferred this

ambition to her husband because he was going to be the breadwinner. As compensation she
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invested heavily in cliildrcaring. Like Beryl she saw a clciir choice between marriage or a career

at that stage:

/ felt that I was giving up a tremendous amount to have children and so I
wanted to have enough children to make it worthwhile. B'e all had this
idea of a big family and this idea that you gave up to have children and
so just having one was not worth what you gave up for. Four was the
idea. Two boys and two girls. So once ur were into having children we

were into it in a big way.

For some time Brenda enjoyed being at home with the children and the whole domestic scene

of sewing and cooking. She taught night classes which kept her hand in at teaching and

brought in some extra money, but saw herself primarily as a mother at home. Brenda became

involved in tJie playcentrc:

Now permissiveness the big thing and I was into all of that.

Whether you sent your children to kindergarten or playcentre was very
important at the time. Playcentre was a lot more free and we were

focussing on a new educational philosophy with our children.

Brenda felt that her generation of mothers carried the brunt of permissiveness. They had been

brought up in an authoritarian way and were caught in between two lots of expectations. We

had to kowtow to our parents as well as our children.

Brenda described her generation as child-centred in the sense too that they saw any

marriage break up as a disaster for the children:

It was for the sake of the children that we must keep married at any
cost. We would take each other's children when marriages were rocky.
Lots of times I would have kids to stay here a week - someone whose
husband was having an affair. We would let them go for a holiday. We
didn't think that we had the right to break up a family.

By the late 1950's Brenda was feeling disillusioned. / waj getting old and what had! done with

my life. I was tired and we were still hard up. I had been home for years by now and should

have been moving out . Brenda had a child who would not let her out of his sight, at a time

when her friends were getting back to work. This caused strain because the strong message she

received through playcentre was to accept it and stay at home with him. There was no relief and

some kind of childcare would have been the salvation for me with him. We all needed it as it

was a strain on all of us. Throughout her years of childrearing playcentre had howeverfilled a

hole :

I was a Liason Officer but I was restless and wanted to be in a real job
and I didn't consider playcentre a real job. I had moved a lot since / got
married.

Doing some extra-mural courses through Masscy University was a compromise but also a

fulfilment as it gave privacy. / was very busy with the family at that time. P.TA. and music

lessons and the .study was for me. When Brcnda's youngest child was settled into school in the

1960's Brenda then felt that she could think about teaching again and moved into the workforce

full-time.
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The experience of molherhood is diffcrcni for women dcspiic ihe common cliorcs of

childrearing. Economic circumstances alter the conditions (Wearing I9<S4). Educational and

philosophical heritage influence the style (McKinlay 1983). However the lives of these women

show that there were common values and particular economic and social circumstance that

were to underpin the separate experiences of all the women in this study. These case studies

show too that personal commitment varies. Various philosophical, economic or educational

continua could be drawn and the women placed along accordingly, but life is is not so orderly

and the lines cross.

VOLUNTARY WORK AND WORKING FOR CHANGE

Three of the women did not belong to any voluntary organisation or club during their

childrearing years. A husband's opposition, a lack of time and a lack of interest, were the

reasons given. For the other women their involvement included: the political - the peace

movement; the educational - playcentre, Plunket, kindergarten and school committees, Plunket,

Parents' Centre; religious - church women's groups; the rural - Country Women's Institute and

the Women's Division of Federated Farmers. These activities were important but were also the

first to be dropped under pressure, and inevitably came second to their husband's work or out of

work activities. Elizabeth Wilson referred to the British women's organisations in the postwar

years as serving the cause of "reasonable feminism" (1980:162), and the view was that tact and

gentle persuasion would get women further than stridency. This was also the case in New

Zealand. There was no explicit challenge to the structure of family life or to the ideal of

separate spheres. The concern was to achieve security for women within the family rather than

to challenge its structures in any way. Michelle Dominy argues in her analysis of older Pakeha

women's involvement in the National Council of Women^, that the women were often

motivated by an ideology of motherhood:

While traditionalist Pakeha women believed that their activities in the

domestic sphere should be valued equally with those of men in the
public sphere, they also believed that these activities should be
maintained as separate and female (1985: 50).

This argument applies to the majority of women's organisation's during the 1950's and it is

probable that the women who were the focus of Dominy's analysis were of the same generation

that this study focusses on. While these women had become involved in work on behalf of

women outside of the home, the major strategy was designed to protect the domestic primacy

of women (1985: 58).

While there was lip service to the ideal of womcn'.s viewpoint in political life, the

reality was that women were expected to do this without leaving the family. Tiiis can be seen,

for example, in Brenda's involvement in the peace movement in the late 194()'s and early

^ The National Council of Women (NCW) is an umbrella organisation for many women's
community organisations.
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1950's. There were many sLrands of ihe peace movcmeni (Gram 1986) but Brenda and her

husband were part of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (C.N.D.). Every year the various

peace groups would merge their philosophical differences for a Hiroshima Day march. It was a

day out for the family, but when it came to the real politics, only the men would march while

the women would walk alongside with the children, or meet the men at the rally. The women

and children went home alone while the men remained to plot politics in the pub. On hindsight

Brenda was amused at the sexual politics of her activism, but at the time such a division of

labour was not questioned. There was a contrast between this kind of supportive activism and

the direct involvement of women in organis:uions that were specifically directed towards the

well-being of moiJters and children. Two case studies highlight the work of such organisations

in effecting positive changes within an umbrella that did not appear to challenge the status quo.

A Rural Lobbv

Winifred had had a life-time involvement with the Women's Division of Federated

Farmers. She had been enrolled by her mother before she was married although her mother was

a member of the Country Women's Institute, which was the rival rural organisation for

women. It was intended that the family be represented in both. The Women's Division has

been an effective lobby for women both within Federated Farmers and on its own behalf. It has

a tradition of being more political than the Country Women's Institute's. The Women's

Division has consistently lobbied governments for better educational and health services for

rural families. It also had a realistic "do it yourself philosophy and for example had set up its

own housekeeper scheme for rural women who needed hclp^^. Winifred talked about two
projects that her Branch fought for during the 1950's which made a difference to local families.

The school buses which collected children from the farms would not pick up children at more

than half mile intervals. During the 1940"s and 1950's lots of "rehab" farms^ ̂opened up in the
high country valley where Winifred lived. Soon there were more children than the district had

ever had. Through the efforts of the local Women's Division of Federated Farmers the

Education Deparunent was persuaded to alter its policy so that every child would be picked up

at their gate and the route would be extended. This was not a fast procedure:

Your local branch had to send a petition to the provincial conference and
then it would have to go to the annual conference and then you would go
in a delegation to Parliament - but that wasn't me.

Success meant that Winifred did not have to give correspondence school lessons'^ to her son

who could catch a bus to school. Another endeavour was gelling a District Nurse in the area.

The baby boom in the valley created the need and gave the impetus. This time it needed more

In 1942 there had been approximately 100 housekeepers who had some 580 monthly
engagements (Guy 1943).

' ^ Given to returning soldiers through the Rehabilitation Scheme.
12 These lessons were sent by the Correspondence School in Wellington to remote areas where
children could not attend school.
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than the efforts of Federated Farmers and it finished up iis a disinci appeal lo ihc local Member

of Parliament. They got their District Nurse.

Winifred did not see her work within Federated Farmers as poliiical but nor was it

"good works". It was a matter of fairness in gelling services for rural women that city women

took for granted. Encompassed within the conservative male politics of liie Fcdcratc^l Farmers,

the Women's Division has never been known for radicalism or stridency. They have always

upheld traditional family values but within this framework have been active and astute in

persuading governments to improve the education, health and welfare services for rural

families.

Tlie Plavcentre Wav

Jane became involved in playcentre in the early 1950's. Having been a teacher, and

involved in a kindeigarten mother's club and a Plunket mother's club she had experience and

confidence in things educational. Her first child was raised with lashings of Truby King and

four hourly feedings as I felt that it was the way to cultivate good habits. By the time the next

child came I thought, this is stupid, I shall feed him when he is hungry. It was a relief to Jane

when Dr. Spock's book arrived in New Zealand because it gave the go-ahead for her to be

permissive. She felt some guilt about permissiveness particularly in areas like toilet training

which were so different from her mother's or her neighbour's views. But the idea of playcentre

which encouraged free expression and recognized individual differences in children coincided

with Jane's own views which she had developed through experience. Jane was to start a

playcentre in a working class urban area which already had a well established kindergarten.

There was this conflict and you had to really sell it to parents that they
could run their own preschool. They believed that they should hand their

. child over to a teacher. We were something new. It was very rarely
known and people didn't really understand at all what it was about. It
wasfairly difficult and there was a lot of unacceptance from kindergarten
' why should we try and put up something else?

The focus of playcentre was ostensibly on the child, but it was also on women because

mothers were empowered with knowing the most about their own child. Playcentre also

empowered women with skills lo run their own playcentres, and to train their own staff. In

retrospect Jane sees the playcentre as feminist. Geraldine McDonald was to write that

playcentre:

...represents in an institutionalized form the cfforLs of mothers to invest
their role with value and to provide themselves with an activity which
fits in with the desire of women to be employed in .some worthwhile
enterprise (1974:163).

Playcentre became a career for Jane in every sense:

/ knew I was using my capabilities and it was an alternative, although if
! had felt that I had needed to work lo add to the budget / would have had
no qualms. But ! was getting the satisfaction. But ! was bloody lucky
because D allowed me. We could afford my voluntary activities and
we must have spent pounds on petrol and my time - quick meals and
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quick and iill those things which meant that I wasn't being such
a  lu^useholding mother.

Al home Jane and her husband shared domestic chores and childrcaring in a way she knew was

uncommon. Jane siill saw ihc domestic sphere as her responsibility but saw herself as

foriunaic iliai she had married a man who helped. She would even go away for the weekend on

playcenire work:

/ still put my children first. Even when J went away for the weekend. I

made sure that D knew what to have by the way of food and what
their day would be like, and my concern as soon as / got home was
"How did it go?" I didn't think that I had a right for them to let me go.
That came a lot later.

Jane was aware tliai in relation to most women she was very lucky with her husband:

U'e would get a bit of a backlash at playcentre when women would say
that they couldn't come any more because their husbands wouldn't let

them. There was a lot of that. The same with taking office in the
playcentre. "My husband wouldn't like me going out at nights". A lot of
the women I had in training started to get ahead of their husbands in
comprehension and that started to break marriages up. Although a lot of
women held on because they didn't know how to get divorced. You didn't
talk about broken marriages then.

Jane was living in a large state housing suburb without amenities and was involved in a

number of community activities to get social amenities. She did not see her work as feminist

13
at the time but had a strong feeling that while the men had their R.S.A. Clubs the women

had nothing. Her work was to do something for the women and children. Jane saw and

experienced disillusionment:

I think it war because we were in a State housing area. The people had
been teenagers during the war and they expected good things to come
from being a mother and having a good family and it didn't eventuate.
There was still sheer slog - baking and sewing. We had to do it but they
kept saying is this all there is in life. In their minds anyway. Even for
me I remember once walking in a distracted way around the house under
the pear tree thinking is this what I really wanted. I think that mentally I
was really disarrayed. I suppose I pulled things together and I went on.

It was Betty Fricdan who was to publicly pose the question "Is this all?" with the

publication of The Feminine Mysiiquc:

The problem lay buried, unspoken...It was a strange stirring, a sense of
dissatisfaction, a yearning that women suffered...Each suburban wife

struggled with it alone. As she made the beds, shopped for groceries,
matched the slip cover material, ate peanut butler sandwiches with her
children, chauffcurcd Cub ScouLs and Brownies, lay beside her husband
at night, she was afraid to ask even of herself the silent
qucslion...(1963:13).

Not all the women came to sec things this way. Betty Friedan was challenging values

that enshrined a lifestyle tliese women had invested heavily in. But throughout the childrearing

Returned Servicemen's Association.
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years all of the women were making changes that brouglu incrciising independence even though

it was constrained within the primary roles of moihcrhocxl and marriage. For example getting a

job, learning to drive a car, finding out what their husband earnctl, having some money of tJieir

own, arranging time to go out to an evening class, or a.ssuming responsibility in a club, were

important issues to these women These experiences creiited a consciousness of competence.

The "do it yourself ethic was turned into a consciousness of "I can do it". The growing

independence began to create a climate in which tlie imbalance in inequality was gradually felt

more acutely by women. This was to undermine the demarcation of power vested in the

breadwinner within the family home, and the faulty .security of die breadwinner was made more

visible but not necessarily challenged. In the workforce however women's paid work was not

so threatening. There was no equal pay and in an expanding workforce men and women were

not competing for the same jobs or promotions. But as women began to assume the dual role

of homemaker and woiker the imbalance between the idyll of domestic imagery and the realities

of the burden created the tension necessary for a more collective analysis of women's non-work.

Amidst the consensus that women's place was in the home, the new ideological construction of

women as "equal individuals" who could "choose freely" whether they married or had a career,

or whether or not they worked, was a cautious bridge towards the later concepts of "freedom"

and "rights" which were articulated in the political demands of the women's movement during

the seventies.

Brenda summed up her generation of women with the statement We were aware thai

we were happy families as long as we played the game. That is what we talked about a lot.

Brenda did "play the game" and still does but with some cynicism now. To Nell however "the

game" is still valued, despite the acknowledgement that you women are able to live your own

lives. For Nell the cost of women living their own lives and all the breakups was not worth

altering the rules of the game she valued:

You have to get a balance of motherhood because they are females,
between home life and bringing up children and work. Men can help this
to work but there still has to be a balance of motherhood. There are too
many choices now and this can cause failure. It is all right for the wife
to have her job and I am all for that interest, but the mother must still
maintain her role. For us it was clear cut roles. It is hard to dovetail
now.

For women like Nell there had been security and fulfilment in "clear cut roles", but for some

others "the game" had not worked according to the accepted rules.



SECTION TWO

A POSTWAR GENERATION OE
DAUGHTERS AS MOTHERS, WORKERS

AND WIVES

1970-1985

By 1970 the "daughters" of the postwar women had completed their education although several

were to move back into the education system later. They were all in the workforce, were

forming more permanent relationships and moving towards the childrcaring years. Two women

had already had a child by 1970 and for the rest the first child arrived during the 1970's. For

these women there was no happening like a war to create an artificial baby "famine" or

"boom", and in this sense the common experiences of these women through their childrearing

years were less cohesive than for the postwar generation. The childhood setting of this second

generation of women has been documented in the previous section, but Section Two shifts to

the postwar daughters themselves who carried these childhood codes through to adulthood.

These codes would be upheld, adapted, redefined or rejected amidst the changing economic,

social and political circumstances from the 1960's onwards.
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Name Education Work Before

Children

Number of

Children

Occupation of
Husband

Paid Work

while

Childrearing

Unpaid
Community

Work

Adrlennc

b. 1948 B.A Social Worker 3 Mechanic

Craft

Catering
Childcarc

Pi..yccnlrc
Plunkcl

Dehvyn
b. 1950

6th form

Qater B.A.) Nurse 2 Business

Nurse

Teaching
Tutor

Parents Centre

Playccntre

Penny
b. 1946 U.E.

Waitress

Domestic

Faaory
3 Electrician

Factory
Community Work

Piayccntrc
Political and

Community Groups

Carolyn
b. 1947 U.E. Library —

Library
Union Work

Community Work

Beverly

b.l948 5th Fomi

Office

Worker 3 Labourer —

Playccntre
Church

Pauline

b. 1945 School Certificate

Office

Worker 2

Own sales

business

Husband's

Business
—

Sharon

b. 1947 U.E.

Reception
Shop assistant 2

Filter and

Himer

Spot welder
Barmaid

Library
Playccntre

Sheila

b. 1958 SihForm Reception 3

Car

painter
Childmindcr

Office
—

Dcnise

b. 1946 4th Form

Office

Worker 3

Retail

manager
— —

Elizabeth

b. 1953 6th Form Teacher 3 Teacher Teaching
—

Raewyn
b. 1948 4th Form Factory 5 Sharemilker Craft

—

Annette

b. 1945

4ih Form

(Later B.A.)

Factory
Office

Social Work

2 Research
—

Playccntre



CHAPTER NINE

THE YEARS BETWEEN: 1960 - 1970

In the struggle between the old and the new, traditional and modem,
virtue and vice, the 1960's appear as the key moment of transition, the
decisive meeting place of conflicting values (Weeks 1985:18).

Popular opinion labels the 1960's as permissive in contrast with the earlier postwar years. In

1970, however, James Ritchie, Professor of Psychology at Waikalo University, reflected back

to declare that, "The sixties were about as permissive as the nineties were naughty. Something

started in the sixties but I'm going to wait until the seventies to see how real the search for real

experience really was" (Listener Januar>' 16 1970: 6). What did start in New Zealand were shifts

in the perception of race, culture and class; more openness towards sexuality with more freely

available contraceptives; a powerful and imported teen-age culture; a small "counter culture"

that existed outside mainstream social and cultural traditions; and the brief expression of an

ideal of a new Utopia through liberation politics. These shifts which have since characterised

the 1960's as radical, were identifiable and newsworthy because they were on the fiinge and the

older order which these shifts appeared to threaten, was still entrenched. James Ritchie

suggested that, "The young in this sixties decade, as in others, have simply failed to realise the

intrinsic inertia of the thing against which they are pushing" (Ibid 1970:6). Only one of the

- ̂  women in my sample lived a permissive life style and was active in radical politics

during the 1960's. The lives of the other women appeared more mundane by comparison, but

the impact of these protests against moral and political codes was still important In some

c^ses there was a rejection of the new, and an attempt to protect the older order. For most,

however, the legacy of the 1960's was a gradual distancing from the old and a tentative

accommodation to the new, but the mechanics and extent of this process was different for each

woman.

By the time these women reached adulthood there had been a more generous economic

investment in their childhood years in comparison to their mothers' lives, and they had broader

options and opportunities available than their mothers would have dreamed of. Mary Ingham

(1981) labeled British women bom in the early postwar years as the "breakthrough generation"

in that they were growing up in the forefront of the rapid social changes of the postwar period.

During the I960's there was more acknowledgement of the impact of these changes on New

Zealand society, and a fresh analysis of the ills of society which had not disappeared despite

increasing affluence and new social policies.
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THE SOCIAL FACE

New Zealand's population in the 1960's grew from 2,300,000 to 2,800,(X)0, but llic birth rate

began to fall after a steady upward climb from 1945^. The Government Statistician during this
period blamed the advent of television in 1960 as the reason for the drop (Cumberland 1970),

but the popularity of the contraceptive pill was probably more effective. A further factor that

stemmed the population growth was a shift in the balance of immigration. As tlie baby boom
2

children reached maturity the "brain drain" began and, as the immigration rate also dropped

suddenly, by 1967 more people were leaving New Zealand than arriving. The drop in

immigration was accompanied by a shift in the traditional pattern of immigration which had

previously come from the European "home countries", and during the 1960's there were

increasing numbers of migrants from the Pacific Islands. The influx of Pacific Islanders into

the North Island urban areas coincided with the continuing move of rural Maoris into ihe cities.

This generated a deeper consciousness of racial division in New Zealand society that would

contradict the previous assumptions of harmonious race relations.

The growing awareness of racial division was accompanied by a new consciousness of

class division (Dunstall 1981). Given the strength of New Zealand's egalitarian ethos the

acknowledgement of class was a sensitive matter. Equal educational opportunity was still

regarded as the key mechanism of breaking down class divisions, but a decade of National

Government in the 1960's also encouraged a version of egalitarianism in which social mobility

was to be achieved through economic opportunity and individual initiative. This was in

contrast to the Labour Party's version of egalitarianism through collective safeguards of

security. Regardless of Party perspective the decade saw a continuing growth of a middle class

lifestyle, with increasing mobility, and rising expectations of standard of living. The fact that

racial and class divisions were probably becoming more and not less evident was being

tentatively acknowledged in the 1960's, but there were no official attempts to rethink the social

pattern or to explore new solutions. In a reflective overview of the social policies of the decade

Professor John Roberts of Victoria University slated that, "The years since 1960 could be
characterised by strategies of more of the same" fT-istener January 30ih 1970:8). The fact that

full employment continued throughout most of this period meant tJiat there was little economic

impetus to question the status quo.

A YOUTH CULTURE

When the 1960's ended they were labeled as the "the decade of the teenager", in iJiat the 10-24

group made up one third of the population in New Zealand (Cumberland 1970). This bulge,

^ sharp decline in the annual population growth from 2.2% in 1960 to 0.8% by969.The birth rate had dropped from 27 to 22 per tliousand for Pakehas and from 47 to 37 per
^ousand for Maoris.
This was encouraged also by the increasing popularity of travel to Australia, America and

Europe by young people.
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which had been created by ihc postwar baby boom, followed on from the emergence of "the

teenager" as a new social category in postwar society. The teenager was both more dependent

and more independent than bcforc. Increasing educational opportunities had extended the years of

dependency of the young on parents, but the increasing affluence allowed them more economic

independence. Full employment and increasing standards of living meant that, unlike the earlier

generation, these teenagers were not so often forced to give up school to help support the

family by either working at home or outside of iu At the same time, however, full

employment often offered ilie more enticing option of economic independence, in contrast to

staying on to gain qualifications at school.

Tlie disiinctiveness of a teenage culture had become evident in the 1950's with the girl

"widgie", the boy "bodgic" and the "teddy boy" and his girl. The defiance and and strangeness of

these culls had already become the focus of analysis and disapproval (Crowther 1957; Manning

1958), but a consumer market in clothing and entertainment was awaiting the spending power

of the large population of "leenyboppers" of the 1960's. These sub-cultures, fed via the media

from America and Britain into every home, had their own kind of music, meeting places and

idols - mostly male. A failure to conform to the dictates of the culture brought the label of

being "square", like everyone over the age of twenty. For girls what you actually did was less

important than what you looked like, who you went with, and where you went. Thus

presenting the right image was the crucial but painful task. Sandra Coney wrote in recollection:

Never before had women endured an image that required such a resource
to artifice. The desired effect was to look as nearly as possible like a
Barbie doll. Her hair was dyed, teased and lacquered into something
approximating the nylon tresses of a doll...Each night a whole
generation of teenagers lowered on their pillows heads bristling with
hair rollers (1986:253).

Such anificiality in women's appearance was in fact not uncommon if examined historically

and cross culturally, but coming after the "austerity" look of the 1940's and the more "natural"

look of the 1950's, the 1960's new lacquered and polished look was a contrast. Teenage

femininity was centred around the acquisition of glamour and charm, "making the best of your

assets", all of which would attract and keep men (Johnson n.d; Coney 1986). Charm courses
3

for girls were popular club activities . Even the schools joined the bandwagon and as Denise

recalled, the disiinctiveness of the boys' masculine culture and the girls' feminine culture was

reinforced.

While the boys did Cadet training at school they had to find something
for the girls to do so every year we had two weeks when they taught us
how to put on make up, do our hair, what colours to wear and jobs that
girls could do. We were told to be natural but there seemed a lot to learn.
We also did a lot of talking about sex and boys. Some of this very
useful information because nobody else told me much.

3
For example the Y.W.C.A. ran 'charm" courses and "elegance" courscs.These are described

by Sandra Coney (1986).
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Women's magazines shifted their image to appeal to a younger generation but the ideal of

glamour and charm in their pages reinforced the uadiiional role of women even though it was

promoted in an idiom of freedom and choice (Winship 1981). Autonomy was constructed

around being able to choose but was akin to conformity as there were limited variations on the

right image. Magazine pages gave prescriptions for clothing, hair and make-up that were a

rejection of adult conformity and that would accentuate a girls appearance as a "dolly-bird

chick", but amidst all the fun of exercising this new freedom the end was still to catch a man.

The Woman'^ W<».i»lf!v was slower to respond to this new market but American magazines like

Seventeen and Britain's Honev filled the gap.

There was however a cost involved in constructing the right image of femininity, and

Raewyn's experiences showed that wages for working class girls were hardly sufficient for the

life of independence, charm and glamour that the magazines idealised.

My first job was at Woolworths. The pay wasn't that good and at that age
you were looking in windows at all the things you wanted to buy and
you are thinking that you can't ajford them. I left Woolworths and went
to work in afactory doing speakers and coils and wiring T.V.'s. It wasn't
much better.

The teenage years for girls were contradictory because the model of growing up was a

masculine one (Johnson n.d). Adolescence was defined as a time in which children moved away

from dependence on their parents towards adult independence, yet the ideology of the teenage

femininity led directly towards marriage and dependence. For girls, evidence of a successful

transition towards adulthood was thus measured in their ability to attract men. For example,

Bairington and Gray (1981) did not anticipate the large number of "Smith Women" in this

generation who had no opportunity to experience any kind of autonomy between dependence on

their parents and dependence in marriage. The task of attracting men was to dominate the

teenage years of many of the women in this study. The first step was to be "going out with

boys", then the task was to gain a "steady", where for the women anyway, there was ideally

some kind of ownership commitment which excluded other relationships. The next step was

hopefully for the "steady" to become a "fiance". However, keeping a steady boyfriend could be a

time consuming activity which, as Denise describes, left little time for anything else;

Well I had all my boyfriends and besides going to work they took up all
my time. You went to work and you came home and at weekends you
went out with your boyfriend. If he played soccer you went out and
watched him. Washing your hair and doing your make-up took up a lot of
time and you might see him during the week too.

Young women like Pauline felt the pressure of keeping a "steady" boyfriend. There was the

dilemma of being available and being seen to be attractive to men, but not being seen as "over
used' before settling down:

/ had lots and lots of boyfriends in fact I was never without one. But I
never had a steady boyfriend for any length of lime. I would get sick of
them. But I thought there was something wrong with me because I could
never find a boy who suited me. You would go out with him for a time
and you would think he was dreadful and not what / wanted. But then you
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were left out if you didn't have a boyfriend. At 20 I was already being
told that I was going to be an old maid and would be on the shelf because
I had no steady boyfriend.

Helen: How did you feel aboui thai?

Well I remember at 20 taking out an insurance policy in case / never
married. / took it out just in case I had to fend for myself. I thought it

better to do that than to accept any person Just to get married.

Tlic dominant concern for many girls/women like Pauline, was lo ensure iheir future security

by their ability to attract men, even if alongside this quest they were continuing education

and/or establishing economic independence in the workplace. Indeed the latter quest could be an

asset in attracting men, or a fallback posidon if the women failed. However, these years were

particularly painful for girls and women who did not feel they could attract boyfriends, and who

did not perceive any satisfactory idenuty in being a single woman. Sharon felt herself to be

unattractive, with no idenuty as a woman unul she got a boyfriend:

I always remember that I never felt myself as attractive and the boys in
our class had a poll of who were the great girls and I was near the bottom
of the list. I remember one boy who used lo hang around me. He put me
on his list very low too and I thought, "You hang around me but I am
not on the list". I remember that really hurt. I would have liked to have
gone out with boys, but I didn't. It even took me much longer to have a
bra than anybody else. When I was seventeen I started to go out with
boys and that became the most important thing to me than anything else.
More important than study and so I left Teachers' College to work in a
shop which made it easier.

This pattern in which women gave a priority to their relationships with men was also seen

amongst the "Smith Women" and was evidence of women's early adaptation to their futiu-e role

as wives and mothers (Barrington 1982). For example the "Smith Women's" early job choices

during the teenage years were often affected by dating patterns and the women gave a priority

to fostering relationships with men before promotion or extra training opportunities at work.

The early establishment of this pattern undoublably made it easier for the priority that women

in the workforce gave later to being a mother. Rosemary Novitz's (1976) research showed that

there was a consistent tendency for women in employment to see the demands of their role as

mother as the most important determinant of their employment behaviour in relation to the

kind of work chosen, the hours worked and the promotion sought. Thus by the motherhood

years the pattern of adaptation was well established.

an ideology of equal opportunity
The way we bring up girls - the goals set for them are contra-
diciory...For fifteen years she is officially encouraged to compete with
boys in the school room...and then our curious system insists that she
fall in love with a potential husband (Bettelheim 1962:121).

The women in this study may have been participants of the "breakthrough generation" (Ingham

1981) but they had been reared amidst two codes of expectations: that women had a right to

equality, opportunity and independence, and that women must attract men to ensure their future
economic security. Previous chapters have shown how the lives of the older women were
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situated within a similar contradiction, but in their case the balance was heavily tipped towards

a dependence on men rather than independence. During the 1960's there was a gradual shift

towards the latter. The mechanisms of dependence, however, did not necessarily lessen but as in

the teenage culture the quest for security in men was hidden behind a veneer of freedom and

opportunity. In her book Living Contradictions (1982), Joanne Michael described the mixed

messages that American women of this generation received as they grew up: that they would be

independent and have a career, and that they would follow also the traditional pattern and many,

have a home and family. But Michael argued that few girls were given the necessary confidence,

resources and support systems to combine both, and that the mechanisms for managing both

were hazy and unrealistic.

Sue Middleton believes that New Zealand's postwar education system also embodied

these contradictory prescriptions for girls:

The postwar woman then, was to experience in her schooling a set of
cultural practices which were based on the assumptions of both a liberal
ideology of equality of opportunity and at the same time an ideology of
domesdc femininity (in which) women's true role economically was a
biological and social reproducer...(1985a:3).

C.E. Beeby (1986)^, who was a key person in shaping the postwar education policy, explained
later that the postwar expression of the ideology of equal educational opportunities arose from

the depression years. The blueprint had been outlined in the Thomas Report (1943) and equal

educational opportunity rekindled again the possibilities of realising New Zealand's egalitarian

ideal. The school curriculum was ostensibly the same for boys and girls, but girls were still

tracked along a separate pathway (Middleton 1985b; Fry 1986). Girls got more education than

ever before, but more boys went to university; there were considerable differences in the

subjects taken, qualifications gained, access to resources, and even at the new postwar co

educational schools that the Thomas Report had recommended, the sexes were kept firmly apart

both in class and at play (Fry 1986)^. In reflecting on this postwar education policy, which
later came under attack from feminist critique (Deem 1978; Spender and Sarah 1980), and New

Zealand research (Abigail 1983), C.E. Beeby was to state:

In our call for equality of opportunity we too readily assumed that nearly
everybody who was given the opportunity would take advantage of
it...We did not even realise, for instance, that the average girl did not
have the same opportunities as the average boy simply because less was
expected of girls both at school and at work fN.Z.L. November 8
1986:54).

4
C.E. Beeby was the Director General of Education 1940 - 1960.

In A Study of the Education of Girls in New Zealand (National Advisory Council on the
Employment of Women, Wellington, 1969 ) it was reported that in 1965, 2,321 girls stayed
for a fifth year at secondary school compared with 4,374 boys. This Report also noted that girls
were taking more subjects for School Certificate which could not be advanced to University
Entrance, and that there were significant differences in the numbers of boys and girls taking
mathematics and sciences (cited Fry 1986).
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Subsequent New Zealand research (Abigail 1983) was to show that these lesser expectations for

girls came from both within and outside of the school system, and was reinforced strongly

through peer pressure (Jones 1985). Yet the myth of equal opportunity through education was

still powerful because it was seen to work for some. More women were able to move beyond

their working class background and the gap between the achievements of boys and girls at

school did begin to narrow. For example Penny's access to education provided an escape from a

family that was under emotional and financial stress.

My education had a dramatic impact on me. It way the one thing I really
liked.Thc first year I never said a word at school just in case I said the
wrong thing.. J will never forget the day I realized that I was good at
school work. We were being put into queues for going into Standard
One. This boy said. "Oh this must be the A stream because Penny's
there", and I started to realise.

Penny remembered her primary school as being roughs and there being insufficient teachers or

furniture to cop>e with the numbers of children, but she then won a scholarship that sent her to

a prcstigous private girls' secondary school.This environment was competitive, but Penny

found that she also was competitive and enjoyed it Nevertheless the transition was not always

easy and Penny experienced a clash in expectations. Those set for her by the school were much

higher than those of her working class background. For example, she wanted to be a

kindergarten teacher.

I was rubbished when I raised that at school. I was sent off to

Vocational Guidance who decided I could be in the diplomatic service or
I could be a lawyer.

Penny saw these as too extraordinary and distant from her home background and her own view

of herself. She entered neither of these careers, but her story typified a new confidence at the

time that "girls can do anything" and that class origins should be no barrier in the education

system. As Beeby had stated, the belief was that opportunity was the key to equality.

A more typical and traditional opening for educated girls was teaching. By the 1960's

the Department of Education was hoping to ease the teacher shortage by recruiting the first

echelons of the baby boom children. The Currie Commission recommended a recruitment target

of "one sixth former in two" (1962:,585) and Sharon was one of them:

/ didn't know wlu2t I wanted. I didn't know what I was good at. Everyone
else went to Teachers College and so I went to Teachers' College. It
would have been better ifI hadn't.

In Sharon's 1963 sixth form class, the Department went above its target as nearly all the sixth

form girls went to Teachers' College leaving a few swots and most of the boys who stayed on

to the seventh fonn because they were going to university.

In a way we were forced. There waj little option and I was so much
younger. I was only fifteen when I went for the interview.

While it can be argued that education was a crucial factor in opening up opportunities for girls,

not all girls benefited, and for the thirteen younger women in this study, upward mobility

through marriage and their husband's career still provided a much faster track than the
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acquisition of educational qualifications for themselves. Despite the high value being placed on

education for all, school for some girls was something you suffered and left as soon as

possible^. This showed a shift in attitude from the older women in this study who more often

felt that adverse circumstances had deprived them of getting more education. Several of the

younger women felt alienated, or did not cope and were to leave as soon as they turned fifteen.

Education was an end in itself, and was not seen as providing self-fulfilment or as a means

towards further opportunities.

Denise: / never tried hard at school. I don't think a lot of people did. There were
always such a lot of pupils in the class when we were at school and I
always felt that we never got the individual attention. You were just one
of a huge number and it was survival of the fittest.

Raewyn: School didn't really appeal to me that much. When I was younger my
only thoughts were to get married and have kids and bring up a family. I
should have looked at something else first.Well / was only therefor eight
months. I was a bit behind in school. / thought / might be a Karitane
nurse but that meant staying on at school and that was no good.

Annette: / fell behind. That started a strong inferiority complex as far as my
educational ability. I never reallyfelt that I could cope with the work..My
the time I got into the fifth form I felt that I had completely come to the
end of coping with the school system and begged to leave school.

With full employment the lack of school qualifications was no barrier to getting a job, and five

of the women in this study left school without qualifications. Jobs were plentiful but none of

the women found any long term satisfaction, and like the "Smith Women", changing jobs each

year became a way of breaking the boredom and filling in the lime before marriage and children

broke the cycle. There was disillusionment, as Annette recalled.

/ hated work because it didn't offer the glamour that / hoped it would. I
went into a fiat with some other girls but could barely manage it
financially so it was a life of drifting from one accommodation to
another and one job to another. Most of the wages went into staying
alive: food clothing and accommodation...! wanted a male companion.
Someone to go out in the evening with and / was very conscious of the
fact that most girls of my age had men. But I just didn't want to go
with anyone.

Annette was not only caught in a gender trap of working in low paid servicing jobs done

exclusively by women, but also in the age trap of being paid youth rates, which in many

occupations affected both male and female workers under the age of twenty-one.

There were opportunities in the workforce for girls but not equal opportunities. Public

servants had equal pay but this was not the case in the private sector. The imbalance in

opportunities between men and women in the workforce was noted but during these years was

not a priority issue. However there was an increasing consciousness of the idea of careers for

girls as opposed to a just getting a job. The notion of a career was partly influenced by such
vocational jobs as teaching or nursing that had a sense of "calling" about them or involved

some kind of specialised training, but there was also the idea that a career had some long term

^ The school leaving age was fifteen years, only one year later than when ilie older women
were at school.
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prospect to it more akin to men's role in the workplace. It was only the educated women in this

sample who denned their work as a career, and although in each case their "career" was

shortlived there was a view that it was a career rather than a job because the vocation could be

picked up again later. So, for example, a girl who chose teaching as a job would regard herself

as a teacher even when she was at home as a full-time mother. By comparison the girls who

went into shop, factory or cleaning work did not appear to carry the identity beyond their time

in the job. Careers for girls were offered more options, in comparison to the limited options

that tlicir mothers had had. The variety of jobs had increased but the gender segregation of such

work was still saong. Jobs or careers for girls were seen in the main,as short term experiences

before the iransistion to motherhood (NACEW 1969), and the promises of security within

marriage. Girls entered the workforce with few long term su-ategies although careers that

involved some training were viewed as an invesunent and something to return to when the

children were older. The work expectations of boys had their own sexual tracking, but as Mary
Ingham noted in the English education system, there was a difference in expectation:

(The boys) knew from the start that they would have to shape their own
lives...The pressure on them was to make positive, decisive choices
whereas we (girls) could cushion ourselves with the hope that the future
would take care of itself (1981:80).

The traditional sexual division of labour in the workplace placed most women in domestic

servicing, educational and clerical occupations. The women in this study who left school

without qualifications went into factory, domestic or retail work. Those that stayed on to get
their school certificate went into nursing or secretarial work, and those who completed the 6th

form went teaching. Penny and Adrienne went on to university, although Penny later left to

work as a waitress. Outside of this pattern, there were Sharon who had a brief experience

working as a spot welder and Raewyn who worked on the farm alongside her husband

Educational backgfcund would also sort the boys out in a range of possible occupations, but

the key to understanding women's work experiences was the narrow range of occupations that

women moved in by comparison with men, and where there was mixing within an occupation

like teaching or the public service, the obvious hierarchial divisions which very soon separated

men from women (Whitcombe 1980; Holt 1982).

PAULINE - from office girl to receptionist

Pauline came from a working class family and admitted that she did not have high

aspirations when she left school, although getting a job waj important and so was doing the

best I could. The boredom of her first experience as an office junior as a fetch and carry person

was sufficient impetus to make sure that she did not stay there loo long.

/ applied for a job for a typist in a warehouse and I was pleased to get
that and I enjoyed it. / must have been there about three years and they
asked me if I would do the book keeping machine in the main office I
was really the lop girl then. Later I applied for a job at Broadcasting
which was a big achievement in those days as fifty people applied It
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was considered a plum job at the time. It was reception work and I wtaj:
thrilled to get that Job. I really enjoyed it.

At this stage Pauline's aspirations were sidc-trackcd by the possibility of marriage:

/ really felt I had achieved a lot by getting that position. I would have
gone further if at that stage I had not met D . / felt he the man I
would marry and the idea ofa career went out the door.

Upon marriage Pauline gave up her job to go into business with her husband. Tltis became a

profitable business but it also became her husband's business which she helped to build rather

than her own career. The reason underlying this shift was that she saw her future security better

insured by investing in her husband than herself. This was a view reminiscent of the older

women in this study, but still strong in the 1960's as opposed to the newer view of women

maintaining an investment in themselves. By the 1960's women did not give up work when

they married, but the responsibilities of marriage, along with an assurance of future financial

security dampened the drive for long term job prospects or career satisfaction (Harrington 1982).

DELWYN - student nurse to nursing sister

Delwyn grew up with an image of her mother as an independent career woman. Her

mother was divorced and supported the family with a small business.

She combined motherhood and a career...She ran the place like
clockwork and the only things she didn't do really was run off to schools
andjoin committees. She didn't do the traditional motherly things.

These "traditional motherly things" outside of the home which Delwyn linked to the role of a

"real mother" were unpaid voluntary work, the mainstay of many New Zealand institutions. That

Delwyn's mother had a full-time career made her different, but unlike married women who worked

fiill-time, Delwyn's mother was still regarded as a good mother even though she did not do the

traditional things. In the face of adversity she was seen to be combining both a mother's and

father's responsibilities:

Other people would say, "You have a good mother. She provides for
you and works long hours". Especially as I got older I felt obliged as
soon as I could in a practical sense to become upwardly mobile and
nursing was one way of doing it.

Delwyn would have liked to have been a vetinarian but at the time it seemed impossible as her

mother was nearing retirement, and I thought it was time I made my own contribution.

Nursing was also an acceptable way to leave the home background she felt stifled in.

It provided me with shelter and gave me that bridge. I didn't want to go
flatting^ ' being in the mid sixties it was the flower power and hippies
and all that and / wasn't at all impressed with that. / wasn't sure as one
could get a rotten name.

Helen: At that stage of your life did you have any visions of where you
were going?

n

' Flatting in shared households was seen as an intermediate step between living at home with
parents and marriage. In the 1960's these households would generally have been sexually
segregated, but by the early 1970's mixed flatting was becoming more common.
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/ Kijj going lo climb the skies and go as far as I could in nursing. I was
going to become a Sister. I wasn't going in there to become half baked
and by twenty-one I H'oi' a Sister which was a very young age in which
to have quite a lot of responsibility

In an unusual move for a iwcniy-one year old woman, Delwyn bought a section as an

invcsimcni in her fuiurc in case she did not marry, but soon afterwards she met her husband.

They built a house on her section, got married, and she decided to start a family immediately.

Delwyn had achieved her ambition to be a Nursing Sister, albeit briefly, and she saw

motherhood as the new challenge. For both Pauline and Delwyn, marriage curtailed and ̂ ded

their careers in which tliey had been successful, and neither of the women again achieved the

same level of responsibility or independence. It was not only the belief in the security cushion

of marriage that caused women to opt out of opportunities, or the reluctance of women to

appear more successful than their men, but there were s'ill codes for women that prevented the

mixing of sexuality and careers. Student nurses or teachers were expelled from training if they

married, and as Delwyn described, if student nurses wanted to succeed they had to choose

between the job or boys:

It was well known that if you became engaged in your final year you
were failed so you didn't announce having designs on any boy. I cut off
all social life. In fact there was no social life . If you were really
ambitious as a nurse your social life went by the board. You didn't have
boyfriends and you didn't go out.

Those women who had boyfriends or were married were seen not to be serious about their
work. Young married teachers were often asked by the school inspectors who graded their work

about their motherhood plans as if it was not worth giving an intending mother a good grading.

There was, as Sue Middleton (1985b) described a conflict between "intellectuality and

sexuality" and this worked against the belief of equal opportunity. Middleton's study showed

that this conflict often led to the abandonment of education or career training in favour of an

early marriage or explicit sexuality, because the women often sought to establish "sexual and

emotional security" before they could went on to further study or careers. The effect of this

double life did not necessarily end in a commitment to marriage and family, and several of these

women attempted to come back to their careers or to get more education.

A SEXUAL REVOLUTION

For women the sexual "liberation" of tlte 1960's was more apparent than

real...It is therefore not surprising that by the end of the sixties strong
feminist criticism of the so called sexual liberation of the decade were

beginning lo appear (Dann 1985a:83).

The 1960's brought vivid displays of sexuality in commercial advertising, dress and in the

entertainment world of the pop star. This new visibility of sex was evidence of a newer code of

sexual freedom. The women in this study were at the cutting edge of this shift and had lo

accommodate the dictates of an older code which preached sexual control. The prescription of

sexuality dictated by the church, the medical and education professions followed the traditional
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code of virginity until marriage, with girls/women having the rcspon.sibiliiy to ensure that

boys/men did not "go too far" (Dcpl of Health 1955a). This had been sternly reinforced only a

few years earlier in the recommendations from the Mazengarb Report (1954). Tfiis code had

always been transgressed but the so called sexual revolution was to challenge such repression

and to acknowledge the "transgression" as as act of freedom. The new code of sexuality was

divorced from marriage and reproduction, and sex without commitment was in order. The

maxim was based on the pleasure principle that, "if it feels good it's all right". This was in

accord with a growing view that repression was out of fashion (Dann 1985a). But women found

themselves without security (Firestone 1971;Gameand Pringle 1979),and new expectations of

sexual performance and availability had their own kind of entrapment to play the role of a

"dolly-bird chick" as a cute and playful off-sider of men. Theoretically the new codes of

sexuality represented a shift from the view that it was necessary to control sexuality to a

doctrine of sexual freedom, and the works of Wilhelm Reich (1962) and Herbert Marcusc (1961)

became the popular texts for those seeking intellectual justification. Reich believed that the

"authoritarian family" was the main mechanism of sexual repression, thus sexual freedom was

a political act because sexual repression created adults who were passive supporters of

authoritarianism. Marcuse turned around an older belief that sexual repression was necessary to

control society to argue that in a time of prosperity, happiness and sexual freedom were

possible.

By the 1960's there was evidence that attitudes towards divorce, birth control,

unmarried pregnancy, homosexuality, extra-marital and pre-marital sex were slowly relaxing.

The media began addressing these issues with less coyness and less moral censure than in

earlier years. Trends towards acceptance had begun earlier, but the 1960's hastened the process

and highlighted the issues so that during the I970's successive governments had to devise

legislation to deal with liberalisation. At a practical level the sexual revolution for women was

more to do with technology as the contraceptive pill became available. Contraceptive

technology had already begun to change the lives of the older women in relation to their work,

marriage and childrearing, but the ease and security of the pill was to make a more dramatic

impact on their "daughter's" lives. Mary O'Brien took a global view of the new contracepitve

technology and likened this new freedom for women as "a world historical event" in the sense

that it "creates a transformation in human consciousness of human relations with the natural

world which must as it were be renegotiated or...mcdiatcd" (1981:22). This "renegotiation" was

to confront the younger women as it coincided in time with their own teenage years of

awakening sexuality. The messages were contradictory in that there was still an official code of

virginity until marriage, yet the sexual revolution called for their sexual availability. Mary
Ingham (1981) described the tension of this double standard amongst a group of British women

- of keeping up appearances of pre-marital virginity to parents but being seen as sexually active

and available by one's friends. Virginity was both an embarrassment and a prize, and
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determining how far to go. how fast and with whom was a process that required a combination

of skill and force. Official school, church and parental guide-lines about sex said "don't", but

the real dilemmas of this process were not addressed. Few girls/women were prepared to

commit themselves wholly to permissiveness or prudery as the label of both "whore" and

"virgin" were derogator>'. For most of the women in this study the strategy of these years was

one of surreptitious heterosexual activity that was hidden from parents and indeed sometimes

from friends, because "having a reputation" or being seen as "loo readily available" were seen

for most of the womcn^ as possibly decreasing rather than increasing their marriage

opportunities. For example Delwyn told how she avoided flatting in case she got a rotten

name. Tlicre was often a sense of relief when marriage allowed the subterfuge to end and one's

sexuality, albeit restricted, was sanctioned in marriage. The women in this study acxommodated

to this double standard and although the experiences of the women arc selective the following

case studies show some strategics of managing.

PENNY - a nermissive lifestyle

During her early teenage years Penny became aware that there were different attitudes

to sexuality between home and school. At the upper class girls' private school she had won a

scholarship to the girl boarders had little access to boys, and sex was a subject which produced

giggling and twittering. Out of school Penny went around in a group that went to country

dances with boys from the freezing works. Here there was a distinction between the good girls

and the bad girls:

Those that went into individual relationships were those who were into
heavy sex.

"Heavy sex", as opposed to just having sex presupposed some kind of regularity and maybe

commitment and was consequently dangerous if you wanted to avoid responsibility, but as

Penny staled:

We knew that some went away to have babies and to have abortions so
we were aware of the dangers ofgetting heavily involved.

When Penny went to university in 1963 she became involved in the Student Christian

Movement (S.C.M.) and the New Left Club. The liberal ideals of these organisations

encouraged sexual freedom but it was not sexual license.

If you were involved with someone it became a sexual relationship and
there was some attempt at contraception. I got into some heavy

relationships but I tended to fall in and out of love according to my
politics of the time.

Penny kept this life apart from her family, and would rarely take her partners home, so that her

parents had no idea iliat she was sexually active. Contraception was available but haphazardly

used. And for any of Penny's friends who got pregnant a wedding was hastily arranged, and as

Penny recalled outside pressure from families would come in to make things respectable. When

Penny left home she became aware of a more bohemian fringe:
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The Art School set and the overlanders^and they did really sleep around.
I started going around in that scene and I had a few guys who / really
liked but I felt a bit on the outside really.

It was amongst this small bohemian fringe that the sexual revcluiion in New Zealand found

real expression. Women were sexually available and there was no expectation of commitment

from men with marriage or with the advent of pregnancy. This altitude has been attacked in

feminist critique (Firestone 1971; Dann 1985a) as a sexual revolution which wa.s male oriented

and which subordinated women. Conversely, Penny believed that this lack of commitment by

men began to generate a new collective consciousness amongst women.

There was a strong strand of women sticking together and it was
acknowledged that a woman had a right to say no.

The difference between the liberal and bohemian versions of the sexual revolution represented

different views of the niale-fcnale relationships. In the first, men still had a responsibility to

provide security for women if they got pregnant, and for women the hidden agenda of pre

marital sex was to get a future partner. In the bohemian version, women who got pregnant "got

rid of it" through adoption or abortion or kept the child themselves with no expectation of

support In this framework there was, ideally, no agenda of using sex to get a man but rather

that sex was only OK ifyou didn't have an agenda - if it feels good you do it.

ADRIENNE - Sexual subterfuge

Adrienne was brought up on a farm and went to boarding school for her secondary

education. There was a strong belief in virginity, and the one girl who was known to have slept

with a boy was viewed with disgust by the other girls. The dangers of losing one's virginity

were demonstrated by one girl who was expelled when she got pregnant but after much debate

at the school was allowed discreetly back to school to sit her University Entrance exams. It

may not have been acceptable to be sexually active while still at school, but this was not

necessarily a code they expected to adhere to for long. Adrienne and her friends did not intend to

remain virgins. The code however between morality or immorality was whether sex was with

a steady boyfriend; "sleeping around", in the sense of having a number of partners at once or

too many in succession, was not condoned. The ideal of sex and committment were entwined.

The school encouraged the girls to have careers and Adrienne and her friends expected

to establish their careers and travel before they married. At eighteen Adrienne went to live in a

university hostel:

I lived a million years and had a 360° turnaround in attitudes. There was
lots of talk and talk and talk, and we had not been allowed to think
btfore. ft had been all suppressed. I discovered that I was a Liberal and
that everyone had rights. I discovered that there was another Party apart
from the National Party...! grew my hair long. It was the time of

^ These were people who had traveled back overland from Europe tlirough Asia and India. This
was possible until about 1972 when the border was closed between India and Pakistan.
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\ 'tcinom and I weni on demos and marches. H'e would go and listen to
Tim Shadbolt.^

Adricnnc went on the pill. She went to Dr. Erich Gciringcr^^ who would prescribe the pill
without charge to women students. Adricnnc and her friends had what she described as steady

sexual relationships which often ended in marriage - there was no real sleeping around.

Adricnnc had a long term boyfriend but contraception was crucial, and twice Adrienne used a

"morning after" pill as a further protection against pregnancy. It was not the bad girls who got

pregnant but the stupid ones, was what we used to say. After a year in the hostel Adrienne went

flatting with a group of women friends whose sexual lifestyle was similar

If anyone wanted to have a guy stay over you had to let the others
know. None of our parents knew although they would often visit. There
were discreet codes used if your parents rang up and you were away for
the night and we always knew how to get hold of one another. This code
was not broken.

Living amongst other women during these early years of sexual experience had a positive spin

off as the women began to talk to each other about the problems they might be having:

We came to know more about our own bodies. For example we found
out by accident that we all got cystitis and it was a tremendous relief to
talk about it. We had all steered in silence before andfelt embarrassed.
I look back and see that as an undercurrent of what later became the
women's movement.

This kind of communication may account in part for the more open attitude towards sexuality

and health by the younger women. In comparison the older women's first sexual experiences

were either as married women, or kept too discreet to talk with girl friends abouL Eventually

Adrienne went to live with the man she was going to marry but still her parents did not know.

Even at the time of this interview twenty years later, Adrienne was most concerned that her

mother should never realise this. To Adrienne there was a double standard of active sexuality

existing alongside the appearance of virginity. Pre-marital sex was acceptable to Adrienne as

long as it was carefully controlled by contraception, there were assurances of security, and

parents were not upset. As with her friends this subterfuge ended with all the trappings of the

church white wedding.

BEVERLY AND ANNE"ITfa - security in virginity

Beverly and Annette were both virgins when they married. Both were wary of the

excesses that they saw in the more explicit sexuality of the 1960's. They held the view that

they would not marry a man who did not respect their virginity. Remaining a virgin was both a

test of his worthiness as a man and a reward for waiting.

Beverly's parents saw themselves as her keeper until she married and thus marriage was

the reason that you left home. The whole family was deeply involved in church activities and

^ Tim Shadbolt was a student radical leader.

Dr Gciringcr was known at the lime for being more liberal than most most doctors.
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any suggestion of prc-marital sex was taboo. At the age of eighteen her parents had to shift to

another town but her parents would not allow Beverly to remain in Auckland where she had a

boy&iend and a job:

Well in those days you didn't go flatting. There was no thought of it in
my family. I fell rebellious about having to move at eighteen because /
was madly in love with someone. I had lots of boyfriends. I was always
very much for boyfriends.

Beverly went with her parents and she soon met another man, fell in love again, and was to

marry him when she was twenty. During her engagement Beverly's parents continued to

monitor the relationship carefully. She was not allowed to go away with her fiance, even to

stay overnight at her sister's house. Beverly felt that she was treated harshly in comparison

with her younger brother who was allowed a good deal more freedom. Remaining a virgin was

her own choice, but Beverly felt irritated at her parents' policing Marriage was an escape:

We were completely green when we got married which was very nice.
We had fun learning and that is quite good. But it was hard in the first
year getting used to each other and understanding each other, but there
was obviously a very deep bondfrom the beginning.

Annette did not marry until her early liiirties. In the early years Annette was a virgin

because she had no boyfriends and she saw herself as unattractive to men. She left home at

eighteen hoping to widen her horizons but this was not easy. In her late twenties she started to

meet more men. Her decision still to remain celibate was partly affected by her religious

values, but more specifically it stemmed from fears of insecurity if she gave in to men. She

had seen several friends get into trouble:

/ had a number of friends who were going through the whole thing of
wanting to be married. They were having all sorts of relationships with
all sorts of men. All sorts of things that I thought were completely
unwise. Even though I could understand their feelings as I was going
through the same...Because I had seen some of the unhappiness of my
friends getting into such situations I determined to be strong and steer
clear of it as much as possible.

Sticking to traditional values of sexuality and waiting for Mr Right to come was a long and

lonely wait, as Annette had an image of herself as a wife and mother. But for Annette, sex

went hand in hand with the security of marriage. These were attitudes reinforced by the church

environment which provided a lot of her social life. Marriage at aged thirty was a long awaited

relief, and for Annette did combine the sexual, emotional and economic security she had

believed to be worth waiting for.

Beverly and Annette were representative of women who adhered to the official moral

codes of sexuality confined to marriage. For Beverly an early marriage was the solution and it

allowed her to leave home. For Annette virginity was a conscious choice between a moral code

that dictated a life of celibacy and the risks and insecurity that Annette .saw in prc-marital sex.

SHARON - it's nnt the had f>irls hnt the stiinid ones
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Sharon goi pregnant at eighteen. Unmarried pregnancy was not a new phenomena but

during the 1960 s the illcgilimacy rate crept up as pre-mariial sex increased. Unmarried

pregnancy was however still strongly condemned and to be hidden*^ The women in this study

could lick off numbers of friends who tragically left school, left work, and secretly left town to

have tlicir babies, tlien returned and u*icd to act as if it had never happened. The new sexual

code, however, assumed that ever>'body used contraception and that it was available. Subsequent

research (Cameron 1984) has shown the knowledge of contraception amongst teenagers to be

inaccurate, confused, and reliant on the erroneous ideas of the peer group. During the 1960's the

pill undoubiably encouraged pre-marital sexuality, but it was not available to everyone. The

Family Planning Association which was still battling for recognition would not issue the pill

to the unmarried (Fcnwick 1977). The Association would want to know the date of the wedding

before they would give the pill and would allow the minimum lime for it to settle down.

Prospective brides would be given the courtesy title of their new married name. Unmarried

women had to find doctors who would give them the pill or had to pretend to be married,

although as Penny and Adrienne found women students could get contraceptives more easily by

knowing the right doctors. Sharon was not on the pill. She believed that getting it would have

been difficult and moreover saw going on the pill as an acknowledgement of being sexually

active which was not an image that Sharon had of herself. Her sexual relationships with men

involved heavy petting but not full intercourse. Fear of pregnancy, or of being seen as, "too

easy to get" prevented this final step. Again there was the dilemma of determining when sexual

availability was enhancing or diminishing one's prospects with men. And in Sharon's case she

deemed full penetration to risk her reputation because she thought that men liked to marry

virgins. On one occasion Sharon let a man ejaculate near her vagina without penetration and

she became pregnant. At the time Sharon was well conditioned into believing that the woman

was responsibile for sexual control, and that men could not help themselves if a girl gave

encouragement. She took the responsibility for the pregnancy to the extent of not even telling

the father. She felt foolish and did not think he would believe her:

/ didn't tell anyone for eight months. I actually told mum because she
said to me one day, "What about doing some exercises with me". / just
burst into tears and said that it wasn't that I was putting on weight but /
was pregnant. I just don't know the actual stress that must have caused
me to go eight months without telling anyone...! also felt, well here
again I have bombed out and I have let the family down. The only one
in the whole family to get pregnant. (Sharon had four older sisters.)

Sharon went in secret to Dunedin to stay with a friend and to book into a discreet private

maternity hospital. Not even all her family were told, and during the remaining weeks of her

pregnancy Sharon rarely went out for fear of meeting the only person she knew in Dunedin

who might report her condition back to Chrisichurch.

^ ̂  In 1950 3.99% of babies were bom out of wedlock. By 1960 tliis had increased to 5.25%,
but by 1970 increased to 13.34%.
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The public censure surrounding unmarried moihcrs was su*ong and even heightened by

fears of new sexual morality. Most women left town and went to maternity homes attached to

church and charitable institutions which provided a hideaway for several months before the

confinement and afterwards until the adoption was arranged (Tcnnant 1985). Tliosc women that

went to public or private hospitals were carefully segregated from married mothers. Tlic birth

experience for Sharon was traumatic and the baby was bom dead. When the baby did not breathe

the Matron accused Sharon of doing something to it, but the exact cause of death was never

known. Sharon could only feel relief, as the Department of Social Welfare had told her that if

her baby had any deformities, nobody would adopt it and she would have to keep it.

Helen: How do you feel about the pregnancy now - it must be about
eighteen years?

It has taken a long time to come but now I really see myself as not a
bad person. / am quite a nice person. It has taken me a long time to
come to terms with everything. It was something that I couldn't talk
about. It was something that was bottled up inside me. When I came
back home there was nobody I could actually talk to. Mum felt
uncomfortable. I just thought that it was my little thing where I had
gone wrong, and that the best thing I could do was to be quiet about
it...When I married T he knew about the baby and had been
supportive to me. I was very grateful for this as he needn't have been.
But he really didn't want to know about it and I had to act like a virgin
with him. He seemed to want it like that and it made me feel pure but it
was uncomfortable. I always had to say, "No further". We didn't make
love until we were married.

Again it was a matter of Sharon being responsible for defining the boundaries that determined

whether she was seen as a whore or a virgin. Her family, and later her husband, coped by

pretending her "slip" had not happened, but Sharon had to face the antagonism and censure

behind the silence when she tried to get her old job back :

I remember going back to B where they said I could have my old
job back again. It was a bit naive to think I could but anyway I went
back there and they took me into the manager's office. They bought in
all the big guns and I had the third degree gestapo interrogation which
ended with me almost going into a fit. I started to go into hysteria and
they told me not to be so silly and to pull myself together.

Helen: What were they saying?

Asking me if I took money from this man, and they thought that I must
have had an abortion because I was back so soon and I hadn't looked
pregnant. Anyway at the end they offered me my job back, but I couldn't.
I said I didn't want it and they said that I was being ungrateful. But I just
walked out and didn't go back. I still can't go into that department store
without being upset.

Sharon's story was typical of something that happened to thousands of New Zealand women

Just a few years before it was possible, almost acceptable and indeed expected, that an unmarried

mother would keep her baby and rear it as a solo mother. Two other women in iliis study had

children outside marriage, but their children were born in late 1969 and 1970 and their lives

will be discussed in a later chapter. Both of these women battled to keep their babies but unlike
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Sharon refused to hide away, and did not want the options of adoption or abortion. For one of

these women pregnancy was, as it was for Sharon, an unfortunate accident but for Penny

pregnancy was an expression of independence as a woman. Having a child alone became an

extension of a political philosophy to be sexual and independenL

/ used 10 actually dislike living with a guy because I used to feel it
drained me. 11 drained my potential - it cramped my style.. A few times
there had been someone I had got on well with but ifyou actually set up
home together they expected you to sit around with them quite a bit. I
much preferred to live with couples or other women and have
relationships outside of the home. I could sustain a relationship like that
over a period of time.

Penny was fleeing from the security that was traditionally idealised in relationships with men

and saw herself as part of a wider community of people who gave her emotional and economic

security. In comparison to the other women in this study Penny was exceptional, and the more

common compromises women made were an early marriage like Beverly's, or by Adrienne there

was carefully controlled pre-mariial sexuality on a pathway that hopefully led towards the

securities of marriage.

A **SICK" SOCIETY

The paradox of consensus in the fifties was that the very attempts to
create a homogeneous society seemed to bring with it its own
opposition. Out of the very heart of the family that was the organizing
centre of the new welfare society came the new dissidents: the young,
the alienated, the mad (Wilson 1980:193).

During the 1960's there was the beginning of a more radical critique of family ills. In the early

postwar years such things as divorce, delinquency, illegitimacy, working mothers were

problems but were believed to be curable through social policy and individual will-powo". The

new criticism gave a new economic and social appraisal of the problems of family life, and

delved deeper into the psychological ills of the family itself. Much of this critique came firom

abroad and was to herald a slow shift in personal and political attitudes towards the family in

Western society. There was for example a shift from the earlier view that the family was a

haven of security and love. In a Reith Lecture, British anthropologist Edmund Leach labeled

postwar society as a "Runaway World" and argued that in contrast to the past:

The modem family looks inwards upon itself; there is an intensification
of stress between husband and wife, parents and children. The strain is
greater than most of us can bear. Far from being the basis of the good
society, the family, with all its narrow privacy and tawdry secrets, is the
source of all our discontents (1967a:44).

In this view the family was "sick" and so was society . In the early postwar years anything that

did not fit the criteria of "normal" family life was labeled as deviant, but in the new critique

the problem was not so much the deviance but the criteria of normality itself. The best selling

writings of R.D, Laing (1964, 1967) were a stimulus to this radical view. Laing was

suggesting that madness was the only sane response to an irrational world and that the
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repression within the family destroyed children. The rheicrlc of his writing wa.s extreme but

was in accord with a growing mood of disaffection aboiii "normal" family life. Tlie expressions

of such disaffection were not always explicit, but were revealed in the letter columns of

magazines, and in New Zealand poetry and literature of the time (AIc(x:k 1970). For example.

New Zealand poet James K. Baxter caught the mood in the domestic imagery pf Rnllad of

ralcrarv Street (1960) where "National Mum and Labour Dad" go mad in a sick society as "two

birds that peck in a fowled nest". Again the origin of this sickness came from witliin the

family itself where they "hag and grumble and growl and fight" and "two old souls go slowly

mad". In America, Betty Friedan's book The Feminine Mvsti<uic (1963) captured the

disaffection with the traditional family roles. She labeled the pro-family stance of earlier years

as a "cult of domesticity" that entrapped women and caused depression. Friedan's message did

not influence the younger women until later when they too were moving into childrcaring and

by then there were many others in public accord, but two of the older women recalled the

impact that reading Friedan's book had on them. For Brenda and Jane, two educated women

whose life stories were told in Section One, Friedan sparked off a process of adjustment and

reordering of their family life. Friedan's challenge to tlie family as it was structured was potent,

and both women told of friends whose marriages broke up because their husbands would make

no accommodation to their wives' need for more independence.

Brenda: / had read Simone de Beauvoir but it was Betty Friedan's book that
affected me. It was real hammer blows. It was terrific but it was also very
private for me. It was the first sharing and the first realisation that
everybody else felt that same as I did. It was the privatisation of always
adapting. You knew it wasn t your own personal relationships you were
adapting...and for the sake of the children you must keep married at all
costs.

Jane: . Well I told you that I had this gnawing feeling inside me that something
was missing for rne. Is this what life is about.? At that stage with four
children I couldn't see what my future might be. When Betty Friedan's
book came out it grabbed me tremendously. When I read it I realised that
I had been lucky infilling my life with that playcentre work, but for
other people it was still a hole, and they were saying, "I must be able to
do better than this and the children are not my whole life". I don't think
even when I read the book that I stopped being a self sacrificing mother.

Despite the popularity of this book both in New Zealand and America, this kind of

critique was a minority view. Still, it was to feed into a variety of cultural, social and political
protests which generated a small counter culture. In New Zealand the various versions of the
counter culture only skimmed the surface against established values and behaviour, but was
again a new variation of the egalitarian ideal; a reaffirmation of the individual; a reaction
against the increasing conformity of postwar life; and a rejection of the growing affluence of
middle class life. The spirit of this was evident in Tim Shadbolfs

which documented aspects of the Now Zealand protest movement of iJic laic l960's. Shadbolt

saw the small, but vocal, protest by the young a.s the forerunners a larger revolution. He
described how, "Young kiwis, dropping out, forming communes smoking po^- pi'oicsting
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(were) smashing ihe complacency" and were the "new pioneers of New Zealand society"

(1971:199) It was also the view of Theodore Rosak (1972), in his analysis of the counter

culture in American society, that the alienated young - "technocracy's children" - were creating

a vision to save an endangered civilization. In New Zealand however, protest had its own

distinctivencss, particularly in the "No Maoris No Tour"^^ rugby protest, but sustenance also

came from the example of American civil rights movement, the student protests in Europe and

America, and in particular the protests against the Vietnam war.

It was not only the horror of the war but the protest was against the moral and political values

that allowed it A new world was needed to demonstrate that society could be organised around

other values. There was also the example of the American hippy movement's lifestyle of

communal idealism, flowers, and peace, as Lynn Segal wrote;

Sections of the anti-war and hippie movement were united in their
search for a new way of life, a new co-operative society. America was to
become one big happy family, instead of violated, sexually frustrated,
fragmented families at war with each other and the world (1983:41).

Of the women in this study, some were uninterested in these happenings in New Zealand and

abroad; some like Delwyn were very conscious but purposefully distanced themselves from any

association; or there was Adrienne who was sympathetic and occasionally went to

demonstrations, but to all appearances led a "conforming" lifestyle. It was only Penny who

identified strongly with this kind of idealism. In 1965 she left university to work in manual

jobs more akin to her working class background: ^

I used to work just enough to give me money to get by with. Like I
would work as a waitress for a few days, a few weeks and then get
involved in some cause, or involved with people . I had a few real heavy
relationships- well I did an awful lot of growing up.

In 1970 the All Black rugby team was to tour South Africa.
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Penny studied Marxist theory, was deeply involved in the anti-aparilicid movement, and the

Vietnam war protests, but Penny also saw herself as pan of the cultural and social revolution

in New Zealand that made up the counterculture:

The other strand of my life was that I was really involved with this
fringe...outside of society for three or four years. .J was cAose to most
of the really heavy people in the drug scene and the music and the art
side of it. The people I was attracted to were people who did not accept
things the way they were and put themselves at risk. Women were very
vulnerable then.

This world was exhilarating - it was "The Age of Aquarius" ̂ ̂  - and its creativity and chaos
were distant from the conformity of established family life. Again in the world of pop culturg

theBeatle's album "Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" (1967) reflected a new alternative

society of psychedelic colours, long hair, peace, flower power and drugs. America's Dr Timothy

Leary urged the young to "Turn on. Tune in and Drop out". But there was also pain and danger.
News of suicide and drug overdoses became more common as the drug culture grew. The
contmune and for some the drug culture itself, became the outward symbol of the counter
culture. The commune was a practical expression of escape from the nuclear family and

demonstrated an optimism that society could change from the grassroots. James K. Baxter set
up a commune at Boyle Street in Auckland, and then in the romantic remoteness of Jerusalem

up the Wanganui River. Baxter's mission originally was to rescue the young from the drug
scene but it was also a demonstration of a new society organised around the principle of aroha -
the love of many". Throughout New Zealand there was a brief flourishing of various kinds of
urban and rural communes (Jones 1975). It was the city communal lifestyle in which Penny
felt comfortable for awhile.

The political and personal revolutions of the 1960's were an expression of the
eoretical critique of the "new left'" politics. There were many political and theoretical strands,

g  tu particular on the Marxian concept of alienation and its later interpretations through
s existentialism and the writings of Marcuse and Fromm. There was also the psychology

of Jung t •
^ ̂ All were essential reading of students of the Left. The common theme was

^ society in which the individual had become a passive object and revolution was
needed. The*■0 was little agreement on the origins, the mechanics or the goals of such a

on, but an acknowledgement that it would come from those "outside" the mainstream -
ployed, the students, the racially oppressed - those who Marcuse believed were the

Protest to "great refusal". In New Zealand Tim Shadbolt saw his role in^3ke up this apathetic, overfed cabbage society" (N.Z.L. May 10 1970).

TK-this came fmm .u
the music was w n k Hair. It did not get to New Zealand until the 1970's but
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iUPPOCT

HERE BERT.' BRING THE REVOLUTION HOME. •

During tliis period of new idealism the women's movement had its beginnings. The

political analysis of the 1960's produced a new consciousness of the mechanics of power

relationships, which women were to use to reveal more explicitly their own inequality with

men. The conditions that brought disaffection had arisen during the postwar years from the

rising expectations of women for more independence and life outside of the family. The

example of a counter culture and lessons learned from the protest movement provided some of

the early tools and rhetoric of liberation for the few women in the forefront However such

things as communal living, political protest and a sexual revolution, had little impact on the

ways in which women's everyday lives were organised. Involvement in such activities or

adherence to newer moral and political codes did not alter the sexual division of labour. Nor

were the fears of insecurity necessarily alleviated for those women who were involved. Women

had not been leaders or voices in the cultiual or political movements of the 1960's (Segal

1983), but as Penny recalled, there were strong connections with the early stirrings of

feminism:

We used to spend a lot of time talking about things. Why there were so
many good women and not so many good men. We developed this
strong notion about women and so we were obvious candidates for a
women's consciousness. None of the friends I had were into this thing
about needing a man, although we were into having relationships with
guys.

The women's liberation groups did not emerge in New Zealand until 1970 (Dann

1985b), but before then there was a growing consciousness about the impact of social and

economic change on women's lives. For example the Wellington Branch of the Federation of

University Women (1968) published a booklet of advice for women reluming to the workforce.

The tone was one of moderation with advice on how to manage work and family without

stress. Women wore advised against shift work or "on call" work, and were cautioned about the

impact of full time work on the children or a husband. Tliis was some years before the more
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radical critiques of the inequality of women in employment or work at home. Predating the

women's liberation groups were organisations like the New Zealand Association of Childcare

Centres which was established by Sonja Davies in 1963 as a lobby group to promote good

quality childcare for the children of parents in paid employment. Similarly the Society for

Research on Women was formed in 1966 when it was realised that there was no research on

New Zealand women (S.R.O.W. 1985). These were not radical organisations but they were

identifying the gap between the reality of women's lives and the idealised prescriptions. "The
14

Changing Role of Women" became a popular topic at lectures and seminars. Magazines like

the Woman's Weekly gave advice on how women could reorder their priorities so that the

family would not suffer if they worked. The new magazine Thursday which appeared in 1968

was instantly popular as it was to address many of the issues causing conflict in the lives of

women (Harworth 1975). Thus the decade ended as the women's movement began, and in

hindsight it has been argued that the women's movement has had a greater impact on family

life than the specific cultural and political protests of the I960's. They were, however, entwined

as the women's movement followed on to widen the deHnition of what had been deemed to be

political during the 1960.

14
For example: Linden Playcentre (1967) The Changing Role of Women ; Auckland

University Extension (1968) The Changing Role of Women: (1969) Women's Position in the
World Today.

This stayed in the bookshops until 1974 and was to challenge the editorial style of the
Woman's Weekly .
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THK COSTKXY OF LIVING 1970 - 1985: NEW

DREAMS AND NEW CHALLENGES

Tfu' of proiosi lasted in to the I970's. a dccadc in which the

pudileins have itucnsificd and taken on every appearance of being
peinuineni and without solution. The tide has turned towards reaction

(Oliver P)Sl;45S).
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During 1970 the protest mo\-cmcnt was at its most active. The aim was to challenge existing

values and reveal injustice, but the tactics were designed to shock the complacent and to

undermine authority. Aptirt from a few large marches of up to 30,000 protesters, the numbers

involved were small. Nevertheless, the impact on New Zealand was not so much a meastire of

who did or did not take part, but in the extent to which such activities created an awareness of

new and conflicting views. The specific focus of contention cenu-cd on South African apartheid

policies and the continuing presence of Now Zealand troops in Vietnam. 1970 was a crucial

year for both issues, as the All Blacks were scheduled to visit South Africa, and the United

States wanted more troops for Vietnam (McGraw 1981). Protest did not succeed in keeping the

All Blacks from louring Souih Africa, although the fact dial two of their players refused to go

was some consolation to the protest movement. The visit of the United States Vice President

Spiro Agncw sparked oil the most violent anti-Vicinain war dcmonsirailons New Zealand had

witnessed. This became a itirning point in commitment and within a year Auckland was able to

mobilise over 30,000 for an anti-war march V Tim Siiadhoit later wrote, "You could feel it
brewing - everyone c\ crywiiere was just gelling that feeling that it was all on" (1971:145). As

the momentum ol protest grew the focus widened, and the criticism of the 1970 Royal Tour

showed a society that was becoming more divided about iradillonal political ties. The Listener

1
The MOBE march, July 3()lii in Auckland 1971.
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(March 6 1970) headline read - "The Queen is coming HOORAH! HOORAY?" and alihough

there were no protests on the streets there was for the first time open hostility expressed

through the media, and compared with the press reporting of the 1953 and 1963 Royal tours the

adulation was muted. 1970 was also the year in which the first women's liberation groups were

formed.The Woman's Weekly (October 26 1970) warned its reader to cxjxici a "revolt". Quoting

American opinion, the Woman's Weekly reasoned iliat because, "Hysteria was used during the

1960's to bring about change, women and women's groups may have to resort to similar tactics

during this decade". Thus, while equal pay and the changing role of women were crucial issues,

women's liberation captured the media focus with a series of pub^ liberations. Women went

into public bars from which they had been banned, and demanded service. Such tactics brought

attention in a new way to the inequality of women, and as Joan Rolt of Hamilton reasoned,

"This country's younger women have leami that their mothers made little impact by their less

dramatic protests" (N.Z.L October 5 1970). Such "liberations" probably made liile affect on the

majority of women and writer Sue McCauley summed up the year by saying that, despite the

street protests and the birth of women's liberation, "The real issue of 1970, the cliff hanger,

was the mini-midi hooha" (N.Z.L. December 28 1970). This happened when the mini-dress

reached its shortest length and had nowhere else to go except back down. The fashion houses

responded with the midi-dress and were waiting to see whether women would buy.

Once New Zealand's involvement in the Vietnam war ended in 1971, protest moved off

the streets to be transformed into a broader critique of the institutions of New Zealand society.

From personal relationships within the family to the preservation of the environment;

^ A Pub is an abbreviated term for a public house, a bar or or a hotel where alcohol is sold or
consumed.
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ihc strategics of big business to the ills of the education system; a new consciousness of

racism lo the workings of government - little was left untouched. Earlier there had been

optimism tliat postwar reconstruction policies and the political system could deliver the "good

life" (Roberts 1987). Now there was a growing acknowledgement that the postwar dreams of

the "good life" had not been realised by all (Gifford 1980); that the wrongs of postwar planning

needed righting (Morris 1971; Task Force 1976; N.Z.Planning.Council. 1977, 1979); and that

conformity was no longer acceptable or possible (Mitchell 1972; ShadboU 1971). During the

early 1970's a new version of the "good life" (Shuker 1983) was briefly rekindled. Gordon

McLauchlan (1976:2) described this as a society imbued with a, "Vision of love and beauty, a

sense of variety of lifestyles, of alternative viewpoints and philosophies through which we may

fulfil ourselves in different ways". The earlier ideal of consensus through conformity was

replaced for some by ideals of tolerance, diversity and difference. There was a belief that

individuals could shed their materialist desires and conformist attitudes, and that it was possible

to change the very institutions that in the past had constrained and alienated. But this was no

massive turnaround. Not all individuals were so motivated, institutions not so adaptable, nor

were problems so surmountable, and by the 1980's the impetus of change had faltered. What
began in the late 1960's as an ideal of revolution through protest (Shadbolt 1971) became by

the mid 1970's, an exercise of softening the hard image of a Government looking towards

technocratic solutions (Shuker 1983). This process did bring a tentative tolerance of difference

and diversity (Social Development Council 1977a, 1977b, 1978-9), as the increasing visibility
of alternative life styles appeared at odds with older codes which had seen the different and the

"deviant" (Gidlow 1982) as symptoms of social disorder. The N.Z. Planning Council in its
advice to government on social policy reflected the new view:

The adherence to a notion of normality in fact undermines the
effectiveness of social policies. It is misleading to see each of us fitung
into the mould of a "normal" citizen. Yet it is very difficult to cater for
diversity within an administrative or bureaucratic system (1979:26).

This tolerance did not mean tola! acceptance and in the mid I970's a new kind of protest
emerged vested not in the politics of the Left but in the New Right. Defenders of older values
regrouped around causes such as abortion, childcare, sex education in schools, and
homosexuality. As McLauchlan predicted,"Diversity frightens the chunders out of New
Zealandcrs" (1976:44).

Neither the questioning of values, the softening of authority, nor the flowering of

alternatives eased the problems. By 1974 tlie postwar economic boom had ended. Throughout

the period there appeared lo be a worsening of violence and disaffection, and there was

increasing disillusionment in the ability of the political system to deal with the problems. By
the late 1970's the arrival of a more equitable, more peaceful and less materialistic society

appeared to have been postponed again. By the mid 1980's the effectiveness of tolerance was

^ An antipodean collocjuial tenn for vomiting.
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being questioned and the Roper Commiiicc of Inquiry into Violence (1987) blamed the past

decades of permissiveness - "The public now has the violent society it deserves." was the new

official view.

Amidst these changing and somewhat confusing currents and counter currents the

women in this study were, in Lydia O'Donneli's (1985:11) terms, a "pivotal generation". They

came to motherhood during a period which brought a more explicit challenge to the

assumptions held by the previous generation surrounding the role of men and women in

relation to each other, their children and their work. This rethinking had several origins: the

impetus of the women's movement, a wider consciousness of the rights of individual, as well

as the changing social, political and economic climate. This chapter traces some of the

ideological currents which gave an appearance of diversity of opportunity and choice, but also

the counter currents which revealed entrenched attitudes and an inability of institutions to keep

pace with the realities of diversity. There was a growing mismatch between the idealism of

what should be possible in society and the reality of what was possible. This mismatch is later

shown to be of significance in the lives of the women in this study, and is apparent in each of

the dimensions of New Zealand society discussed in this chapter. A common thread too is the

continuing "quest for security" whether it be political, economic or personal, amidst changing

definitions of order.

A CHANGING POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ORDER

New Zealand's size and isolation, its dependence and vulnerability
particularly in economic terms, point up the fact that the country is
"expendable" as far as the power centres of the outside world are
concerned. This places a responsibility on New Zealand to make an

.  independent judgement on the strategy it wishes to follow (Task Force
1976: xx-xxi).

Political and economic policies at home and abroad faced new challenges as the traditional

assumptions and established securities shifted. New Zealand's postwar political and economic

policies had been based upon preferential tics with Britain and the United States. Throughout

the 1950's and 1960's New Zealanders continued to see themselves as feeding Britain, the main

export market, and under various alliances sent troops to join the fight against communism in

Korea and Malaya in the 1950's, and Vietnam in the 1960's''. The economic and political

securities of this older order based on colonial tics, old war alliances and a fear of the spread of

communism, started to decline during the 197()s - 80's, and New Zealand had to look for new

u-ading markets and more friends. The economic security of safe markets Cor New Zealand's

produce was shattered when Britain joined the European Economic Cojntnuniiy in 1971. Soon

afterwards the oil crisis furiJier rocked the foundations of the world economy and New Zealand

^ David McGraw (1981) argues that by the time of the Vietnam War New Zealand was a
"reluctant ally" who stalled at being incorporated into the war in comparison to Australia who
was an eager ally.
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was left to ponder its isolation and economic dependence on others. The main turnaround was

in New Zealand's relationship with the United Slates. The ANZUS Treaty had been the

cornerstone of New Zealand's postwtir foreign policy, but as the "domino theory" of communist

expansion in Asia and the Pacific became less plausible and less acceptable, support for

American policies among younger New Zealandcrs waned^. This coincided with a strong anti-
nuclear groundswell of opinion in New Zealand, and under the 1984 Labour Government the

break finally occurred. Visiting rights for United Slates nuclear powered and armed ships were

withdrawn, and to the Americans the ANZUS treaty had been violated. As the Treaty lay in

disarray and New Zealander's argued about the implications, the United States demoted New

Zealand from being an "ally" to a "friend".

Politics at home had fewer turnarounds and in one sense followed a pattern established

in the earlier postwar years with the National Party continuing to be the dominant party

(Clements 1981). Political parties however faced a challenge to fulfil new kinds of dreams

whilst still protecting older securities. After twelve years of National Government, the 1972-

75 Labour Government tried to acknowledge shifting values. They attempted to harness the
mood of optimism that society must change, and believed moreover that they were the party to

do it. They forbade a proposed rugby tour from South Africa; they sent a frigate into the French

nuclear testing zone; tliey gave out remote land to people who yearned for the communal

lifestyle; and a new array of social inititatives cautiously acknowledged the inevitability of
change^. At the end of this whirlwind term the new leader of the National Party. R-D.
Muldoon addressed the fears of people who thought that the country was being changed too
fast^. and Labour lost the the election in a landslide defeat just as dramatic as their landslide
victory. The brief change of political direction illustrated the lack of consensus for change.
Some voters wished to grapple with the new realities and to look for new solutions whereas

other parts of the community felt threatened and wished to reaffirm older certainties.

One acute problem was the rising number of unemployed^. The long period of
security in full employment which had existed since since World War Two had ended.
Memories and fears of the depression years were revived but the real impact of unemployment
on New Zealand society has been difficult to assess. Susan Shipley's (1983) study on
unemployment amongst women showed that many of the ill effects were hidden from public
view. Successive Governments responded with various kinds of work schemes to remove the

^ The 1984 Labour Government was the first postwar government in which the majority of
members had no personal experience of the depression or World War Two.

^Accident Compensation, the first support for childcarc services, the introduction of the
Domestic Purpo.scs Benefit, establishing the Parliamentary Select Committee on the Role of
Women in Society.

^ The National Party's election campaign cartoons of dancing Cossacks suggested that the
Labour Party was letiding the country towards socialism.
g

1970 1,600 registered unemployed
1985 62,830
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unemployed from ihe streets and retrain the young but again, as Shipley's study showed, the

majority of women who lost their jobs were rarely counted in the statistics yet their loss of

earnings had a considerable impact on family life.

As in the early postwar years housing continued as a problem. It was not appropriate

still to blame the war years for all the shortcomings, but tJiroughout the period, homelessness,

overcrowding, high rents, and high interest on mortgages were problems that neither of the

political parties could solve. The 1971 Commission of Inquiry into Housing reported that a

housing shortage was still part of the problem. The National Government encouraged financial

assistance for home owners, while the Labour Government increased the building programme

of State houses, but it was apparent that neither Party's policies were able to sustain the

expectation that families had a right to home ownership. Vernon Wright summed up this

failure:

Time was when home ownership was accepted as the traditional
cornerstone of family security and stability in the New Zealand way of
doing things. But that was yesterday fN.Z.L. May 13 1978).

It was not only the problem of the mismatch between expectation and realities of home

ownership, but that the mistakes of earlier planners who designed the large low cost dormitory

suburbs were still being repeated. One of the effecti|was, as B. Richardson reported:

Thousands of young mothers, many of them immigrants trapped in a
suburban landscape of appalling monotony. There are no nearby shops
or social services and they are without the transport to get them to the
facilities they need (N.Z.L. October 30 1976).

A policy of inner city renovation as an alternative to building now suburbs was no solution

because as middle class people bought city houses to renovate, Uie original poorer occupants
were thrust out into the distant suburbs. Planners,too^ found it impossible to allow for the

diversity of family life styles in terms of age, children and culture, and the three bedroom home
design continued to dominate the market.

A heightened social concern during the 1970's saw the problems of unemployment,

homelessness, drug abuse and violence, as by-products of uncaring economic and social policies
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(Oliver 1981), alihough many New Zcalandcrs still iJioughi that personal misfortunes were the

result of personal incompetence. Throughout the period there were attempts by individuals,

groups and Government itself, to create a more "caring society" (N.Z.Planning Council 1979;

National Party Manifesto 1978). For some the trigger to change began with the individual.

"Keith" told the Listener:

You have to start with yourself and live the way you want to live. Then
you can set a living example to those around you. You can't say that the
whole world should live differently if you're not going to do it yourself
(May 7 1973).

During the early 1970's, the energy and ideas from the counter culture and protest movements

pushed more people towards alternative lifestyles. (Taylor 1972; List and Taylor 1975;

Mushroom 1974—) and the intimacy and separatism of the commune where there was a

common quest for self reliance, open relationships, a communal sharing of resources and a

concern for the environment (Jones 1975). Tim Shadbolt's withdrawal from tactics of street

protest to his Huia commune (Jones 1975), was symbolic of this "do it yourseir "setting a

good example" ethic. By 1975 it was estimated that there were up to two hundred urban and
9  10rural communes (Jones 1975) . The Labour Government's ohu scheme was an attempt to

resurrect the ideal of pioneering self-sufficiency, and blocks of remote land were given at a

minimal rent for groups wishing to set up communities. The Ohu Advisory Committee

believed that the ohu would, "Give the opportunity to experience the earth, the country and

each other in a new fraternal unity" (1975:4), although Prime Minister Norman Kirk had seen

other benefits in perhaps getting the "discontented youth" off the sU'eets:

For the past few years we have had a lot of young people tolling us that
the establishment has gone soft, its lost its idea, it's lost its drive...The
thought about developing this type of settlement is simply to say to a
lot of young people who have been offering crilicism...well, here is an
opportunity. Let's sec if you can do what you say we ought to do (Press
Statement, October 9 1973).

The Minister of Lands, Matiu Raia, later denied that the ohu was the "Governments answer to

dissident urban left or right wingers...or a cheap method of developing marginal lands , and

described the ohu as the Government's response to an, "Over emphasis on the gross national
product, perpetual greed and the cult of individualism". He hoped that it would, "Soften the

harsher aspects of much of New Zealand's life" (Ohu Advisory Committee 1975:4). While only

a small number of people actually opted for a remote communal lifestyle, there was an interest

in the ideal, and in the cities groups set up food co-operatives, recycled waste products of

consumer society or experimented with solar heating and wind power. The magazine

Mushroom preached the ideals of a psychological and environmental renewal. The First Whole

^ Several communes like Riverside in Nelson and Beeville near Hamilton had been established
as early as the 1930s.

Ohu is a Maori word meaning a communal or volunteer group (Ohu Advisory Committee
1975).
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Earth Catalogue (1972) sold some 20,000 copies in New Zealand (Jones 1975), I'ol lowed by the

even bigger Second Whole Earth Catalogue (1975). "This is a handbook of social change" the

Second Catalogue slated, but it contained an abundance of advice on the skills of self-

sufficiency for a world that was seen to be running out of resources and seemed particularly

appropriate to an economy that was reeling from the oil crisis.Whether the choice was living

on a commune and practicing some kind of self-sufficiency, or living in the city and re-cycling

waste, both lifestyles involved expressions of disquiet at the directions of the new technological

society in which individualism as opposed to the co-operative was the priority. However^ while

some New Zealanders may have wanted to diversify their lifestyle few were intending radical

changes. Practical gestures of disquiet were in the main fringe occurrences.

It was a period characterised by opposites. As the quest towards individualism, in the

sense of striving for what one could get for oneself, was becoming more persuasive, there were

new kinds of community activism by groups endeavouring to see benefits from small scale

change. More women stood for Local Body Councils (Sarr 1981; Ritchie 1982); community

centres, women's refuges and creches were established under a " D.I.Y. do it yourself - be paid

later" philosophy; (O'Rourke 1981), arts and crafts thrived (Oliver 1981); and lobby groups

manipulated the political system to get new causes and concerns included on the agenda for

support and funding (Cleveland 1972).

• ̂(\ia von

Vi\ockj,

Thô problem however, as the cartoon suggests, was that the new community activists were

looking towards funding support at a time of economic retrenchment. Duilia Rendall recalled
how blind optimism was combined with willpower to set up a parent's co-operative childcare
centre:
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Wc knew you jusi had lo keep on baiiering and ii felt like battering.
There was a sub layer at which you knew it wasn't going to work. But
if you thought about it too much you would have stopped. There was
something about small returns boosting you up (Personal interview
1985).

Such groups as this were also preaching a new style of participatory politics, and alternative

kinds of delivery for social and welfare scr\'ices (Task Force 1976; N.2Planning.Council 1979;

Rendall 1987). Governments saw too that it was cheaper to fund voluntary community

organisations to provide services than to expand the burden of the welfare state (N.Z.P.C

1979). Thus the idea of "community development" and "community support systems" became

favoured in Government rhetoric. The New Zealand Planning Council wrote that:

The Welfare State would remain, but the future improvements would
come less and less from Wellington and more from collective and
individual efforts of New Zealanders concerned for the well being of their
families and their fellow citizens ( 1981:22).

The style of delivery may have been more caring and less judgemental but the reality was a

tremendous burden on voluntary community services which were always kept on a shoestring

budget (Driver and Robinson 1986).

Some of this community activism surfaced in the Values Party. Values adopted much

of the philosophy implicit in the commune movement but there was no intention of opting

out of the urban lifestyle which their main supporters followed. The Party addressed the

questions of womens' issues, race, open government and the environment in a much more

direct way than before (Values Party Manifesto 1972, 1975, 1978) Values offered "an

alternative future" (Values Party 1972) and was an intellectual urban attempt to create a more

caring "goodlife". Values used the rhetoric of the young, the Left and the disaffected, and their
Blueprint for New Zealand was to warn that:

New Zealand is in the grip of a new depression...It is a depression in
human values, a downturn not in the national economy but in the
national spirit (1972:1).

They accused govemment of:

Perpetuating New Zealand's problems (and of) spoon feeding its citizens
with affluence in order to keep them quiet instead of reshaping society
and industry (ibid).

Other political parties saw Values supporters as the "trendy lefties", but after Values captured
some 7% of the electoral vote in 1975 the other Parlies began to adapt some of the rhetoric and
idealism to their own political platforms. Values was regarded in the main as a soft option for
middle class romantics, and although their opposition to large scale economic growth received

some kind of intellectual support the reality was different. Most New Zealanders wanted to see

their standard of living rise, not drop for the sake of conservation^ . Faced with economic
decline, worsening unemployment, and the new insecurities of overseas trade and oil, most

^ ̂  For example Value's call for sharing of home appliances as a conservation measure was not
a measure that manufacturers wanted to hear.
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voters opted for the known idea of security in growth espoused by the main political parties

(Task Force 1976).

By 1975 there was some consensus that New Zealand needed new economic directions

and thus began the quest for a technocraiic Utopia (Shuker 1983). This would be achieved

through a planned strategy of economic growth. In the New Zealand Planning Council's first

publication, A Moment of Truth . New Zealanders were advised that they were in a "hole" and

that they must not "underestimate the seriousness of the present problems" (1977:1). Later

publications (N.Z.Planmng Council 1978, 1979, 1981) looked towards growth through

"economic restructtming", "economic management", "a co-ordinated strategy". New Zealanders

were warned however that, "The solution can't be painless" (1977). The welfare state

philosophy which had been upheld during the postwar years by both political parties was seen

as too burdensome and too expensive to expand anymore. Geographer Harvey Franklin (1978)

argued that it was time New Zealander's relied less on the welfare state to solve their problems:

"The State will realise it hasn't the capacity to do it anymore...It's healthier if people do things

themselves"

The solution was the production of wealth, rather than the redistribution of resources

and the National Govemment introduced the Think Big strategy involving the construction of a

series of large industrial projects^^ that would assure NcwZealanders again of safeguards for
our future security" and "provide opportunities" (National Party Manifesto 1981). The problem

was to convince an electorate to Think Big but National promised full employment and the

funding of welfare, health, and education services out of the profits. The National Development

Strategy, as it was officially called, was always controversial, and was known by its opponent

as "Sink Big". The dream was again short lived, and by the mid 1980's the Labour Government
was blaming the projects as the cause of their massive debt burden. Patricia Sarr (1981) had
earlier analysed its effects on women to argue that women would gam few jobs and the costs of
implementing it would remove the hard won small gains in childcare, medical services and
education. The Labour Govemment came to power in 1984 with a commitment to end Think

Big and put its own free market economic restructuring into place. Again New Zealanders were
being asked to bear with the "pain" of another economic strategy. By 1985 none of the political
parties had been able to develop effective policies to deal with the perceived problems. The gap
between the rich and poor continued to widen (Sarr 1981, Davey and Koopman Boyden 1983),
and the achievement of an egalitarian society was still as unrealistic as it had always been. The
possibility of achieving some kind of rural Utopia though an alternative lifestyle had long since
disappeared, although by the I980's the Cenlrcpoinl commune was preaching a new style of

Interview with Harvey Franklin. National Radio July 28 1978.
Methanol Plant - Taranaki, Mobil's synthetic gasolene project, third pipeline at the

Comalco Smelter,synthctic petrol plant, pulp mills for Nelson and Northland, plus a crash
construction programme with the proposed dam on the Clutha river and at Hunily and strip
mining of Southland lignite (Sarr 1981).
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urban uiopia. As an experiment in psychotherapy Cenircpoint sought to give its members the

psychological tools to cope with the "social decay" of New Zealand society (Oakes 1986).

Aliliough it aimed at a kind of collective self sufficiency for its several hundred members, the

focus was not so much to change society, but was a quest for individual self fulfilment through

spirituality, open sexuality, and expressing emotion. Individualism was deemed to be the

inevitable product of the technocratic society.

CHANGING FAMILIES

Modem society is characterised by diversity and the family, like other
social institutions, reflects this trend,..However the image of the
"typical" New Zealand family is so widespread that people lend to see
this sort of family as the ideal, and to regard variations on it as
intrinsically undesirable (Social Advisory Council 1981:13).

During the 1970-80's the changing structure and function of the family appeared for some as a

crisis in which the days of the "normal", "traditional" family were numbered, and "saving the

family" became popular political rhetoric. Moreover, the family came under the critique of the

women's movement, which in its more radical analysis saw the family as a place of

oppression for women (Mitchell 1971; Greer 1972).

m

This encouraged die view that perhaps llie family was no longer the haven of security and love

it had been portrayed as. Early in the decade Dr Eraser McDonald, Superintendent of Kingseat

Psychiatric Hospital, was to suggest^ amidst considerable media coverage^that the sick
society" was not just imported ihcorcLical jargon, but that one in every five New Zealanders
had some mental illness. "We have healthy cows but crazy people" (Listener May 10 1971). Dr
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McDonald was particularly concerned about tlic "balUcficld in the kitchen", because mental

illness was affecting four limes as many married women as married men. "The only way that

(women) can remove themselves from the situation is to go mad and they can be put away in

hospital" (ibid). "Suburban Neurosis" was the diagnosis which Beverly Morris defined as a

"disease or uneasiness" resulting from the "isolation of young women who have given up jobs

which gave intellectual stimulation or at least social interaction" (N.Z.L February 6 1971).

There was also a realisation that the family was sometimes a place of abuse and violence for

women and children (Church 1978; Social Development Council 1980; Ritchie and Ritchie

1981; Saphira 1981), and rape crisis centres and women's refuges were opened in many towns.

One viewpoint linked the apparent increase in mental illness and violence within the family to

a breakdown of the traditional family and its values fAhove Rubies magazine 1978—); others

saw such family ills as symptomatic of deeper issues reflecting the changing roles between

men and women (Dworkin 1983); while the view was also held that such ills had always been

part of family life but had been hidden behind a code of silence (Ritchie and Ritchie 1981).

Besides questions about the well-being of the family it was apparent that the family

was changing its appearance, and was characterised by more diversity (Swain 1983). The

intercensus period from 1976 to 1981 showed a 31.7% increase in one parent families. For

example, the 1981 Census showed that only 34.9% of households were made up of couples

with children. Another 20.4% were defined as couples, with the other 44.7% were defined as

"incomplete families"^^. The increasing visibility of diversity led to a gradual shift in the
conceptualisation of the family by policy makers. The Cabinet Committee on Family Affairs

which sought to clarify the confusion defined the family as:

A group of people including the very young and elderly, who live in a
■  close association which produces interdependence and a moral obligation

to support one another (1976).

This definition, however, was criticised for being too wide as it could apply to religious orders,

but worse, to "bikie" or Maori gangs (Soda! Development Council 1981). That the appearance

of the family was changing was also seen in the growing demographic evidence (Waikato

University Centre for Population Studies; Department of Statistics), although many of these

trends had roots in the early postwar years and did not just happen as a result of changing

lifestyles and attitudes in the 1970-80's. Families continued to gel smaller with the fertility rate

dropping to the average of 1.92 children per childbearing woman by 1986. During the

depression and war years there had been concern about the declining population, but by 1970

this concern had reversed as a world population explosion seemed imminent. Zero population

14
Lecturer in Human Relations and Family Development at Victoria University of

Wellington.

10.6% a mother or father of child absent
9.5% extended households
18.5% single person households
6.1% non family households (Dcpt of Sialislics)
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growth became the goal for some, even in such a seemingly under-populated country as New

Zealand. Professor Jim Rowe^^ attacked the old view that New Zealand needed a bigger
population and assured New Zealanders that:

You don't need a population growth to keep a buoyant economy. It's
quite possible to achieve buoyancy by using monetary policy fN.Z.L.
September 4 1972),

The Values Party, for example, called for more sex education, freely available contraceptive

advice and liberal abortion laws to further hasten the population decline (Values Party
17

Manifesto 1972), Dr Erich Geiringer indicated that half of the babies bom were unplanned

and that if only planned babies were bom zero population growth would be achieved. Guilt and
18moral pressure were also recommended as tools of control, and Dr. Henry Heald told radio

listeners:

Every time you come across someone who says "I'm going to have
more than two children", you tell them they're socially irresponsible
fN.Z.L. September 4 1972).

Such arguments however were probably not the reason for the falling birth rate. The cost of

rearing children (Easton 1979) was becoming something to be offset against maintaining

standards of living. The changing aspiration of women who wanted a life apart from

motherhood was also a cause. Marriage and motherhood was being delayed for a growing
19

number of women , and spanned fewer years (Swain 1983) than in the previous generation.

Changing economic circumstances meant that women were reluctant to take too many years

away from the workforce. Living on one income was difficult for both working class and

middle class families to sustain for long. Except for a few women entering highly skilled areas

of work, women who were trying to pursue careers or find a job, still found it difficult to re-

enter the workforce after a break for childrcaring and invariably re-entered into a job of lower

status (SROW 1974: Vocational Training Council 1977; Beauchamp 1978)

The nature of marriage too was changing. Marriage and remarriage remained popular,

despite the increasing popularity of de facto marriages, and despite the predictions linking the

rising divorce rate to the collapse of marriage as an institution (Domestic Purpose Review

Committee 1977). Swain (1983) suggests that marriage as an institution was changing rather

than "collapsing". O'Neill identified a continuing trend towards the separation of marriage and
fertility, particularly with the stigma of ex-nuptial birth declining and the increase of

Department of Economics, Massey University.
17 Secretary of the New Zealand Medical Association at ilie lime, and a supporter of the Values
Party.
18

Department of Sociology, University of Auckland.

In 1971 the average age for a first marriage for women was 23.4 whereas by 1984 this had
risen to 27.3 (Department of Statistics 1986). This rise however was in fact approaching the
marriage age of tiic immediate postwar years when it had been 26.18 in 1946. From this date it
had steadily decreased until reaching the 1971 figure which was its lowest in the postwar
period.
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childlessness within marriage:

Sex and companionship are essentially available without the
commitment implied by marriage...(and) one of the remaining
sociological rationales for marriage...the bearing and rearing of
children...seems shaky (1981:13-14).

Pregnancy was becoming a less important reason for marriage as more women chose to rear

their babies in de facto relationships or alone, and by the mid 1980's the ex-nuptial birthrate

rose to one in four from one in ten in the early 1960's. However, in a Christchurch study of the

1977 birth population it was shown that 48% of the ex-nuptial births were to parents who were

living together and furthermore that 19.6% were planned births (Koopman-Boydcn & Scott

1984). This indicated that the old criteria of linking social stability with legal marriage was on

the wane.

Marital breakdown too was more visible, with the evidence of more women rearing

children alone, and more reconstituted families through remarriage . The rate of marriage

breakdown was labeled as a major problem with social agencies trying to stem the tide, or case

the stress of the process. By the mid 1970's politicians used the figure of one marriage in three

breaking up (Domestic Purposes Review Committee 1977), but this was shown to be a

misleading calculation based on the marriages versus divorces in any one year without taking

account of the fact that these figures represented two different age cohorts (O'Neill 1980; Swain

1983). Swain (1983) estimated, for example, that the 1978 marriage cohort would have

between a 15% and 35% rate of divorce in the long term. Amidst the evidence of changes in the

structure of the family, was the reality of the growing independence of women who, even if

they had children, had more chance now of surviving outside the older securities of marriage.

This enabled a lot more flexibility in relationships, but for some this was indicative of

instability because stability was equated with marriage (Above Rub'cs magazine).

Alongside these changes there was a cautious shift in government attitudes regarding
20

the family. The Social Development Council's report Families First summed up the

dilemma:

Government needs to decide whether its resources should be concentrated
on the traditional nuclear family or allocated so as to support the many
different sorts of families now in society (1981:5).

Government was being called upon to direct its policy towards strengthening family life. For

many people this still meant that policy should discourage the increasing diversity, but there
was a growing view that strengthening the family also meant providing policy that could

accommodate diversity as opposed to "outlawing it" (Social Development Council 1978-9,

1981). For example, the 1980 Marriage Proceedings Act was to provide a no fault divorce after

two years separation. This signified the acceptance by policy makers that the break-up of

marriages was inevitable, and that tough legislation would not halt the process but rather make

20
The Social Development Council was set up as in independent body within the Dcpju-iment

of Social Welfare.
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iL disruptive to family life. The divorce legislation did not cause marriage breakup although

immediately after ilie 1980 Act the divorce rate took a sharp upward turn but by 1984 this
21

slowed as the backlog cleared . The lug of war between the conservative and liberal views on

family policy had also been seen after the Labour Government's introduction of the Domestic

Purposes Benefit (DPS) to suppon single and separated mothers (and later fathers) who needed

to care for children. The DPS represented a considerable shift in attitude as there had previously

92
been no support for women who had children out of wedlock" . From its inception the DPB

23
was controversial, particularly as there was a rapid incrcase in use . Women now had the

assurance of regular financial support as opposed to precarious alimony and maintenance
24support from fathers . The Government had originally argued that the benefit was to prevent

children being reared in poverty (Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into Social

Security 1972), but the DPB was soon accused of encouraging the birth of children out of

wedlock and causing marriage breakups. In an early attempt to stem the tide, the government

reduced the benefit during the first six months of separation (Report of the Domestic Purposes

Review Committee 1977), but this had little effect on the numbrs claiming the DPB.

While it is possible to trace the shifts in government attitude and policy there was also

reluctance by government to proceed too far down a track which acknowledged the possible

independence of married women apart from their husbands. For example the unemployment

benefit could not be obtained by women who were in a de jure or de facto marriage. In terms of

social policy, evidence of a sexual relationship was justification 'of a man's responsibility to

support a woman financially. This philosophy applied also to the DPB. Entitlement to the

benefit meant that there there could be no sexual relationship that might appear to be in the

nature of a marriage. Thus^ while the government made concessions to accommodate

"problems" arising from changing values and family structures, there was little shift in the

assumption that women were financially supported by men and would/should be at home

rearing children while men were in full time employment (Koopman Boyden & Scott 1984).

1971 5.15 per 1000 marriages
1980 9.1 per 1000 marriages
1982 17.2 per KXIO marriages
1984 12.6 per 1000 marriages (Dept of Statistics)

Pregnant women had been eligible for the sickness benefit and this had been extended for as
long as they were breastfeeding the baby. There had been a further system of emergency
domestic purposes benefits for some but they were difficult to get.
23

In 1970 there were 3092 women receiving a domestic purposes benefit but there was no
right to have it and it was difficult to get.

1975 17,231
1977 28,401
1980 27,040

1985 56,548 (Dept of Social Welfare)

Women had to obtain a maintenance order or to enter into a maintenance agreement to be
eligible. Maintenance was paid directly to the Department of Social Welfare who guaranteed the
full benefit to the wife. (Later men too could receive the benefit and the reverse procedure
applied.)
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The key to government initiative was in promoting the desirability of stable families as a

means of fostering acceptable behaviour and values (Ryan 1984). Diversity was tolerated and

supported if it was seen to enhance stability; otherwise government policy was cautious.
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THE CHALLENGE OF THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

Women's liberation is an extraordinary cause. In an age of minority
assertiveness it makes claims for half the population (N.Z.L. October
15 1973).

The visit of Dr. Germaine Greer to New Zealand in 1972, and her subsequent arrest for using

the word "bullshit" brought full media attention to the new ideas of women's liberation. The

fact that her book The Female Eiimich (1971) sold 8000 copies in six weeks of its release

March 27 1972) was evidence of the intense interest. It was not only the new ideas

which were a challenge, but many New Zealandcrs were uncomfortable with Germaine Greer's
"nage of liberated womanhood. She was educated and articulate in the language of the gutter

and of academia, independent and sexually liberated, bra-less and even knicker-less. Her image
and tactics reinforced the militant style of the women's movement. The Listener (March 27

1972) reported:

The message of Dr Greer carried to New Zealand women was one of
dcfmncc and activism. She showed how women have been deprived or
castrated of a basic energy. Women can regain tliis energy by becoming
aware of themselves through sexual and economic autonomy.

A milder home grown challenge came in Sue Kcdglcy and Sharon Ccderman's book The Sexist
which set out to show a society saturated with sexism. The message was:

Women's liberation is not just removing the obvious discrimination
against women...liberalising abortion laws, free contraception, childcare
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ccnircs. All ihcsc ihings assisi women in gaining conirol over ihcir
li\cs...biii ihcy arc only pariial measures. Tlic rciil libcraiion lakes place
wiihin you. ll affccL; your whole life siyle. ll is a way of life (1972:7).

iOMEN'S LIB /1 HWE TO WORK/.-DW KURSERY>-GO OUT TO
OVERTIME TO FEES SO THAT > WORK TO BEMY LiPF \ \ , ^ ̂  INDEPENDENlf

0

Those me.s.sagcs challenged ihe earlier maxim ihat ihcrc was already equality between

ihc sexes and ihai it was up lo women to negoiiaie or pursue equality individually. The new

politics of women's libcraiion embraced the concept of women's rights. The argument now was

that marriage and childrcaring should not preclude a woman's right to sexual and economic

independence. This challenged the view thai equality between men and women was vested in

their different roles and responsibilities towards each other. The tension between these views is

evident in the analysis of the life histories of the women in the this study, who express

confusion and uncertainty about their efforts for example to balance their responsibilities of

motherhood with employment. It was also evident in the confusion of policy makers who tried

to make provision for equal rights legislation in the public sphere while continuing to assume

that the protection and security for women lay wiihin the private sphere of the family. These

cmlx^dicd contradicloo' concepts of equality.

An Imporiiint maxim of women's liberation was that the ' personal is political . There

was a new analysis from both overseas and within New Zeiiland, of the "taken for granted"and

"private" aspects of women's lives. This was lo reveal the depth of discrimination against

women; in health (Boston Women's Health Collective 1979; Calvert 1982), sexuality (Greer

1971; Dann 1985a), mothering (Oakley 1979; Phillips 1983), housework (Oakley 1974),

education (Spender and Sarah 1980, Middleion 1985b), work (Noviiz 1976; Shipley 1983),

childcare (McDonald 1978; Cook 1983). Female anthropologists (Rosaldo and Lamphcre 1974;

Fricdl 1975; Kcssler 1976; MacCormack and Strathern 1980) demonstrated the breadth,

pervasiveness and diversity of inequality cro.ss culturally. A frequent theme was the links

between the childrcaring role of women and the lower status ascribed lo them.

There were many dimensions, strategies and kinds of happenings within the loose

framework of the women's movement: consciousness raising at home and in the workplace,

new kinds of writing and rc.scarch. campaigns over equal pay, abortion, pornography, sexual

harassment and childcare; new kinds of community services that aimed not only to redress

wrongs but to empower women to make choices for themselves; new endeavours by women to

seek power in the cslahlishmcnl instiiulions; a scries ol United Women's Conventions (1973,
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1975, 1977, 1979); and a huge growth in organisations and groups providing workshops,

courses, seminars, discussion groups, advisory groups reappraising the situation of women in

society (Sissons l982).While there were shared beliefs that women were missing out on

opportunities and that women needed more support in their traditional roles of childrearing

caring and servicing, the Convention cry of "United We Stand" was too optimistic. The

women's movement could be broadly divided into two camps based around liberal and radical

ideological frameworks (Jagger and Slruhl 1978), and an analysis of the activities of the

womens' movement reveals the differences between these two versions of liberation (Eisensiein

1981). Although there was often agreement amongst feminist groups over issues like childcare,

abortion, anti diserimination legislation, organisations and individuals had different agendas

concerning the "ends" of womens' liberation. A liberal ideology generally supported the

political and economic status quo, but argued that women were discriminated against and

lacked opportunity to succeed (Women's Electoral Lobby 1978; National Council of Women

1974). A radical view stressed that women were oppressed and that this oppression was

rooted in the capitalist and patriarchal institutions of our society (Goodger 1974).These

versions of liberation could not always be separated so neatly and for many women pragmatic

politics dictated that the liberal concerns about discrimination be the focus. Amongst early

supporters of both ideologies there was sometimes a euphoric optimism that they could create

rapid and/or radical changes. As Sue Kedgley recalled the early 1970's;

In those day I felt quite messianic about changing the world. Nowadays I
don't have the same zeal...I think it is more important to change
yourself...To me being a feminist is living life by your own rules
fN.Z.W.W. April 13 1987).

Pragmatism also affected the kinds of activism surrounding the issues feminists deemed

important, as Helen Wilson stated in a letter to Broadsheet (December 1982):

Now the impetus seems to be in self help and therapy groups and the
basic demands like childcare, sex education, fertility conu^ol and abortion
are obscured.

Wilson followed Zillah Eiscnstcin's (1981) maxim that such liberal endeavours had radical

potential because the process of reform could reveal the depth of discrimination.

In the early days "women's libbers" were regarded with derision or scepticism. While

some of the "liberation" activities did focus on the outrageous, the media found it difficult not

to trivialise and ignore the real issues that women's liberation was addressing (Kedgley 1972;

Dann 1985b) . However as the the depth of support for change became apparent, the attitudes

25
Organiser and activist in in the radical women's group Women's Organisation for National

Abortion Action Committee (WONAAC).
26 .p. •

inis concern turned into outrage at the 1973 United Womens Convention, held in
Auckland. The only media coverage from the Auckland Star was to photograph a baby boy in
the arms of his mother, with a caption stating that the boy would have preferred to have been at
a Rugby Test which was held in Auckland on tlie same day (Reported in Scoii, N.Z.L. October
8 1973).
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of Uiosc in power began to shift In 1973 the Labour Government established a Parliamentary

Select Committee to investigate the extent of discrimination against women and "to

recommend policies for its elimination". The issues addressed were wide-ranging and the

publication of the report. The Role of Women in New Zealand Societv coincided with the

publicity of United Nations International Women's Year (I.W.Y.) in 1975, The Committee

believed that the inequalities of women stemmed mainly from the "traditional acceptance of the

assumption that men and women have essentially different roles". They believed too that a

"comprehensive approach" would be needed (1975:103). The focus of recommendations

however was much narrower and concerned with the role of government This role was

contradictory because the Government was still voicing its commitment to uphold and protect

the traditional family unit and assumed that women would service and nurture its members^^.

Howeve; the fact that many feminist women with children were living in the traditional family

unit and had responsibility for rearing children, meant there was no groundswell for any

economic or domestic policy which might undermine this. Government did give new

legislative protection (i.e. Equal Pay Act 1972, Maternity Leave and Protection Act 1976,

Matrimonial Property Act 1976, Domicile Act 1976; Human Rights Commission Act 1978),

but there was, by contrast, a minimal allocation of financial resources in terms of services and

support to women to release them from their childrearing and domestic responsibilities. Despite

some early optimism, Marilyn Waring's report What's Been Done (1978) showed the extent of

government inaction. Govemment was in fact selective. For example, on the issue of women's

rights in the workforce, govemment moved with reasonable speed towards the implementation

of equal pay for men and women doing the same job; was slow in implementing policies of

equal opportunity through training and recruitment; and avoided and often opposed the issue of

childcare provision as a support to women in the workforce with children.

Govemment gave support to International Women's Year in 1975, although Christine

Dann wrote later of the scepticism felt about this:

Women's liberationists greeted it with mixed feelings. They welcome
government support for feminist activities, but they did not want
govemment control. Govemment was top heavy with men, hierarchial
and bureaucratic as well. These characteristics of govemment assistance
were unwelcome to the women's liberation movement for they
contradicted the movement's aim of empowering women (1985:18).

After IWY there was a series of initiatives between women's groups and govemment

departments to examine the inequality of women. They included: the Conference on Education

and the Equality of the Sexes (1975), Women in Social and Economic Development

For example, this can be seen in the Government statements opposing any expansion of
childcare services:

Minister of Social Welfare. Press Statement January 19 1974.
Department of Social Welfare statement to tlic Women in Social and Economic
Development Conference 1976, Wellington.
Dcparunent of Social Welfare sttttemcnt to the Intemational Labour Organisation
1977.
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Conference (1976), Women and Health Conference (1977).These were a first attempt to mesh

feminist demands for women's rights, with the more cautious moves which government

departments were prepared to lake. For example, after the Conference on Education and the

Equality of the Sexes, the Department of Education set up a National Advisory Council on
28

Women's Education (NACWE) and appointed a Women's Education Officer . There was an

acknowledgement that structural barriers were denying opportunities to women and girls

(Whitcombe 1980; Middleton 1985b), and thus began a reappraisal of the extent of sexism in

the school curriculum. The process of identifying sexism and of challenging the political power

of men was not something all male politicians were comfortable about, and in reply to the

Women's Electoral Lobby (WEL), who wanted more women placed on statutory boards, the

Prime Minister Mr Muldoon was to retort that he would only have, "Well balanced women"

and "not beady eyed women who shouted slogans" (Star March 14 1978). Even so, from the

mid-1970's there were efforts by successive governments and political parties to reflect some

kind of women's viewpoint In 1984 under the new Labour Government the Ministry of

Women's Affairs was established, although amidst some controversy. Radical women saw it as

a further exercise in taming the voice and activism of women (Broadsheet May 1986), while

conservative women's groups set out to take over the Women's Forums set up by the Ministry

to hear the concems of women (Pryor 1985).

In 1985 there were attempts at a celebration for the end of a decade after IWY. Women

who had been involved in the women's movement for some years were able to identify changes

but saw the road ahead as just as long and hard and not the transformation they had hoped for

(Broadsheet Julv. August 1985). There was evidence of a heightened consciousness by some

about the disadvantages women experienced but the evidence suggested a gap between the new

idealism of what was now possible and the reality of what women actually did. The National

Council of Women (NOW) stated in relation to their end of the decade survey, that they had

assumed that there would be:

Seemingly more confidence and assertivencss...In fact the survey showed
that for some women there had been little change. Many women did not
know a lot about changed laws...Change was not seen as positive by
some women. There was nervousness that change might make things
worse (1985:150-1).

In its challenge to the values and institutions of New Zealand society the women's movement

has been perceived by many men and women as threatening rather than liberating. Feminist

ideas challenged the traditional assumptions about how society should be ordered in relation to

the roles and responsibilities between men, women in the home, the workplace and towards

children.

Some men were to attempt to deal with the challenges by taking on more

28
These were both lost under the 1982 "Cuts" campaign by the National Government, but

then re-established in a different form by the 1984 Labour Government.
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rcsponsibilily for domcslic and childrcaring tasks. A few tried to explore the idea of male

liberation or a men's movement (Donnelly 1977). In the earlier postwar years the quest by

women for independence and equality did not question the role of men as breadwinners, but this

time men were being challenged to change their attitudes, and to exchange some of their

economic and political power. While there were men who were supportive of the ideals of the

women's movement, many felt uncomfortable and threatened when the challenge was personal-

The March Of Men
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When demands from women forced changes to men's lives, or needed a reallocation of

resources, or a new style of decision making, there was conflict. The NCW (1985) survey

found that 53% of men felt that the women's movement had made life more difficult for them,

although 77% felt that it had had a beneficial affect on men in general. In an appraisal of

Pakeha male culture, Jock Phillips (1987) argued that while the women's movement

encouraged some men to reorder the older patterns of domestic roles, the extent of response by

other men was limited more to giving help with childcare or assistance in the kitchen so that

their wives could have a few hours off.

The increasing participation of women in the workforce served to alter the role of the

male breadwinner, although the concept of tlie breadwinner's roles was still strong with few

men feeling able to opt into part-lime work or to slay at home. In the early postwar years the

male breadwinner's role was sacrosanct in the sense lliat ideally it was supposed to support a

family. As early chapter's showed, women worked to uphold and support it, and a married man

was judged by his ability to be a "good provider". By the 1980's, the nature of this support had

changed. Not only were more married women working, but they did not go to such lengths to

give the appearance of being a wife and motlier at home. It was being accepted tliat while a

breadwinncr'.s wage [night still be the mainstay of a family's income it needed extra support.

Paid work reinforced the independence and self sufficiency of women, particularly in the sense

of weakening male control over spending decisions in the family. (Barbara Ehrcnreich (1983)
argued too, that as the possibilities of economic independence for women increased, there was a

"flight from commitment" by American men to provide the economic security for women and
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children that they had previously felt bound to as part of their masculine role.)

The old divisions between men's work and women's work were still strong. It was, in

the main, educated women moving into skilled jobs who were were able to achieve some kind

of equality, but one that they often saw as tenuous, and which placed them at the lower end of

the promotion - wage scale (Wilson 1986).These shifts are caught amidst an imbalance between

the ideas of equality and independence for women which some did achieve, the realities of the

home in which women continued to have the major responsibilities for chiidrcaring, and a

workplace in which women only earned 75% of the male wage, and where there was still strong

gender divisions.

CHILDREN HAVE RIGHTS TOO

The childrens' rights movement springs from a belief that children bom
in God's Own Country, are a deprived minority. It supporters are out to
challenge the reassuring old myth that New Zealand is a paradise for the
young (du Fresne 1979:11).

By the 1970's the permissive style of childrearing that had begun in the early postwar years was

more accepted (Hardyment 1983). In the 1940-50's parents were expected to "control" their

children in the interests of an ordered society - although not too harshly. By the 1970-80's

parents were expected to be tolerant towards their children and not necessarily to blame

themselves for what went wrong.Child management was, in the words of Kate Birch (1984:2):

To help children become "their own people"; it is not for ...controlling
children...but for developing potential in both parents and child.

Such expectations, however, were the messages found in the childrearing literature and do not

necessarily reflect what parents actually did with their children. McKinlay (1983) had linked

permissiveness with the idea of "motherhood as a service" in which the mother's priority role

was to service the needs of the child. For the 1970's McKinlay identified a new style of

childrearing in which some mothers tried to service their own work and leisure needs alongside

those of their children. The style of childrearing could still be permissive but these women

sought to share the role of mothering with others. Childrearing literature reflected a shift from

viewing the child as a delicate emotional and physical object that needed the total attention of
the mother (Spock 1946; Deem and Fitzgibbon 1948; Bowlby 1952), towards a view of the
child as still precious but a problem and a cost to adults (Gribben 1979; Phillips 1983).

Parenting, or more specifically motherhood, was something to be survived and parents needed
to be taught survival skills. Childrearing also was presented as an option (Maharey and

Maharey 1979; Dowrick and Grundberg 1980). This was all in contrast to the child-orientated
focus of the early postwar years. Magazines like More and Metro presented images of women

whose lifestyles did not include children. There was increasing separation of the childrens" world

and the adult world in terms of space and activities (Cook 1985d). For middle class families

the family room became the popular addition to get children and their mess out of the lounge.

It was argued that children were a luxury and economist Brian Easion calculated the cost of
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children lo illustraic the sacrince families made in ihetr material standards of living to raise

children" . Easion was conccmcd that families were becoming poor because they were involved

in what he deemed to be New Zealand's most important industry - childrearing.

Tlic postwar support and services for families had been intended to cure society's ills

by rearing a generation of children who were healthy, emotionally well adjusted and happy. At
the same time there was a new appraisal of the quality of childrens' lives and a challenge to the

assumption that all was well. In 1972 the N4inisier of Social Welfare Lance Adam Schneider

had stated that, "It is pleasing to note that...child abuse is not a problem of major social
30importance in New Zealand" . But by the 1980's there was public acknowledgement that the

family was not necessarily a haven of security and kind nurture for children, but that it was

often a violent and unhealthy place (Gcddis 1979; Saphira 1981). The evidence of physical

abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect of children, was at last breaking down the codes of silence

around such issues. The health of children continued to cause concern, along with the poverty

in which some children were reared (Easton 1979). Continuing revelations of this kind were to

dim the belief that New Zealand was a great place for children (Swain 1980), and these views

acted as a catalyst to a fresh reappraisal in the rights of children. An image of the child as a

victim emerged along with the acknowledgement that the interests of children were not

necessarily synonymous with those of their parents (McDonald 1978), or with institutions

providing services for children (Cameron et al 1980). 1979 was designated as International Year

of the Child (IWC) and became a newsworthy forum to express these concerns. Dr Geddis, the

Director of Medical Services for the Plunket Society, slated:

Unlike the rest of society, children are powerless to act themselves.
They have no vote, no economic power, no means of asking for
themselves and little chance of being heard even if they do. There is
currently no effective voice talking solely for children (N.Z.L. June 30
1979).

31 . . •
The Committee for Children was formed as a result of lYC to act as a childrens voice,

although moves to protect the rights of children had begun earlier. In 1969 the Status of Young

Children Act had removed all legal disabilities of children bom out of wedlock and the term

illegitimacy was removed from the statute books. The 1974 Children and Young Persons Act
deemed that "the interests of the child shall be paramount" in any care arrangements. The Act

gave children legal protection in tlte courts as well as giving the Courts the right to remove

children from the care of their parents . In 1976 a Steering Committee set up by the

The first child caused a 40% cut in the parents material standard of living. Subsequent
children caused cuts from 20% from the second child to 12% for the fifth child (Easton 1979).

Deparlmcnt of Social Welfare Report on Child Abuse (1972). This report however only
documented the 150 child abuse cases uncovered by child welfare officers. A report in 1
revealed that 80% of children in the care of social services had been sexually abuse al
sometime while in care.

This acted as a children's "voice" and a lobby group over policy issues before government.
There were still many concerns about the practices carried out under this Act and by 1987
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Christchurch City Council considered a Bill of Rights for children. The Sutherland Report, as

it was subsequently called, took a view that many parents were neglectful and/or incompetent.

They thought,for example,that where possible mothers should not work but stay at home with

preschoolers. This view was by then out of step with the economic reality of women's lives

and with the aspirations of many women for a release from full-time childrearing. The tenor of

the Sutherland Report revealed the inevitable conflict between the view that a child has a right

to be cared for in the family and preferably by the mother, and the view by some that for

women to gain equality with men they must panicipaic in public life. Throughout the period

wqmen-who did work with young children were accused, and most often by other women, of

sacrificing the quality of their childrens' lives to meet their own needs (Rendall 1987).

The quality of childrens' life was also being addressed through research.That of Jane

and James Ritchie (1970) showed that New Zealand mothers were harsh disciplinarians of their

children because they were fearful of spoiling or losing control of them. In a radio interview

James Ritchie stated that:

If our data is representative, today one in every five children will be
spanked. This week one in 2.5 will be...We don't know how often
threats are used the chances are six in ten she will follow through
fN.Z.L. August 12 1970).

Throughout the period Jane and James Ritchie were part of a growing number of childrearing

professionals calling for the abolition of corporal punishment in the school and in the home. A

later book. Snare the Rod flQRlV pursued the Ritchies' concern about any kind of violence as a

punishment for children, but this was probably not a view the majority of parents shared.

A different kind of challenge to the power wielded by adults over children was seen in

the publication of The Little Red School Book (1972). This was a frank reference book for

adolescents on questions about school, sex, drugs, teachers, authority. Public interest spiraled

as the book was held up by the Indecent Publications Tribunal because of its explicit sexual

material. Probably of deeper concern was its incitement to children to question and rebel against

schools and authority. In reviewing the book educationalist Jack Shallcrass wrote:

The 15,000 copies around the country may be time bombs of
confrontation or a source of co-operative energy and some teachers and
principals will fell threatened by the prospect of shared rather than
imposed authority (N.Z.L. April 17 1972).

The growth of a small alternative school movement reflected the disaffection by some people

with traditional structures and styles of learning. These were established, usually by parents, to

redress the balance concerning the rights of children to self determination and participation in

the learning process. The seeds of these came in part from the alternative lifestyle movement

but also from the growing publications on radical educational alternatives ( Holt 1965; Illich

1971; Reimer 1971; Freire 1972). Such schools flourished for a few years but like the

communes most eventually were to close; the effort and dedication to provide education outside

the Children and Young Person's Act was being reviewed.
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of ific stale system without the endowments or fees of other private schools was too greaL
Their existence was a challenge that caused some schools and parents to re-examine the values

and structures they imposed on children. On the other hand from the mid-1970's there was a

growing number of fundamentalist Christian schools, particularly in the preschool and primary
areas which espoused a lifestyle of separate spheres for men and women, conservative views of

morality, and taught a curriculum backed by bibilical teachings.

New kinds of early childhood education services grew during the 1970-80's to

recognize the changing role of women and new attitudes to childrearing. The Hill Report
33(1971) was the first government inquiry into early childhood education since 1947 but it

lacked imagination and suggested no great changes in direction despite the growing evidence of

changing family needs (Sutch 1973). The Report recommended further funding and support for

tlie kindergarten and playcenire but failed to address the need for childcare support except to

recommend that the community should be encouraged to initiate provision. The means for such

encouragement were not given and neither did they materialise. Instead childcare services grew

of their own accord as an alternative to the kindergarten or the playcentre. There were several

new ideas underpinning the growth of childcare provision:

- That women's childrearing responsibility was a barrier to equal participation in

society.

- That children did not necessarily need full-time mothering.

- That the idea of childcare embodied the idea of education.

- That all children were entitled to quality care and education whichever service they

attended. This view was given support by a later inquiry into early childhood

education The State .Services Commission Report on Earlv Childhood Care and

Education (1980).

Childcare centres, which had earlier been viewed as a last resort for those parents who "had to

work", were now servicing a growing number of parents who regarded childcare as good for

family life and good for their children. Nevertheless Duilia Rendall, a single working mother,

recalled the attitude from pIaycenU"e and kindergarten people to this idea as being "cool":

Really and truly if we were being proper mothers we would be using
kindergarten or playcentre, but given the obvious fact that we weren't
"proper mothers" and we were going to use childcare anyway, well they
had belter do something about childcare too (1987:27).

There was also a challenge to Bowlby's (1952) theory of infant attachment and maternal

deprivation. It was now argued that the crucial thing was the quality of the care itself rather

tlian the emphasis on the care always being provided by the mother (Rutter 1972; Clarke and

33
The Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Preschool Education.

In 1970 there were 8,437 childcare places. This had increased to 17,671 places by 1985.
Some of these would be in sessional centres where more than one child would be using each
place.
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Clarke 1976). Although Bowlby's own work probably was not widely read, his ideas however

were widely promulgated in New Zealand (McDonald 1977), and continued to be reflected by

the reluctance of government to support any services that appeared to encourage the separation

of mothers and children. Geraldine McDonald wrote:

The existence of playcentres and kindergartens has meant that many
mothers are not expected to rear their children entirely unaided. (But) if
one examines the structure of these preschool institutions however one
can see that they arc designed to ensure that women are not relieved of
any responsibility for their children (NZCER Set 77, No. 1).

The 1972 Labour Government had come to power with a commitment to early childhood

education and a brief to "do something" about childcarc. The government however was not

comfortable with the new rhetoric of the women's movement and did not want any moves to be

interpreted as directly supporting feminist demands. In 1973 they tentatively brought in the

first support for childcarc by introducing subsidies to parents who could not afford fees. The

Minister of Social Welfare, Mr Norman King, assured the public that despite this "first

venture", "normal family life should remain the paramount unit for childcare in the

community...we have not and will not design a scheme which will encourage mothers to place

their children in care unnecessarily" . This became the basis of the government's commitment

to childcare and successive policy statements reflected this attitude:

Successive governments have been very reluctant to see any policy
change that would tend to encourage mothers in general towards
believing that mothers are "workers" in that they are "key operators" in
the most important "industry" in New Zealand's future...The
Government has been no more interested in creating conditions suitable
for "working mothers" than it has been for creating conditions which
would enable mothers to hold down two jobs simultaneously (Dept of
Social Welfare 1977).

This particular statement which was prepared for the International Labour Organisation^ caused

an outcry from feminist groups and had to be withdrawn amidst criticism of its "archaic attitude

towards women". "It was to be more diplomatically phrased", conceded the Director General of

Social Welfare (National Business Review September 21 1977). Subsequent statements were

more "diplomatic" but there was little shift in government's views until 1984 when the Labour

Government endorsed the Social Advisory Council's view which stated that, "Childcare services

have become an integral part of everyday life for many families...the time has come for a

concerted programme of action to encourage their optimum development for the well being of

children, parents and society" (1985:32). By 1985 there was more acceptance that the needs and

rights of children need not necessarily be pitted against the needs and rights mothers, and it was

being argued that government policies towards families and early childhood services should be

in the interests of the family as a whole and should not be used as a tool to constrain the

options of families by only supporting half day services (Cook 1985d). There was however a

35
Address to the New Zealand Childcare Association's 1974 Conference.
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gap bciwccn the rhetoric of political policies and the reality of the actual funding support to

childcarc sei^'iccs. By the niid-1980's the users of childcare services were mamly middle class

parents as they alone could afford the fees. It was therefore easier for middle class women to

balance their work aspirations and childrearing duties through the purchase of childcare. This

was less of an option for working class women^who tended to use childcare when there was an

emergency when maybe they became eligible for a welfare subsidy.

CONSERVATIVE CONCERNS

There are those who claim ours is a sick society, well maybe they're
right...but I am sick of having policemen ridiculed and called "pigs"
while cop beaters and rabble rousers are hailed as some kind of folk
hero...I am sick of permissiveness. I am sick of the dirty, the foul
mouthed, and the unwashed fN.Z.W.W. October 18 1970).

During the street protests of the late 1960's it wasevident that many men and women felt

affronted at the apparent disruption to order but also to the challenge to established values.

Throughout the 1970's as new ideas and values permeated through the social and political

institutions, the existence of divisions became more evident. Groups with both conservative

and radical concerns became more vocal and organised, and political parties had to steer a safe

course through the extremes. When government appeared to be shifting towards more liberal

views of morality, groups emerged espousing views that the family would be under threat.

Feminism was often proclaimed as the convenient enemy as Neville Rush, founder of the

Christchurch Integrity Centre, outlined:

The feminist movement is seeking to undermine the traditional structure
of society by encouraging free sex, an irresponsible altitude to
parenthood, and the assuming of unnatural roles in the workforce
(NeviUe Rush N.Z.L. May 22 1982).

There has not been a cohesive Moral Majority on New Zealand's political scene, as in
36the United States, but rather a diverse network of groups , often possessing a strong Christian

philosophy, conservative attitudes towards sex, and a traditional view of family life based on

feminine submissiveness and separate spheres (Openshaw 1983). These groups, which had

strong support by many women, combined over specific issues. The task of group members

was not only to live lives that upheld traditional values of family life, but also to be political

activists when the status quo appeared threatened. From the mid 1970's there were a series of

explosive campaigns as radical and conservative groups fought to sway the public conscience

and the politicians vote. In campaigns over abortion and childcare it was apparent that women

held differing views over the right of women to have autonomy apart from their bom or unborn

children. From a conservative perspective, aborting a fetus or placing a child in childcare were

similarly condemned except for the most extreme circumstances. In contrast the liberal

For example. Concerned Parents Association, Society for the Protection of Community
Standards, Feminists for Life, League of Rights, Society for the Protection of the Unborn
Child, Family Rights Association, New Zealand Working Women's Council Incorporated. This
list came from Above Rubies, a conservative magazine for women.
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perspective saw abortion and childcare as an optional right for women. TTic depth of division

between liberal and conservative views over women's rights was first seen over the issue of

abortion.

Abortion

AHo(?SE backed BOtHWAYe

The Society for the Protection of the Unborn Child (SPUC) had been formed in 1970 in

response to overseas trends towards liberalising abortion laws. The issue in New Zealand

erupted when a clinic was established in Remuera to carry out abortions, using a liberal
37interpretation of the 1961 Crimes Act . Thus began a series of actions culminating in the

controversial Royal Commission of Inquiry into Contraception Sterilization and Abortion, and

the eventual cautious government stance taken in the Contraception Sterilization and Abortion

Act in 1977. This allowed for abortion clinics but introduced tight criteria and screening

procedures and AUanah Ryan was to write that the abortion debate was not;

Simply a moral issue regarding "life" but rather...one involving
•  competing ideologies about society, sexual relations and most

specifically women's role in society (1984:16).

These kinds of divisions also surfaced over the Johnson Report (1977) recommendations for sex

education in school, the demand for childcare services outlined in the Working Women's

Charter (1978), the proposed ratification of the United Nations Convention on the elimination

of all forms of sexual discrimination, and the Homosexual Law Reform Bill. So effective were

the campaigns from conservative groups that the respective governments of the time inevitably
38

came down on the side of caution .

Conservative groups made strong links between preserving the traditional values in the

37
The clause on the mental condition of the mothers as being a relevant criteria for assessment

for an abortion was interpreted liberally.

The Johnson Report was shelved
Childcare funding was delayed until 1982 and then it was only minimal (Cook 1985d).
The National Government was not going to ratify the United Nations Convention, although
the 1984 Labour Government did so.
The Homosexual Law Reform Act 1986 narrowly passed a clause decriminalising
homosexuality but homosexuals were given no protection under the Human Rights
Commission Act.
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home and die well-being of ihc counir>' as ihc slogan said "Save Our Homes - Save the Nation"

Wliilc the campaign straicgics coalesced around specific moral issues, magazines like Above

Rubie-'s dictated a role for women as submissive. The editor, Nancy Campbell, wrote:

It is still the best way for a husband to love his wife as much as he

loves his own body. It is still the best way for a wife to reverence and
submit herself to her husband. It is still the best way for children to be
disciplined and to obey their parenis.(April/May 1983:2).

This view was to challenge the feminist version of a liberated woman who no longer needed to

rely on tlie financial securities of a husband as breadwinner, or to whom childrearing need be no

constraint to equality. The feminist version of sexual and economic independence for women

was seen by consen-'aiive groups as threatening the stability of society by destablising the
39family. For example, the M.P. R. Talbot , argued that the liberalised abortion and

contraception laws would:

Shatter the very foundations of our society...such issues which if
allowed to go unchecked would shatter completely family life and
community and social standards generally (Hansard 1977, quoted in
Ryan 1984:17).

The concern for containing sexuality within the confines of marriage, and the prescription of a

primary role for women as wives and mothers at home, were at the core of the conservative

ideology. This reaffumed the provision of security for women within the home, and preached

that the confusion, violence and insecurities caused by new values could be controlled. The

home was a protection for women. Angela Dworkin wrote:

The Right offers women a simple fixed predetennined social, biological,
and sexual order. Form conquers chaos (1983:22).

These ideas vested the protection and security of women in the family, and in the benevolence

of men. This was in contrast to feminist ideals which sought new kinds of security for women

in the world outside the home and apart from men. The new conservatism was reformulating

values that had been relevant and generally supported during the early postwar years, but they

were just as new as the radical feminist values. They were complementary. Both were forged in

new circumstances, except that one looked forward to a new Utopia and one looked back in time

to rekindle an ideal of more clearly defined relationships for men and women vested in the

attitudcrof dominance and submissiveness. These different values underlying the relationship of

men and women had been simmering beneath the surface in the 1940-50's, but it took until the

1970-80's for tliem to be constructed into visible divisions of conflict.

39
Member of Parliament for Ashburton.



CHAPTER ELEVEN

TEXT ONE; A PAPER DIALOGUE 1970-1985

In contrast to the colourless images and staid advertising of the 1950's Woman's Wp.p.klv and

Listener magazines, the 1970's versions were a kaleidoscope of colour and style. Both

magazines were larger and had to contend with more variety and competition in the market.

They had, however, remained popular by carefully accommodating to changing attitudes without

moving to the extremes of opinion. Both magazines were important forums for debate on social

change^ and writers found fertile copy in the debate over women's issues. Magazines like

Broadsheet^ became a forum for feminist women, while at the other end of the spectrum the

glossy magazine, Above Rubles^ espoused a lifestyle which claimed to support traditional

religious values. There were also attempts by magazines like Thur.sdav. Eve and More to target

particular groups of women by age or economic status, but none of these other magazines

spanned the whole period. The tenor of debate about women in the Woman's Weekly and

Listener was not dissimilar to earlier years: how to balance home and outside responsibilities,

and how to accommodate personal needs versus those of husbands and children. The emphasis

had, however, shifted from focussing on the home and how women could perhaps fit in some

' Research by the Federation of University Women (1976), showed that 402 out of the 1,000
women interviewed regularly read the Woman's Weekly, and it was noted that such magazines
were in many cases the only material women were reading.

2 Broadsheet was first published in 1974.

3 Above Rubies was first published in 1978.
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ouisicic iiucrcsis and/or employment, to a focus outside of the home, with suggested strategies

to help rc-organisc the home and family. As for the "Lady Juggler" of earlier years, life was still

a balancing act, but now the argument was that personal fulfilment was also imfwriant There

were endless guidelines on how to "do your own thing", although it was still considered

iniporiant to keep tlie husband and family happy. It was suggested that the family could make

some accommodation, because "doing your own thing" deser\'ed an allocation of time that

might overlap one's duties as a wife, housewife and mother. In mainsu-cam magazines like the

Woman's Weeklv and the Listener there were less dogmatism, more subtlety, a greater variety

in the codes which defined roles and responsibilities, because opinion was more obviously

divided. The messages were still confusing and contradictory because there were now two

powerful paradigms: tiiat women with children should have economic and sexual independence,

and that women with children needed economic and sexual security. Women were caught

between the idealism and insecurity of the first and the reality and dependence of the second.

Thus the women in this study felt guilty if they stayed at home with children because they were

then just a housewife" and maybe a "cabbage". They also felt guilty if they were out of the

home because tlie house was in chaos and they were not being seen as proper mothers. E.R.

Blenheim" described tlie dilemma:

1 think that the present time will go down in history as the great mix
up...In all sorts of ways we have still one fool in the past and the other
foot somewhere reluctantly in the future fN.Z.W.W. Jan 2 1978).

This "mix up" meant more choice for some women, but it also created conflict because

everyday reality did not always match the ideals of the new or the traditional values as

espoused by competing opinions about what women should do. The choices for women

ernbodied a much wider construction of femininity than in the earlier years of this study but

there was confiict as the paradigm of independence appeared to become the dominant ideal if not

the reality.

"LIBBERS" AND "CABBAGES"

By 1970 lacquered hair and mini-skirted fashions had created an image of Httle-girl-women who

were playmates for men. Unlike the dumb kittenish blonde of the 1950's, the new dolly-girl

could have brains, but these were to be the surprise beneath the packaging.The Woman_s

Weekly as usual found a royal figurehead for the new look, and for a short time Princess Anne

appeared to fit the image:

The with it Princess Anne would appear to be entirely fancy free...a girl
with a string of boyfriends and happy to play the field...She has emerged
in recent time as a swinging dolly-girl who is also a professional
princess - and clever enough to merge these two seemingly conflicting
images without marring eiilier one (May 18 1970).

Women's liberation strongly rejected the dolly-girl image, but created its own stereotype of
feminine freedom. Helen Brown (1983:136) wrote:
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Back in the early seventies it was all jeans, singlets, shift dresses witli

no waists and sandals. It was simple. All you had to do was to dress like
a man. And boy it was comfortable. It was after all the beginning of the
revolution...We looked back with scorn on those poor creatures of the
past. We were women of the future in our unisex waistcoats and zip
front jeans. At least, that's what we thought.

Satirist Rosemary McLeod wondered about the meaning of the new look for women:

A feminist doesn't flash her nipples to give people a sexual thrill. She's
making a statement about the shape of her body and telling the world
they don't point upwards like bras forced them to 10 years ago...When
she's not wearing form fitting clothes as a true statement about the true
shape of her body, she's likely to wear rather shapeless tilings also as a
statement about the shape of a woman's body fN.Z.L. February I 1975).

The Woman's Weekly fJiine 18 1972) expressed relief that Sharon Cederman and Sue Kedgley.

the feminist co-authors of Sexist Society (19721. were attractive to men and reported that they,

"Were both as attractive and feminine as any girl - even an unliberated one - could hope to be".

Sharon Cederman who has shining dark hair, tranquil dark eyes, smootli
skin, sweet expression, low voice and deliciously lissome slim body,
seems all softness and gentleness.

Susan Kedgley...how completely feminine she is, with her strikingly
pretty face, long blonde hair and slim, narrow backed delicately curved
body.

M.E Knightbridge too gave reassurance that, "A large majority of the liberationists I know are

just as pretty, fashion conscious and feminine as any other group of women", and rejected the

stereotype of feminists being "bra burning - man hating lesbians" CN.Z.W.W. August 15

1971).

Women's liberation encouraged the women's fashion scene towards a more casual

image, and while it became acceptable not to dress up as a "lady," an archetype of feminine

beauty was still powerful. The Miss New Zealand contest remained popular. The criterion were

that competing "girls must have poise, charm and a measure of brains" fN.Z.L. June 1 1970).

Despite protests by feminist groups there was little shift in this attitude, except that by the

1980's women were paraded a little less in their bathing suits, personal success was perhaps a

marketable asset, and there were attempts to promote the shows as providing training and

development for a career. Organiser Johnathon Folcy argued:

I've tossed and turned over the question of exploitation, but what we're
doing isn't like that. I'll be damned if it is...it is now an opportunity to
gain a foothold in the world of modelling...You realise how much
confidence they had gained in themselves fF.vening Post June 22 1984).

A popular spin-off from the Miss New Zealand show had been llie quest for Mrs New Zealand.

The 1970 winner described herself as "very average" but to the Woman's Weekly she was:

Very gay and fun loving, with a ready smile, who plays tennis, loves to
entertain, and is a member of a creative dance group...She's a natural
beauty with rosy hued olive complexion, jet black hair and dark hazel
eyes that rarely twinkle as brightly as when she is playing with the
children (January 4 1971).
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Mrs New Zealand was a careful mixture of Miss New Zealand's beauty and charm combined

with the abilities of a housewife, hostess, and mother, as well as possessing a husband who

could afford it all. Women's liberation generated debate about the criteria for selecting a Mrs

New Zealand. "Coppcrknob" wanted reassurance that "despite women's lib, the competition

would still be for women who placed their husbands and family ahead of their own interests and

desires". She hoped tliat, "They are looking for a woman who has proved herself capable of

being a good wife and mother" fN.Z.W.W. September 11 1972). This kind of prescription was

not easy to fill and the Show's popularity waned, but other criteria for judging feminine

excellence were tried. In 1980 The Woman's Weekly launched a competition, to find the "most

enterprising woman" with the judges stating they were looking for initiative. "She might be

the woman who has started her own business, or who has developed a new and worthwhile

product for the community"(N.Z.W.W. August 1 1980). In 1982 Media Women's CoUective

launched the Media Women of the Year Award. The recipient, trade unionist Sonja Davies, was

a popular choice but the television "hyp&" of the event was not something all feminist women

were comfortable with, even though the exercise was planned to demonstrate an acceptable

alternative to the Miss New Zealand Show.

Women's liberation had helped create an image of women who aspired to financial

independence, and by the 1980's the financial institutions were also offering "a way to financial

freedom" for women. This demonstrated a considerable shift from the Bank of New South

Wales' early efforts to attract custom amongst women during the I950's with a picture of a

woman in an apron sweeping the floor, and a caption suggesting that they use the bank to

deposit their housekeeping money in. By the 1970's the idea was that a liberated women could
manage alone, although there were several variations on this theme. The media produced the

liberated lady" who had the looks of a "lady", was still attracted to men, but was also educated,

financially independent and above all successful. By the 1980's a good woman was no longer a

woman who stood in the shadow of her husband, but was a kind of superwoman with her own

life aspirations, although she was still a caring mother, an efficient housewife and a glamourous

wife. There was also the image of the woman with children who now managed alone. The

producer of the television show "Helen - A Woman of Today" believed that Helen, as a

separated woman with children, "evolved from Women's Lib, the pill, equal pay and

countless otlicr roads to freedom wliich were coming to make a woman - like Helen who was

very much aware of herself as an individual" fN.Z.L. February 21 1976).

As more women were seen to be active outside of the home, and as enterprise and

initiative outside of the home became more of a measure of success than one's domestic talents,

the lives of women who stayed at home were, by comparison seen as dull, boring and thus

unfulfilled. Such women, according to psychiatrist's opinion (Thompson 1977), were most
prone to suburban neurosis, and according to popular opinion were in danger of becoming
suburban "cabbages". But tliis was a view based on middle class values which assumed the
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workplace to be fulfilling whereas some women in this study found staying at home with

children a refuge from dull and often exploitative employment. The image of the depressed

mother - housewife imprisoned at home by husband, housework and children - albeit a real

experience for some women, was graphically portrayed as justification for women's liberation.

but there was a fine line between reporting the ills of suburban neurosis and demeaning and

devaluing the lives of many women at home. Nina was relieved when she found that staying at

home was not as bad as she had imagined:

After reading much on the subject of cabbages and housewives I was not
looking forward to resigning from my well paid responsible job...In
actual fact a whole new world has opened for me. I suddenly have plenty
of time to follow new interests, enjoy my friends, read most extensively
- most important of all - spend more time with my child CN.Z.W.W
June 6 1971).

The President of the Country Women's Institute, Mrs Wood complained that it was unfair to

refer to women who preferred to stay at home as:

Second class citizens and "cabbages"...Both sides of the picture must be
painted and at least equal importance given to the role of homemakcr as
is given to that of working outside of the home fPress July 23 1971).

In the 1980's Jim McLay, the Deputy Prime Minister, was still reassuring the Catholic

Women's League that while, "In the not too distant past it was fashionable to suggest that

women were little more than suburban vegetables and candidates for all forms of neurosis...the

traditional role was a most valuable contribution to the fabric of our community" (Evening

Post July 7 1984).

The distance between the caricature images of the "libber", as a woman who did not

need men and who abandoned her children to the care of others, and the "cabbage" as a woman

whether she be trapped or content with her home, husband and children, emphasized the

extremes of a spectrum covering the life options of women. Both of these images were

somewhat distorted, and as the next chapter will show there were other versions in real life of

women "at home" and "out of the home" who were well adjusted, and that there were indeed

many options between the extremes of the spectrum.

UNDERMINING MARRIAGE: women<—>men

The traditional assumption of women's dependence upon men in the marriage relationship was

to be challenged during this period. One of the more obvious expressions of this was the

reluctance by some women to assume their husband's name or to use the title of Mrs. Keeping

one's own name in marriage or using the title of Ms became an alternative There were no

legal barriers to this, but altitudes were sometimes resistant to the idea as the marital status of

women became much harder to identify. This challenge to women's dependence on men in

^ In the 1980's some newspaper editors still would not allow the term Ms to be used as a title
for reporting.
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marriage had its roots much earlier when women were said to be equal rather than subservient

partners in marriage although they still had separate roles. This had been expressed strongly

during the earlier postwar years, but this kind of theoretical equality had been difficult to realise

because women were made economically dependent by being tied to their domestic and

childrearing roles. Women had invested their energy and often their earnings into supporting

their men as breadwinners as a means of assuring their own security. This began to change. The

new ideal was tiiat women were not only to be equal partners but also independent partners.

This had far reaching effects and for example, mountaineer Sir Edmund Hillary now felt that the

attitude of wives was making it more difficult to mount expeditions:

Wives are not the same creatures as those of the forties and fifties when I

first began going on expeditions. In those days the little woman stayed
pluckily and happily at home, caring for small children and generally
keeping the home fires burning. But limes have changed. Either they
refuse to let the husband go or they want to come along too (Waikato
Times February 23 1979).

For some a unisex image symbolised the ideal of fusing the roles. Canon Bob Lowe^ protested
in his Woman's Weekly column (June 1 1970):

I for one wasn't made for a unisex world. 1 like the old divisions with
girly girls (but not boyly boys). Recently 1 had to perform a marriage in
which it was impossible to distinguish one from the other...! had to ask
"would one of you kiss the bride".

For most men and women unisex was not appealing, but the suggestion that there be less

separation in the roles of men and women meant, for example, that it became less fashionable

for women to give up their education so that their man, as a future breadwinner, could pursue

his. Some women began to question or resist giving up their job skills during the childrearing

years, because childrearing was no longer seen as a life-long task in itself but as a temporary

disruption. Women were becoming more conscious that long term security within marriage was

less assured and tliat it might be necessary to have earning capabilities as a fall back position

for managing alone. Alongside these ideals, however, tlte traditional arrangement of separate

roles for men and women was predominant and tlie view that men had a responsibility as a

breadwinner and a provider were still strong. So was the view that women were entitled to be

dependent within marriage. For some this was in accord with social values, but for many there

was little option. Although there was a growing consciousness of independence for women, this

was difficult to achieve, given the attitudes of some men, the responsibilities for rearing

children, and the difficulties both men and women faced in organising these responsibilities to

fit in with the demands of the workplace. There was still a considerable gap between the ideal

and tJic reality of women's financial independence. A study on women's access to money in

marriage (SROW 1981) showed that while 77% of women stated that tliey had personal money

to spend, the remaining 23% still had no access to money in cheque or savings accounts and no

^ Canon Bob Lowe was an Anglican minister, well known for his television appearances and
writings.
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personal spending money. The report suggested that many women still accepted a"iradc ofr* by

settling for substitutes such as trust and security, and Helen Paskc told Listener (October 3

1981) readers that, "If women want equal power they will have to give up some of these

rewards. They will have to lake responsibility for their own financial security".

There was growing confusion and uncertainty about what the respective roles and

responsibilities for women and men really were. "Tippy" wrote to the Woman's Weekly (June

14 1971), expressing the hope that women's liberation was here to stay and that it should begin

at home:

Many men do not wish to see their wives working. "I am the
breadwinner" they loudly declare. However if they have tlie misfortune to
accumulate a few debts guess who goes out to work. If it is not
necessary to go out to work who is the one who scrimps and saves to
make ends meet

This was akin to the attitude of the early postwar years when women saw it as their duty to

support and uphold the role of breadwinner. But during the 1970's there was for some, a change

in opinion. "B.C." wrote:

From the days when husbands resented their wives having an income,
we now have some husbands who resent their wives not contributing
financially. These women have worked for many years as well as
bringing up families. In the present social climate of equal marriage
partnership and equal pay, does a woman have any more right to work
part time (N.Z.W.W. April 26 1982).

This kind of statement highlighted the growing ambivalence over the independence and/or

dependence of women, and was a reflection of the decline of middle class ideals of the single

breadwinner. Both of these scenarios reflected either end of the spectrum of possibilities, but

there was increasing expectation that women with children would contribute financially, and

women often felt guilty when they were not working even though they had young children.

That women were gaining more financial independence took time to be accepted and the

assumption that a man was ultimately responsible for his wife's financial transactions was still

upheld in the financial world. For example, "Silver Bay" owned a bach^ purchased from her

own money, but the Power Board said that her husband would have to sign before they would

connect the electricity:

I explained that I owned the house, but he said that a woman could not
be responsible for Power Board accounts while she was with her
husband... Every second month the electricity account has arrived
addressed to my husband. I pay the money by my own cheque and the
receipt comes back addressed to my husband fN Z.W.W. September 3
1970).

Eileen Saunders from the Marriage Guidance Council believed that women could not have it

both ways:

You can't at the same time say that, "I as a woman have an equal right
to education, work opportunities, and my husband should accept iliis and

^ A New Zealand holiday home.
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if ncccssao' adjust his role lo alter it," and at the same time have a legal
concept which roughly speaking gives a married woman a meal ticket
for life fN.Z.W.W. July 7 1974).

ExrA row
HotMe :

Government was cautious in encouraging increased independence for women at the expense of

men. For example the Commission of Inquiry into Equal Pay (1971) expressed concern that the

move away from the traditional relationship of husband as breadwinner and wife as dependent,

would have far reaching effects which might necessitate a total review of family and domestic
law. When the Royal Commission on Social Security (1972) recommended increasing the

amount of the family benefit paid to women, with the revenue coming from removing tax

exemptions for fathers on children, concern was expressed that this would take money from a
man and give more to his wife, which could cause marital problems ftferald March 23 1972).

Whether a wife was a dependent or a partner with her husband in marriage was to be clarified

somewhat with the passing of the Matrimonial Property Act (1976) which recognized that

marriage was a partnership and that if the marriage ended, the women's contribution was seen to

be equal and the property to be equally shared between the separating couple^. Thus, while a

woman may be financially dependent she was still seen as an equal partner in the mamage.

"Judy Boyle" wrote to the Woman's Weekly (January 17 1977) supporting the Act because it,

"Reinforces the role of homemaker by recognizing the values of contributions, other than

financial, made to the marriage".

It was not only the issue of economic independence, but also sexual independence, that

was to pose a challenge to the relationship between men and women . Despite a so called sexual

'' The 1963 Matrimonial Property Act had suggested that the property could be divided
according lo the spouse's contribution, but there was no criteria lo measure the worth of the
scparaic coniribulions.
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revolution established attitudes to female sexuality were still strong. Canon Bob Lowe l^lamcd

crumbling marriages on the idea of liberated sexuality. His view was that:

Sexual union has to do with women's need to be mother, wife, lover,

sharer of pain with man, and builder of a nest to receive and complete a
man's strength and creative virility. There seems to be a great fuiniment
for a woman in helping her man when he comes home to take off the
armour of sophistication in which he must do battle in the world...The
one partner plan of Christian marriage provides great psychological
security fN.Z.W.W. May 2 1977).

Women, however, challenged this view of sexuality which made them adjuncts of men. Sue

Kedgley was to write in her book The Sexual Wilderness (1985:117):

For the new woman then, the traditional search for a professionally
"eligible" man who could support her financially in the style to which
she was accustomed throughout her life, has been replaced by a new
quest - for an emotionally eligible man, and a relationship in which love
gets love in return, and not money or status.

While there was a flurry of explicit books demonstrating the fun and possibilities of

heterosexuality (Comfort 1972), there was also a new awareness that women did not necessarily

need men for sexual satisfaction. From America, Masters and Johnson (1966) and The Kite

Report (1976) affirmed the independence of female sexuality from men by dispelling the myth

of the vaginal orgasm for women (Koedt 1973), and by hailing the clitoral orgasm. This was to

give support to the feminist perspective of self-sufficient sexuality for women, the view being

that the myth of the vaginal orgasm ensured female sexual dependency upon men which in turn

was used to enforce economic and domestic dependency (Dann 1985b). Lesbian feminists in turn

were to challenge the idea of compulsory heterosexuality for women (Rich 1980), and growing

communities of lesbian women sought to establish an accepted identity, a visible culture and a

right to live-and work without discrimination in a society which was only beginning to accept

that lesbianism existed. Howevei; many people felt threatened by homosexuality in any form

and by the fact that lesbian women were demonstrating a lifestyle of economic and sexual

independence from men. This was an uncomfortable time for some heterosexual feminists who

also wanted to be free from the constraints of compulsory heterosexuality and monogamy but

felt they had perhaps taken the inferior option to their lesbian sisters. Aihina Tsoulis wrote in

Broad.sheet (November 1986):

Men as a group are labeled as the enemy, hence living with a man
somehow feels like collaboration. The man, or men you love, are not
seen as individuals but are lumped in with the "normal" male. Instead of
having sex with an individual, you are having sex or making love with
the rapist, the pomographer, the wife batterer or the child abuser.

Some feminists were to argue that the institution of marriage was outmoded and

oppressive to women as it reinforced economic dependence and compulsory monogamy which

had been eulogised by society as giving security and love for ever-more. These were deemed to

be tools to control women. Thursdav magazine (December 11 1975) interviewed feminist

women to see whether it was possible to be a feminist and to be married. Connie Purdue stated
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that ,"For a woman who lakes up ihe cause of women's equality the marriage relationship is at

risk", bul as the article showed there was no consensus except insofar as feminist women

believed Uiat a successful relationship with a man depended on his ability to accept their right

to independence. Anne Else (1979) identified the necessary conditions for an equitable

relationship wiili a man as economic independence, control by women of their fertility, and real

communication. Satirist Rosemary McLeod outlined the difference between old and new

attitudes towards marriage:

Marriage was supposed to give security to women and children, since
men were suppose to provide for them financially...It was supposed to
be a good basis for raising children, since they were generally supposed
to need two parents. It was supposed to confer a sex life satisfactory to
both parries...Fortunately, we've managed to obliterate this idea.
Marriage appalls us. We are disgusted by the very idea of weddings.
Such as there are are performed in secret, with some apologies...The idea
of staying together indefinitely while quaint, we recognise as
impossible. We realise that marriage can only last as long as a more
attractive sexual partner for either person doesn't came fN.Z.L. March 29
19S0).

Despite the challenge to the institution of marriage there was, according to the statistics, no

decline in marriage, but there was evidence of more flexibility in relationships with an increase

in delayed marriage, divorce, remarriage, and defacto relationships (Swain 1983).

For some couples living together was an option which could stop short of the

traditional responsibilities of marriage. The Woman's Weekly (September 5 1977) reported the

view of counsellor Brian Lythe, that living together was no longer an "issue" but an "accepted

thing. However, tlie editor expressed some scepticism when they found plenty of people willing

to talk about their experiences of living together, but none would allow their name or

photograph to be printed out of consideration for their families. By 1983 the Woman's Weekly

(April 25 1983) reported that 90,000 New Zealanders were now "living together", although it

reassured its readers that this still represented "just a drop in the bucket to the 1.3 million Kiwis

who are married to their partners". Living together or a de facto relationship was not necessarily

liberating for women. While there was often more economic independence in these relationships

there was little security and lawyers were to caution against the lack of legal protection for

women in de facto relationships.

In the midst of these challenges to marriage a recurring theme in magazines was to

detail tlie lives and views of the wives of important men, and these images of supportive wives

were a reassurance that the traditional values of marriage were still alive. The Woman's Weekly

caption (May 16 1983) read BEHIND EVERY STRONG MAN and readers were told of the debt

the Prime Minister owed his wife:

Thea Muldoon is the vital core of this family. She actively supports her
husband by attending functions, making speeches, hostessing important
meals, traveling with him and looking after his clothing needs. She
txikcs care of home and family matters.
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When the Labour Government came to power the Woman's Wccklv (October 18 1984) said that

Naomi Lange, wife of the new Prime Minister, would provide a "striking contrast to other

prime minister's wives". Naomi Lange told the Woman's Weekly that "It is his job, not

mine...I am really a home person" even though she was "not enthusiastic about housework or

ironing". Whether a wife by his side or a wife at home the important thing was that she was

enhancing and supporting his position of power. The marriage of Lady Diana to Prince Charles

provided the ultimate expression of this sentiment. After their marriage the Woman's Weekly

(August 10 1981) wrote:

It was a dream wedding - the sort which fairy talcs are made from. She
looked pure and downright pretty in ivory, he was dashing in royal navy
blue...It was a couple thoroughly in love...It was a televised tonic to lift
the hearts.

Rosemary McLeod wrote satirically about Lady Diana as a reaffirmaiion of the ideal of feminine

purity :

She never had a boyfriend before she met Prince Charles. She has held
onto her virginity roughly 10 years longer than the average girl, in spite
of the fact that she'd been flatting. She's what purity is all about (N.Z.L.
AprU 1982).

The Princess of Wales was to espouse the feminine and wifely traits which had taken such a

battering as she announced to the world that she saw her main role to be a good wife and mother

to her future kings.

It was ironic that in a generation which was probably the first to question deeply the

relevance of the institution of marriage, there should also be such high expectations on the

institution. The Reverend Peter Davis told the Woman's Weekly (January 8 1979):

I believe the expectations of young people who are getting married today
• are vastly different from those of their parents. No, "for belter or worse"
times have changed.

And as Valerie Young wrote, it was women's liberation that had unwittingly influenced

expectations in marriage:

Women expect a great lover as well as a good husband, kind father, great
handyman, conscientious gardener, concrete layer, lawn mower and
stimulating companion as well as breadwinner...In other ages many a
woman thanked her lucky stars for a kind husband, enough to eat and
children she was happy to slave for. Today's woman expects far more
(N.Z.W.W. October 4 1982).

There was however a difference between expectation and reality for many women, "Sheryl

Cooke" wrote to the Woman's Weekly (September 11 1972) that she wished that she could have

had a private look at marriage before she indulged. "Thank God for the psychiatrist and thank

God for Women's Lib. They arc doing their best to make us start thinking about ourselves,

instead of being brainwashed by a lot of romantic nonsense". In an interview with the Woman's

Weekly (September 12 1981), authors Barringlon and Gray expressed "sadness" that the "Smith

Women" (1981) had been prepared to settle for so little in marriage and concluded that New

Zealand women were not aware of the choices available in tlieir lives. "Only those who stayed
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ai school longer or were bcuer educated seemed aware of greater choice in careers, travel,

lifestyle, relationships with men and children". This reflection however could also apply to

men. and it siiould be remembered that feminist ideas were attractive and more possible for

middle class women tlian for working class women.

There was amongst some groups, strong support still for what were considered

traditional values surrounding women's relationships with men and the institution of marriage.

M.A. Lowrie felt that women were now losing rights, and that the old courtesies of ladies first

and a male protective arm would not be offset by the rewards of equality:

For centuries we have held the right and opportunity to be cherished and
desired by men...So you now consider this outdated and non-existent -
you don't know what you are missing...Think it over softly, softly,
ladies. Remember your title as lovers, ladies and mothers, all wrapped
up in one feminine bundle fN.Z.W.W. November 9 1970).

The feminist argument though was that the rights of being a lady were precarious and a

smokescreen for subservience. Rosemaiy McLeod satirised a lady as someone who:

Knows their place when they're in the presence of men, which means
they don't offer any opinions of their own...Ladies have written off their
own personalities so efficiently that anyone close to them just has to
seem interesting...In return for having a lady a man has to perform
certain duties. These are to pay for her when they go out and to open the
door when she wants to go through them...Men say that it's the little
things that count and that women who don't want such favours bestowed
on them arc just plain butch as well as not ladies fN.Z.L. June 2 1979).

The Editor of Above Rubies (April/May 1983) however, assured readers that "the old way is the

only way that works":

It is obvious, isn't it, that the modern trend and propaganda that is
blazoned through feminism today is not working. As more and more
women are asserting their rights...It is sdll the best way for mothers to
keep llie home fires burning.

The message that appeared in this magazine was that equality meant sameness and that a unisex

world rejected the traditional roles embodied in masculinity and femininity. Underlying this was

the view that equal rights for women denied women the sexual and economic protection and

security from men which was their right in marriage. It was marriage which provided the

protection women needed against the economic and sexual exploitation outside of the home. As

American writer Angela Dworkin (1983:6) wrote, "In the home their value is recognized and in

the workplace it is not". There was a reassertion of these views through the growing

conservative New Right groups. These should not be seen as representing a continuation of the

more iraditonal values about the role of men and women from the early postwar years, but as a

reformulation of these ideas into something new. They drew upon and reasserted older values,

but the existence of these groups needs to be understood as a reaction against the support for die

ideas of sexual and economic independence for women. Such different consu^uctions of the

relationship between men and women were expressed as a kind of opposition to each other in a

way that had not been apparent in the early postwar years. In America several women made
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millions of dollars for iheir cause by writing best selling recipes for the successful marriage

according to so-called traditional values (Morgan 1973; Bryant 1976, Schlafly 1977). Wives

were to submit to their husbands on all matters, but women were told that if they became

exciting sexual partners they would keep their marriages intact and their husbands happy, and

thus be assured of security. Provoking lust in her man gave a woman power (Dworkin (1983),

and as popular American writer and media personality for the Moral Majority, Marabel Morgan

found, when she started applying these principles to her own dull marriage, her husband Charlie
started bringing her gifts home rN.Z.W.W. September 29 1975). To Morgan " a Total Woman

caters to her man's special quirks, whether it be in salads, sex or sports (1973: 60). Right-wing
women saw safety and security within a framework of home and marriage in which wives and
mothers were to be cherished and respected (Dworkin 1983), but this was set against growing
evidence that some marriages were perhaps unhealthy and that the home was the most unsafe
place for women to be (Church 1978; Tapp 1982). In New Zealand concerns about the situation
of women in the home had received extensive media coverage from psychiatrist Dr Eraser

McDonald's revelations in 1971 about the "alarming plight" of married women. He stated that

they were "slave labour" and sufferers of "batUe stress". These angry words came from his

evidence that there were twice as many women in mental institution as men, four times as
many outpatients and three times as many suicide attempts. To Dr McDonald the phony values
and false expectations" of marriage were at the centre of the problem (Press Association April 5

1971). The National Council of Women found such criticism of marriage "sad and dangerous".

While admitting that there were genuine cases of stress and strain, they believed that for every

such one, there are hundreds of happily married woman who are rearing children in the best

traditions and who regard happily married life as a vocation". Dr McDonald however replied. If
my comments on the matter are dangerous, then marriage must be in a pretty fragile state

(Waikato_TimesJune 6 1971). "Joslyn" wrote to the WomarVLWeeklx (May 24 1971):

Many of us actually enjoy our status as wives and mothers and regard
the "slave labour" Dr McDonald refers to as a labour of love for our
families...! think it would be much better if Dr McDonald encouraged
those of us who are happy in our work to stay that way, instead of
making us feel that we are doing a loveless, depressing task and arc
regarded as "things" rather than people.

Later in the year Eraser McDonald did just that in a Woman's Weekly article (November 22

1971), but was to warn women that there was no possibility of changing their husbands

attitudes. "She has to accept that hoping or wishing, or nagging won't do it". Instead women

were advised, to make the changes in their own lives by, "manipulating the environment -

sending the youngsters to kindergarten...getting a job...by changing her relationship with

people".

Marriage was not only seen as being unhealthy for women (Thompson 1977; Calveri

1979), but also there was a shocked and reluctant acknowledgement that for many women the

home was also a place of violence. This had been one of the "silent is.sues" but more and more
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ilic media Ivcamc a forum that gradually shifted the blame for violence away from wives who

may liavc asked for it", to men who were using violence to assert their power and dominance

(Tapp 19S2). The Listener reprinted a radio documentary "Wife beating the hidden violence"

(January 1 1 1975) which brought together for the first time on air a lawyer, a doctor,

psychiatrist, marriage guidance, church and welfare organisations and several women who had
been in violent marriages. The Woman's Weekly fOrtnhpr 1978) reported that a questionnaire to

their readers on wife beating was "unveiling a shocking secret...and paints an appalling picture

of hidden violence behind lace curtains and drawn blinds". There was a gruesome list of the

kinds of violence and maltreatment women were experiencing. Miriam Jackson®, who had

collated the material, expressed concern that these women were so emotionally and financially
dependent on lite men who were beating them that it was difficult for them to leave the home:

When it comes to the crunch they often fear they would be unable to
cope with children on their own. They have also been led to believe that
it is woman s responsibility to keep the marriage together. We need to
encourage women to be independent and confidenL

The establishment of a network of women's refuges in urban areas by feminist women was an
important move towards getting public support for the problem. A 1978 report from the
Dunedin Refuge stated that women of all ages and from every social class were coming to the
refuge, but the problems of providing staffing 24 hours a day on a voluntary roster, and the
problems of maintaining financial security fiom voluntary donations, were "stretching us to the
limit . The 1984 Labour Government started to give funding support to Women's Refuges and
with a first woman Minister of Police, Ann Hercus, new initiatives for the police handling of
domestic violence were beginning. In the past the police had seen their role as mediators and had

only laid charges if the woman pressed for them. Police were instead instructed to make

automatic arrests that would remove the man from the home and take the onus off the woman^.

This was only a beginning, and to change attitudes towards women who were victims of

violence and rape was still a long way off, as Miriam Jackson stated:

We scapegoat our victims because of our own vulnerability. So the
battered wife is accused of being a nagging wife, just as the rape victim
is accused of asking for it (N.Z.W.W. October 23 1978).

The ills of violence and depression for women within marriage were not new, but

talking about them was. As divorce became easier and less stigmatised. As there was an

assurance of financial support, it became possible for more women to leave unsatisfactory
marriages. The Woman s Weekly (April 12 1982) wrote that once the initial pain and anger was

over, "going it alone" was easier than you might think:

Even if the marriage wasn't a bed of roses, just having someone around
is a kind of sccurity...Somc of the worst pain comes from the inevitable

® Miriam Jackson later changed her name to Miriam Saphira. She is an author and a
psychologist.

^ This new policy was originally tried in Hamilion and was then introduced nationally in 1987.
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loneliness...But lone mothers become very enterprising people. They
juggle jobs, share baby minding with other mothers, even share jobs.

The rising divorce rate was a recurring theme in the magazines but the emphasis was changing

from a reaction of condemnation to one of inevitability. Counseling agencies like Marriage

Guidance^who in earlier years had seen it as their mission to keep marriages together, focussed

more on honest communication between couples and if the marriage was going to end gave

counseling on how to ease the pain and smoothc the process. After the Matrimonial

Proceedings Act (1980) there was no such thing as divorce. Instead marriages ended through a

no fault dissolution and practical guidelines on ending marriage became the new focus of advice

(Davidson 1985). However "J.C." thought that attitudes had taken too swift a turnaround when

a "Do It Yourself Divorce Kit" was advertised:

So now we have a do it yourself divorce kit - just as simple as that,
with public response quite astonishing and orders flooding in. Instead of
"until death do us part" the marriage vow might as well now read "until
we choose to part". If, when I married 36 years ago, this popular device
had been on the market, I am sure 1 (with many of my generation) would
have rushed to buy one, thereby becoming lesser persons in terms of
tolerance, tenacity and self sacrifice fN.Z.W.W. April 4 1983).

Popular psychology was now posing the process of marriage separation and forming new

relationships as a growing experience (Sheehy 1976). The amicable separation was the ideal and
the new adult challenge was to survive the crisis, to leam from it and to move on with new

insight to the next experience. This challenge to the traditional fabric of male-female

relationships created both disillusionment as well as higher expectations. There was

disillusionment as traditional relationships did not bring the expected security, as well as

disillusionment when new style relationships could not match the expectations of equity and
sharing (Kedgley 1985). Yet amidst the disillusionment there were heightened expectations in

relationships whether they were based on dependency or equity. The problem in both scenarios

was a gap between the expectation and reality.

CHALLENGING MOTHERHOOD: women<—>children
The traditional view of motherhood presented an image of women who demonstrated sacrifice by

always putting her children's interests before her own. Betsy Wearing's research on motherhood

in Australia identified a "good mother" as someone who was "always available to her children

and was always calm, loving and patient in all circumstances (1984:49). Sue Neal wrote in
Broadsheet (December 1981:2), that as good mothers "we never raise our voices to the children,

teach our babies to read, play stimulating games with them and be there all the time to listen to

them and meet their needs". Soon after the birth of her first child, Rosemary McLcod wrote

about her "joy of sacrifice":

So far I know that ...I will not be able to make love. I will not be able
to sleep. 1 will not be able to sustain friendships on my own behalf. 1
will not be able to work or pursue my own interests. I certainly won't
be able to read. All this happens because of that moment of
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fuirilmcni....ihai will lum me inio someone who is no longer a human
Ixjing bul a mother (NJZ.L. June 7 1980).

Robin McKinlay likened New Zealand mothers to mythical heroes because "like tlie heroes,

mothers put aside their own personal needs to the greater cause of society" (1981:26). But

unlike heroes the rewards for mothers are dubious, and as McKinlay states, "The cultural

framework (of motherhood), labels their task as trivial, their sacrifices as fulfilment" (ibid). The

acclaim for mothers, like heroes, was somewhat fragile and mothers also took ilie blame for

what went wrong (Margolis 1984). Writing about about postwar America Betty Friedan had

argued that, "In every case of a troubled child, alcoholic, suicidal, schizophrenic, pychopathic,

neurotic adult, impotent homosexual male, frigid promiscuous female...could be found a

mother" (1963:189). This attitude was still strong in Western societies. Childcare experts James

and Joyce Robertson visited New Zealand from Britain in 1976 and criticised mothers who were

not mothering full-time. The Robertsons were described by the Woman's Wecklv (April 22

1976) as "champions of the child away from mother" in the sense that they were championing

the child who in their view should not have been away from its mother. Their work and

presence in New Zealand was used at the time to support argiunents against childcare provision

(Rendall 1987). The Robertsons, who had continued the work of John Bowlby on

institutionalised childcare and the effects of maternal deprivation, still recommended that all

separation should be avoided during the early years. They were to argue that once any child was

outside of the family it was "vulnerable" and that mothers ahould be paid to stay at home rather

than go to work (Parents Centre Bulletin Spring 78). The Woman's Weekly (ibid) reported:

This has tremendous relevance not only for solo parents but for all
parents - warning them to avoid separation from their toddlers wherever
possible.

Duilia Rendall (1987:28) was to later record her feelings as solo parent, at one of the

Robertson's lectures during this visit:

I can remember making an absolute fool of myself at that seminar. They
went on and on and 1 am still emotional about it ten years later. I
perceived their arguments as a personal attack on me, in that I was using
childcare, tlterefore it was proven that I was a bad mother. I was so angry
that day. I remember being led off into a little side room to calm down.

There was a mismatch between the ideals of motherhood and the realities of women's

lives. Jenny Phillips in her book Mothers Matter Too was to label this ideal as a myth. She

stated:

Part and parcel of this mytli is the idea that all mothers are loving. Not
true. Plenty hit, shout, nag and threaten. Most of us, however loving,
have done some of those things on a bad day, and some children are fed a
diet of it. Shouting, hitting, threatening mothers are distressed mothers
(1983:125).

In many societies this kind of behaviour, however, would have been considered normal for

mothers. The fact that many New Zealand women as mothers did not match the mythical image

in terms of their availability to tlieir children or in their relationship with them was, however, a
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part of the visible evidence of a much deeper challenge lo ihc role of molhcrhood. The concerns

of feminism were with freeing women from the constraints of their childrcaring roles through

campaigns for contraception, abortion, childcare, and the recognition of childbcaring and

childrearing as a legitimate activity for women while still in the workforce. It was inevitable

that within this schema motherhood became a burden (Firestone 1971).

XVI; J 5
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But feminism is not sufficient as an explanation for the challenge to motherhood. The fact that

the value of motherhood was being lowered also stemmed from a number of changes. The new

technological economy needed women in the workforce while children had become an economic

burden rather than an asset (Easton 1979). This point was a key turning point in society. Apart

from the emotional investment parents might have in their children, in the space of a century

there had been a turnaround from viewing children as a potential capital investment for a

family's well-being (McDonald 1978), to one of a financial burden for families. Accompanying

this shift, though, there had been a transference of much responsibility for children from parents

to the state, and now it was the state rather than parents that was viewing children in terms of

an investment for the future (Department of Social Welfare 1977; Easton 1979). This idea of

state responsibility was not new but it was evident, for example, in childcare demands.

Increasing numbers of parents were seeing it as the state's responsibility to provide and pay for

the daytime rearing of their young children. These kinds of shifts in investment responsibility

made the role of motherhood more complex. But there was still a double message - that the role

of motherhood was both sacred in the sense of duty and worthless in terms of support (Rubin

1982). These changes created difficulties for all mothers trying to make the role meaningful to

themselves. Nancy Campbell, the editor of Above Rubies fAnril 1978), expressed her concern
as a supporter of the established ideal:

It is sad today so many women are not really enjoying motherhood.
They feel children are a deterrent and a nuisance to stop them doing the
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iJ^ngs Uicy want to do. But God never intended that our children should
be a curse or a bondage too us. No, they are given to us as REWARDS

Campbell believed that the answer lay in the fact that women had not accepted their role, and
adv.scd her readers that, "When you accept your motherhood with all your heart, you will begin
to enjoy it". At the other end of the spectrum feminist mothers saw motherhood as only one of
a number of choices for women (McKinlay 1983), whUe responsibility for maring children aUo
rested w.th men and the broader community. In Australia Betsy Wearing (1984) found a number
of variations between these views but again was to show the gap between the ideal and the
reality because the women in her research experienced guilt as they were often unable in
everyday life lo match the ideal of their choice.

At both ends of the spectrum there was contradiction between the ideal state of
modierhood, and the existing poUtical. social and economic structures with the effect that the
ideal was unattainable for most. For example, the traditional view of motherhood assumed that
women were able to "accept" and to "sacrifice"; that they were naturaUy skUled in childrearing-
that they found childrearing fulfilling; and that they had a supportive breadwinning husband who
earned enough and would not walk away from his responsibilities. On the other hand the
feminist ideal assumed that men and the community were willing to undertake more
responsibility for childrearing, and that the workplace was fulfilling for women, did not
discriminate against women with children and provided equal opportunities. In both cases most
of these assumptions did not match the reality, and thus the role of motherhood for most

women was one of ambivalence as they struggled both to endorse certain ideals and to live

amidst the compromise of everyday life.

Kdvc tinx
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In reply to a Listener article "The Motherhood Myth" "Josephine Baker" wrote that

life for her was much more stimulating as a mother than at work. "Filing was a bore and filling

in those registers tedious beyond description...Wc now find great joy in sharing the lives of our

children. Furthermore we actually love our husbands and our homes and find gretii happiness in

them" CN.Z.L. June 14 1975). Life was not so satisfying for all women and the National

Council of Women survey (1985) found that one third of the women felt that it was more

difficult being a mother to small children than it had been ten years previously. The reasons

given reflected the contradiction that on the one hand there was a lower status now ascribed to

motherhood but at the same time "women felt pressured to be super-mums" (P.38). "G.M.W".

wrote to the Woman's Weeklv (September 25 1972) about the conflict she experienced as the

birth of her first child approached:

As long as well meaning friends and relatives persist in the idea of "baby
first" mothers will never be liberated...Because 1 was not knitting
bootees at three months I was apparently neglecting my child. The
majority delight in telling me my busy life must stop. 1 shall only have
enough time for my babies. It is no wonder that some mothers feel guilt
at spending time or money on themselves.

But on behalf of mothers whose houses were "constantly invaded by the children of liberated

women either out indulging their hobbies or devoting themselves to good works", "Araluen"

rebuked "G.M.W.":

No matter how much it irks, one's children do come first and if the
mother cannot recognize this she should save the world from further
pollution and remain childless (N.Z.W.W.October 30 1972).

Valerie Davies wrote in her Woman's Weeklv Familv Forum column (March 21 1983):

Sometimes I think I was lucky to have had my children in the early
sixties when women's liberation hadn't penetrated the home where there
are young children. Although 1 was committed to feminism even then, it
didn't constitute the clash of desires which it often seem to today.

Stories of well known women who were mothers provided a popular formula for

magazines like the Woman's Weeklv. These women appeared in public,at least^to have resolved

the conflicts surrounding the role of motherhood and they generally reasserted the traditional

values of motherhood and marriage in the sense of children and husband being the first priority.

For example the Woman's Weeklv (May 24 1982) headline read that "Marriage and motJicrhood

have changed Tania". Tania Harris came to overnight fame when she led the famous Kiwis Care

march^^, but now with baby Christopher a few weeks old, Tania revealed that she was, "No

longer the same girl -1 was so impatient - and aggressive...rm a lot more patient now...I've got

a good man, that's what counts". For singer Suzanne Prentice, the Woman's Weekly (Janiuu-y

Written by Ruth Bcaglcholc and Vera Levett (May 24 1975).

In 1981 Tania Harris had been at the front of a 30,000 strong patriotic march down Queen
Street in Auckland in reaction against a strike by Air New Zealand engineers. The Prime
Minister rewarded her with a place at his dinner party when Prince Charles came on a visit to
New Zealand.
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25 1982) reported thai, "There's no career-vcrsus-home conflict...life in Invercargill as Mrs

Steven Daiicn - wife of a police constable and mother of 18-month old Blair - has top

billing...(Suzanne) would give it all up if she thought that her family life were affected". M.P.

Whctu Tirikatcnc-Sullivan was the first woman to have a baby while she was a sitting Member

of Parliament, and was to set an extraordinary standard for aspiring "super-mums". The

Woman's Weekly (May 11 1971) reported:

May Ana's MP mother was absent for only six working days. "My
husband, Denis, collected me at the end of the day...and May- Ana Maria
was bom the next day"...Discharged from hospital...Mrs Tirikatene-
Sullivan drove straight to Parliament to resume duty.

Readers were however assured that despite Whctu Tirikatene-Sullivan's responsibilities May-

Ana had not been separated from her mother despite 60(K) miles of travel and she was a "bright,

happy little person, who appears to lack anxiety completely. She seldom cries and sleeps twelve

hours at night". The supreme symbol of motherhood in the 1980's would have to be the

Princess of Wales and millions followed her through every step from the first hint of morning

sickness:

Pregnancy is high fashion at the moment and the Princess of Wales is
bringing it right out into the open where everyone can see what she
looks like...It is frills, frills and more frills...Far from feeling the need
to retire from the public eye, the twenty year old princess has continued
to happily draw admiring glances...She shows no sign of having lost
interest in her appearance fN.Z.W.W. June 7 1982).

The media images of the Princess of Wales as a wife and mother reasserted the traditional ideals.

The Woman's Weekly (May 13 1985) likened her to a "Madonna in a tiara" and reported that

"regardless of all the treasures and pleasures that come the way of the Princess of Wales, it is

her role as a mother which gives her the most gratification".The Princess was portrayed as

having reversed the trend of women to delay childbirth to build careers, by seeing her role as

making her man happy, having children and supporting him in his work. The Princess of Wales

made motherhood appear more natural and easy than it was for most women. For Frankie

McGowan, however, the example of the Princess of Wales had made the decision about when to

have a baby harden

Rather depressing, for some of us though, when the Princess of Wales
moved so quickly from marriage to expectant motherhood at 20. But
then she is unlikely to have to cook, clean, sliop and juggle an average
wage packet ...For the rest of us - do we establish our careers first and

continue them after a short break...Or do we give up working after a few
years and then try to pick up where we left off...Or what about
abandoning work altogether? (N.Z.W.W. April 25 1982).

These were choices, barring accidental pregnancies, which had not been issues for women during

the early postwar years, but were crucial issues for a generation of women who did not have the

same faith in men as breadwinners to provide, and/or who had more confidence in their own

earning abilities to support themselves. As Sue Kedgley (1985: 63) wrote:
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Many women I iniervicwcd expressed great difficulty making decisions -
particularly the agonising decision whether or not to be a mother, and
whether or not to combine motherhood with full or part time work.

There were two conflicting messages about the experiences of motherhood. Firstly that

it was fulfilling and secondly that it was a hazardous occupation for the mental health of

women. Max Abbott, Director of the Mental Health Foundation, believed that between 25-45%

of women showed signs of depression while caring for preschool age children, and he described

this kind of depression as primarily a social problem rather than a personal one:

Social forces have isolated the modern mother from the rest of

society...There is nothing normal or traditional in this social
arrangement whereby mothers are cut off from the rest of
society...Solutions to this problem are likely to require a major social
transformation, affecting the way we order our lives in love, at work,
and at play (N.Z.L. October 23 1982).

For example,post-natal depression was now a recognized experience that affected, in varying

degrees, up to 80% of new mothers^^. Organisations like Parent Centre, Plunket and New

Mother Support Groups were providing active support to women, but they were powerless to

change the conditions in which mothers reared children. As a more radical expression of

support, the focus of the New Mother Support groups was not so much to address the needs of

babies, but to focus on the mothers' feelings in raising consciousness in order to develop

strategies of coping with existing conditions'^ .

That motherhood was fulfilling was a message not confined to those upholding the

traditional view of motherhood. Feminist writers from America and Britain were reasserting the

experience of motherhood as one of potential power for women, in contrast to the institutions

surrounding motherhood which had oppressed and alienated women (Rich 1977; Oakley 1979).

Quoted by Max Abbot, director of the Mental Health Foundation (N.Z.L, October 23 1982).

From Peta Joyce and Pat Rosier, Rroadsheet December 1985.
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There was a coniinuing endeavour by many women's groups lo reclaim aspects of the

inoilicrhood experience that women were said to have been alienated from. For example, in New

Zealand there was a resurgence in breastfeeding during the 1970's and organisations like La

Leche League'"^ criticised the institutions and attitudes that made this difficult (McKinlay 1983).

Likcwisc,tlic campaign for more involvement by women in the childbirth process that began in

the 1950's, gained a new momentum within the framework of the women's movement.

Demands for a reappraisal of childbirth institutions and medical practices were addressed in terms

of the rights of women over their own body, and as the Listener headline (March 15 1980) read,

the pertinent questions were, "Whose body is it? Whose baby is it?". Throughout the period

there were considerable shifts in hospital practices so that gradually women were not being

drugged, strung up in stirrups, shaved, given an enema, cut and induced, and the baby taken

away after birth as automatic processes. By the mid 1980's (when the author too had a child

after a nine year gap), tlie process was one more of consultauon in which women determined the

strategy for tlicir own birth: who was going to be there, what drugs and when, and what

position to labour and deliver in and what happened to the baby after birth. Such changes had

resulted from a tug of war process with the medical profession. Pauline Ray wrote:

For women, childbirth is an intimate emotional event, the first step in a
life lime relationship between mother and child. For doctors it is a
medical event (N.Z.L. March 15 1980).

This period signified a turning point in what had been an increasing appropriation of birth as an

illness and medical issue throughout the century (Donley 1986; Mein Smith 1986). Part of this

concern had been expressed in a tug of war with technology. While more technology became

available to hospitals to ensure safe births, some women began to yearn for a retum to the

assumed simplicity of natural birth processes, in a way that was at times akin to the idealism of

the alternative life style commune. The 1974 visit by the famous psychiatrist R.D. Laing and

the subsequent film Birth which was produced with psychologist Helen Brew^^ and screened on

television in 1977, generated heated debate. The film portrayed the childbirth practices in New

Zealand hospitals as a process of assault and violence towards the mother and the child, and a

psychological disaster to both. Letters from women strongly confirmed this view:

As one of the "silent consumers of institutionalised birth services", I

welcome the film Birth. I have seen the film three times and each time

the words of tlie mothers in the film ring as true as experiences I have
had in hospital...All these things remain in my mind as an assault on
my body and a gross indignity (Christine Rowlands N.Z.L. November

12 1977).

At last someone is saying the things women have said for years. It was
a truly emotional experience for me and my family (Marian
Goldsworlliy, ibid).

The La Leche League was an American organisation founded in 1956 to promote
breastfeeding. It was established in New Zealand in 1976 (McKinlay 1983).

Helen Brew had been an activist from the 1950's over natural childbirth and had been one of
the founders of the Parents Centre.
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Feminists for Life'^, supported by organisations like Parents Centres and La Lcchc League,
proposed a Maternity Patient Bill of Rights, which again challenged hospital routines and the

lack of power women had. A more direct challenge came from the growing popularity of home

births as women chose to opt out entirely from the hospital structures. Midwife Joan

Donley^^, a foremost activist for home births, saw that women had a fight ahead for both

hospital and home births:

If she goes to hospital she has to fight to resist sedation, induction,
foetal heart monitoring, oxyocins, separation from infant and husband. If
she decides to have her babe at home she has to resist social pressure and
intimidation, and even unprincipled scare tactics fN.Z.L. March 15
1980).

Hospital policies did begin to soften and by the time that the Princess of Wales had her first

baby and went home after twenty-four hours, the Woman's Weekly (September 9 1982) was

writing that she was:

Keeping both trendy and traditional thinkers happy ...early discharge is
an excellent compromise.

And readers were told that at the National Women's Hospital:

The once rigid regime of the obstetrics hospital's unending routine has
all but disappeared, as administrations all over the country listen to
women with a great deal to say about how their babies should be bom.

Campaigns over the rights of individual women to choose and to have power over their

own bodies was heard on other issues. The dispute over abortion was a major issue but has

been addressed in an earlier chapter. A less publicised trend was when women started to talk

about childless or childfree lifestyles^®. Thursdav magazine (September 16 1971) was the first

to identify what they called "a new phenomena":

•  It goes with things like emancipation, careers and the pill. It is in may
ways a symbol of the new freedom of women to choose who and what
they will be - and when they will be it

"J.N.K." wrote to the Woman's Weekly (August 15 1977), calling for more support for the

childless option as an"altemative lifestyle for women" in a time when the "earth's resources are

running dangerously low". "J.N.K." was concerned at the entrenched attitudes which made this

difficult for women - "the luxury of choice still makes things complicated". For some women

the choice not to have children was a liberation from altitudes that had defined women through

motherhood, but for others the choice was more of a painful compromise arising from the fact

that it was impossible for them to combine motherhood with a career. In contrast to some

women who made the painful decision to "give up a career", there were other women making an

equally painful decision to "give up motherhood" (Kcdglcy 1985). During this period

J ̂  . . .. • ,
This was an anti-abortion organisation who were active in supporting the rights of married

women at home.

Author of the book Save the Midwife (1986).

Between 1966 and 1981 there was a 10% rise in households without children (Dcpt of
Statistics 1985).
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motherhood was being portrayed as both the natural fulfilment for women as well as an

alternative for which women could choose when and if to be a mother.

The rights of the solo mother probably received the most attention during this period.

The increasing visibility of solo mothers in the community and their financial support by the

state forced recognition that unmarried mothers were choosing to keep their children rather than

have them adopied^^; increasing numbers of women were not marrying if they were

pregnant-®; and more marriages were ending, leaving women to rear the children alone. While

these were seen as evidence by some of the disintegration of the family, there were also many

campaigns to support the rights of women who reared children alone. In 1973 the Woman's

Weekly (July 7 1973) started a fortnightly Solo Parent Forum by asking "Who are these solo

parents we keep hearing about?" For five years this forum fielded problems and aired issues

affecting solo parents. The Council for the Single Mother and Her Child's booklet, Everything

a Single Mother Needs to Know (1975), sold 10,000 copies in its first edition alone. Women

who were most vulnerable economically and socially began to organise and be political. The

1970's was a period of intense criticism of solo mothers particularly as the numbers of people

on the Domestic Purposes Benefirsoared upwards. The Woman's Weekly (July 31 1978)

reported social workers' and doctors' views that:

The DPB is encouraging irresponsible parenthood. Doctors tell of single
girls who depart from their surgeries deliberately to conceive a child who
will allow them to give up work and be supported by the State.

In the past unmarried women had their babies adopted and one of the concerns expressed by the

Governments Domestic Purposes Review Committee (1977) was that the pool of babies for

adoption was drying up. Julie Maddison from the Council for the Single Mother and her Child

told the Woman's Weekly (August 26 1978) the "long adoption lists are putting pressure on

single mothers".

Being on the DPB as a "bride of the state" fBroadsheet May 1977) was not easy, but as

the Council for tlie Single Mother and her Child argued, "All that stands between any woman

being a solo mother is a man" (N.Z.L. August 20 1977). Valerie Davies wrote for the Woman's

Weekly Solo Parent Forum (September 1976):

Any parent bringing up her family deserves the support of the State but
neither the solo mother struggling on a benefit nor the solo mother
working fulltime gets much encouragement from the State.

In 1976 the Minister of Social Welfare, Bert Walker, launched his famous campaign to

ascertain whether solo mothers on the DPB were having sexual relationships. The official

argument was that if a woman was in a sexual relationship with a man, then he should be

During this period the number of babies available for adoption outside their families fell
from 2786 in 1970, to 331 babies in 1985 N.Z. Official Year Book (1972, 1986).

2® The rate of ex-nuptial births rose from one in seven in 1970 to one in four by 1985 Dept Qf
Suuistics Momlilv Abstracts.
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supporting her and her child financially and she should not be on a benefit. Feminist women

labeled this expectation as being akin to prostitution, but the Mininster determined that in the

case of Beth Furmage, unless she signed a statement promising not to sleep with her man-

friend more than once a fortnight, or to have meals with him more tlian three times a week, her

benefit would be canceled - and it was.

VlftLkt-K.

Beth Furmage had to take her case on behalf of the sexual rights of solo mothers to the

Supreme Court which ruled in her favour that her relationship with her man-friend was not in

the nature of a marriage: he did not live with her, and had never given her any financial

assistance. This was a test case which the Government lost, but the issue continued to simmer

as again and again solo mothers were accused of "ripping off the system" or "sponging from the

State". Valerie Davies wrote fN.Z.W.W. May 9 1977):

Solo parents are under fire this year. 1977 will go down as the year
when they were under constant attack from the community after having
gained a measure of acceptance and understanding from it ...It is
probably the children who will suffer from this unkind attack.

This campaign highlighted the precariousness of the quest of women for the separation of

sexuality and economic dependence, particularly when in this case the groom was the State.

The hidden side of this issue was that each solo mother represented an absentee father

who was never to receive the same admonition as was heaped upon women rearing children

alone (Wylie 1981). The bad effects on children of being reared by a solo mother was often

debated, but the fact that all these children also had an absentee father who was putting less

effort into childreanng than the mother was rarely addressed. In the United States Ehrcnreich
(1983) saw this "flight" from the responsibilities of fatherhood as a reaction against the endless
financial burdens of being the breadwinner. Ehrenreich argues that this "flight" had in fact begun
during the 1950's when the ideal of the male breadwinner was at its height and that was

encouraged by the increasing return of married women to the workplace. By the 197()'s women

with children had more opportunities in the workforce, and it was easier for men to leave tlieir
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families. In New Zealand the csiablishmeni of ihe Domesiic Purposes Benefit made the flight

almost acceptable as the state then took over the remaining financial support which the men

could not or would not afford. Bui as women were left alone it soon became apparent that there

was a new class of the poor - solo mothers who could not easily care for their children as well

as work and thus depended on the DPB, or who supported a household on a woman's wages.

Coinciding with the abnegation of financial responsibility by men towards their

families was a small trend moving from the opposite direction. This was the increasing

involvement of men as fathers in the rearing of young children. The encouragement of men in

these tasks had begun earlier in the I950's, but the suggested role then was one of providing a

masculine point of view, and fun and games. As women began to see it as their right to be

involved in activities apart from childrearing, more women were successful in involving men in

the actuol "work" of fatherhood, and similarly more men came to accept such work as part of

their responsibility and not demeaning to their masculinity.

bad

ASv'VM' ■ V" - .

During the 1970's fathers were admitted to the labour wards in maternity hospitals, and as

fathers became involved in the birth process it was a natural transition to helping in the early

infant care, which had in earlier years been seen as natural only for mothers. Graeme Higgs

reported in Parents Centre Bulletin (Winter 1982:10) that:

A quiet revolution is under way (which) is changing our values...More
women are now insisting that their partners share greater responsibility
for child minding and rearing. As if these changes weren't enough
women are now pressing for changes in the traditional male values
system by wanting us to express our feelings and become more
sensitive! Worse - they want to raise our children as if there were no
differences in the sexes...
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A greater involvement in childrearing, while possible for some men, could.however only go so

far within the constraints of the male workplace, where there was little acknowledgement that

male employees had responsibilities to their children (Cook 1985d). So while men did share

more in the work of rearing children, it was still women who took the responsibility. There

were exceptions as a few capable-care-giving fathers took on the role of househusband, and the
Woman's Weeklv (April 24 1978) wrote about househusbands who were neither unemployed

nor idle, although still noted the fact as extraordinary rather than to be expected:

If a man stays home he's either some sort of hero - or a nutter - but a
women can do the same thing all her life with no acclaim whatsoever.

There was also a new trend for some men to assert their requests for custody in divorce cases.

This was to begin to challenge the court system which had, for many years, automatically

awarded custody to the mother, A group of men formed the Divorce Law Reform Society in

response to their bitter experience of Court system, and its orders to pay maintenance. The

Society wrote angry pamphlets about "homebreakers" and "adulteresses" who were allowed to

get away with house, furniture, children and maintenance. They were to argue that:

The idea that the woman is almost always the better parent is based on
outdated psychology which used to produce texts on childrearing where
fathers were never mentioned rN.Z.L. July 10 1972).

The views of this society was an expression of the increasing involvement of men with their
children, but also the attitudes that men should not be "bled" to support their ex-wives who

should be capable of taking care of themselves.

That the worth of mothers should be given more recognition has often been expressed

in our social history. During the late l930's^^ and again in the 1950's^^, groups of women

had raised the idea of a wage for mothers as a way of addressing the issue. In tlic mid 1970 s the

fnr Wivpg^ hy tVTnry in Womcn TodUV April 1937.

See Chapter Seven.
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idea surfaced again wiih a much wider base of support than in earlier years, yet this was met by
a rejection of the idea from some groups of women. Throughout the decade, economist Brian

Easion liad been arguing two things: firstly that childrearing causes poverty - "families are poor
because Uiey arc involved in New Zealand's most important industry, the provision of people
lor our future" (N,Z,L, June 8 1978). And secondly that society should be re-evaluating the
economic woah of mothers who were rearing children fN.Z.L. March 17 1979). From an

economic and not a feminist perspective, Easton was concerned to redress the financial

imbalance between mothers who stayed at home to rear children and those who went out work.
and had suggested a "mother's benefit" - later called a wage. It was because. ■ children had

become a financial burden to parents, that he argued that the state should give more direct
support to families with children. This was seen by many women as an attractive measure to

infuse the work of motherhood with more status in an era where women were seeking status
outside tlie home and beyond family interests. The idea was orchestrated by Easton through

submissions to the Royal Commission on Social Security (1972) which was to recommend a
mother s benefit of SIO a week set against an average wage for women of between $50-60
(Easton 1972). Easton calculated that it could be funded through the extra taxation generated
through the implementation of equal pay, but the new Labour Govemment did not place it on
their political agenda. Support for the idea still grew and it was it again promoted through
submissions to the Select Committee on Women's Rights (1975). The Plunket Society was a
strong advocate, and in their submission (February 1974) were to emphasise that

It is not meant as payment for having children but to encourage and
help mothers to stay at home.

The Plunket Society was however to concede that

Social and cultural aspirations, as well as economic reasons may
motivate women to return to work and this self - fulfilment is a
woman's right, but not to the detriment of her family.

There was, however, feminist opposition to the idea and at a series of seminars held to explore
the idea marked differences surfaced. The amount of $10 a week was seen as an insult, and the
Thursday headline read MUMS RATE -10 CENTS AN HOUR. Cherry Raymond reported in
her Woman's Wp.f-.kly column (May 6 1974):

At first a "mother's wage" seems the kind of thing that should please
people who complain about the denigration of women in our society.
More careful thought suggests it could in reality be a token palliative, a
short term advantage which could actually set back the cause of women's
equality by at least 20, or more likely 50 years.

By the 1970's the quest for women's security was being sought in the workplace and not in the

home as this benefit sought to do, yet in terms of the economic needs of women at home with

children, a personal "wage" would have given all women a small amount of economic

independence. This issue of economic dependence was important to the women who were

interviewed for this study, and all were to express the humiliation they felt during the times
when they were earning no money of their own. The idea of a government subsidised mother's
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wage, however, would have been more important in the late I940's-1950's when status for

women was achieved through demonstrating the well-being of one's home and family, and when

it was extremely difficult for women with children to survive outside of these confines.

Additional financial security in the home would have supported both the ideological and

economic realities of women in the home at that time. But by the 1970's, the idea of a mother's

wage got caught between two realities. On the one hand, the majority of women were still at

home rearing children for periods of time in situations that reflected little change since tlie early

postwar years, but at the same time there had been an ideological and economic shift in terms of

what was possible for women with children to do. The idea of a mother's wage appeared to

undermine these ideas. This contradiction between the realities and the possibilities for women

who were mothers was an important feature of any analysis of motherhood during these years

(McKiniay 1983; Wearing 1984). Women appeared to have choices before them but the reality

was that economic and ideological constraints were still powerful in limiting these choices.

This led to feelings of dissatisfaction and guilt amongst a lot of women in their role as

mothers.

A DOUBLE LOAD: women <—> work

The percentage of women in the workforce had been rising steadily since the end of the Second

World War. In 1971 women represented 29.8% of the labour force and by 1981, 39.1%. The

increase was caused, in the main, by the employment of married women. In 1945 only 7.7%

mamed women were in the workforce, but between the 1971 and 1981 Census alone this

increased from 26.1% to 35.8%. Furthermore, it was apparent that increasing numbers of

women were working while they had young children. There has been no explicit analysis of

these figures in relation to the class origins of women, although during the early postwar years

the view was that the only women with children who should work, were those in financial need

or who had exceptional skills that were needed, like teachers and doctors. During the 1970's-80's

it became evident that it was more acceptable for middle class women to move back or to

remain in the workforce during and/or after childrearing, and they made the idea of employment

for mamed women with children more respectable than it had been earlier. This was reflected in

shifts in the meaning of women's paid work. There was paid work that women did as an end in

Itself and not for the money. This had always been deemed acceptable if a woman had to work

for what were recognised as extraordinary circumstances. The case studies of the early postwar

years showed that quite a few of the women worked for this reason and that it was in fact, not

so extraordinary. But there was a new concept of work - to work for ones own well-being rather

than to assist the family or the nation in difficult circumstances. This newer view of work was

imbued with the ideals of self-fulfilment and independence which were being more clearly

articulated during the 1970's-80's. However, many married women with children were still

working because they needed the money, but in contrast the early postwar years, for reasons that
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were not deemed as cxiraordinarj'. but quite nomial. The distinction between working for money

alone, and working for one's own well-being, was more one of economic value rather than

actuality, as women in both situations were inevitably feeding their earnings back into the

family.

Alongside this transition of married women's paid work, feminist women were to put

considerable efforts into revealing discrimination, and lobbying for more opportunities and

rights for women in the workforce. The argument was that unless women were free to work

outside the home they would remain apart from the mainstream of social and political life

(Gillespie 1980).

The Breadwinner

•■WCLL /Vf GOT TOGO TO WOflK. eV£NlF YOUOOfTT. *

There was also the tacit acknowledgement that marriage did not provide sufficient

security and that women, even with dependent children, should be entitled to seek their own

economic security in the workplace. Paid employment brought more autonomy to married
women within the family (SROW 1981), but also revealed more acutely the discrimination
against women who not only had a double load - with responsibilities in the home and in the

workplace, but having to face considerable discriminadon within the workplace itself (SROW

1973, 1984). The view that a woman's place was in the home was sull strong insofar as home

responsibilities took priority over paid employment (Novitz 1976). The Equal Pay Act (1972)
was to give equal pay for the same work, and the Human Rights Commission Act (1978) was
to prohibit sexual discriminadon in the workplace, yet neither of these could alter the fact that

there was a women's world and a men's world in terms of occupadon, status and wages in the

workplace (Ellcy and Irving 1977); that the lack of support services in terms of domestic leave

and childcare provision made it difficult for women to manage the double load (Gillespie 1980;
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Hayman and Roberts 1983) and that women's labour was used as a reserve labour force during

times of demand and withdrawn during times of recession (Hill 1979).

At the same time there was a new theoretical analysis of women's unpaid work

(Bension 1969; Gardiner 1976), and from British sociologist Ann Oakley (1974) an analysis of

the experiences of women as housewives. This highlighted the job's exclusive allocation to

women, its association with economic dependence, its status as non-work and its priority for

women over other roles. In New Zealand there was still a popular image of a housewife as a:

Busy person happily zooming around house and children, tending to her
little ones, devoting time to charitable causes and whipping up sponges
for frequent "ladies a plate" occasions ( N2FUW 1976:1).

Media advertising turned this into a more demeaning image of the housewife as someone who

was stupid, obsessed with cleanliness and keeping the love of her man. Women were finding

new kinds of achievement apart from the arts of housewifery, and Listener columnist Pauline

Ray reported that the houswife's numbers were dwindling, her status downgraded, and that "Mrs

Housewife is showing signs of strain" (May 22 1976). There were fervent attempts to infuse

the role with more value, and the Country Women's Institute's National President, Mrs Barbara

Wood, told her members that they should not apologise for being "only a housewife":

To be a success in this most demanding profession needs all the
education one can assimilate for it is true that a homemaker, wife and
mother needs the wisdom of Solomon, patience of Job and some
knowledge of most other professions....Our profession is practised not
for 40 hours per week but for 24 hours per day, seven days per week and
365 days per week fN.Z.W.W. September 23 1974).

The study of Women Rrtm^ that although women were better educated, had equal pay,

could control their fertility, and had been freed from much of the household drudgery by home

appliances, there was still minimal support for women at home:

Society still depends on her for the welfare of its children and to a large
extent for the care of its aged, invalid and handicapped members. It gives
her little recognition for doing this and in fact puts her at a financial
disadvantage(NZFUW 1976:69).

This argument which emphasized the financial disadvantages of women at home was to gain

momentum as comparisons were made between women at home and women in the workforce,

and while feminist womens' early concerns were for the rights of women in the workplace, there

were'attempts to return the focus to the home. After attending the Wellington Women's

Liberation Conference in 1972, Julie Cameron formed a Housewives' Union which was active
for several years. Cameron stated:

Women's lib is "too far out" for the average housewife. It is reaching for
^ ideal state but is not being very practical about it and helping women
in their everyday lives (N.Z.W.W. November 27 1972).

Cameron was not seeking a return to a submissive and subservient role for women that was
being espoused by conservative religious groups fAbove Rubies"), and was to criticise the rigid
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sexual division of work in ihc home and tlic lack of ideniily of women at home. Cameron's

efforts showed ilie conflict between reaching for an ideal and managing reality:

Women are in a state of transition changing from being wives and
subordinates to being equals...At the moment we are in a slate of change
IxMwcen two eras. In other words women arc playing an ambiguous pan
in society (ibid).

As inflation rose during the 1970's there were occasional attempts to combine the

purchasing power of the housewife into a boycott movement against rising prices, somewhat

akin to the early postwar Housewives Associations. In Christchurch in 1977 a public meeting

of 300 women decided to boycott tinned fruit, coffee and chocolate biscuits. The organiser, "Mrs

Hemenia", emphasised that the movement was not just a "mother's club", but a "serious

organisation whose members were determined to show that they were sick and tired of rising

prices" (Star July 11 1977). There were in fact a series of spin off boycotts around New

Zealand, but" Asafoetida" felt that housewives could never take effective direct action - "We're

too self sacrificing and too considerate of our children and husbands!" (N.Z.W.W. July 11

1977). Like the Housewives' Association, family loyalties again made it difficult to maintain

the momentum of any brief expressions of unity amongst women at home.

The pages of the Woman's Weeklv had been filled for a long time with an array of

"make work" activities for women at home. This started to change and in the 1970's the focus

shifted to advice on reorganising the housework in order to maximise time for other activities.

"Louise Walker's" advice to women like herself returning to the workforce, was to be organised

and to allocate work to the family - "My life was one of lists" fN.Z.W.W. May 8 1974).

Cookery expert Alison Hoist introduced "food without fuss" for busy women - although you

needed a freezer, food processor and by the 1980's a microwave to produce it. Hoist's name and

advice became almost as well known as Aunt Daisy had in earlier years. Hoist said that the key

to her success was that:

Women could identify with me, they could think to themselves "now
here's a woman like me with small children and limited time and money,
and the sort of thing she is doing I can manage" (N.Z.L. October 19
1974).

In some families it was a case of redistributing the load of housework so that men and

children took more share, but for satirist Rosemary McLeod there were some difficulties:

The husband and I divide up the housework evenly, and the system
works brilliantly. It is very emancipated. I do the shopping most of the
time. This is because I seem to have the knack for not coming home
with a pound of garlic and two eggs...But when it comes to cooking we
share...He is the creative onc...Tlie thing about being creative though is
liiat the planets have to be lined up propcrly...That means that I do most
of the cooking. This is fair because I am more efficient at it....He also
does the dishes when I have cooked tlie meals. But he has to do those
when he feels like it, and it's my problem if I don't like them hanging
around...It's not easy being a pioneer (N.Z.L. May 16 1979).
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The major responsibility of housework still rested with women even tJiough men were spending

more time with their children (Ritchie 1979), and the husbands of women in paid work were

spending slightly more time on housework (Retcher 1978). This however was not a view

supported by Canon Bob Lowe who wrote in his Woman's Weeklv column (October 19 1970):

Within the domestic confines of New Zealand suburbia talk of the

feminine liberation must sound very strange to tJie so called man of the
house. In fact he is so busy doing the dishes, mending the iron or taking
out the rubbish that he is yet quite unaware of the distant thunder.

A Federation of University Women (1976) survey showed however that only 42% of
women had any help with housework from men^^, and a later National Council of Women

(1985) study revealed little change in men's involvement over the decade. "J. C.", who had three
children, complained she needed a "wife" to look after her when she relumed to work. She had
tried, to redistribute the chores:

I tried to explain to them that I would need their full co-operation with
the chores, otherwise I simply would not be able to cope.

J.c. was realistic and blamed her husband's mother:

I think it is hard for a family to change, specially a husband accustomed
to being waited on for some years. This is a result of programming in
his earlier years when his own mother thought a wife should cope witli
all the household chores.

nd realised that attitudes concerning women's work were deeply ingrained:

He does the ferrying about of the children to various clubs and emptying
the rubbish and the vacuuming once a week. He looks on most other

23
17%

25%

25%
26%
7%

of men did not think housework their responsibility
gave some help at home
shared the work
did own work first then would help
other
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chores as exiras. He is not consistent and will insist on referring to all
the chores that he helps with as "your work" - meaning mine
rN.Z.W.W. June 11 1976).

Persuading men to share the load was the dream, but for many women an unrealistic one.

"Angela de Carlo" was pulling her efforis in training the next generation of men in domestic

mailers:

Somewhere 1 like to imagine there are three young girls growing up
who will one day be vcr)' grateful to me. I visualise three happy young
women whenever 1 watch one of my three school age sons cook his
dinner, fold the clothes he just removed from the dryer, or patch the knee
of his jeans fN.Z.W.W. July 21 1980).

In the meantime Shirley Conran's best selling book Superwoman (1977) was to offer

some strategics. Conran declared "Why waste lime pushing a vacuum cleaner when you could

be- writing a best seller or riding a camel across a burning desert" fN.Z.W.W. August 18 1983).

Such a view fitted the mood of the time. The woman's movement was encouraging women to

move outside the confines of the home, yet there had been no rearrangement of domestic life.

Conrad's prescription of housework was that it could be "buttoned up" through efficiency so

that women could be super successful somewhere else. Listener columnist Helen Paske listed

the book's virtues:

There is advice on how to cut down on housework, how to be your own
laundry-maid, great siiopper, famous decorator, chef and maintenance
person...It tells you how to spend and save money and what on, how to

get organised...how to profit from a crisis and what to do with the time
you've saved fN.Z.L. January 13 1979).

But Roslyn Grove wrote of her later dissatisfacUon :

Strung up, as many of us were in the mid-seventies, Superwoman
seemed like manna from heaven. What woman didn't dream that one

wave of a feather duster would transfonn her from a mild mannered

housewife into a soaring goddess who would rule the world and rule the
roost fN.Z.W.W. Anril 18 1983).
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Instead of easing the load, Conran's "superwoman" created even higher expectations in women.

The assumption was that life for women must incorporate a home and a career if women were

not to be destined for mediocrity, and that women were seen to be under achieving unle.ss they

were super at every level of their life. This was to take its loll on women and psychologist Jane

Firbank hoped that the superwoman era was on the wane:

I think superwoman was a transitional thing. We tried to be the perfect
housewife hostess that we'd always meant to be, as well as working
outside the home. We were most reluctant to lose territory. When you
go out into the world, there is very little exclusively yours that's
feminine. That's why we cling to our old special fields CN.Z.W.W. April

18 1983).

The view that women moved out of the workforce to rear children and later returned, is

supported in statistics and by sociologists (Bernard 1975). But this kind of schema is too neat

and does not reveal the complex ways in which women arranged their childrearing and work

experiences. Claire Hadfield's (1981) study showed that 68% of women had worked at some

time while they had a preschooler. Using the data from the Smith Women (1981), Barrington

found that many women with children under five years had paid work. Such work tended to be

fragmented and thus unable to be represented accurately through census statistics. The 1976

census figures showed that women with children under 15 years made up 43% of women in the

workforce working over 20 bom's a week, and 14.7% of those women had children under five

years^. It appeared that many more women were having short periods in the workforce and that

women's work was characterised not so much by stages, but by a pattern of moving in and out

of the workforce during the childrearing years.

Q. MxtiMix, WtKion^ (X AKoUwi,

1976 was the first Census in which this kind of statistic was collected. The 1981 Census
showed only small upward shifts in these figures. (Mary Mowbray, Dept of Statistics).
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Dcspiie ihis rcalily ihal moihers worked, there was a distinction made between the

ss'ork of a inoilicr at home and in the workplace which was not the case with a father's work.

Tlie niythoiogy of the working mother that grew out of the 1950's was still potent. This

asserted tJic ideology of motherhood as being the primary role, and despite new equalities and

opportunities for women in the workforce, a women with children had secondary status

(Eiscnstcin 1981). Feminist women were to argue for the rights of moihers to work and to

reveal the difficulties confronting women with children in the workforce. Connie Purdue^^

argued against the wastage of resources:

Wc cannot afford to do without the talents and skills of half the

population. Most women's childbearing now ceases at 26 years of age.
A women's years from then, at her choice we hope, can be of meaning
to herself and our community if we can gear our services to the needs of
the day fN.Z.W.W. June 14 1971).

Tltc balancing act for women was in finding the right prescription which would enable work to

be combined with managing children, husband and home. This was a recurring theme in the

Woman's Weekly and in research (Moorsom 1976; Novitz 1976; Barnes 1981; Rogers 1982;

S.R.O.W. 1984).

Part -time work was often presented as an option which could mediate the contradiction

between the ideal of self fulfilment and the reality of other responsibilities in women lives.

"Dee Em's" letter won a $5 prize in the Woman's Weekly:

It seems to me that women's liberation could well direct its attentions
towards making employers more aware of the need for part-time jobs for
married women, rather than agitating for nursery facilities for full-time
workers. During the past two weeks I have been employed as a nurse
full-time...Just where does one fit in extra cleaning Jobs, sewing
knitting, reading, social contact, letter writing, community
involvement? fN.Z.W.W. October 15 1977).

But "21 part-time jobs" suggested by the Woman's Weeklv (July 13 1970) focussed on the

domestic skills of women^^, thus highlighting the problem that part time work was always on

the fringe of the employment (Clarke 1986). Night work was another way of balancing home,

family and work. Hazel Bame's (1981) research on night cleaners showed that 90% of the

women were working at night to avoid childcare problems. These women felt strongly that they

should be looking after their own children, even though their tiredness and stress was often at

the expense of the children.

The balancing act was manageable for women who worked part time but not so easy

for full-time workers. This required an offloading of some responsibilities. "L.J. McM" "took

the plunge" after fifteen years:

Connie Purdue was a trade unionist and in the early 1970's a supporter of women's
liberation. She was to move to a conservative stance later in the 1970's over the issues of
alx>rtion tmd childcare.

2*^ For example: making novelties, motel help, coffee lounge cooking, temporary clericals ,
ironing and sewing, lea staff, clerical work at home, distribution of circulars, growing flowers
for sale, home knitting and crocheUng, home dress making, boutique work.
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A friend looked after the children after school. For a while things were
lovely with the extra income. Then slowly we realized the children were

growing away from us...I started needing more clothes; started to get
very tired. I would advise mothers to stay at home, do without the
luxuries and start loving their children. We are now a one income family
with no money for extras fN.Z.W.W. January 23 1978).

Motherhood, unlike fatherhood, was still deemed to be a twenty-four hour task. But for a fee,

"Mrs C.K.S. White" was able to contract out some of the hours and continue work as a

secondary teacher because a creche was established at Kawerau College:

I had been conditioned to accept the belief that a university degree and
teacher training must be put aside while I applied myself 24-hours-a-day
to the care of my own preschoolers...The creche has allowed me to
continue my training at a time when I have the energy and interest
needed for teaching. I feel that my live contact with adults and pupils
during these years of child rearing has added immensely to my family
life (N.Z.L. August 16 1971).

C.K. "V^ite" was fortunate because there was a big gap between the number of childcare
places and the number of women in the workforce with preschool children (Cook 1985d).

Women with school age children had the school as a caretaker, but the school hours did not
match the full-time working hours of women. While a few out of school programmes began in
the 1970s it was apparent from Maggie Rogers' (1982) investigation that many children were
being left to fend for themselves. A Waikato Times (October 4 1986) investigation into after

school care in the Hamilton area, showed a dearth of services and an avoidance of responsibility
by government agencies, and this was yet another area in which parents were beginning to look
to Government to take on more responsibility.

Participating in the paid workforce gave women more autonomy within the family
despite the imbalance of earnings and domestic responsibilities. However, the increasing
presence of women with children in the workforce revealed the depth of discrimination against
women. The HeraId,(AugusL 6 1975) reported the fact that:

f^espiie advances in winning rights for women, pregnant women are
often given the sack...The altitude is still prevalent iliat pregnancy is a
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nuisance...Dr Glass reported thai the aiiiiudc has less to do with medical

reasons ilian with men not liking to see fat women around.

A clispuic over special maiemity leave bcncfiis for married women teachers^, which was aired

for some months through the Listener, highlighted the arguments and counter-arguments

surrounding the rights of women with children to work. The argument began when "D.A.

Rolxuis" argued that teachers' maiemity leave created instability in the classroom:

While I do not deny that married women make a valuable and vital
contribution to the teaching profession. I feel that academic standards

will continue to fall and discipline problems will increase until a more
stable staffing situation can be obtained.

"D.A. Rol>crts" felt that the maternity benefits were:

Handouts (given) indiscriminately to young women who may have no
real intention of pursuing a career in teaching (N.Z.L. February 5 1975).

Nelson Mackintosh came to the support of women teachers: ' ^

Maternity benefits were introduced at a time of critical staff shortages
but have proved of such benefit both to the teaching profession, and to
enable teachers who are not fulfilled by housework, that they should be
retained. With an increase in day-care centres, schools will be well served
by women staff who are able to rear a family and still provide at least as
continuous a service as other teachers who take some sick leave or attend
many in-scrvice courses fN.Z.L. March 5 1973).

The older view that women had to choose whether to have children or a career was still

apparent. Ruth Craighead argued:

Surely the point here is that women cannot be employed on an equal
footing if they choose to bear children...! see no more reason why
special conditions should be made for a woman who has chosen to bear
children than for a man who has chosen to take a holiday in the Bahamas
(N.Z.L. March 26 1973).

Carol White from Auckland Women's Liberation argued from the feminist perspective that

childrearing should not be a barrier to a woman's participation and promotion in the workforce:

Breeding may no longer be a social obligation, but many women
teachers, while placing high priority on their profession, also urgently
desire their own children. They see no reason why these two priorities
should be mutually exclusive. Compressing child bearing into a few
years set aside for that purpose and little else may not be the wish of the
liberated woman (N.Z.L. April 16 1973).

These kinds of arguments were a forerunner to the later debate surrounding the Maternity Leave

Protection Act (1981), which gave pregnant women workers some minimal protection to return

to their jobs. The issue was really about the rights of women with children to have the same

opportunities in the workforce as men with children, so that women's childbearing function not

be used as discrimination. But the deeply held attitudes and the practicalities of bearing and

rearing children while in the workforce, offset much of the idealism that equality was possible.

Unionist Sonja Davies expressed cynicism about the Maiemity Leave Act and told the Woman's

27 Teachers would receive six weeks on full pay before the baby was bom and if they relumed
to leaching within six months of the birth they would receive another six weeks full pay. This
provision had been inirocUiccd in the early postwar years in order to ease the teaching shortages.
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Weekly (July 8 1983) that "all the Act has really done is acknowledge tJiere should be such a

thing as maternity leave".

foCiHnutr .

4

Employers attitudes to women with children was often negative. Studies showed that

employers felt obliged to enquire about the domestic arrangements in manner that was not done

to men (SROW 1973, 1984). The SROW research on employers' attitudes to women expressed

concern at the extent to which women were "used as expendable parts of the workforce", and

concluded that:

Until working fathers and working mothers are treated in the same way
there can be no equality in employment for women with children
(1984:76).

Separate studies by the Society for Research on Women (1973, 1984) showed that in the early
1970s employers were more prepared to make favourable arrangements for women with
children, but that this was less evident in the 1980's. By then an economic recession had made a

deeper impact on employers' attitudes than the preachings of the women's movement. For
example in the early 1970's Thursday (October 24 1974) reported that:

Manufacturers, in particular, are prepared to make extraordinary
concessions to tempt staff; retraining courses have been set up in many
skills. All that is lacking is the takers...

There was an image of employers who were sensitive to the needs of women:

Employers now offer a choice of glide time^®, shift work and plenty of
part-time jobs. And they can be most understanding if a child falls ill
and the mother suddenly can't come to work. They need women as they
have never done before...

At three o'clock in the afternoon at the House of Raymond, industry
grinds to a halt: 95 per cent of Mr Cohen's productive machine staff
walks off the factory floor and goes home to the kids. They take the
school holidays off...Mr Cohen is establishing a creche next door...

Glide time allowed some workers more flexibility to determine what times they began and
ended their days work.
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Wellington Hospital reported that they were trying to case the nursing shortages by recruiting

married women. The Woman's Weekly (November 3 1973) reponed:

Tltcy arc ofrcring a more flexible system designed to go halfway towards
meeting the needs of a married woman with family commitments.
Todays system has a less militant ring about it, and puts out an
unashamed invitation to trained women to explain why they are now ex
nurses.

On the subject of childcare the hospital was more cautious. Matron Gratton conceded that they

would have no problem attracting the young marrieds if they had a creche, but:

While she supports the need for a creche, Matron points out that that the
hospital has a moral responsibility not to employ mothers at the
expense of their children.

A number of hospitals and factories did open creches during the early 1970's, but as the

economic recession deepened the creches closed (Cook 1983).

The more women penetrated the paid workforce, the more the depth of discrimination

against tlicm became apparent Campbell (1982) reported that 27,261 jobs had been added to the

workforce between October 1975 and February 1981 and that women took 90% of them, but he

showed that jobs, wages and access to vocational training skills were still segregated by gender.

Researcher David Smitli.^^was to show that, despite the influx of women into the workforce,

not only had there been little change in job segregation between the 1956 and 1976 census

figures, but also women were in fact losing ground in the higher professions fN.Z.L. May 22

1982). The S.R.O.W (1973) survey of 1000 employers concluded that changes in employment

patterns were more likely to come from outside the employment structures. Commenting on

the study. Woman's Weekly columnist Cherry Raymond was to state, "Put in less careful

language, women will have to fight for opportunities" (March 25 1974). This battle was

multifaceted and was to show that the long fought battles for equal pay, matemity leave, equal

conditions of employment, equal opportunities in recruitment and promotion, and childcare were

in fact just the beginning of trying to address the institutionalised sexism. In 1978 the Working

Women's Council formulated the Working Women's Charter as a Bill of Rights which working

women needed in order to achieve equality. This document received general support throughout

the trade union movement but clashed with conservative groups because it linked women's

rights in the workplace to their need for childcare services and the control of their own fertility

by abortion if necessary. The outcry against the Charter was loud and orchestrated. It was seen

as a threat to traditional family life and as an agent of communism. An extract from one

pamphlet by the Working Women's Council (Inc)^° slated that the Charter:

2^ Lecturer in Business Administration at Victoria University of Wellington.

Hie similarity in names between the two groups was no coincidence and the feminist based
Working Women Council was to challenge the conservative Working Women's Council (Inc.)
usage of their name.
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Denigrates the role of the homemaker and would create a situation which
would force women into the workforce. It expresses a contempt for life.
It calls for the stale to become the principle custodian of children. It
aims to bring about a society like China and Russia.

Amidst such opposition, the earlier idealism that the women's movement could bring about real

changes for women were to fade as the 1970's moved into the 1980's. Francis Porter wrote:

If feminists now seem to be facing inward perhaps that is a perfectly
natural response to years of battering vulnerable egos against tJie solid
walls of male privilege and prejudice...It is simply a matter of self-
preservation rN.Z.L. June 26 1982).

It was not only a battle against conservative altitudes, but also a realisation that discrimination

was embedded in economic structures that were difficult to change. The long fought battle for

equal pay was an example.

In 1971 there was an optimistic view that the introduction of equal pay would right the

wrongs of inequality in the workforce. As Dennis Rose of the Institute of Economic Research

said:

An increase in female rates of pay will make paid work more attractive
to women and may induce an increase in the supply of women
workers...

Equal pay will break down the distinction between men's and women's
work, and tend to create one labour market...

Equal pay will reinforce the already strong demands for improved
education and retraining facilities for married women, for easier access to
part-time work and for assistance with childcare...
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There is a general change In aiiiiude towards the economic role of
women. Equal pay will reinforce these tendencies and..give them formal
recognition (N.Z.L. July 26 1971).

Equal pay had been available to women public sers'ants since 1960, but women had continued

to suffer discrimination in promotion (Malcolm 1978; Holt 1982), and in most parts of the

workforce job segregation meant that equal pay had a minimal effect on women's wages. By the

niid-1980's women were still getting only 70% of the male wage and a new campaign was

underway - equal pay for work of equal value^^

Attitudes towards reform had hardened as an economic recession set in, unemployment

rose and employment opportunities for women became fewer (SROW 1984). Debbie's story

seemed typical. She had two young children but her husband did not earn sufficient to cover

their living costs. Debbie delivered circulars but needed a better part-time job, but when she

applied for a morning job in factor^', "So did 700 other women...when they hear you have kids

they just don't want to know" fN.Z.L. April 22 1978). Married women were often the first to

become redundant (Shipley 1983), like Mary who lost her job after ten years;

Tlicre was a feeling of uselessness She's dropped back in the house, in a
role she thought she had shed...she misses the people she used to work
wiih...ilicy were her second family. But most of all she misses the
feeling of being part of the world (N.Z.L. April 22 1978).

In times of recession the old argument that married women took jobs fi"om

breadwinning men resurfaced. It was also argued that married women were taking jobs from

unemployed school leavers. The leader of the Opposition, Mr Rowling, made the suggestion,

but accused a Listener staff writer of mis-interpreting his statement:

I pointed out to the New Plymouth Rotary last November that the
1960's baby boom was coming on the labour market at the same time as
increasing numbers of married women remained in the workforce...!

pointed out that this combination of circumstances made it very difficult
for young people trying to enter the workforce. But at no stage did I
criticise married women for wanting to work...

Yet Mr Rowling went on to state that:

Society has got to come to grips with the implications for the labour
market of tlie working mother (N.Z.L. May 13 1978).

Economist Brendan Thompson called married women "Job Stealers" (N.Z.L. July 11 1981),

and argued that if married women had had the same pattern of participation in the workforce in

1976 as they had had in 1966, some 60,000 more jobs would have been available. Society

should, he claimed, consider the cost when married women take jobs from school leavers.

Reaction through the letter columns of the Listener was swift, voluminous and angry:

Would Mr Thompson completely deny married women the right to any
economic and psychological independence...Woman it seems is not a
person, but a series of roles: as a school leaver a girl maybe permitted to
work...as a wife social sanctions must ensure that she withdraws entirely
from lite paid labour force (Anne Green N.Z.L. August 8 1981).

31 Hyman and Clark (1987).
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"Susan Wauchop" suggested that there was another way of viewing the situation:

Look at the way that paid work is disu-ibuicd: men - married men - arc
holding down (hogging, you might say) the majority of positions. No
one says, "Look at all those selfish men refusing to give up their jobs
for school leavers and unemployed breadwinners!" fN.Z.L. August 1
1981)

Concern about unemployment focussed on the plight of school leavers and male breadwinners

whereas the problem of women's unemployment remained hidden (Paske 1978; Hancock 1981,

1983), and did not appear in the statistics (Shipley 1983). In the Walsh Study^^

estimated that official statistics on unemployment included only 10-11% of the real figure for

females, and that the overall unemployment rate for women was three times that of men.

Women's unemployment was not a priority issue amongst politicians and when Cabinet

Minister Dr Shearer stated that "unemployment was not a problem for women in the Waikato",

senior social worker Loma Booth replied angrily:

Unemployment may not be affecting women in Dr Shearer's
professional and social circle...I cannot understand where the man's
thinking apparatus is...perhaps he is sitting on it...I would like to take
the M.P. around the electorate to give him an insight into the social
situations caused by the unemployment of women (Waikato Times
November 21 1978).

Two studies on women's unemployment began to reveal the depth of the problem and the

hidden anguish it caused for women (Hancock 1981 Shipley 1983). Shipley stated:

The loss of a mother's job can often transform the way a family lives...
And women, who are dealing with the household's financial difficulties

Quoted in Women on iJie Dole by Marie Dwyer Broadsheet June 1980:23. Dr Carl Walsh
was an economist from Auckland University.
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on a daily basis, bear ihe bruni of il. Il's all taken out on her - planted at
her door fN.Z.W.W. June 6 1983).

Hanctvk (1983:45) rcponed:

For many of the married women the feelings of depression, loneliness
and isolation that were widely expressed related also to their loss of
economic independence as women, with their sudden reliance on their
husband.s for financial support.

Shipley's research endorsed this, and noted that one of the effects of unemployment for women

was that it altered tlie "balance of power" in the marriage. "In many cases it led to an oppressive

situation for women" fN Z.W.W. June 6 1983). The rise of women's unemployment and the

efforts to make it visible were to reveal that despite the new achievements of women in the

workforce, married women had only conditional rights to work and no rights to receive

unemployment benefit^^, all of which highlighted the precariousness of the new equalities. The

government appointed Committee on Women stated:

Society pays lip service to the equal right of men and women to work
when times are hard. Women arc the last to find jobs and the first to
become redundant. Women themselves must believe in their right to
join the workforce. Today they accept lower paid jobs with less
responsibility and fewer promotion opportunities, and then feel guilty
because they are employed in jobs which some say should go to school
leavers and breadwinners (Newsletter, April 1978:1).

The media, however, found it more attractive to focus on the penetration by women of

traditional male bastions of power. It always made a good story, but these were individual

stories and it would be easy to misjudge the extent of such infiltration. There were, however,

increasing numbers of women keen to try occupations where they had previously been excluded

like ilie fire service, the navy and trade apprenticeships. And there was the world of political and

economic power where it was difficult for women to climb up the rungs of promotion. During

this period there were rapid changes in the economy and shifting employment patterns for both

men and women. The demand for skilled labour was opening up opportunities and in a few

specialised areas breaking down old divisions of labour. Yet it was still the idea of getting

women into Parliament which was used as a measure of success of emancipation and only

eleven women had made it into Parliament by 1970 when there were four women out of eighty-

seven members. Sue Kedgley reported on one aspect of the problem

A New Zealand mother could not leave her children with her husband for

a week while she shot off to Parliament...A National woman who was a

candidate in 1969 when she had young children told me that tlte attitude
of most people in her electorate - particularly women - was one of
horror. She concluded it was an asset for a man to project a "family
man" image but for a woman it is a tremendous disadvantage fN.Z.L.
October 16 1972).

The unemployment benefit was not payable to anybody whose spouse had an income over a
ceriiun limit, so most married women who found themselves unemployed were not eligible for
the benefit.
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There was a heightened consciousness about getting more women into parliament, particularly

as a survey of M.P.'s (N.O.W.1975) revealed "wide spread ignorance of concern on women's

issues". 81.5% of National and 68% of Labour M.P.'s fell that mothers with preschoolers

should be encouraged to stay at home, and there was little support for the view that iratliiional

mother - father roles were interchangeable. The conclusion was that:

Ignorance is no substitute for genuine concern. Women represent 50% of
the votes in New Zealand and we are no longer prepared to tolerate polite
indifference to our needs and concerns from parliamentarians (N.Z.L.

August 30 1975).

Organisations like the Women's Electoral Lobby (W.E.L.) were formed and by 1981 there were

eight women Members of Parliament The Woman's Weekly (February 8 1982) reported that

there would be a:

BREATH OF FRESH AIR IN A WORLD OF MIDDLE AGED MEN:

They bring to Parliament a range of experience as women from a
divorced grandmother to a separated mother of three young children,
experience they see as different from the traditional image of a Member
of Parliament as a middle-aged male.

By 1984 there were twelve Labour Party women M.P.'s, two of whom were Cabinet Ministers,

aand two National Party women M.P.'s. A similar trend occurred in women's rcpreseniaiion on

local councils and mayoralties. It was an exercise in breaking down traditional attitudes, getting

the concerns of women onto the agenda, as well as balancing childrearing responsibilities. The
Woman's (May 26 1980) reported:

Hamilton City Councillor Margaret Evans knows what it's like to breast
feed a five-month-old baby during a national municipal conference or
interrupt a toll call to take a toddler to the toilet...Margaret Evans
believes she was the first woman to have a baby while serving in local
government

Being a first though was never easy. The listener (February 14 1976) reported Jenny Goodwin's

appointment as the first woman news reader on the national television network with the

assurance that she was "no rampant spokeswoman for women's rights". Jenny Goodwin herself

said:

I agree with the commonsense objections of the women's movement but
not their methods.

Developing strategies to survive in a male world were crucial and Jenny Goodwin was

pragmatic:

Chauvinism may exist around the television channel, but 1 don't choose
to notice it. I certainly don't go in for confrontations.

The EveQing^Qsj j-eport that in most cases "the system has given in gracefully" to the

pressure from women, and listed the appointment of women professors, judges, a woman

Director General of Radio New Zealand and an industrial mediator. But from Sonya Bank's

observation, it was harder to change altitudes than to get a few women into top jobs:
In my job I sometimes U-avel around the country... I'm always amazed
just how few women there are on these planes...On Friday nights rows
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on row of businessmen gei off ihc plane in Wcllingion or elsewhere to

be met by wives. What this means is ilrni when women do travel during
working hours - and there arc a few - air hostesses tend to say things
like "Going on holiday dear?" (N.Z.L. May 9 1979).

liulustrial psychologist Helen Place^' told the Listener fJanuarv 9 1982) that the major problem

for women reaching the top was that women did not sec themselves as climbing the managerial

ladder because cver>'thing they "sec, hear and read labels that path for men only":

The ideal manager is male...and feminine characteristics are seen as non
ideal...There is never any suggestion that female characterisdcs may be
equally well suited to managerial tasks.

The choice for women was a dilemma: to either remain in the comfort of the traditional female

occupations with the poorer pay status and conditions or, as Francis Porter wrote:

Attaching herself to the masculine comet and being pulled along with its
tail. This lactic may succeed merely in getting a fair rate of pay, and at
what price? fN.Z.L. June 26 1982).

By the mid 1980's women were reappraising their role as workers in the workforce. For this

second round there was perhaps less idealism and more pragmatic planning towards longer term

strategies. There was still banging on doors of male bastions, but there were louder assertions

that it was male attitudes and methods which needed to change. There was also more

acknowledgement within the union movement of the particular plight and oppression of low

paid women workers, and the need for employers to recognize parental responsibilities for both

male and female employees. The emphasis was not so much now on achieving equality with

men, but on the need for men to change (Kedgley 1985).

Published as Women in Manaoement (1982).



CHAPTER TWELVE

TEXT TWO - A PERSONAL REALITY 1970-1985

The younger women were rearing children during the 1970's - 1980's. They had all had their

first child by 1975. For some, the early years were past and by the time of their interviews

they were embarking on a new phase of parenting young teenagers. For others there were still

nappies on the line. Unlike the older women in this study, marriage and motherhood were not

so synonymous. One woman never married, three had children before they married, and in

contrast to the older women the gap between marriage and children was deliberately longer.

But despite improved contraception, three of the married women still had unplanned first

pregnancies.

These women had been reared as children during the early postwar years and their lives

had been caught between contradictory expectations. They were imbued with ideals of

fulfilment and security in marriage and family (Middleton 1985b); but they were also being

assured of a certain financial independence during the years they were working, and for women

who had educational qualifications there were expectations of perhaps pursuing a career as well

as having children.

The childhood years of these women have since been portrayed as the "golden years"

of "unsurpassed prosperity" in New Zealand, but this was not the experience of most of them.

Two women had childhoods which were economically comfortable, but the rest were reared in

families managing on limited resources, and in the cases of Pauline, Sharon, Sheila and
Penny, grew up with violence, depression or illness within the home. The childhood

memones of these women confirm the view of the older women that managing everyday life

during the early postwar years was a struggle. Unlike the older women whose philosophy of

mend and make do helped them to survive during times of austerity, the younger women had

fewer such skills and less inclination to acquire them. There were more opportunities in the

workforce and they had fewer inhibitions about working while they had children.

Expectations of what was necessary for family life rose considerably over the two
generauons. Ten of the younger women were living in their own homes at the time of the

interviews. Four had a personal car. All homes had basic home appliances such as an electric

stove, fridge, washing machine, floor cleaners, television and stereo. Unlike the older women,

most of whom had spent years saving for such commodities, one by one, the younger women
saw these as the minimum requirement for any household. If they could not afford them when

they set up home they were generally put on hire purchase (something the older women in
this study often disapproved of when they talked about the younger women). For Pauline

however, there was a dream house with all the latest things such as a spa pool, video, and

microwave, but for most of the other younger women these were extras to be acquired

gradually, as the older women had once done. With the exception of Elizabeth, few of the

younger women put energy into sewing and knitting for their children. Most had other
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priorities for their time and preferred to purchase ready-mades. Such maxims as "paying one's

way". "keeping one's head above water", or "making do and managing" were not as powerful

during iliesc years as they had been in the early postwar years. The consumer oriented society

was so constructed that the concepts of waiting and saving were a little archaic. The

advertisers' ethos was one of instant self-fulfilment: "If you want it you can have it".

However, this was not possible for all. During these years there was the reluctant

acknowledgment that poverty still existed (Easton 1979), and life for several of these women

was a real struggle, even though none were to experience the extremes of homelessness and

destitution sometimes portrayed in the media.

This chapter follows a similar format to that of Chapter Eight and again presents a

series of case studies constructed from the interviews. The issues are similar in that the case

studies reveal the strategies and rationales women used to balance their aspirations and manage

their responsibilities to their children, their men, and their work. The case studies of the

younger women, however, reflect shifts in the changing economy which allowed increasing

economic opportunities for women, alongside new ideologies of self-fulfilment and equal

rights for women. The women had the common experience of being mothers, and all but one

were married at the time of the interviews, yet their experiences varied. They came from rural,

urban and small town backgrounds; they had had good and bad experiences with men. Penny,

Beverly, Adrienne and Carolyn had become economically independent while Sheila, Denise and

Annette were totally dependent. Yet while Sheila yearned for more independence and was

carefully working towards it, Denise and Annette upheld the view that it was their husband's

responsibility to support them and resisted incorporation into the workplace. Their experiences

may reflect the lives of other New Zealand Pakeha women, but there are undoubtably many

others. However, the aim is not so much to codify the range of experiences but to use these

particular case studies as a window towards understanding how women rationalised and ordered

their lives amidst the contradictory realities that made up everyday life.

Part One

"ACCOMMODATION AND RESISTANCE":

ASPIRATION VERSUS REALITY

Jean Anyon's (1983) description of the process by which women and girls made concessions

to the dominant ideology of femininity while also resisting it, was again a useful framework

for understanding how women order and reorder their lives. Three case studies in Chapter Eight

showed how the older women carefully manoeuvred to obtain some kind of independence but

did not expect accommodation from their men, and accepted that these concessions would be

shelved if they conflicted with the priority needs of their families. The following case studies

of Penny, Racwyn and Elizabeth, appear along with an expectation that men should make
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some accommodation, and a new ideal\ for some, that women too could be breadwinners. This

created new strategies and choices, but also some painful compromises.

RAEWYN

Gee it's an ur^air world. It's a man's world. Gee what do they do. They
just do their 9-5 Job and go out a number of evenings a week and what
do you do. You are slogging from daylight till dusk...Well as I say my
husband thinks I should be doing all the gardens, and mow the lawns and
if I can find time, help him on the farm, which of course I do. Two
weeks before I had my first baby I was picking up 3201b bales of hay
with a tractor and trailer. That was hard and I will never do that again.

Raewyn came from a large family which had struggled to manage financially. The women

worked hard, and so did the children. From a young age Raewyn had the responsibility for

caring for numerous younger siblings. School and work were not good experiences for her. She

saw her future in being a wife and mother, and was happy to give up her job in a clothing

factory to marry a struggling sharemilker^ Raewyn often worked alongside her husband on the

farm, but for fourteen years of marriage she had had no access to money apart from asking her

husband. This was something she accepted, but always felt it to be a denial of her work on the

farm:

I have an independent streak and that really bugged me. Ifelt that asking
my husband for money was nothing short of begging. I don't like him
asldng what I want it for. That really bugs me which is silly because in
a way we were in partnership. But he would say that I've put nothing
into the farm as they were his cows. But that is very very wrong because
I said to him later, "You may have put the money in but there has been
a lot of sweat of mine gone into that".

Their goal was to get their own farm, but the likelihood of this appeared distant. Yet for

Raewyn, this was a sufficient reason to make sacrifices. At times they were able to afford help

on the farm but when this was not possible Raewyn was the "hired help" although without

wages or recognition:

When I was working on the farm people would say, "How are you
getting on without a boy", and instead of saying, "Oh I have my wife
helping me", he would say "I'm doing all right", and they thought he
was a Jolly martyr which bugs me. I Just like to be acknowledged that I
am doing the Job otherwise a lot of farmers snigger behind their backs
saying, "Oh poor old L he is working his guts out on the farm and
what's his wife doing sitting back at the house watching the soap
operas".

Raewyn had five children and while she worked on the farm, her husband gave no assistance

with domestic work or with the children:

It had been drummed into him when he was younger that a mother

stayed home and looked after her kids and that was her lot until they
were off her hands. Quite often his mother has said to me, "You are a
married woman with five kids and you should be home looking after
them". I was, more often than anybody knew I was. One time when we

Sharemilker farmers usually own the animals, but not the land.
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luid no boy and I was pregnant, but it was a case of getting the c«)>w
rnitkcd and we had no money. I had to leave three kids at the house and

it was very awkward as one >vaj a two year old. I would help him but at
night when it came to the dishes he'd just be sitting there watching TV.

Racwyn had accepted that her husband was unlikely to change. Instead she was

training her children to help around the house and in particular ensuring that her two boys

could cook and clean. Raevvyn had recently tried to get some financial independence and short

breaks away from tlte children, but this had created conflict in her marriage. A crisis had

occurred two years earlier when she had a breakdown from depression. At her doctor's

suggestion Racwyn decided to gel off the farm once a week, but this had not been easy. First

she tried going to judo:

But his bowls club would start to clash with my night out and I couldn't
have the car. He went out to two bowls clubs and a Jersey Cow club. If
you miss too nuiny nights you might as well go back to square one.. J
felt really good and I was getting reallyfit andfelt happier everyday and
was taking the kids out more. But he didn't like the thought that I might
be able to up end him.

Racwyn then tried yoga which was during the day:

I enjoyed that too. I even took the little one along in the bouncinette.
But then there turned out to be car problems too. I started to think that
this was a bit of a have that he wanted to go to sales. And so that put
the kybosh on that too.

The test came when she decided to go to Housie:

/ didn't even play cards. I mean I wasn't a gambler. Well I went thefirst
night and I thoroughly enjoyed it and I was a box of birds the next day. /
mean things were going right and even things that were going wrong as
far as I was concerned they were going right. / have never looked back
since. I go a couple of times a week now.

Helen: So how did you work out the car arrangements?

Well he'd do things like come in late from milking and I'd be running
late. So I'd keep his tea in the pot and say, "Your tea's there, the kids are
fine. They have all been fed and they're all washed. The baby's in bed",
and I'd shoot out the door. One night he hid the keys but I got around
that when I told him I would borrow the neighbour's car and all of a
sudden he found the keys.

Helen: You sound as if you were becoming a lot more assertive.

Oh boy did I ever, and I never thought I had it in me. I was determined I
was going to never end up as I had been. When I thought he might take
the keys I had another set cut and I still have one. He tried quite a few
tricks. I think it was all in the way that he was brought up but I still
thought he was lousy and called him quite a few names. We never came
to blows or anything like that but we had quite a few rows. I nearly gave
in a couple of times when he said about the baby. He said, "If she cries I
will turn the radio up and I won't hear her". But my older son who was
about twelve whispered to me as I went out the door "Don t worry mum
I will see to her".

Going to Housie had a bonus, because Raewyn had a lucky streak which gave her an

independent source of money. She would gamble the family benefit, but would sometimes
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have winnings of up to a hundred dollars. Raewyn had also begun knitting fancy goods for a

shop, iniiitally to raise money for an overdue bill:

My husband said, "That's only chicken feed". But I was quite indignant
and said, "At least I'm trying to do something about it and I'm not
sitting and moaning".

Raewyn continued her work and started baking for friends. The amount of money she earned

was small and invariably went on urgent bills or clothes for the family, but like her Housie

winnings, it was money that Raewyn controlled. At the time of her interview Raewyn was

feeling she had made her point, and felt a lot more positive about her relationship with her

husband. She could get out, she had a little money of her own, her children were helping her

around the house and best of all she was not feeling depressed.

For the first time Raewyn had a consciousness of changing her life. The process had

also made her aware of the boundaries between upsetting and protecting her marriage which

she did value. Raewyn accepted, albeit reluctantly, that her husband would not or could not

change much, but she was more confident that she could carefully carve out a life that gave her

more independence. She still saw her husband as the breadwinner, but wanted her role in the

partnership to be acknowledged more. That her husband now rarely challenged her right to go

to Housie was a tangible reminder to her that small changes were possible. Sue Kedgley

(1985) identified a growing mismatch in attitudes between New Zealand men and women of

the postwar babyboom generation. They had both been reared amidst a framework of separate

spheres, but Kedgley believed that while the girls as women were to gain new aspirations the
men were slower and often reluctant to change. In the case of Raewyn's husband it was

apparent there would be little change except through confrontation.

ELIZABETH

When we werefirst married we used to share out the work on a Saturday,
and he would do the vacuuming or whatever. But as soon as I gave up
work it all became my job. I just wished he would do the dishes at
night. When I went back to work it was still my job.

Elizabeth was to find, like Raewyn, that her husband had firm views on the different roles of
men and women but these did not affect their lifestyle until they had children. He saw the role

of motherhood as synonymous with a wife who stayed at home and took on the domestic

responsibilities, just as his mother had. In contrast to Raewyn. Elizabeth was more assertive,
better educated and as a school teacher had a marketable Job. The pattern of negotiation was
therefore different, even if the issues were similar. A conuaceptive failure after a year of

marriage cut short plans for travel and saving for a house: all the things Elizabeth and S
had intended to happen before they began a family.

was a shock. It took a bit of a adjustment. I remember coming out of
the doctor's surgery and the nurse saying, "Congratulations you are
going to have baby", and I thought "Oh crumbs am I?". / was only in
my third year of teaching. ..but in some ways I am an accepting person
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after the initial shock wore off. It just meant that there was going to be
a change.. Jt was a shock for S too. After the shock wore off he was
quite pleased.

Hli/.alKih liad few illusions aboul moiherhood as she had had a lot of experience helping with

her younger broihcrs. bui she found moiherhood lonely because none of her friends yet had

ciuklrcn and slic had no iranspon:

/ decided on my own without consulting S to get a job. There was
an advert in the papers saying reliever^ were wanted as at thai time there
was a teaching shortage. ! rang up and was asked what school I would
like, and so I chose one near where my mother lived.

Eli/.abcUi did this mainly because she v-as bored and lonely, but to her husband and family the

emphasis was on ilic financial necessity. There werefinancial pressures bui they weren't really

prcs.utrcs. We could have managed, but you know we managed better because I had a job.

Being nored and lonely would not have been sufficient reason to justify going back to work

with a young child, but working as a sacrifice to help get a house was almost acceptable. The

childcarc problem was resolved when the grandmothers' shared it as a contribution to help

Elizabeth and S get established.

Helen; How did everj'one feel? Were they supp>ortive to you?

Well Mum was. she was quite pleased to have N and my mother-in-
law took her too. My mother took her to playcentre and all these things
that I never did. That was good. But S was not at all happy because
obviously I was away from N when I should have been with her. He
felt I shouldn't be at work if I had a young child.

Elizabeth felt that it would be difficult for her husband to change and saw their different

upbringing as pan of the cause. She had a mother who had worked all her life, whereas her

husband's mother had never worked and never had any need to.

On her return to work Elizabeth enjoyed the stimulation of teaching again and fell

that she was keeping her skills in practice:

/ had a greater insight into children and it felt good getting back into
being with people who were of similar intellect to myself and talking
about things other than babies...It was just interesting being able to get
right away from the house. It something I really needed at that stage
because you become stagnant in your thinking and you also feel very
inadequate being at home all the time...I went back to teaching to prove
that I could still do it and run a house.

On the home front, however, it was not so rosy and Elizabeth continued to take the major

responsibility for the child, the house and the cooking:
It was always very busy. There were a lot of pressure just to get off in
the morning. There were car restrictions and one day a week you weren't
supposed to drive your car^. Mine was in the middle of the week and it
was such a hassle getting someone to come and pick up. Getting
home it was so late. There always such a lot of organising just to

2 These positions were short term contracts from as little as a day to a year.

^ This was in 1979-80 at the lime of a petrol crisis and the Government introduced earless
days.
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get everything done. I still did all the cooking and by the end of the

week the house was just filthy.

Yet these hassles were worth it, and Elizabeth saw this as a lime to prove to herself and her

family that she was not just a housewife and mother. / needed that to help my self esteem

which was pretty low.

When N was five, Elizabeth decided to have another child. This meant giving up

teaching again. Elizabeth could not see how she could manage to teach as well as care for two

children even though one would be at school. Working was also becoming harder to justify

because her husband was beginning to earn sufficient to support the family and by then they

had bought and furnished a modest house. With a second child Elizabeth now had friends who

were having children and this brought new support networks. While she missed the contacts

with teaching, Elizabeth found life more relaxed, particularly with her husband as she was now

conforming to the role he thought a mother should assume. They had to be careful with

money, but Elizabeth made crafts to get extras for herself and the family. To get a break from

children Elizabeth worked at her daughter's school library on a voluntary basis and had

developed a strong commitment to the work. Childcare was again solved by support from

grandmothers.

At the time of the interview Elizabeth was pregnant with her third child, but was

hoping to continue her voluntary work in the library. She was again worrying about childcare

and wished that there was a creche nearby that offered casual care for babies. Elizabeth now

envisaged that she would be home for a few years and was planning strategies to relieve the

tensions that resulted from full-lime childcare. She did not profess to want to make a "career"

out of teaching, but wanted to keep the involvement. Library work was thus a kind of

investment for the future. The ideal for Elizabeth had been when she working with one child,

but in choosing to have more children, she had to re-order her priorities. Like Raewyn, she

was not prepared to cause too much conflict in her marriage and felt that she had gained

concessions by demonstrating that she could work and be a mother, and by arranging time for

herself. / don't think it will be an issue again. As / said he would prefer I didn't work, but I

don t think he would stop me. Fortunately I don't want to get into teaching too heavily.

Elizabeth expressed concern about women like herself who were at home which

reflected the views of other women in this study who were at home:

You don't want to be downtrodden. You want to be treated as an equal. /
think that the role of mother needs to be looked at. Obviously it is
downtrodden because it is unpaid and the images in advertising are bad.
This is something I found hard to justify at first when I was home. The
fact that I was really important and it was something to be proud of.

At the time of the interview, Elizabeth was however, feeling more comfortable with her role

than when she first became a mother, and as she remarked it seemed strange that she had to be

superwoman for a while to help that to happen.
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I'KNNV

The thing that / found was that it took me years and years to work out
the ambivalence I found at being in one relationship and being married.
A lot of that Hos by the way people treated you ifyou were.

Penny believed lhai relationships with men should not result in her sexual or economic

dependence. When she had her first child she had liule to do with the father and managed alone

with the support of friends. Penny had always lived with groups of people and did not feel

comfortable in a pair relationship. Penny lived first with her future husband after she left the

town because she felt that the police and child welfare officers might possibly take her child

away from her because of her associations with the fringes of the drug culture. L offered

her a refuge from that scene:

I got this letter from L . He knew my independence and everything
else. I remember silting around with these people including the guy that
I was with at the time, a Maori activist. I was startled the effect my

decision had on him. He was quite amazed that I could just walk out of
the relationship, but / said that, "If I don't go / never will", so I packed
and went in the train that night.

Life was stressful because she was on a benefit which would have been cancelled if it had been

known she was living with someone:

It was a risky thing being on a benefit. I had a friend in Social Welfare
who used to check my files regularly to see whether anybody had any
suspicions. She would see what was the latest on me.

Penny eventually went off the benefit, placed her baby in childcare and worked as a postie^

but there were continuing stresses because of political pressure on L and herself. The only

way Penny felt she could get release from political demands, and put time into her new

relationship, was to marry:

We were married on May Day. We decided to wait for tfujt and we decided
to have a baby. I went off the pill as soon as we got married and T
was born one year later. So it became the usual sort of thing. I gave up
work that Christmas and we shifted to an old house in the suburbs and
that was the first time we were really by ourselves.

At the time of the interview Penny and L were still married, and had two children along

with Penny's first child who had never met his own father. Despite Penny's discomfort with

the institution of marriage, the relationship had been successful. Her political activities

continued, but the focus shifted to the situation of women in the suburbs, as this was where

she was too. Penny, however, only ever had brief periods of time at home with her children.

With two small children she realised how isolated she was, and noted that people didn't sort of

acknowledge me. They were short of money as L 's earnings as a factory worker were

small, but the decision to return to work was mainly because Penny wished to be

economically dependent. Access to money was not the issue as her husband shared everything.

^ The term postman was often abbreviated to posiie.
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but she felt that it was difficult to be equal partners if one was at work all day while the oliicr

was at home:

When T was three months / went to work in a factory. That was very
hard on myself physically. I had a real need to earn some money. We
decided that if L worked overtime I would see even less of him, and
we would share less of the work around the home. I wanted to work the
same hours as him even though / got less pay. I got $25 a week
working in a fireworksfactory.

The logistics of this were formidable:

/ used to leave home when it was dark at about quarter to seven. Ifound
a childcare centre that took babies. We only had one car and L used
to drive the children over to the childcare centre and then he would take

me to work for eight o'clock. At the end of the day he would come and
collect me at five o'clock and we would go and get the kids and take
them home. And then we would have to do the shopping, the washing
and everything else. There wasn't much time or energy for anything else
or for political things. But it was important to me at the time. It was
the only way I couldfeel all right. / knew that is what I had to do so /
did it. But then my health could only sustain that for so long.

Although childcare made working possible with young children. Penny's description

demonstrates that this was not always an attractive or easy option. Penny had, however,

established an important principle that became a pattern of her life with L . It was not

always possible for Penny to work full-time, she sometimes looked after other people's

children, and it was agreed that when she did not work the family benefit became her own

money. Later, when Penny had three children, she worked part-time for a community

organisation, but she found this stressful in a different way because she found it was too easy

to take on the double load of work. Because her hours of work were shorter than L 's, she

would have all the cooking and cleaning done before he came home. Penny moved again into

the fulkime workforce;

Well I am a lot happier working fulltime and the same length of time as
L  . Paying someone to come after school is important to that. And
when I get home I will now often sit around and wait until L gets
home before we start tea. We leave for work at the same time and we
share doing the shopping and things like that. Even buying the kids
clothes I will leave until the weekend and we will go together. It is not
that / have a thing that we have to share everything it is just that it feels
more comfortable to me. This is now a good time for me and I am
showing less stress.

While Penny continued her political activities but she also put a lot of energy into ensuring

she felt comfortable with the ; way responsibilities were shared at home. The arrangements

were not always ideal, but she admits that she was fortunate to have a man who did not feel

threatened by her quest for independence. Penny found that the stresses caused by organising

childcare relief, and the tiredness of full-time work, were far outweighed by the well-being she

felt when she had an equitable partnership with her husband on both the home and work

fronts.
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The lives of RacNvvn. Elizabeth and Penny arc different in terms of class, opportunities,

asplraiii>iis. and particularly in terms of their husband's attitudes to the role of women. Each of

tliesc \«. omen made a pragmatic accommodation to prevent, or ease, conflict Raewyn accepted

iliat her husband would not change; Elizabeth eventually gave up work and stayed at home;

Penny got marricxl. At the same time each woman was, at some cost to herself, to resist the

expectations of their husband or society by making a stand that not only gave them more

indei>endence but enhanced their self esteem. If placed along a scale of independence, these

women would be distant from each other. But Raewyn's stand to go to Housie, and Elizabeth's

and Penny's stand for the right to work, were strategies that had a considerable momentum in

terms of personal politics. Each within the constraints of their relationship and opportunities,

had an ideal of independence and self-fulfilment and each was to manoeuvre concessions to

facilitate this. A key difference between each woman was the degree of opposition and/or

supjx^rt thc>' received from their husband.

Part Two

COPING WITH NEW CHALLENGES

It has already been stated that the women's movement challenged existing codes of what was

acceptable and unacceptable. This challenge occurred during the period when the women of this

generation were rearing children. The childrearing years, however, were when the women were

most dependent on a partner, and economic independence in the workplace was most

constrained and discriminatory. Tliere was therefore, a widening contradiction between the new

rhetoric of sexual and economic independence, for women, and the realities of the women's

lives. All the women in this study felt something of a dilemma in steering a course through

this contradiction. Only Penny professed to be a feminist at the time she became a mother.

The other women were more cautious about such an identification, although they would often

use fcmininst rationales as a tool towards making selective changes in their

resfxjnsibilities. Delwyn, and Adrienne, for example, were attracted to feminist ideas, but felt

uncomfortable with some of the feminist stances which they found difficult to live up to

themselves, like the acceptance of economic dependency within marriage, or the fact that their

husbands had expectations of lliem as wives and mothers that were contrary to their feminist

ideals for women. They were to find that the extent to which they could "be a feminist" in

practice depended a great deal on their male partners. The other women professed more

scepticism about feminism insofar as it was seen to be "anti-men, or it had "not done much

for women at home", or it was "too way out". Several of the women expressed concern that

feminist groups had been opposed to a wage for mothers which they felt would have raised

their suuus as mothers and given them some independence as women. Yet among all the

women there was a striving for autonomy and self-fulfilment which expressed itself in much
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stronger ways than with the older women. The consensus view was that women should be free

to make choices as to whether they stayed home or went to work. The reality was that such

choices were painful.

A common theme with the younger women was an attempt to distance themselves

from the experiences and constraints of their mother's lives (McKinlay 1983), and this would

appear to have been just as strong a motive for making changes as any impetus coming from

the women's movement There was a view by the younger women that their mothers had been

too selfless in terms of putting their husband's needs before their own. Even though they

themselves faced similar situations, they were aware that they had more independence and

choices than their mothers. This section looks at three aspects of women's lives in which

there had been noticeable changes between the two generations: being married, being alone,

and again the "silent issues", except that now the issues were media news and could at least be

talked about.

MANAGING TO STAY MARRIED

Most marriage services in the 1970's-80's still contained the words for "better or worse "till

death do us part". Most of the women in this study still hoped that was true, but in contrast to

earlier years, there was more awareness that there were other options if it failed. As a

comparison between the two groups of women, the younger women kept addressing the

problem of what they would do if their marriage failed. They would often refer to contingency

plans. It was as if they felt there was far less certainty that they might reach old age with the

same partner, than the older women had. Investing in their husband's careers without

safeguarding their own, which had been the pauem with the older women, was entered into

more cautiously by the younger women.

DELWYN: "We didn't have a romantic engagement, we had an entire negotiation".

Delwyn believes that she selected her husband on the basis that he would be a good

father for the children she planned to have, and would make a good companion. She was very

specific about the kind of man she could live with:

To my mind you have two choices. Either you marry someone who is a
career person or you look for a family man. 1 have looked for a family
man. We discussed it before we got married and I said that there was no
way that 1 was going to be prepared to play second fiddle to a man. 1 am
not the socialising sort so if he thinks he is going on the spaghetti
soiree set he can forget it. I expect him to be an eight to five guy and to
give me a hand around the place. In short 1 want a father to the children.

Within these contraints of when he could work, Delwyn was still concerned that her husband

be a reliable breadwinner as well as someone who would let her develop her own interests.

Marriage in fact became an opportunity to do this:

1 had no illusions about marriage at all and 1 must have been one of the
few brides who thought, "Well if this doesn't work out 1 can get a
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divorce". That is how I went into it in a very cold and calculating way
and had no illusions about it. No ideals. Now I have changed and would

go up the wall if he left.

Dclu > n Ix'canic prcgnani immcdiaiely after marriage but was to find that p/ay/ng the wife and

mother far from easy. She became ill. suffered from posmaial depression, was isolated and

alone in a new housing suburb, and they had very little money:

That first year was just Hell...! was stuck out here doing whatever a

housewife hyis suppose to do except I wasn't sure at that stage..J^or the
best part I sat in an empty shell of a house, broke, alone, isolated and
unwell and pregnant. S said "You have got to get out. OK we are
broke but we Just have to scrounge up enough money for you go to the

For goodness sake go and do the course". So once a week I
trailed into town to a mental health course. It was good and it Just
whetted my appetite for more. This was before I had children.

This established a paiiem which became an important feature of Delwyn's life when she had

one then two children. She was to use her years at home to further her education and

eventually went to university. Delwyn had given up her career as a nurse when she married and

life was organised around the traditional breadwinner - housewife roles. On the other hand her

husband invested in DcIwjti's education which she saw as an equitable exchange:

I had some freedom. Even though being a wife and mother is suppose to
be incarcerating, it isn't, it gave me freedom. I had a husband who said
"You go and develop interests of your own". So it was with his support
and with his money and his car.

The cost of this was considerable as it involved continually rising petrol costs of transport to

the nearest university, creche fees for two children as well as books and student fees.

Delwyn saw life ahead as a series of dilemmas. She had the qualifications to work in

a well paid full-time job and had done so for periods of time although she found full-time

work and motherhood difficult to combine without extraordinary stress. Yet this was

prefcrrable to part-time work where she felt exploited. Delwyn still looked towards her

husband as having the breadwinning responsibility, but she was careful not to let her skills

get rusty as she may have to be financially independent. Although she felt her marriage was

secure, she was still taking no chances. During the early years the financial investment from

her husband in her education was seen as a fair exchange for her taking the major

responsibilities of motherhood. Now that Delwyn was making more forays into the

workplace, the nature of the exchange was changing. It was no longer a monetary transaction,

but one of labour, as Delwyn needed her husband to take on more domestic and childcare

responsibilities. This was proving difficult to arrange within the constraints of his job in a

male workplace, along with continuing difficulties of childcare beyond the preschool years and

a general lack of support from friends or relatives.

5 Workers Education A.ssocialion.
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SHETLA: "You don't tell a fifteen year old that she is not in love. Thnt was IT for me".

Sheila found herself married at the age of sixteen, not because she was pregnant, but

because she thought herself to be in love with a man some ten years her senior, and because

her father told her husband-to-be G that if his daughter was good enough to screw she was

good enough to marry. Sheila's father was a sickness beneficiary®, and her mother was

periodically beaten:

He has knocked her up over the years. And when I was a kid growing up
I used to hate myself so much because / couldn't get out there and fight
him and say, "Leave her alone you big bully". I used to hide in my
room andjust loathed it.

Sheila wanted her life to be different but as she stated:

Apart from seeing my parents I had no idea. My only idea of love at that
stage camefrom watching TV. love stories, and romances.

At the age of fifteen she was the only one of her girl friends who was still a virgin and when

G  showed an interest in her, she felt that this would be a chance for a new life. But she

was soon disillusioned:

/ was treated like dirt right from the beginning. My husband was a flirt
and that was a threat to me. We had lots of arguments over that. And
when he wanted to go out he would go off to the pub and leave me alone
at home and that was awful. Sometimes he would say he had been at
work but he hadn't. / had to learn to cook and sew. He expected me to
service his needs as well as my own. He was looking for the perfect
woman. It has taken me years to to realise that at sixteen I was only a
girl.

Sheila was both economically and socially vulnerable as a sixteen year old. Her wages were

low and barely sufficient to live alone on if she had considered leaving her husband. But Sheila

had no consciousness that she could leave, and even if she had there was nowhere to go and no

support. Her mother was helpless and her father's view was that she had "made her bed and

must lie in it". Sheila described herself as a nobody who didn't deserve to be recognized and

felt she was at the beck and call of everybody older than herself. Sheila had hoped that

becoming a mother would improve her situation. She had her first child at the age of

seventeen, her second and third came at two year intervals, but her marriage continued in the

violent pattern of her parents'. She was almost a prisoner in her flat and had no access to

money apart from what her husband would give her:

I didn't have the confidence then to get out and be a person. I didn't feel
that I was allowed to go out and do things. /felt that I had to account for
all the money I spent. It was his money I spent.

But amidst these constraints Sheila did start making changes in her life. She got a child

minding job looking after two children while their mother was at work. This took her out of

her small house into a larger home where her own children could also play. It gave her contact

® A person who was unable to work for health reasons and who received a sickness benefit
from the Government.
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wiih anoihcj person and a small independent source of income, even though it was usually

used to purchase Ixisic housekeeping items. This brought a degree of autonomy that she had

not had Ivfore. hut this did not prevent the violent and emotional abuse that Sheila still

rcccivctl from her husband.

ihc' arguments would lead to physical violence. Every individual can
only take so much and mine woj 70% mental and 30% physical. The
actual physical was punches, pulling hair, kicks and bndses. But it was
the mental harassment that went on for hours and hours on end which
was the more tiring and terrible and the exhaustion.

Child minding had built up Sheila's confidence and on one occasion she ran to a Womwi's

Refuge^. Several weeks later she returned to her husband and this became a pattern that is still

a part of her life. Sheila described this process however, as a positive one that had given her

niore control, and in fact was a weapon she had used to get more independence.

The Refuges helped me to grow up. When it was safe I would make a
run for it and sometimes leave the kids and everything to him. First of
all / knew my kids were safe because he wouldn't touch them. He was
quite a good father. But me / would take off like a wounded animal. It
>va5 a sanctuary for me because it gave me time to get my head together
and when I felt stronger I would ring him up and as usual I would go
back to him.

Sometimes Sheila had got as far as having separation papers drawn up, but was to admit she

did tills as a ilircat. If you do this to me I can do that to you. It is a bargaining point and it

gives me power. But deep down all I want isfor him to change.

A year before this interview Sheila had had an affair. Her lover wanted no

commitments, but this still gave her a confidence that she had not experienced before. It was

"when I started to grow up. I changedfrom a girl to a woman. It opened a whole new door. I

got the cuddles and kisses I wanted. Someone to talk to and to listen to me. The affair was

however short-lived as Sheila found out tliat her lover was not faithful:

He was screwing three other women at the same time. That opened my
eyes. I was angry at myself He had been the dream romance, the Prince
in shining armour on a white steed. But he was afarce.

Sheila's husband also had an affair, but she saw this again as a learning experience which had

given her strength:

/ think that G has at last learnt that not every female goes OOH
AAII at (he right moment and that everyone is different. He used to
place so much emphasis on the bedroom scene. I can be happy without
actually having to be sexually satiffied all the time.

At the time of the interview Sheila's life was still difficult, but she felt more in conu-ol of

things than in the earlier years of her marriage. There was still occasional violence and

harassment but Sheila knew she could walk out, and did. The last time she packed her bags

^ The first of llicse was opened in 1974, although there had previously been charitable and
church refuges for women.
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and left before he became violent. / just thought bugger I am not living with this and walked

out. Sheila now saw herself as a much stronger woman who could cope with things.

/ can speak my mind openly to anybody and I am not embarrassed now.
There is nothing he can do to hurt me any more. If he hurts mc
physically I hurl him back which I have done. 1 wouldn't take any of
that shit any more.

Sheila's life typifies that of many women who have to live with violence and domination,

although she may have been luckier than some in that she had survived and was now coping

with the situation - at least at the time of the interview. Feminism had not touched Sheila's

life much, except insofar as feminist women ran the refuges, and Sheila was rather sceptical

about their hardline views against men. Despite the harshness of her experiences with men as

regards to her father, her husband and her lover. Sheila still held the media's romantic images

of love as an ideal. Its espousal of the view of men's responsibility for women and women's

subissiveness to men was more powerful than any feminist ideas. Realising feminist ideals

was more possible amongst middle class women who not only had an education, but whose

earning power could also sustain their economic independence from men. In Sheila's working

class background, men provided for women as it kept them submissive and her father, who

was on a sickness benefit, would not allow her mother to work. Yet Sheila had developed a

strong consciousness that she was entitled to some independence in the sense of money to

spend and time for herself, and that she did not have to put up with the violence from her

husband. Her strategy however was to learn skills to handle her husband and did not extend to

managing without him. In contrast to her earlier years of marriage. Sheila knew that she was

now a lot more "liberated" than her mother. While Sheila was sceptical of fcmininsts she had

was using femininst ideas and verbal rhetoric as a way towards gaining more control over her

life.

ANNE l ib: I was very conscious of the fact that most girls of mv age were married.

As a single woman in her late twenties Annette felt left out of the scene in which

everyone else appeared to be in couples and all her friends were married and having children.

They were busy in their domestic life with their own families and therefore didn't have time to

be entertaining single friends...Some of them would have been uncomfortable at having a

single friend around too often. In an analysis of single women in Australia, Penman and Stolk

(1983) argued that the pervasiveness of the role of marriage and motherhood had created an

image of singleness as a negative state. Single women were defined by their lack of marital

status. Annette had an image of herself as a potential wife and mother, but as she got older and

was still single she had been making a painful adjustment to the fact that she might remain

single. Annette fitted the category of single women Penman and Stolk call "anxious seekers"

(1983:125), but who were moving towards the adaptive stage (1982:122) in the sense of

trying to come to terms with a future alone. Annette was not prepared to have sexual

relationships outside the security of marriage. She wanted a marriage partner, but by her late
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iwcniics had sadly decided ihat mairiagc did noi seem to be her destiny. She decided instead lo

iiwcsi in an education she had missed earlier so that she could at least have an interesting

career :ls a single woman. Up until then she had been working in poorly paid factory, domestic

and iiffice jobs. TTiis uas a crucial decision:

To mc It v% tz5 not so much a decision that / wiV/ never marry because I
did lo. but more of a decision that it doesn't appear that I will
nuirrw I have not met any person. There was no one around quite
frankly. So again it u-as a matter of accepting that as the situation,
instead of wiiiting for something to happen I have to make it happen.

She went to night school and got her School Certificate and then gained special admission to

university'*. Tlic nc.xt three years were a struggle both academically and financially, but

Annette succeeded in gaining her B.A. She also met the man she was to marry.

Annette got a job as a social worker, but felt a conflict between the demands of

establishing herself in a career and putting energy into her marriage and home. She was
determined to try to establish a career, especially after her efforts to get an education. Her
husband, who had a well established career, c.xpecied her to take over the responsibilities for

domestic side of his life- He was not opposed to Annette having a career as long as this did

impinge on his own career demands, and Anneue too was eager to assume the domestic
''csponsibility:

/ was to have my own home. I had lived in so many houses of
other peoples. / enjoyed the security that I now had and had never had
before.

security was important, and Annette took on the responsibilities of the domestic load
^ven though she was working fulkime. She also handed over her wages to her husband:

That was a rather oldfashioned adjustment. We were buying a house and
anted as much money as possible..Jt meant handing over my wage
^ rket to my husband and never seeing it. To some extent I resented it
hf it seemed the easiest way to pay for a house. And if I needed
" tiung j l^^e twenty dollars"? I did findit—'

for it.. ̂  resent him and I remember his mother sayir
hard

him for tt- i resent mm and! remember his mother saying toas have your own individual account and to make sure thai I

Qfiey of my own. I think once or twice I used to make humorous
nments about it but it not worth making a big issue over.

"^oncttc f d she was pregnant and this resolved the conflict she felt over managing home
and , -. fir's and Annette made her home, husband, and family herprioriiy. At the^ork responsibilities ̂  '
tirr,« u^th of Annettes children were at school, but Annette was not anxious^ of ihc interview b j r i #• u, .

vvorkforce and lelt comfortable with the homemaker - breadwinner
^Ovc back into the w

<3 jQok pride in the fact that she provided a stable home and routine for
^ttrcaiion in roles- ^ . . .

f  ̂ j the children s material and emotional needs, and she enjoyed the
^i^ildrcn, she servie

srv^ ,4 fis a provider. There was some cost in this and Annette expressed
of her husband a

rocr, . ft with all the domesuc responsibilities in relation lo the children, and
at being

•  r ciudents over the age of twenty-one who did not have the University
£ni possible for means to universtiy entrance in New Zealand.

o'unce ecru fleatc,
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felt her husband could help more, but again she had decided it was not wonh making an issue

over it. Keeping the status quo gave Annette the security she had always wanted.

Annette had found economic and emotional security in marriage which was

something she had never attained as a single woman. Her husband had access to a much higher

standard of living than she could have ever commanded, with or without an education. Oilier

aspirations were a secondary consideration to maintaining this. Annette still identified with the

ideas of the women's movement particularly in its analysis of women in the workforce. As a

poorly paid factory and office worker Annette had experienced some of the worst forms of male

exploitation in terms of sexual harrassmenL Although she had got further education she had

not had time to establish her career, and she felt that marriage had given her more security and

improved status than she had before. In many ways Annette's life was in accord with the ideas

of conservative groups that upheld a tradilonal view of marriage as a haven of security for

women from the exploitation of the world. Annette was not linked to any of these groups, but

her life demonstrated that the realities of achieving economic and sexual independence for

women were not easy. She felt that her switch from a career to marriage was a more secure

investment.

There are countless other arrangements by which women manage their relationships with men,

but in these three case studies it was apparent that although the women's movement had

encouraged an ideal of independence, there was no total acceptance of the idea. Moreover the

realities of everyday life made it almost impossible to realise. Annette equated economic and

sexual independence with insecurity and opted for the security of a traditional marriage

arrangement Delwyn was more ambivalent and was trying to balance the need for security in a

breadwinner against the need to assure her own economic independence if it was needed.

Sheila's life did not allow such strategic choices. She had left her marriage on several

occasions, but still perceived she had more security when she was married than on the

occasions she left home to manage alone in the women's refuge. For each woman there was a

consciousness of the ideal of independence in the sense that each women carefully balanced the

extent to which they would pursue their independence in relation to independence and/or the

security of their husband as a provider. They were wary of the vulnerability of managing alone

as well as wary of being too dependent. Each woman had to find a place within these

extremes.

managing alone

Several of the women were, through choice or necessity, to manage alone for periods of time

by taking full responsibility for rearing the children and sometimes for earning a living. An

earlier chapter described the rise in single parent families headed by women, and the reluctant

acceptance by government that they should receive support through the Domestic Purposes
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liciicru. Dcspilo ihis acknowledgment and financial support, women rearing children alone

sill! lilted uncomfortably into a society arranged around the assumption of a male breadwinner.

IVnnv: "When 1 had a child it was a sintcment. I'm a woman but I'm not lookine for a

Major Thclma Smith, who was in charge of the Salvation Army Women's Social

Services, was to report on^light of single mothers in New Zealand in comparison with other

EuroIx^a^ countries she had just returned from visiting:

In no countT)' was the single mother who kept her baby left without
financial support...In no other country was the housing of the unwed
moilier left so completely to chance as it was in New Zealand (Parents

Ccnia'- Bullotin March 1970).

It was this kind of situation Penny faced when she had a child in 1970. Penny had no

intention of marrying, nor did she intend seeking support from the child's father. Penny

believed tliat women should be be economically and sexually independent from men. But to

achieve tills was a struggle and in the end a political battle. Penny was aware that, unlike

women who got pregnant through some misfortune, there would be little sympathy for such

obvious flouting of convention:

/ didn't go to the doctor until I needed to go on a sickness benefit, which
they wouldn't give me because they didn't believe that I didn't secretly
have a man supporting me. I had to go to the ombudsman. We had to
have a sit-in at the Social Welfare office until I went on the benffit.

Penny went to ante-natal classes but found that a difficult experience as a single moth^. Most

unmarried mothers had tlieir babies at discreet charitable or private hospitals and did not

attempt to mix so boldly with mamed mothers in public hospitals. During childbirth she felt

that she was given a hard time by being neglected. There were babies of single mothers bom
at the hospital but tliey were mostly for adoption, and this was never Penny's intention:

They used to put all the babies on trolleys to wheel out to you every
four hours for feeding. They used to have this bottom row and these
were the babies for adoption. The women didn't ever see them after they
were born. Women who were quick with feeding their babies could then
feed one of these babies on the bottom of the trolley. They would have
their bottle beside them. It would have a name: Baby Please Feed
Me.

Penny did not act with the expected demeanour expected of an unmarried mother:

7 hey were fascinated by all the visitors I had and they sat observing
them all. wondering which one could be the father. Also! got masses of
flowers which they found a bit obscene for an unmarried mother to have
flowers.

It was a struggle for survival afterwards and a woman choosing to keep her child was viewed

as at risk:

I was on a sickness benefit of $11.75 a week which even in those days
was very little by the time you paid the rent. Very few women in those
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days kept their kids. I suppose that if a welfare officer had looked at the
sort of lifestyle I had I would have been thought not to be coping.

Penny realised that her independent stand at that period made her very vulnerable. She was

living on the fringes of society and could lose the custody of her child:

I had to shift myself and disassociate myself away from that whole
strand of my life. It was one of the hardest things I have ever done...I
wasn't going to lose the baby.

Penny's story from this point has been told earlier and she did not envisage that she would be

married so soon and living what appeared to be a normal suburban lifestyle.

CAROLYN: "Breastfeeding was crucial because otherwise there was no financial assistance"

For Carolyn, unlike Penny, getting pregnant was an unfortunate accident. She came

from a middle class, religious background in which "good girls" did not get pregnant. Tlierc

was no support from the father, but Carolyn determined to try and keep the baby and set about

finding out how this could be managed:

I went to visit the Social Welfare. They were not interested in me. Their
attitude to me was - what was I doing visiting them? I was so obviously
middle class. Why should I call on their services. I complained about
this and told them I was there to get some facts together. They talked to
me about adoption as if that was the only option for me but I abruptly
cut them off.

There was a sickness benefit for the last months of pregnancy which was paid until six weeks

following the birth. This could be extended as long as the mother was breastfeeding, which

therefore became imperative for economic survival. Before the birth Carolyn also investigated

childcare possibilities and was directed to a charitable organisation, but did not feel

comfortable with what she saw. There were so few adults and so many children. It was all a

reeling mass of children. Carolyn was to find that childcare for babies was almost non

existent.

After the birth Carolyn lived with another unmarried mother, and like Penny, she too

realised how vulnerable women alone were. The establishment of quality childcare services she

considered essential if women were to be able to keep their babies. She observed the problems

faced by the woman she lived with who had to make childcare arrangements. A friend had a

baby who was looked after by a childmindcr:

It was horrific. The baby would come home in the same nappies that she
left in in the morning and had the most appalling nappy rash.

Carolyn found it hard to understand why the mother would continue using such an

arrangement knowing that the care was less than best and probably damaging. It was a shock

to realise that there was no other choice and that women alone could not afford the luxury of

defining what was quality childcare. Carolyn felt angry at the attitude of society to childcare,

and was scathing about women who had the protection of a man and the luxury to stay at

home with their children:
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I hey shouldn't be so righteous and jolly well ought to know that not
everylwiy could afford thai.

} Iclcn; \S'as iherc personal aniagonism to you?

/ was aware of it. Once when J was eighteen months old and for
God's sake I had been coping for that long. This woman gave me a
lecture on really I ought to give up my child. I sat through this being
told what massive harm I was doing my child and how her life
opportunities were so stunted and that she would be bound to be
criminal at the very least. I can remember being very angry about that. It

brought home to you that you were not doing the right thing by
vour child.

Carolyn fell pariicularly vulnerable in that she was unsupported by women from her own

mickllc cht^s Ixickground:

These were the people / was akin to. I recognized fairly quickly that I
fuid stepped outside of my class. I was declasse. I now had no class
bccatisc / had forfeited the right to be seen as part of my middle class
background - pure and all that. I demonstrated that / yvasn't. By having a
child and deciding to keep it I had stepped outside the bounds. That
duinged my life.

Pauline: "People ring voti up and sav do vou want to come out.Thev feel sorrv for vou".

Pauline managed alone, not because she was not married, but because her husband

was often away from home. She had been careful in her selection of a prospective husband to

find someone with ambition. She had also seen it as a good investment in her own future

security to work witli him to establish a business. Pauline had now been married for fifteen

years and had two children. She lived in a luxurious house and her children attended the most

exclusive schools. Her lifestyle was one of elegance and assisted by every convenience. But

amidst all this luxury Pauline was managing alone in the sense that her husband worked long

hours or travelled extensively on business. Pauline had had to adjust to a change of identity

from being a working women running a joint business with her husband to being at home as

a mother. She now had the total domestic responsibility:

He used to do quite a lot when they were babies. But now he leaves
everything to me. I wouldn't like to say that he is only a fun father and
he does like to think that they will give him cuddles. But / wish he
would take more responsibility. He really doesn't take on any role with
them unless I ask him to. It is just that he is so busy. He is always
thinking about something. He will do something if I ask him nicely but
only if I ask him nicely.

Pauline looks after all the house and although she knows tlicy could afford help, feels guilty

because she is not working herself:

I have very high standards that / set in keeping house. I like everything
tidy and thai creates problems because the others don't want to keep the
hou.Ke clean. The kids don't see why they should have to pick up toys.
The husband doesn't see why he should have to pick up his underpants. I
have to do it all myself. Ifind that / am always working.
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Pauline was ambivalent about her life. They had become afflucr'T^but she was now alone.

There had been a cost

We just carry on because if I thought about it too much it would get me
down. We don't go on about Dad being away otherwise the children
would notice it more: They would dwell on it.

Pauline had been forced to become more independent and this made it harder for her husband to

adjust when he was at home. I wonder how much it is me that has changed since he has been

going away? Pauline was caught between two codes. She had a husband and responsibilities

as a wife even though he was not there. This meant that her social life was limited and centred

around wives of colleagues of her husband's. At the same time she was really a solo parent and

as such fitted uncomfortably into the couple's scene.She was starting to realise that she had to

have some identity of her own, but was unsure how to organise it in a way that would not

threaten the security in the marriage which she had so carefully constructed.

Managing alone was a different experience for each of these women, and had arisen because of

different reasons. But the common thread was an experience of being a misfit in a society in

which women with children were attached to men. For Penny and Carolyn there was a sense of

vulnerability as they tried to maintain economic independence from men. For Penny this did

not last long, but could have resulted in losing custody of the child because her friends were

seen as the misfits of society. For Carolyn this censure continued because she did not seek the

protection of marriage or men. Pauline's identity and status depended upon those of her

husband, but being alone so much was making it difficult to keep intact. Pauline was feeling

socially, if not financially vulnerable.

the silent issues.

One of the aims of the women's movement was to increase women's knowledge about their

bodies. This was intended to give women more control over their lives. For the older women

It was evident that getting access to information about contraception and childbirth had been

difficult, and that a "good woman" showed she could cope. The younger women were better

informed and more assertive than the older women. In relation to health issues there had been

some shifts in medical practices and attitudes, but more important taboo topics were now

being more openly discussed. Issues like pre-menstrual tension, post-natal depression,

suburban neurosis, domestic violence, bad childbirth experiences, abortion and contraceptive

difficulties were publicly debated. But negative attitudes were deeply entrenched and the

younger women experienced feelings of guilt when such things happened to them. In this

sense the experience was no less traumatic than it was for the older women, but greater access

to knowledge and public debate encouraged the younger women to seek explanations that

involved less sense of personal blame.
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Prc-nK-nstnial lcnsion:"VcHi can't see it. but oiherpeonle can sense it".

Sluiron huvl a number of adverse experiences which she felt musi be her fault. Her

father suflered fr\>ni severe bouts of depression: she had nightmares; she was supposed to wear

glasses which she did not do; she had an accidental pregnancy; and had strong feelings of

inferiority in relation to a gbmorous and popular older sister. But as Sharon recalled, We kept

our prohli'iTis privately. Like I wouldn't kaxe dreamt ofgoing to a teacher to say that I had any

problems. You just didn't do it. Sharon remembers her teenage years as a time of worry and

tension over tilings that she can now see were probably trivial when she married she felt

depressed and tense about other things. Sharon described herself as:

Thi.s nice person who copes with things and this person who can't cope
with anything. These highs and lows.

Sharon reguhirly listened to Sharon Crosbie's session on the radio' and acrediied this for her

awakening to tlie ideas of the women's movement. On one occasion she heard a programme on

pre-mcnstriiol tension:

/ was really angry. I was hopping mad. I was quite surprised by my
reaction. The fact that so many women had it and that was exactly how I
felt too. I didn't know I had it. / just knew that every now and then I
wasn't very wonderful. There were two me's. I didn't do anything like
throwing knives or anything like that. It is mental - like glaring at
people. It can be up two weeks of every month. I had a friend who used
to confess to the priest and she said that if she had known that she had
pre-menstrual tension she wouldn't have confessed so much. But I am
still so angry about it. It was such an eye opener to me.

Sharon's anger arose from having blamed herself for so long for her inability to cope, when

there had been a medical cause and she felt there was a conspiracy to prevent women from

realising that tliey were not inadequate. Sharon's new knowledge was to trigger a number of

changes. She read all she could find on the subject She went to her doctor for treatment and

decided to start a milk free diet. She took up yoga classes as a kind of relaxation, and talked

v^'ith her husband so that together they could identify the symptoms and would know when to

leave the other alone and when to approach. She became aware of the need to talk to other

^omen and to have women friends. She tried not to smack her children and had been working

out other ways to discipline them. And the topic of pre-menstrual tension was discussed

^ound the house and when she went out. I always talk to men about it now. Sharon felt more

in control of her life and altliough she still worried and she still got pre-menstrual tension, she

recognized the symptoms and developed strategies to minimise its effects on family life. She

to describe the discover)' of this knowledge as her political awakening.

Sharon Crosbie's programme was popular amongst women, and ran during the late 1970's
until 1984. Her programme became a forum for debate about women's lives.
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Post-natal depression: "I acted like a moron".

As a nurse, Delwyn expected pregnancy, childbirth and babies to be somctliing she

would demonstrate competence in. Instead she was sick throughout her pregnancy, and

childbirth was not the experience she had imagined:

It was a hard long labour which lasted thirty-six hours and / was quite
shattered at the end of it. That Parent's Centre'^ which had said about
this marvellous bonding that happens at birth. Well I looked at my son
when he was born and said, "Thank God it is all over", andfell asleep.
All I remember is my husband crying with absolute joy and / didn't care.

Delwyn was anxious to get home from hospital. The obstetrician allowed this on the

assumption that, as a nurse, she would be able to cope. But she had two severe bouts of post

natal depression. Delwyn was aware of what she was suffering from, but had ambivalent

feelings about why:

In our lectures as nurses we had been taught by a doctor that it was
psychosomatic, but I remember a midwife telling us that studies done in
Christchurch showed that it was not psychosomatic and she told us to
give those women a fair go. But in the exams you have to put what the
doctor says so you know it was drummed in.

Delwyn felt guilty that she should get post-natal depression. There was little help apart from

the support of her husband and he was away at work from 6.30 in the morning until 6.30 at

night Worst of all, Delwyn felt humiliated:

/ remember the doctor correcting me like a father. I had put the wrong
suffix on a word and he corrected it and I felt such a twit. I really felt
dehumanised. I had a good brain and had been in a crackerjack position in
nursing yet I was like a moron. Ifelt perpetually tired. In the morning I
couldn't get up. I was like a piece of lead which was due to hormonal

.  imbalance.

It was the Plunket nurse who was supportive and gave Delwyn confidence:

/ know people decry Plunket nurses but she was my saviour. She would
whisk in and really reinforce what I was doing saying, "Tremendous -
keep it up. It is good to see you". I don't know whether she sensed the
guilt I had.

By the time Delwyn had her second child her circumstances had changed. She was less

isolated, and was going to university while leaving her child at a creche. She was determined

that another pregnancy and another child was not going to alter this pattern. Things again

began badly and she was ordered to have bed rest. Fortunately, the rest of the pregnancy went

well, and the delivery was straightforward. Delwyn had also talked to the obstetrician about her

problem with post-natal depression:

/ said I was not prepared to go through what happened last time. It was
hell on me, it was unfair on the baby and unfair on my husband. It was
plainly unnecessary. He asked me why I had put up with it. I said that I
had been to the doctor who hadn't given me anything except a pep talk.

10The Parent's Centre ran ante-natal and parenting classes for pregnant women.
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He soid Sext time you come to me a/id I will give you something". I
didn't know that / could have turned to alternalive help.

The seciiiui lime around, moihcrhood was a belter experience. Delwyn had become more

asscriive about \v:r own needs. She had also worked through the feelings of guilt in which she

tcK^k the blame so personally. In the event post-natal depression did not occur.

Depression "l felt that if anvone touched me ! ̂ould spark. It was a horrible feeling".

RacN^yn lived on a farm and perhaps suburban neurosis would not seem an

appropriate de.scription for her depression. Yet the rigid expectations about her role by her

husband, her isolation from friends, and unrelenting responsibility for childcare were akin to

ilic suggested cau.ses of such neurosis (Phillips 1981). Raewjm had gone to the doctor because

slic had collap.scd. feeling ill. He was to state that her "nerves were shot":

/ wiis to laugh at that. He told me off. He said, "You have been under
the weather for quite a bit and this has been coming on for awhile".

Racwyn blamed herself first, and the negative image of neurotic women was powerful in her

determination of blame:

/ had kept thinking that I was uptight and kept thinking, "Oh you're
being silly. Get a hold of yourself. I woidd give myself a mental shake.
I had this thing about these neurotic women - these stupid neurotic
women. I thought they were just plain spoilt. I had this picture in my
rnind that I wasn't going to be like that and / suppose I did suppress it
for awhile.The doctor gave me valiumfor a wee while but I wasn't a pill
pusher. / had this thing about pills so I got off them myself.

^ewyn's doctor was supportive about her not wanting to take pills. He asked her what she did

for relaxation:

/ said "Nothing", because at that stage I was going out and Just sitting
in the paddock. Just sitting out there like a toadstool. Just tcdze offfrom
the kids and the husband when they were having tea and I'dJust sit there
until it was time to put the baby to bed. After awhile the doctor asked
me if I ^ ^ wasn't going anywhere.

the doctor's advice Raewyn determined that she had to get out. The story of trying to

^ange this has been told earlier in this chapter, but Raewyn was to change from a usually

Submissive wife into a person who could be assertive:

Oh boy I never thought I had it in me. I way determined that I was never
going to end up again as I >va^. I know some that are on pills for
months and years and they don't bother to help themselves. So / decided
that I was going out if that was the only way for me to get better. / had
got that way that I started to think I was going insane. / thought I might
end up belting the kidsj had this picture that I might take off and leave
fny kids with nobody in the house.

^^vcloping strategies to gel out of the house, and her enjoyment of going to Housie, did
appear to be the tonic needed to overcome her depression and Racwyn felt confident that she
^oulcl never allow herself to gel into a position where it could happen again.
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The need to ascribe responsibility is fundamental when so called disorder disturbs the apparent

order. Maxine Margolis (1984) argues that an underlying cultural theme in western society is

"blaming the victim" for disorder. This preserves the status quo by deflecting attention away

from the social, political and economic conditions causing the problems. An alternative view

has been to blame "the system" rather than the individual. There arc still victims, but

responsibility is cast much wider. Nell was to describe what she saw as one of the main

differences between the older generation of women and that of the younger women. You. go to

the Government if things go wrong - we sorted things out ourselves. This turnaround in

opinion was not so neat, and it was evident that the younger women still felt a sense of

blame. However, a common thread was that at some stage each woman began to look beyond

herself and her own failings. The women of the older generation were to always say I

managed -1 just accepted it". However opinion was changing, the issues were less shrouded in

secrecy and the younger women were more likely to seek help, to talk about it, and most

important to try and make some changes in their lifestyle or relationships. They were to begin

acknowledging that some of the causes existed outside of themselves. This discovery and the

resulting action, was invariably political and revealed a new consciousness of their lives as

women. For example, Sheila found an escape from violence through the Women s Refuges
which gave her strength and new strategies to deal with her life. Raewyn was overcoming her

depression by negotiating time away from the family to play Housie. The experience made her

less submissive. Sharon became angry when she heard about pre-menstrual tension, and she

was to use this anger to read and understand more about women's health and her own

relationship with her family. Delwyn found that post-natal depression could be controlled, but

that it meant shopping around for different medical advice. It also meant arranging a life in

which she had interests outside the home and childcare support. These case studies were not

presented as stories of miraculous cures, but rather to show how women had become less

passive, less willing to blame themselves, more conscious of wider issues, but most of all

more assertive in managing to cope.

Part Three

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES OF WORK

Unlike the women of the older generation, few of the younger women felt comfortable with

the identity of being just a wife and mother. The older women subsumed their work and

leisure interests within the framework of upholding their domestic and childrearing role, but

the younger women were not always so successful, or did not wish to subsume their identity.

There was more conflict between the work interests and domestic responsibilities of men and

women, and mediating the conflict required an accommodation from men that was not so

apparent in the older generation. The ideal of opportunity and independence for women was
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no Ix'inj; cxicnilcd inio ihc rc.alni of mamagc in a way that was neither possible, nor

acccpiahlo. durinp the early postwar years. This penetration was not easy as it upset the older

Ix-liol of iho male breadwinner providing economic security for women within marriage
(.Sc) moiir 1^)77). Fi>r example, the three women who were not employed at the time of the

imcr\ icws fell guilty as if it might appear to many as if they were either not contributing to

the Uiinily budget, or that litey were cabbages - housewives trapped at home. There was also
less aeccpiaiicc by women iltat they should be incorporated into their husband's work, in the

sense of giving direct help to his job, or taking on extra domestic duties that might have been

riis in order that he might work ovcnime or travel (Finch 1984). Such energy as they may

have once invested in that direction was more likely to go into an investment in their own

fiiiLirc. So for example Dciwyn would not become part of the "spaghetti soiree" circuit as a

'ucans of enhancing her husband s career; instead she advanced her own education. This kind of

clioicc can partly be ascribed to the influence of the ideas of the women's movemait in New

^culand society, but it was also part of a growing expression of individualism and self-

fuirilment Uiai was affecting both men and women.

^ORK: - independence - FULFILMENT - AND AN END IN

n SELF

Giving up an income and being totally financially dependent on a husband, or in the case of

Penny and Carolyn, on the Stale, created feelings of financial insecurity. There was no

immediate sense of security in being supported by a breadwinner or by a benefit. For most of

Women tJiis total dependence was not for long, and for the two women who had had no

Pmd employment since mamage, there was eventually a rationalisation that made the situation

Manageable. Ncvertlicloss, the shock to begin with was profound and Adrienne's statement

Cammed up the common feeling. I can remember iv/ie/i 1 first stopped work. It woj horrible. I
^cited that Not having <tny money. Never having had to ask for it before. It was awful,

'^'^'"iennc's husband eventually gave her his wages which she organised; for others, a joint
^^count or a personal allowance, gave access to money. But still some of the women had no
"^^acy unless they earned it, or asked for it, item by item.

Paid employment, however, was not just about gaining financial independence or
For most it was also a case of financial necessity in order to buy a home, pay

bills and support the children. And for middle class couples there was pressure to gain a
dont.i . to maintain the trappings of a middle class life style. Three womenoie income in oraci

had ■ dependent income were married to men with high incomes. The rest had lived on
incom for short periods only. There was an ideal that work ought to be satisfying or a

Career For t few of women this did happen, but more often the kinds of work the women
do" . as of children, and had less careerI ng, vv
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possibilities in that it was casual or part-time work fitted around other commiimcnt.s

(Beauchamp 1978).

SHARON: "There is always someone vou don't get on with or who picks on vou"

Sharon's work experiences had not been particularly pleasant and she was relieved to

lake a break to have children. For the first time she fell good at something, even though she

found the years of mothering preschoolers endless. Sharon's husband worked for the airforce

where there was a practice of giving the wives a proportion of their husband's wage:

When we first got married it was $70 which was quite a bit. I used to
bank that and I had a lot left over by managing on less. But then it got
less and less left over. Then it barely covered the groceries.

Sharon got a job as a spot welder:

7 loved working as a spot welder but we were always slack. There wasn't

enough work. It was cold and very heavy work and you had to be strong.
But best of all I liked the money and I didn't have to ask T about
money. T is very good and would never say no but the fact is you
keep coming back and back and back.

This job ended as the work ran out and later Sharon got a job at nights in the Base canteen.

She enjoyed the break away from home and it was convenient. The job ended as her husband

was transferred. Wives of servicemen considered themselves fortunate if they could find this

kind of work, as there was little opportunity for them to establish anything more permanent.

When both of her children were at school and it appeared that her husband would remain in one

town for while, Sharon found the "ideal" part-time job working as a library assistant in a

nearby school. She found the environment stimulating, and the part-time hours and school

holidays allowed her to manage her childcare and domestic responsibilities. Sharon still saw

her husband as the breadwinner, but was beginning to look at her job as meaning more to her

than extra money and company. She wondered whether to get qualifications because there were

no promotion prospects. For the time being, however, Sharon was feeling that she has got her

life reasonably balanced. Seeking qualifications or working full-time would create tensions she

did not want:

My job is to keep everyone going without too much explosion. Like in
the morning to get everyone out without too much trouble. It stretches
you to the limit sometimes. Sometimes it doesn't work but I really try

to keep everyone happy. That is important to me.

ADRIENNE: " 1 always knew that 1 would not be lust a housewife and a mother".

Adrienne suspects that her mother was disappointed when she moved into marriage

and children so rapidly. She had by then completed a degree, but her proposed career as a social

worker had hardly begun when she abruptly switched to train as a teacher and then got

pregnant before starting teaching. It had always been expected that Adrienne would have a

career and would uavel ;
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They were quite shattered at the time of being told...because I think now
that I hadn't fulfilled all the ideals they had of me. I think perhaps that in
some ways that I u'oj letting myself down because I hadn't done the
things I had set out to.

Adriennc had been influenced by feminist ideas, but was to find herself married to a man from

a Euro|Xian culture in which women looked after men. This caused arguments at times:

/ used to blow up occasionally and I still do. I used to do a big rave. But
I kept thinking that I had known him for years and years and knew what
he was like and therefore it was stupid of me to think that I could change
him.

Adriennc, like most of the other women in this study, had a strong perception that men could

not or would not change. More specifically it was an awareness that the women would have to

iniiiiiate changes; that changes would not come from men; and that it was easier to assume

that the men would remain the same rather than to go through the process of causing conflict

that might threaten their security they had invested in their men. Yet it was apparent that all
of tlic men did, to some extent, accommodate to change which gave each woman more

independence. The problem was that the extent and pace of male accommodation was not in
accord with what the women would have liked. Insofar as Adrienne was concerned, there was a

realisauon that if she found employment she would still have all the domestic and childreanng
responsibilities. Yet Adrienne still regarded her sojourn at home with the children as
temporary and thought that one day she would establish the career she had begun. After the
buih of each of her three children Adrierme would pen a letter to the Department of Education
asking for her teaching bond to be deferred as she had left without completing her teaching
requirements":

/ can remember once writing and saying that there was no possibility of
me returning to teaching because childcare services were total y
inadequate. There was nowhere I couldfind somewhere suitable to eave
my children. / had obviously had this noble idea that by the time I ha
my children there would be childcare centres attached to schools where
teachers could leave their children. It hasn't happened.

Adrienne's career got caught amidst a period of change in the teaching service. She began h
training at a time of teacher shortages, but within the space of a few years there was an
supply. In the meantime Adrienne became involved in playcentre. She made a little mo y y
making handcrafts and did some night catering. Her husband worked as a mechanic and
only by being very careful that they just managed financially.

When Adrienne's youngest child was a toddler, she got a job working in a childcare
centre. This gave her the opportunity to use her playcentre and teaching qualifications, as well
as to practise her social work skills. Childcare work may not have had the status or
remuneration of teaching, but Adrienne found that, not only did it provide the family with
extra money but also that it was something she enjoyed. Adrienne s return to the workforce

^ ̂  In return for a salary paid during training teachers had to pay this back with an equivalent
number of years in teaching service. During the 1970's however, as the teaching shortage
turned into an over supply, bonds were ignored.
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had been gradual, and it was not until her youngest child was at school that she took on a

fulkime job which she now saw as a career. This had just happened before the interview and

Adrienne had resolved to pay somebody to help with housework and childcarc. Adrienne felt

that doing things gradually had lessened the conflict there might have been in her marriage.

She had, however, learnt to be more assertive in getting time for herself and more help with

the children. Her husband was helping more, and as their salaries were similar they were

starting to see themselves as dual breadwinners.

PAULINE "I would be frightened to go back into the workforce".

Pauline and her husband married with the shared ambition to build a business. Fifteen

years later they were affluent, but this had taken nine years of sacrifice and hard work.

We worked seven days a week and when the shop was closed we still
worked. We did it faster because I worked in the business. Also the fact
that we flatted above the shop. I perhaps put up with things that other
people would not have put up with.

Getting pregnant was an accident Pauline was not ready to give up work in the business and

arranged childcare:

I looked at two. There was one place that I went in and wasn't happy
with what I felt. It smelt of urine and it just didn't have the right feeling.
So then I went to the next one and I still don't know if I chose right.
That one was very military. Everything was done at the right time and it
was very clean. She was quite haughty but I put him in there. It upset
me atfirst because he didn't like it and he didn't settle. He did eventually
but I have always remembered that little face with waxy eyes, nose and
cheeks.

Pauline felt she had little option because their living conditions were not suitable for a child,

and she arranged for her mother to have him on Saturdays. Such hard work was stressful:

/ got tired, very tired..J worked from 6 o'clock 'til night time and
sometimes never stopped until 12 o'clock. Then I would have to drive
six miles there and six miles back and then go and pick him up at night
time. Another twelve miles. The driving was also a big stress to me.

This pattern continued until Pauline had her second child after a seven year gap. By then the

business was established and Pauline stopped work. She would have liked to have gone back

into the business and again put the baby in childcare, but this did not seem so acceptable

because financially she did not have to work. Instead, when the child was three she got a place

in a preschool attached to a prestigious private school. This was acceptable, even though it

actually would have had less staff than any childcare cenU"e (Cook 1985d).

Pauline knew that her work had helped build the business. She saw it as an

investment in her future security, but now her life felt empty. She held directorships in two

companies, but these did not involve any work. Financially Pauline did not need to work, but

she was feeling the distance growing between herself and her husband as he continued to

expand a business that she helped begin, whereas her role was in the home. In the meantime ,
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the focus of the business had shifted from selling jewellery, about which she was

knoNs ledgciible. to computer software. She now felt alienated and lacking in knowledge.

DENISE: " When 1 had a child in 1971 there wasn't much choice. You either staved with them

or didn't have them".

Deni.se's mother had been in full-lime employment during her childhood, and Denise

did not want to leave her children alone at home, as she had been. Again there was a sense of

trying not to be like her mother, but unlike most of the women in this study, the roles w«e

reversed as Denise wanted to stay at home rather than go to work. Denise perceived this

shift in tenns of class. Her parents had both been factory workers, but had later bought a

house in a middle class suburb where Denise met her husband. She had strong perception of

not needing to work beaiuse her husband could support her. Denise expected her husband to be

the breadwinner and she expected to have children and stay home to care for them. It was very

straightforward, but there were still some adjustments to make when Denise gave up her office

job:

Well to be out working and being independent and then to have a baby
and to be totally dependent on your husband. That way a big change, but
then you adjust. I did. I Just thought, well this is what I am doing and I
Just did it best / could and got on with it really.

Denise saw her husband as a good provider as he worked his way up to to be manager of a

retail chain store. Denise was firmly of the view that it was not possible to have a career and a

family, and that women had to make a choice:

/ looked at it this way - you can't do both. It has to be one or the other.
OK if I >va.s' chasing up a career I couldn't have children and I would have
done that. But I chose to have a baby and I didn't have any wish to go to
work and have some one else look after it. I couldn't have done that. I
was happy to stay home and look after the baby really. That is probably
quite old fashioned isn't it? But / would have been worrying myself sick
all the time.

Denise found that the freedom to organise her time was much more fulfilling than the kind of

regimentation she had experienced as an office worker. This may have given her financial

independence, but Denise expressed more fulfilment in being a mother and a wife. // is the

best thing I ever did. Denise did find sometimes things were difficult, particularly when her

husband shifted towns to get promotion:

Mum said, "It is his Job and you have to go and that is all there is to it
because he is bringing in the income". Well I Just had to get on with it
because it was A '.y Job and there was no point in going around
saying I don't like it here.

Dcnise's decision not to work, even though all her children were now at school, was motivated

partly because her husband was earning enough and she had access to money through a joint

account, but also because of a conscious rationalisation that a job would make complications

in a hou.sehold that was working smoothly:
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Jobs are hard to come by that don't mess up your family arrangements.
Ifyou want both worlds of a career and children you would have to earn
enough to have a nanny or be able to afford childcare.

Denise knew she could never earn that kind of money. She had friends who worked at night
time,but that was the only time, of day she got to spend with her husband. Denise could not

see sufficient reason to justify herself going out to work, yet she was feeling guilty. Her
husband had no expectations of her working, but she felt it from friends and was feeling in
something of a quandary as if she had to be seen to do something:

I don't want to rush things but it is the big million dollar question right
now. At the moment I am quite busy though as I have my Silhouette
classes^'^ that I go to three times a week. / would like to do something
completely different like being a nurse aide or something but those jobs
are difficult to get. I don't want anything too mentally demanding like
balancing books, or cleaning as I feel I have done my da.th of that. And I
wouldn't want to get behind in my work at home. But once A is
settled in school I might go and lookfor something but whether or not I
find it is another story.

Denise's story seemed to typify the experience of women who saw the financial independence

of the workforce as neither fulfilling as nor as secure as the their role at home as a wife and

mother. Her assessment that you had to choose between motherhood and paid work, in many

ways accurately reflected the constraints upon women who tried to manage both. Denise had

avoided such conflicts by choosing to stay at home, although the future was beginning to be a

worry. She was aware that her decision was regarded as a little old fashioned and she was

thinking of some way of assuring herself an identity and an interest apart from being wife of

A  and mother of her three children. Denise knew that this would not be easy.

SHEILA: "At least there was someone else to .sav hallo to each dav"

Sheila had married at sixteen, was pregnant at seventeen and thus had little

opportunity to achieve much in the workforce. She had worked as a waitress and then as a

receptionist in a small town. Sheila's short working life had brought little independence:

I thought I was in a world where I didn't deserve to be recognized. I was
a nobody and everybody older than me had to be respected and I was at
their beck and call. I was in the workforce only to get money to live.

That was all. There was no sense of individuality. It was Mr C 's
daughter or G 's wife.

Before she left home Sheila's money went to her mother to help support a family trying to

manage on a sickness benefit and when she married it went on food. There was no sense of

any of it ever belonging to her. When Sheila had her first child her life centred on the home:

/ was Mrs the housewife and I was stuck at home and I was in a
situation where your husband came home and he had been out in the
world and broken the monotony. I didn't have the same confidence to get
out and be a person. I didn't feel that I was allowed to go out and do
things.

'2 Fitness and dancing class.
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Shc.la s husband conlrollcd all .he money and sueh money she was given haidly coveied
housekeeping evpenses. He would buy her cloihes occasionally as a gift and Sheila had to
make do. or wait for such occasions to arise. Being alone in a new city and not knowing
anylHKly. Sheila decided in desperation to try childminding. It would bring in some extra
money and get her out of the house, and she had experience with looking after her younger
siblings. Sheila registered with a Nanny Bureau and within a week had an afternoon job
looking after two preschoolers. Sheila stayed in this job for some years, continuing even
hen she luid anolhcr child. Slieila gradually started to feel as if she was "somebody":

/ stoned to come out of myself. I was breaking the monotony and / had
someone to talk to and we desperately needed the money at that time.

Shc.la was never sure where her husband spent his money. He had a small car-painting
lHisincs.s Her money, ̂^owever. gave her some independence if only to buy clothes for herself
and the children, although it often went on buying food and essentials. Later Sheila set up a
secret Post Office account that would help tide her over on the occasions when she left her

husband to go into a Women's Refuge. Sheila's husband thought women should be at home
looking after their men and children, but he was never opposed to her working as long as it

only childminding. This was in realm of the domestic and not really out of the home-
He didn't really mind. You see it wasn't a world where I was doo-daahed
up or where there were men so there was no sexual threat. And we
desperately needed some extra money. He never felt threatened in
positions where I >vas childminding.

one occasion, after she returned from the Refuge, Sheila got a job as a receptionist and put
^10 youngest child into childcarc centre, but it did not work out. Her husband found this kind

independence too tlircatcning and it was difficult for Sheila to manage unless she had some
help from her husband. She also found it hard to justify working when her wages nearly all
^ent on paying the childcare fees, so she again returned to child minding. Sheila's work was
"ot unionised and she was sometimes exploited by women who themselves were wanting to
^ork. She was at tlie bottom of the ladder. Because childminding was a job mothers did for

Nothing, it was hard persuading people that it ought to be well paid (Cook 1984). but Sheila

^as learning to be more asserUve about her working conditions and was beginning to be

"Conscious of the fact that, with the increasing demand for childcare. she was perhaps a valuable
'commodity. Unlike her early experiences of work when she felt that she was a "nobody".
Sheila now felt some pride in herself and her work.

The ideal of managing paid work and children, let alone seeking equality in the
Workplace for women with children, was a disuint ideal. It was only women like Adrienne who

a good cducalion.who could afford the luxury of seeing childrearing as an interlude in a
'''"■ccr. And even then her children had been a priority ahead of establishing a career. For some
"^O'ricn it was chil(lrc^'"g d.at provided more freedom and identity than the workplace had ever
8'ven. The return to work was a dilemma. It had to be fitted around family commitments or
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entailed a complex rearrangement of childcare and domestic responsibilities. Invariably Lfiough,

the women felt positive about working after being at home. It provided some kind of financial

independence and there was a growing consciousness that women should have some identity

other than just as a wife and a mother. Unlike the older women, where going to work was

seen as more of a stop-gap to help one's husband in his breadwinning role, there was now a

sense that women worked for their own benefit. Work did not need to be justified within such

a narrow criteria as before. All the younger women expressed the belief that there should be

equality in the workforce but there was also a pragmatic acceptance that having children

required compromises. The fact that there was such a gap between the realities of women's

lives, and the realities of the workplace, placed an onus on women to make choices. It was not

always possible.

WORKING AT MOTHERHOOD

These women were rearing children amidst conflicting ideas concerning the role of women in

relation to their children. There was the view that mothers should organise their lives around

the needs of their children, and in an age of permissive childrearing these needs became even

more demanding. But there was also a newer view that women had a right to pursue their own

inter^ts, apart from her responsibilities to children (McKinlay 1983). This was a time when

the popular maxim of "Girls Can Do Anything" was also coming to mean that mothers could

do anything too. The reality though was that there were few support services to help relieve

mothers of their childrearing and domestic responsibilities. Women were caught between

trying to do the best for their children in an era of ever increasing expectations of childrearing,

and trying to manage time to work, pursue a career, or just to find time for self, apart from

children.

Problem children - problem mothers

The view that women could manage the responsibilities of work and children took no

account of the fact that there were still children whose needs or disabilities demanded extra

time and commitment Like the women in the older generation this extra responsibility fell on

mothers. While there were more support services for children with problems, the younger

women still felt that they were managing alone because llie difficulties their children had were

often not officially identified as "problems" by mainstream educational and medical agencies.

The mothers felt guilty and the practice of blaming the mother was akin to "blaming the

victim" (Margolis 1984). The three following case studies show the kinds of struggles women

had to get help, and recognition that there was a problem not of their own making.

Beverly's first child did everything by the book but her second child was sickly;

He didn't put on weight and he didnt thrive. He was always sleepy. /
wasn't ever up with a screaming baby but he just didn t thrive. The
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Plunket Nurse then suggested I wean him as my milk was probably no
good. But then he lost even more weight and so I feel sad now as I think
timt if I had kept on feeding him it might have helped as he was allergic
to all the milk powders. He had giant allergies.

lU'vcrly know lhai Uicrc was somcihing v^TOng wiih ihe child but could get no support in this

viow from Uic medical profession:

Finally at sic months after my screaming for something to be done in
the sense that this was not my first baby. This is my second baby and I
know what I am talking about. I am not an hysterical mother trying to
make an issue out of nothing.

The child was eventually put into hospital for tests. This was a relief in the sense that

something was at last being done but this proved to be a traumatic experience. It was 1973

and ilic hospital still viewed mothers as a nuisance:

/ wished I had been more assertive. We handed him over in the foyer.
They whipped him away and they came back with his clothes and told us
not to visit him for a week. And we didn't - and of course we still feel
terrible about it. He rejected us. He wouldn't look at us- nothing. It was
absolutely mind boggling and it took about four years to build up that
trust again. We visited then day after day but he yvouldn't respond,

A rare disease was suspected that caused mild retardation. Rearing the child was difficult as he

had unpleasant bowel problems and allergies. He was not a nice child to be near and he always

smelt. Because his retardation was mild, the general view of friends and family was that he

was just a naughty child and needed a jolly good hiding to fix him. Beverly often fell that she

was not a good mother. She felt unsupported by the medical profession, family and friends. It

was not until she started going to playcentre that she started to feel support for herself as a

mother. The knowledge of child development gave her skills to diagnose her son's

development and made her more assertive with the medical profession. Most of all there was

support from other mothers who would help clean up D 's dirty pants and give her a break.

Annette had looked forward to motherhood but once the child was bom there was a

feeding problem which was later attributed to the pethidine pain killer she had been given

during childbirth:

The main problem with the feeding was that it was nothing that the
doctors or medical people recognised. They couldn't understand what I
was talking about because they couldn't put a name to it. We couldn't
say, "Such and such is wrong".The child was putting on weight and
doing all the right things. But they had no understanding of the
difficulties at home and the hours spent trying to feed a child. /
eventually kept a diary and discovered that I was spending up to eight
hours a day just feeding him. It wasn't until I presented this to the doctor
when the child was six months of age that anyone accepted that there
might be a problem and by then it was resolving itself

Annette talked about being unprepared for the fight she had to got recognition of the problem.

At this stage Annette went into a state of depression:

Before / had been too busy to even think of myself I was just so
exhausted, but when the child got better I didn't have the incentive to do
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very much...! would have been seen by others to be coping but it
seemed to take me much longer to things. / would burst into tears very
easily and just have a general state of unhappiness. It was affecting my
marriage. My husband knew there was something wrong but he couldn't
understand it. He could understand the feeding problem, but he couldn't

see what was wrong with me and / couldn't tell him. I Just knew that I
wanted to cry for most of the day.

Then at ten months the child developed a sleeping problem. Coping with this somehow cured

Annette's depression. The problem began when the child was sick, and from then on he

screamed hysterically when put to bed and it took almost a year to resolve. They tried every

solution from walking away and leaving him screaming, to heavy sedatives:

Nothing worked. My husband and I would take it in turns with him. We
had various measures. One of the measures prescribed by the doctors was
to let him cry and over a fortnight the child would get the message. Well
it didn't happen. He got more and more hysterical and upset to point of
vomiting. It was sheer hell.

During the day lime the child was loving and amenable and nobody understood the night

traumas. Annette and her husband lived like zombies through the lack of sleep, and Annette

could not but help feel at times that it must be her fault even though she knew the causes:

There were many times when I really questioned whether it was me and I
was very anxious. I wondered whether he picked up my anxiety. But
then I knew that I was only anxious because of the situation. The
anxiety of whether I was a bad mother was not in the fact of the sleeping
or the feeding but more in the discipline. Ifelt bad about the measures I
had to take to correct them

The idea of having a second child was approached with some caution but this child had none of

the early difficulties experienced with the first, and Annette's confidence as a mother was

restored considerably.

Delwyn had two boys who appeared normal throughout their early childhood years,

but upon beginning school they were to have academic and behavioural problems. They were

eventually diagnosed as dyslexic, but before this diagnosis, the oldest boy in particular was

considered a troublemaker. While Delwyn was believed, the school saw her as a pushy, over-

protective and sometimes a neurotic mother. But it took assertive behaviour to protect her

children from the discipline and educational failure of school, as well as getting recognition

that there was a problem beyond the boys disaffection or her own abrasiveness. With the

oldest child the pattern was that he would get into trouble at school, the school would ring

home and the child would then be in trouble at home and at school. Eventually Delwyn and

her husband took some action:

We decided to send him to boarding school. We were Just getting too
much flak and they would not listen to me that I thought he was
dyslexic. I knew it and so I felt that he had to get right away and we had
to look for alternatives. We were also worried at the bad effect we as a
family were having on him. I thought that if he got completely out we
could perhaps sort out the problem. The upshot was that he was
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dyslexic. The school got in the "psych" services and a neurologist and
just confirmed what I had already known.

Sending an cighi year old lo boarding school was not an accepiablc move among friends and

family, and Dclwyn again had lo face criticism of being an uncaring mother. Delwyn felt

guilty but could sec no alternative to resolve the situation which had arisen. After four years

at b^^arding school her son had returned home. In the meantime the younger child was also

diagnosed as dyslexic, but this time the school was more supportive. Both children were

having tuition through SPELD^^, but Oelw)!! found that coping with this required a great deal

of home support and much discipline:

I have done what I can in every single solitary way and I think at
considerable cost and emotion too. I don't know what else to do.. We
have got to the stage where we can invest financially and emotionally
but Just won't get a return. We are beginning to put up protective
shutters.

Good mothers breastfeed

During the years after the World War Two there was a steady decline in breastfeeding

amongst mothers''*. This was noticeable even between the two groups of women interviewed.
All the older women breastfed their babies, although it was not always easy. Not all the

younger women breastfed, and if they did it was generally for less lime than the older women.

The reasons were varied but it was apparent that rigid hospital management of childbirth and

A society which worked with children with specific learning difficulties that were not
always given help within the education system.

In 1945 80% of babies were breastfed. By 1968 this had dropped to 47%. During the 1970's
there was a dramatic rise so that by the end of the decade figurcs were almost comparable wilii
Uic early |X)slwar yciu-s (Donlcy 1986).
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the lack of support for mothers were important reasons. During the I970*s there was an

upsurge in breastfeeding. Organisations like La Leche became powerful advocates of natural

feeding and provided support for mothers having problems. Many more hospitals had

rooming-in practices and demand feeding was in vogue. Different su"ands, from the women's

movement, alternative lifestylers, childrearing experts, mother's groups and health

institutions, converged in supporting the idea that breastfeeding was natural and best. Thus ilie

first test of being a good mother in the 1970's was someone who breastfed, and most women

endeavoured to leave the hospital at least, still feeding. In such a short space of years there had

been a considerable shift in attitudes and the new ideal had become so strong that women who

failed to breastfeed, or had problems, were to feel a strong sense of failure. Half of the women

told of the problems they had with breastfeeding and the sense of guilt when they gave up.

Elizabeth had every intention of breastfeeding her first child, bom in 1977. She felt

she had prepared herself well, but Elizabeth had a difficult labour. She was shunted around

various medical teams of Auckland Women's Hospital and eventually had a caesarian birth.

None of this was conducive to establishing breastfeeding. Elizabeth tried, but it did not work:

There was this disillusionment of not being able to breastfeed and
finding out that it was not a natural thing that anyone can do. / had to
bottle feed her. That was a big hurdle for me. I felt very guilty about
that. I found it very hard to accept. She was a hungry baby and became a
very big baby and I felt very guilty about that...

Elizabeth had a second child by the time of her interview. Again she had a caesarian but had
a lot more assertive about the conditions of her stay in hospital. This time breastfeeding

worked well.

Sharon had been anxious about the birth of her first baby after marriage as she had
given birth to a stillborn baby as a teenager, and had never found out what had gone wrong.
The birth, however, went smoothly but when Sharon tried to breastfeed she struck trouble:

/ didn'tfind breastfeeding the most wonderful thing like some people did.
I found it very sore and it hurt my neck and made me feel low all the
time. I told the doctor and he said, "Oh don't worry, sit with your breasts
exposed to the sun". Well what else did he think I had to do. You can't
sit out there airing your nipples in the sun at an Airforce Base. I'd get
arrested. I went to the Plunket nurse and she said, "Oh persevere Mrs

Well one day there was a relieving Plunket nurse and she said
to try one meal on the bottle and that was it - bang! I just stopped and
all meals went on the bottle. Probably not a good thing for the baby,
but it certainly made me feel happier about feeding him.

For the next child Sharon breastfed while in hospital, but quickly put the child on the bottle
when she got home. She felt more confidence in suiting herself.

The idea was that because breastfeeding was natural, it must be easy. While some of
Ihe women certainly found this true, not all did. Some of the women who had difficulties first
nme around were more successful with die next attempt, but others decided that despite the

guilt, life was complicated enough without adding extra problems. The women in this study
had their babies at the height of a breastfeeding campaign, a campaign that was at times
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intolcrani when physical disability, lack of support or kind of lifestyle, made breastfeeding

ini}H>ssihlo. This was again symptomatic of how new definitions of what was good

chiklrcaring placed increasing demands upon women,

ChxKl moihers send their children to preschool

nia^ughoui the postwar years, the demand for early childhood education could hardly

keep pace with provision. The demand came in part from the childcare support it gave

mothers, combined with the attitude that as long as the child was over three and the session

was only half a day. then preschool experiences were a good things for children. By 1970 it

was estimated that a third of children reaching school had had some preschool experience (Hill

Report 1971). As feniliiy declined during the 1970's, the services were able to cope with the

demand and by 1982 it was estimated that 78% of four year olds had attended a preschool

before their cnir>' into school (Department of Education 1984). "Good mothers" ensured that

ilieir children went to preschool as a place providing play experiences in which children learnt

social skills, and certain academic skills, as a good preparation for school education. Like the

shift in attitude over breastfeeding, early childhood education became a new measure for

separating well reared children from badly reared ones. Sharon was very sensitive because she

had not sent her second child to kindergarten. She had not enrolled her at age two'^:

They sent me an enrolment form but I lost it. I think I sent for another
one but it never came. I felt so embarrassed about it all. But she was
quite happy at home. We used to go to things together. When she went
to school I asked what she was like in comparison with the other
children and the teacher said said she was fine. So it didn't hurt but I
thought that I war doing the wrong thing. I was letting her down
somehow.

Early childhood services provided much support for moihers and several of the women

paid tribute to this. Adrienne initially became involved in the local playcentre'^ because it

offered playgroups for children under the age of two and there were waiting lists at the

kindergarten. She became involved in setting up a new playgroup, began her own playcentre

training, and eventually became tlie supervisor of the playcentre. Adrienne felt that there had
been many benefits for herself in this experience, but most of all friendship:

Without a doubt the companionship. And you had to learn to think
about other people's ideas and feelings. I enjoyed it and I made friends
and my children did too.

Children were enrolled at aged two and called up for a place sometime after the age of three.
In many areas during the 1970's this would not happen until aged four. Research showed that
one of the reasons lower economic groups and some ethnic groups were not sending their
children to preschool was because they had not enrolled their children at the right time (Dcpt
of Education 1984).

Unlike the kindergarten which received government funding to pay the salary of teachers,
the playcentre was run by parents themselves. The philosophy was that parents and not the
tciichers were tlie experts on tlieir children.
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Annetle chose playcentre because she could lake ihe baby and did noi have a car lo gel

her child to the kindergarten. But she found the commitment a strain:

/ appreciate the philosophy and tend to go along...! noticed other
mothers who found it very difficult to fit in their duties at playcentre
plus care for younger children. A lot of women left playcentre to go to
kindergarten because of the sheer commitment. They just didn't have
it...3ut I realise that I did make a lot of friends there.

Elizabeth was an advocate of the idea of early childhood education, but with a view

that she wanted it as a break for herself too. She sent her children to kindergarten on the basis

that it gave her time away from mothering and required a minimal involvement*

/ don't think children are my whole life. I will never go as far as that. I
always like to have something extra that is mine. There is another self
that is partly postponed.

Elizabeth saw this as a compromise. She had earlier worked while she had a preschooler, but

now she would soon have three children she could not manage work. Sending her children to

kindergarten fitted within the boundaries of being a good mother even though she she regarded

the time as selfishly being her own.

Early childhood organisations were powerful in prescribing codes of acceptable and

unacceptable roles for women, in addition to friendship, support, relief and opportunities for

women. But not all the women fitted their prescription of being a good mother. Organisations

like playcentre, Plunket, Parent Centre and kindergarten assumed that mothers were at home

with their preschoolers and were available for fundraising, help and/or supervision. Moreover,

they were strong advocates of mothers not working and often reluctant to see their services

used by working mothers. For example Delwyn found it difficult when she left the local

playcentre to put her child into childcare so that she could study:

Again with the infuence of the Parents Centre'"^ group I felt guilty.
That Parents Centre has a lot to answer for as they are really for the
traditional mother. P went to playcentre and they rounded on me too.
Parents Centre and playcentre go hand in hand. They told me what a
rotten mother I was and made me feel guilty. The ironical thing now is
that so many of them are out working whereas I am at home. They tried
to make me feel guilty and they did make me feel guilty but I carried on
regardless.

In fact, seven out of the thirteen women used childcare services at some point so that they

could work, study, or in the case of Beverly, as an emergency when she was in hospital ill.

For some of the women this was the only early childhood education their children received and

they argued that childcare was a support to their family and in no way harmful. The growing

support for childcare during the 1970's, the increasing use of it by middle class women to

pursue careers, and the gradual improvements in quality of childcare services, were to make it

more acceptable than it had been in earlier years. But still, women who used childcare felt

guilty initially, and like mothers who had not sent their children to kindergarten or playcentre

An organisation giving support to parents that had strong connections with playcentre.
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fell Uiey had lo justify iheir actions and prove that ihcir children had not been harmed. By the

mid 1980's. however, the relationships between the early childhood services was changing.

The 1984 Labour Government had a policy of equity between the services and promised

funding support to childcare, to make it affordable to parents and to improve the quality. There

\\as also government support for childcare as part of the policy for encouraging equal

opportunities for women in the workplace. There was for the first time a shift in political

rhcioric, if not actual policies, that early childhood services should not only service the needs

of children but of families as a whole. It was being argued that Government policy on early

childhood should not be used, as it had in the past, to constrain the options of women but to

enhance them (Cook 1985d). Both kindergarten and playcentre were tentatively looking

towards ways to restructure their services so that they could accommodate the needs of

working mothers. Between 1975 and 1985 playcentre attendance had dropped from 22,000 to

14,000 as fewer women were prepared to make the commitment it demanded. Instead more

women looked to investing that energy in the workplace and in themselves, rather than their
children.

WORKING FOR CHANGE

During Uiis period there was a plethora of organisations and activities calling for involvement

from women and working on behalf of women. Some arose under the framework of feminist

activism; many were formed around specific issues like abortion or childcare; while established
political organisations also saw an increased involvement by women. The activities of the
younger group of women spread across all of these, but like the older women there were some
who had no involvement: like Raewyn where farm and family responsibiliUes allowed no
time; or Sheila who needed all her energy to cope with her own life; or Elizabeth and Denise
who avoided committees or clubs and preferred their ume away from children to be for
themselves. As with the generation earlier, there was again an emphasis on the causes of
"reasonable feminism" (Wilson 1980). Only two of the women became involved in feminist
groups that were explicitly working for radical change: Penny who had always been acuve m
radical politics, and Carolyn, who never married and was to gradually identify herself with
feminist issues in working women's organisations. There was often sympathy for feminist
issues, but for most of the women, activism was in organisations like kindergarten, Plunket,
playcentre, childcare, Parent's Centre, and school committees. These were relevant and
essential to tlieir lives at the time, and they were seen as acceptable in that they were not seen

as threatening the status quo. Yet such activism did politicise women by making them more

conscious of the oppression of women at home and outside of it. As Zillah Eiscnstein (1981)
has argued, the cause of liberal politics can serve radical politics. With the younger women

there was more evidence of a commitment that would not be dropped so easily under pressure

from family demands, and for Penny, Adrienne, Annette and Beverly this commitnienl at
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times had the priority of a paid job. The final three case studies look at three different

strategies of political and personal change showing the interwoven strands between the

personal and political in relation to social change.

Radical Politics

Penny's involvement with radical politics had begun in the 1960's with the left wing

Progressive Youth Movement (PYM). But the experience of childrearing was to shift the

focus of Penny's activism towards issues affecting women with children. Penny also became

involved in mainstream organisations while retaining her radical perspective and radical brief

for revolution. This required political and personal accommodation in order to be accepted and

credible by both her radical and more mainstream associates. The process began when women's

liberation arrived in New Zealand:

It very quickly had a dramatic impact on the PYM...The men in PYM,
the young men were forced by the women to look at their
sexism...When it was asked to put up speakers of mobilisation, women
were put up and women were in chairing positions...The women got
together so that if any man was taking advantage of a woman there was
a reporting system. The men weren't allowed to make any sexist jokes
and the responsibilityfor change was laid on them.

When Penny had her first child she already had a philosophical commitment to the idea of

group experiences being good for children, and placed her one year old in childcare so that she

could work as a postie. She was influenced by marxist writings on the family and it seemed a

natural transition to become involved in the early childcare campaigns of the 1970's:

We did things like organise sit-ins. S was only a week old and we
organised this sit-in at the Auckland City Council. We leafletted areas
on childcare. We held demonstrations relating to childcare.

This kind of activism was linked also to concerns about women's employment and particularly

equal pay:

Equal pay highlighted the unpaid work that women did. We were very
into the unpaid work that women did. The ways of showing that were in
the employment struggle and in the childcare struggle.

Penny was looking towards a revolution for women and for society but was also pragmatic:

/ rememberfeeling that we weren't in a revolutionary stage and that the
general community was not in a heightened stale of awareness...My
analysis at that stage was that it was going to be many years before
there was a revolutionary situation. I was far more intensely aware of the
power of the state than a lot of them were...I decided that given the time
and energy that you should first of all work with ordinary people
involved in established groups. To at least exhaust their possibilities as
that is where the bulk of the people are at.

Her first move in this direction was to become involved in ilie local playcentre:

/ had a very political idea of getting involved, but I aho had needs to get
to know people, to have friends. I really did needfriends and the friends I
made then are still close friends. We write.

Helen: Politically ihey would have been quite different to you?
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Completely different, but I used to analyse what was happening, I think
my political thing gave me tools for analysing practical situations. I
saw Playcentre Education Officer as the thing I wanted to be as you ran
and organised the discussion groups and I jaw that as potentially the
most radical thing to do.

Penny saw radical poliiics as enabling people lo make changes in their own lives:

/ have never felt that / know what sort of change. / am quite happy with
people making small advances as far as their understanding is. What it
did mean waj that within the group we set up a lot of things for our
mutual support which I didn't really see as politically radical. Baby
sitting clubs, a food co-op. We set up a solo parents club. I saw the
culture thing too as very political. There were problems in the Centre
that were really racist in origin.

An invoivenieni in playcentre after the Progressive Youth Movement was a kind of an

accommodation to the realities of living in the suburbs with three young children and no

transport, but Penny became conscious that interpersonal relationships between men and

women were probably the most explosive issue politically:

I daren't touch their relationships at that stage with their husbands
because it woj too sensitive and they weren't ready for it. I found out
later when I became involved in parent groups that very quickly women
wanted to look at their own relationship. That woj political and they all
very quickly left their husbands. Potentially "parenting" is a very radical
thing... You are looking at a family relationship and that is dynamite.

From an involvement with groups working towards revolution, Penny had come to believe

that it was the personal that was the most political and that women had to make changes in

their relationships before any real liberation was possible. This was also an arena in which she

could mesh her own domestic responsibilities and needs with her tools of political analysis

and activism.

Playcentre as a nrocess of education

Beverly still felt a lingering sense of failure in not passing her School Certificate

exams^^ . Beverly started attending playcentre when her first child was two and was self-

conscious about her own ability amidst a group of middle class women who appeared to be so

confident. This child was fifteen at the time of Beverly's first interview and she was

contemplating moving into paid employment for the first time since her marriage. At a second

interview two years later, Beverly had just been appointed to a high status communications

position, and as she said To think that I haven't even got my School Certificate. The process

of this change came through her involvement with the playcentre movement. Beverly felt that

she struck playcentre at a good lime:

There were no expectations of me. .There were no demands that you must
do training because the place is going to the pack. So it was really
good...! actually hid a lot. Several times the supervisor said to me,
"You're a natural".

18 trExaminations sal in the fifth form year.
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It was concern over a mildly retarded son that really got Beverly interested. She learnt skills

which helped her identify his retardation and helped her as a parent handle his behaviour

difficulties. Her first training certificate was a family occasion which also involved her

husband:

He came to the graduation with me. He thought it was going to be like
a school prize giving - boring, but it was absolutely fantastic. A really
big do. He was really impressed but then he got to the stage that if
anything went wrong with the kids he'd say, "You've done this training,
you should know what to do".

Beverly continued with her training and became more positive about herself and aware that she

had special skills:

I started to think that maybe I could do something, but then I would
think, "What have I got to offer"...Then / started to realise that I was a
person of worth and it wasn't until then that I did. I was accepted for
what / could do. Not for School Cert or UE'^, or whether I was nice
looking or had good clothes. It was me and I could do it and it was just
lovely...When I heard one or two things back like B is a fantastic
supervisor I was a bit frightened because I had never thought that anyone
might think that I was special.

All the years in which Beverly was talcing her children to playcentre and even after her third

child had started school, Beverly resisted going into paid employment. Her husband was on a

low wage, and managing a family of three required sacrifice:

We don't have lot of things. The kids don't have a lot of clothes. They
have one clean and one in the wash. We live very much like that.
Clothes that other people give us... We have plain simple meals and we
don't go out at all. We go and visit mums. We don't have expensive
things in the home.

Part of this decision was because of her commitment to playcentre and to give to others what

she had beeii given, but there was also a commitment to her marriage:

Once I got into this playcentre thing and taking positions of
responsibility I did a lot of soul searching of my life about where I was
going, my marriage and my children. And I can remember making the
decision. I was scared that I would outgrow J and the kids I suppose.
It was exciting growing and seeing things in myself..but I thought that
my marriage was so important that I would give up against all else if I
felt it was pulling. That sounds dreadfully self-sacrificing. I can
remember all the things I was learning at human relationship and
leadership courses and I would come home and tentatively share them
with J and he would think I was mad.

This process of change was, as Penny earlier described, the most politically delicate and

explosive, and Beverly was wary of widening the potential conflict she could see and feel. A

personal crisis came when she was offered an important position in playcentre. She accepted

the position, but reaffirmed her commitment to the marriage:

I don't have meetings here. This is his home and his castle too. I was
getting all I wanted so I made the decision to divorce the two. I realised

University Entrance exam sal or accredited in liic .sixth form year.
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[hat J couldn't cope with all that other although he was very
supportive of me hut always in the background. I don't try to change
him / love my home too much yet I way scared that he couldn't cope
With my new self.

Beverly's new self bivughi her inio coniaci wilh the ideas of the women's movement and
lesbian fenunlst women. This created ambivalent feelings, of supporting many of the ideas,

-  11

bill feeling the ihrcal ot ii personally:

i\'o\v that really frightened me. This was all part of the struggling
within, hut to me the most important part still was my marriage and my
children, and yet / could see that perhaps! really had afuture elsovhere.

Tliis iimk lime and anguish to resolve; of accepting thai il was really a women's movement

w hich had changed her. but that she could also be comfortable wilh choices in her personal life

iliai may appe^ir contrary to the feminist ideal. Like Penny, Beverly had become aware of the

power of being an Education Officer in playcenire. They worry me sick at what I am doing

hecause women say, "Oh gosh it has changed my life". Oh good heavens!.

When Beverly began her new job. her pay was double that of her husband, but again
she had adopted the philosophy of keeping home and work separate and of ensuring that her
marriage and children were still paramount. The immediate change in their lifestyle had been
in persuading her husband that he need not work overtime. This caused tension because he was

unused to evenings of leisure at home, but then he had started cooking the evening meal.
Throughout these personal and conomic changes, Beverly consciously avoided allowing

personal change to translate into a reordering of priorities or political activism, although she
was very conscious of its power to do so.

A New Ouilook

A popular course at New Zealand Polytechnic Institutes for women who were looking
towards new options when their children were at school or left school, was "New OuUook"-
The following insights came from women on two such courses. All had had a long break from
the workplace and had made a priority commitment to home, husband and family. Few had
skills that could be immediately transferred into employment, and most had married men who
had moved ahead in Uicir careers. There were also women who were on the Domestic Purposes
Benefit and were worried about what was to happen when their youngest child was sixteen and
they would have to join the workforce. In Uie New OuUook course these women were sharing
their concerns and examining their options, a process as, Dclwyn and Penny found, was very
political. The following comments show women in the process of manoucvcring towards a

M miVine decisionsmore independent identity apart from their home, children and husband ana muM. &

that would trigger off a ripple of changes in their family relationships:

Vicky : / arrange meals. There is always something on the table. Breakfast,
morning tea. lunch, afternoon tea. dinner. If I have to go out I woul
leave it all set out for him. I used to love the days he went away and
could have the day to myself. I'm not going to do that now. If he wants
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a cup of tea he can get it for himself and I will get my own when ! want
it too.

Suzanne: I joined this course because 1 was feeling rebellious with my husband.
"Hello Dear how was your day? What did you do today?" You are so
busy asking what he has done all day because he has been out in the
world. But now I am bringing home all these ideas and you have never
got him to discuss them before. The trouble is they are always the
radical bits. He is so used to bringing the news home.

Racline: / was carrying heaps of guilt about the marriage even though I had lived
very much on my own because my husband would only pop home for a
meal and naughty when it suited him. I ran off with another man but I
really copped a lot of flack. The scarlet woman and all that. / started
drinking....T was against me going out to work because he is the
breadwinner and so I came to this course. When I told him he said "But

what about the kids?". We had a flaming row and I said "Well what
about the fucking kids?"...Coming to the course and by coming out and
saying my problems and finding they all felt the same. Things have
started looking up..J am thinking of taking a job as a supervisor of a
road gang. I can get home and have a bath before T gets home and so
he won't see me looking all dirty and like a man.

Linda: / felt unsettled. The children are growing up and want to get a job but
they are hard to get. I don't just want any old job. I want it to be my
hours and I don't want a cleaning job as I have already done enough of
that. I want to use my brains. I want something stimulating.
Financially there is no reason but then there is that feeling of wanting
some money in hand. Since I came on the course my husband and / have
worked out our finances so that we both have some separate pocket
money.

Kay was more pessimistic and could clearly see herself as being caught between the

constraints of two codes: one of independence and one of security:

/ don't know what to do. If I am a good wife and look after my children I
lose my other skills. That is all very well but what if H leaves me
for another woman. That puts me in a very different situation. It's too

hard for a woman to try and keep a job and look after her husband and
family. The system works against it, but women need this as a safeguard
in case their men leave. It is not nice being in this situation of being
dependent on a man that way. You worry about the future.

All the women in this study had to confront this dilemma in some way, whereas the older

women vested their security more clearly in men because there were few other ways of

achieving it if a woman had children. Rosemary summed up the attitude that was changing the

consciousness of the younger generation of women:

We aren't anybody's trailers. As I have got older I have started to realise
that. I used to think that it wasn't important as I wanted to be a good
mother and a good wife and all the usual things. Now I feel a lot more
self-centred. Much more concerned about myself and realise that I have
to look out for me. Can't rely on other people.

There was now a realisation that security through dependence upon men was potentially

insecure, but the dilemma facing these women was that independence from men caused social

and economic vulnerability, led to marital conflict, and caused work overload unless men made
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sonic accomniodation. Apart from Penny, the other women in this study saw the men's

acconiniodaiion to change as being either cautious or strongly resistant
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

CONCLUDING OVERVIEW

When I ask what independence means to women I imagine it...as the
ways and means of transforming some of the stubborn realities of
everyday life, and of creating new possibilities for ourselves (Heron
1986:5).

The period of this study covers two generations of New Zealand social history and has

been concerned with tracing the changing context of life for a group of Pakeha women during

their childrearing years. The changes between generations have been both cumulative and

variable among different groups of women. In this study the women of both generational

groups also had much in common, in the sense that they all had the primary responsibility for

childrearing and were all economically dependent on their men or a Domestic Purposes Benefit

for periods of time. The continuity of experiences between the two generations outweighed the

discontinuity. However, alongside the common experiences between the two groups of women
there were identifiable differences in the context and meaning ascribed to their experiences.

Anthropologist Katherine Newman (1986) has addressed the question of there being distinctive
symbolic dialects between generations. In her analysis of divorced American women from two

generations, she concluded that their different cultural frameworks were in part "generational

phenomena" (1986:231). There are interesting comparisons as the women in both Newman's
and this study were of a similar age.

Firstly, like myself, Newman found that the older women's experiences of the
depression years and the Second World War had created a consciousness of scarcity. This was
urespective of economic class or their actual experience of deprivation during these years. In
my study the women expressed this in terms of their self-sacrifice, acceptance, managing and

do. Even though the older women in my study experienced considerable improvement
in their standard of living and/or upward mobility in the postwar years, they did not lose their
scrimping consciousness and skills. In both studies it was apparent too, that home
ownership, careful saving, acquisition of consumer goods, and investing resources into their

husbands breadwinning ability were seen by the women as security safeguards. This view of
security embodied a particular arrangement of gender roles and responsibilities which were

intended to protect them against social and economic vulnerability. In contrast, in both studies
the younger women were reared during a period of economic growth and although their

experiences varied, there was little impetus to acquire the kinds of survival skills possessed by
the older women. Newman found that the key concepts for the younger women were ones of

autonomy, independence and self-determination, and when faced with divorce, which was the

particular focus of her study, the younger women were concerned to find a plan of "liberation"

(1986:238), so that they would escape their dependence. This was in contrast to the older

divorced women who felt they were owed the on-going support of men. In both Newman's and

320
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my own study, it is evident that the concept of security for the younger women was more

ambivalent in relation to the assumption of economic and social dependence on men as part of

the gender relationship.

Secondly, in relation to this study, a shift in meaning can be seen when comparing the

older women's views of motherhood with that of the younger women. Apart from Dulcie who

was in full-lime employment throughout her childrearing years, the older women viewed

motherhood as a full-time task. For some this task was a "career", in the sense that it was seen

by the women as replacing the "career" they might have once had. This perception of

moilierhood as a full-lime vocation existed irrespective of the kinds of part-time paid work the

women were also doing. In contrast, the younger women saw motherhood as one of a number

of things things they were doing with their lives, even though in most cases, all of the

youngei women spent some time as a full-time mother. Staying at home to care full-time for

children was justified as a necessary arrangement at the time, but one that would invariably

have to end. Even the women who had not returned to work and whose children were all at

school, had a consciousness that motherhood was not seen as a full-time task by expressing

guilt that they had not yet made plans for the future. While the younger women often expressed

enjoyment in motherhood there was less sense of vocation in the role, a view that reinforces

the findings of both, McKinlay's (1983) study of New Zealand motherhood, and Wearing's

(1984) study of the ideology of motherhood in Australia. Both of these studies identified a more

recent view that motherhood was one of various options for women. During the postwar period

that this study covers, there was a demonstrable shift in the balance of power between men and

women. In her study of motherhood in eigthteenth century France, Badinter (1980) suggests

that such shifts in power are invariably accompanied by shifting responsibilities and rights over

children. In early postwar New Zealand, married women saw the role of full-time mother and
wife as bringing economic security and political support for the needs of women and children.
The later generation of women as mothers in this study, felt more ambivalent about this earlier
view. They were to realise that the achievement of economic security and poliUcal power for
themselves meant that such a full-time commitment to motherhood was almost impossible.

^  . • „ in fhpnerception of paid work for women in thisThirdly, there was a shift in meaning in tne p f
_  . i,„H children, their paid work was either hidden, in

study. Once the older women were mamed or haa cm
r  , u fhat they were in paid work, or it was neatlythe sense that few people would have realisea mai 3 3

c- ^ A V. ^ ru r -1 oo nnf rn cause conflict. Dulcie was again an exception,fitted around the needs of the family so as not to caust/ p

but she came from a tradition where working class women worked and she resisted the
bourgeias ethic of wives staying at home to be supported by their husbands. Even though the

j  1. • «,^r»iAvment or enjoyed the increased financialother women sometimes enjoyed their employm ciai
.  iiKtified mainly through the context of theirindependence it gave, their employment was jusu

^  , , . • Tn contrast for the younger women, paid work during
giving support to the male breadwinner, in conuaai e

.  . ... ■ .,.1 more clearly linked to their own identity as atheir childreanng years was more visible and more 3
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person. However, these women still tried to minimise the conflict their paid work might cause,

and the additional money was invariably used to support the well-being of the family.

The existence of a symbolic dialect that both defines and reflects meaning in any

particular generation is a useful concept, and in my study this shift in meaning was also

evident in the older women's perceptions of the lifestyle of their daughters or other women of

the younger generation. Conversely, it was also apparent when the younger women appraised

their mother's lives or women of the older generation. Their respective ordering of priorities

was clearly different For example, while the older women welcomed and were even envious of

the opportunities of their daughters, there was also a sense of ambivalence. For some of the

older women this was expressed as a kind of anger that their daughters had not always availed

themselves of opportunities which they, in their youth, would have given anything to have

had. Their daughters had left school or got pregnant loo young, married too soon, had left a

husband who seemed to be a "good provider", or had not pursued the opportunities which the

older women felt they had sacrificed themselves to provide. On the other hand when the

yoimger women had, for example, moved back into the workforce, it was not unusual for the

older women to express concern about the effects of their actions on the children or husband.

The potential conflict of interest between family members that this posed, was something the

older women felt uncomfortable about, as they interpreted such an action as perhaps upsetting

the balance of gender roles and responsibilities in which they themselves had invested for

security. The older women could accept that their daughters should have a right to some life of

their own, but would cite their own self-sacrifice in placing the interests of children and

husbands before their own needs. Several of the older women, however, believed in retrospect

that they had been foolish to do so to such an extent and admired their daughter's comparative

mdependence. But they would still express concern that their daughter was taking risks and

pursuing ends that they thought were not in the interests of the family as a whole.

From the younger women in this study there was a consistent view that they were not

prepared always to place the interests of other family members before their own, as their

mothers had appeared to do. They were more ambivalent about this kind of investment in men

and even children , and did not see it in their own best interests in terms of future security or

well-being. All of these women still measured the differences between their mother's situation

against their own in terms of autonomy, in the sense that younger women might have more

access to money, the use of a car, or a husband who could cook or help look after the children.

Even for those women whose lives were still arranged around the traditional breadwinner -

homemaker roles, there was concern that such an attitude might be "old fashioned" although

they would justify their choice of action by arguing that any other arrangement would create

stress and conflict. In appearance, however, there was still a strong continuity between the

younger women's and older women's lives in the sense that all the women had had the primary

responsibility for childrearing. Although the sample of younger women may be selective and
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small, all except one woman still regarded some economic and social security within a

heterosexual relationship as being necessary. The differences however were that the younger

women saw other options in the long term which could be achieved by some. In contrast, the

older women showed less consciousness of possible alternatives. Such alternatives did not

appear to exist for these women, or if they dreamed about the possibility of alternatives, as

Meg did when she thought about a career for herself and daycare for her children, the reality was

that it was impossible to achieve. For the younger women, both views of security in relation

to gender roles and responsibility were powerful, but they were caught between the two in the

sense that, in their ideal forms, both views were only possible for a very few women.

It was evident with both groups of women that the older view of security, which was

so pervasive in the early postwar years, was seen as more acceptable and correct, and that the

changing perspective of the younger women was less acceptable. This retrospective aura of

normality surrounding, in particular, the decade of the 1950's is understandable when viewed in

its historical context. But it is also misleading. Set between a decade of war and reconstruction

and the decade of the 1960's when many values were challenged, it has been tempting for the

present generation to see the apparent order and consensus of the 1950's as a measure of being

acceptable or unacceptable. The years before and after the 1950's have appear by comparison as

more uncertain. To many people the apparent social changes of recent years appear to diverge

from the acceptable and to be creating a sense of uncertainty, although to others they are

evidence of the real diversity in New Zealand lifestyles and values. The argument of this study

is that such aberrations and/or diversification in lifestyles were not just a post 1960s

phenomena, but had in fact taken root much earlier. New Zealand society in the early postwar

years was structured in such a way as to cover up flrstly,the changing social patterns in terms

of demographic changes and inequality, and secondly, the diversity in terms of cultural and

changing lifestyles that were already present In the context of America, for example, Andrew

Cherlin (1983:158) has argued that demographic patterns of the 1950's should be seen as

"distinctive" in that they were at odds with the decades preceding or following. Cherlin found
that the patterns of fertility, divorce, age of marriage, and roles of men and women evident later

during the 1980's were more in accord with trends that had begun earlier in the century. In this
context it can be argued that the 1950's were anomalous,and created mainly by the impact of
the extraordinary circumstances of a depression and war. In New Zealand, as in most Western

countries, the war encouraged economic growth, and the cumulative psychological effect of a

depression and a war encouraged an ideological climate that was fertile ground for idealism and

Utopian views. This combination facilitated the chance for more people to live according to a

middle class, European bourgeois ideal of separate spheres for men and women, which had
become prevalent in the late nineteenth century. By the postwar period these ideals had become

the criteria against which normality in the arrangement of family lifestyles could be measured
for all economic classes. Applying Cherlin's argument to New Zealand, where there arc close
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similarities to American demographic patterns, it can be suggested that this criteria of

acceptablity which has come to characterise memories of the 1950's, has overshadowed the

growing diversity of lifestyles. Furthermore, this "invisible" diversity was in fact "normal" in

relation to longitudinal trends, and that the "visible" criteria of order that was strongly

expressed in the 1950's was in Cherlin's terms, "distinctive" or abnormal. This contradiction

between ideology and reality was evident in many dimensions of family life. So for example,

while women at home were being glorified as symbolic of the order of how good families

should operate, they were in fact quietly taking paid employment to support the children and a

family life style which women at home were supposed to be servicing full-time. However the

apparent ideological unity surrounding separate spheres for men and women was pervasive, and

has in retrospect become a dominant paradigm because both men and women had vested

economic, social and political interests in preserving its appearance. By the 1970's, the belief

in this investment was neither as powerful as it had been, nor were women quite so dependent

on it. The values and economic structures upon which the ideology of separate spheres was

constructed were being challenged and were changing. A diversity of family life styles began to

appear as inevitable, more widespread and more acceptable - although never totally acceptable.

The movement towards the recognition of New Zealand as a society with a variety of

family lifestyles can be linked with the tendency of women to negotiate more independence

within families, although this has been seen by some as disruptive to the assumed unity of

mterests of men, women and children. Yet so much has happened in terms of new educational

and work opportunities, the ability of women to control their fertility more, and legislative

support for women's equality, that it has often been assumed that women have gained

independence. For example, after the advent of women's suffrage in the late nineteenth century,
it was asserted that women had an equal voice in social and political affairs with men. Later, in

the postwar years, it was asserted that women had equality in difference through separate

spheres, and it was up to women to choose between a career and marriage. Then in the 1970's,

It was said that women had equal rights - and it was up to women to achieve them. These

assumptions, however, supressed the difficulties and conflicts surrounding the movement

towards independence ftom, and equality with, men. There is a difference, for example, between

the theoretical acquisition of rights for women during the 1970-80's, and the extent to which

women could pursue them. It can be argued that by 1985 women had more choices, and the

evidence for this can be measured on a generational basis as has been done in this thesis. Real

choice, however, has bcc-i differentially available to women in terms of their class and

educational background, and it is probably a more useful perspective to record that today some
women have fewer constraints and exclusions than previously, and that changing attitudes have

made it easier for some women to make choices. The recent media myth, however, has been

that all women have choices because they now have equal opportunities with men, but such

assumptions do not take account of the fact that, for example, married women, and women
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wiili children often have lo make choices which makes Ihe pursuit of this equality impossible.

As this study lias shown, unless a women has superx^'oman qualities, or is economically

privileged, it is vcr>- diilieult lo combine chiidrcaring and a full-lime job.

Pie lessening of some of the consiiainis surrounding women's lives during the present

century has on tlic one hand given women more room to manoeuvre, but on the other hand the

basic conHicts underlying this quest ha\e changed little. Women who are mothers are still tom

lx:iwecn ilicir childrcanng responsibilities in the home, and the economic dependence upon men

Lluii this entails, and between their self-identity and independence as a person in a wider world

ouLside the home. Tliis contlici has created feelings of ambivalence and confusion for women as

ilicy have aiicniptcd lo reconcile ilie needs of others, as well as the needs of self, the needs of

economic and emotional security with the need for self-fuiriiment and independence. These

basic conflicts, however, have been c.\pressed in different ways as the context of meaning of
"independence" for women has shifted. The lives of the two groups of womwi as mothers in

iliis study span a fony year period. But it is relex'ant also to look briefly at some earlier

expressions of tJiis conflict as a means of understanding the changing views of independence for
women in recent years.

The 1970's women's movement held out the idealisac promise of independence in
which It was argued that women should not only have economic and sexual independence &om

men, but also tliat the bearing and rearing children should place no constraint upon self-
fulfilment. This was a challenge to the particular construction of femininity which located
women's childbeanng and rearing functions within marriage, in which the gender ranking and
division of the labour was arranged around women's dependence as a homemaker and men's role
as a breadwinner. This kind of order had been championed a century earlier in what Olssen and
Ldvesque (1978) described as the new "cult of domesUcity", which would bring a new order to
family life based on middle class values and economic expectations. Throughout the following
century this ideal for family life was strongly espoused and supported by policy makers in most
Western nation states, but even during the 1950's, when the gap between the ideal and reality
was the narrowest, the economic and social situations made this ideal impossible to achieve

During the late nineteenth century the women's suffrage movement had espoused
independence for women as a right to exercise an independent voice on political matters, and
later the rights of girls and women to gain access to the kinds of education once available only
to boys and men. Underlying this quest was the view that women would be able to achieve
economic independence by way of the new professions opening up for them and that equality of
education was the key to this independence. These again were middle class aspirations that
sought in particular to redress the dependence of unmarried women on their families; working
class women had few such choices, economic survival being the priority. During this period
the view of independence which sought a voice for women in the world beyond the home, sat

uncomfortably alongside the views embodied in the "cult of domesticity", whichsomewhat
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sought to restrict the boundaries of women's lives within the home. This conflici was partly

"managed" by the distinction between married and unmarried women, in that if a woman

"chose" to marry she was accepting that her primary responsibilities were towards her husband

and children.

One of the important, but since much maligned, thrusts of feminism at this time was

the redefinition of spinsterhood as a positive choice for women (Jeffreys 1985). These were

middle class women, with independent means or professional qualification, who made such a

choice, either because they wanted to pursue a way of life that would not be possible if they

married, or they were lesbian and/or, because they regarded marriage as a kind of sexual slavery.

Unlike later heterosexual feminists, who sought to redefine the nature of marriage itself, these
women saw little possibility of men changing. In such views a conflict of interest was seen

between men and women, and separation from men was seen as the only means of attaining

independence. This meant that there was also a conflict of interest between women and children
in the sense that having children necessitated sexual and economic dependence upon men, as
there were no acceptable frameworks for unmarried women to bear and rear children. In New

Zealand, for example, the Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), which organised the
campaign for the vote, led a crusade for social purity which demanded not only a total

prohibition on alcohol, but also an end to the double standards of sexuality for men and
women. The WCTU perceived male sexuality as a major problem for women, and the

organisation campaigned against all forms of sexual activity except for the purposes of
reproduction, because they believed that sex degraded women (Bunkle 1980:62-3). The situation
for mamed women in this view, was somewhat ambivalent. Married women were the partners
of male sexuality, although motherhood itself was viewed also as a pure state.

In the years following World War One, feminist concems in New Zealand, Britain and

America shifted towards an accommodation with the"cult of domesticity", and its glorification
of motherhood. The mainstream femininst focus shifted away from explicitly seeking
separation from, and independence from men, to issues such as birth control, and family

support and protection. Marriage, with separate spheres for men and women, was reaffirmed

strongly as the norm, and the concern was to improve the situation of women within marriage,
but without challenging the gender roles embodied in separate spheres. Olive Bank's analysis of

Pages of Feminism (1981) in America and Britain termed the shift as "welfare feminism",

in that it acknowledged that women were first and foremost mothers. Within this context,

however, feminist activism was still radical and, for example during the 1930-40's in New
Zealand, can be seen in the Sex and Hygiene Society's work to promote family planning
(Fenwick 1977). This new feminist perspective did not embody the earlier ideals of sexual
and/or economic independence from men, but sought to give women more autonomy within

the marriage relationship. It was assumed that firstly, economic security for all women could

be attained through co-option, rather than separation from men; for example, a breadwinner's
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waj»c was scon as crucial, as was a mothcxhood allowance. Secondly, there was -the

assuniiujon ibai the inicrcsis of women and men, or women and their children were

syiioiuuiuHiN :hu1 not in conflict, as was apparent in the earlier view.

Hic jx*riiHl lor tins - siikly from 1945 onwards - is of interest as a period of transition

«n that there was an aitcnipi by women to reconcile and reformulate these earlier feminist

PcrsiKviives. t >nc .souithi indepcndcrKC for women apart from men, but this assumed celibacy
and childlessness, and another sought to improve the situation for women and children within

flic marriage relationship. In the early postwar years, the view was that women would still have

c tuH)se tx-i w cen a career in the workforce or a dedication to marriage and motherhood. Hie

reality was heavily weighted towards the latter. However, there was a growing view that

niarricd women should be allowed more independence to pursue their Oftm interests, to woik

voluntarily in the coiiinumiiy or part-time in the workforce. But by^ihe 1970-80's the new

^^prcssion of feminism in the women s movement was that childreanng and relationships with
^cn should not be a barrier to economic independence for women, and sexuality for women

should not entail dependence on men as it had usually done in the pasL There was a much

clearer articulation of fli<^ conflict in interests between women and men and women and

children, and as Hartmann argued the family became the "locus of a struggle" (1981:368). As
constraints against some women lessened, the contradictions surrounding women's lives
more openly acknowledged. But while there was more conflict, there were also new

Opportunities that attempted to reconcile it So for example if a woman "chose" to continue
^ork during the early childreanng years, there was conflict between the interests of herself and

children. But at the same time there were more childcare options available than in the early
postwar years, and less antagonism by society to those women who used childcare. The
^^isiencc of childcare did not totally reconcile the conflict, but eased it and for some women

the connict manageable. Where women chose not to reconcile the conflict, and for
attempted to combine sexual independence and motherhood by being a single mother,

faced economic, emotional and social vulnerability. To avoid such vulnerability it was
in the interests of most women to reconcile conflict. For some women in this study, this

reaffirm ing the established gender ranking and responsibiliUes. and from the mid 1970's
groups emerged which articulated a refomiulation of more conservative views in which the

'"^crests of men and women were again deemed to be complementary rather that contradictory.
most of the women, however, the existence of conflict meant making compromises and

^^^nowlcdging that women with children cannot gain loud independence As Liz Heron
^^^86:35) has written about women in Britain during the 1980's. "The patterns of female
^''Pcricnce at iheir most familiar have a common thread - that one set of satisfachons involves

loss of another, that one kind of happiness rules out another". The difference between the
^  and the l940-50's would be that women in the later period theoretically have had
rriom L ar>icrmine and balance die "saUsfactions".o choice in how to
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Economic changes have been just as potent in their affect on family lifestyles during

the period of this study. The shifts for women from total dep>cndcncc towards independence have

been inextricably bound within an economic order which demanded a more educated and skilled

workforce and which incorporated more and more working class women into the labour force.

Although women still do not necessarily define themselves as breadwinners, and there is still

gross inequality in the workforce between men and women, the monetary contribution of

women to the family has in most cases become essential for the economic survival of the

family as a unit. There is however a class difference in this incorporation. Working class

women have always worked, although not necessarily visible in the formal economy, and their

contribution has been an essential part of the household's survival. Middle class families,

however, have had to secure more directly through the workplace the extra income to maintain

their lifestyle and acquisitions. On the one hand the growing economic independence of women

has revealed the emerging conflict of interest between family members, but it has also mediated

the conflict because women have generally ploughed their new economic resources back into

the support of the family. Such economic independence has usually been a matter of the power

to influence family spending patterns, or in the potential rather than the actual independence it

signifies for options outside of the family. A growing consumerism too, has altered the focus

and arrangement of family life. In the time span of this study alone, the acquisition of

consumer appliances to lessen the domestic load has snowballed, and the younger women were

purchasing more items like ready-made food and clothing, and services such as childcare and

entertainment, rather than provide these themselves as the older women tried to. In the

generation before this study there was still a servant class in New Zealand to provide domestic

services for some women, but this had all but disappeared by 1945 and during the early postwar

years women from all economic classes provided such services for their families. Ernest Gellner

has argued that the old stabilities and inequities vested in social roles are incompatible with the

rapid economic changes which have accompanied the growth-orientated industrial societies, and

that a consequence of the social mobility in this kind of society is "a certain kind of

egalitarianism" (1983:24). From the perspective of New Zealand society one can argue that the

earlier rigidity of the sexual division of labour in the workplace and in the home, has become

more flexible and this has advantaged women. But by 1985 the advantages were still selective,

and more flexibility had still not altered the basic arrangements and privileges of the sexual

division of labour. Thus, the quest towards equality for women may have encouraged by

economic changes but it has not been a hand in glove experience.

Another factor underpinning the changing aspirations of women can be seen in the

shift from an ideal of self-sacrifice in women towards one of self-fulfilment. This has been

linked to the growth of individualism which again undermined the assumption that the interests

of all family members were synonomous. The code of self-sacriHce which had earlier made

possible the appearance of synonomous interests between women and men and women and
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children, has become less poicni. In a postwar era where self-fulfilment has become a more

fashionable code, the conflict of interests between family members has become more visible. It

luLs not only been that women have sought more political power, economic resources and time

apart from domestic responisbiliiies to pursue personal fulfilment, but also, as Ehrenreich's

(1983) analysis has shown, men too have sought to escape from the economic responsibilities

of supporting women and children. Also in the world of childhood, the criteria for childrearing

have become more complex, requiring considerably more parental input than in earlier years,

and the cost of supporting children in time and money has competed with the expanding

consumerism of adult lifestyles. The conflict thus operated in all contexts. The growth of

individualism was accompanied by the emergence of the bourgeois family (Berger and Berger

1984), but individualism has in the past been balanced by strong codes of social and moral

responsibility. The precariousness of such a balance was always present,but reconciled insofar

as women were concerned by a code of self-sacrifice,which made it more possible to mediate

conflict. It can be argued that the old balance is tipping towards individualism, thus altering the

structures within which the bourgeois family has prospered. The growing debate and conflict

over "whose responsibility are children", in the sense of the state versus the family, and more

recently women versus men, are pertinent examples of the shifting balance of opinion. In New

Zealand, as in other industrialised societies, the individualistic quest for self-fulfilment has also

been symptomatic of a society which has, in the last fifty years, shifted from a national vision

of collective security in terms of politics and family life, to one which emphasises individual

opportunity often beyond local or even national interests. So for example, whereas the marriage

relationship was seen in the early postwar years as providing emotional and economic security
for women and children, this view was not so persuasive by the 1970's-80's. More women with
children were seeking new kinds of economic safeguards, or for a few^ economic and political
power that were located outside of the home, although even by 1985 the security of the

workplace, or the stale was just as precarious as the security of the home. Women have been

caught between establishing a foothold in both worlds. Another example of the shifting climate

of opinion towards individualism is that the State's earlier claim that bearing children was for

the good of the nation, which was still powerful during the early postwar years, has declined.
Children are now something couples may choose to have for their own well-being, although
ironically the State is being called to take more and more responsibility for supporting the cost

and time of childretiring.

In accepting that lite family has become a "locus of su-uggle" as family members seek

more self-fulfilment, this study has sought to show how women have attempted to redefine the

boundaries of their responsibilities and spheres of interest to allow this to liappen. This process

has revealed the conflict of interest for women with children between self - in terms of seeking

autonomy, and others -- in terms of dependence upon their men and responsibility to their
children. Prior to this process of redefinition, conflict for example over "who minds the
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children" was not so evident as women accepted that all childrearing responsibilities were

theirs. This study has explored the context of this redefinition for women with children within

three interconnected spheres of the family - motherhood, relationships witii their men and work,

and over the forty year period of this study it has been possible to identify shifts in the

construction of what is acceptable and possible, as women as mothers, individually in the

home and collectively outside of it, have renegotiated and extended the boundaries and the

criteria they use to define femininity. The findings from the sample of women in this study

show again that this process has been experienced differently by both groups of women. With

the older women such a redefinition was less explicit in the sense that the women saw little

option and indeed often wanted to fit into a pattern in which their role was defined by separate

spheres. In the early years after the World War Two it was, as Jane described, a yearning for the

appearance of stability and normality-that channelled the options for women. However, within

such a framework these women were redefining the boundaries of femininity without
challenging the ideal of separate spheres. Each of the older women slowly negotiated more
independence that served to broaden their role as a married woman with children. This
renegotiation and redefinition inevitably revealed new conflicts. And as Margolis (1984:271)
argued, in her analysis of white middle class American women, ., .1 the growing "disjuncture"
between the ideology and the reality of women's lives during this period created the discontent
which caused the later women's movement. The process of redefinintion for the younger
women was somewhat different. There was by then a new collective consciousness challenging
the definitions of femininity which their mothers had arranged their lives around. There was a
new set of rules around which choices could be justified. Those women whose lives were still

arranged aroimd the spheres of breadwinner and homemaker felt they had to justify why they
did not work, and why they did not feel oppressed. However, as this study has shown, such

ts away from the older framework were cautious and there was still a strong view that
although It was advisable and/or necessary to earn, it was still the responsibility of men, or the

, to support women and their children on the occasions when earning was not possible. In
ases the women in this study depended upon this support for periods of time. It was not so

hat the women were adopting a new code, although Penny came to closest to it, but that
y were tentatively adapting an older code by selectively using some of the ideological

rationales of the women s movement. Women, like Jane and Meg among the older women and
Penny among the younger women, who all tried at times to live by a newer code had an

ponant part in the redefinition of femininity for their respective generations. Although none
could successfully match any of the new codes witli the reality of their lives, each woman was
able, on occasions, to push beyond the boundaries of the old codes. As Wearing (1984:204)
argued m the context of her Australian study of motherhood, it was only those women who had
contact with "feminist Utopian ideas" who were able to construct any kind of workable
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alicmaiivc. And also, as in the case of Jane, Meg and Penny, access to to educational and/or

material resources %s'as a crucial factor in overcoming constraints.

This analysis can only be limited in its appraisal of this redefinition, in that it

focusscs on a very small group of women. Although these women had a wide range of

experiences it is a task for future researchers to test these general ideas against more specifically

selected groups of women with children: for example, an analysis of women with children who

never married, or who separated, or lesbian mothers. Each of these perspectives would bring the

richness of variety of experiences that this study can only begin to glimpse at. I hope,

however, tliat this study can give some general frameworks for others to contradict or build
upon. Of particular interest also would be following through the lives of the older women
beyond their childrearing years. This study cuts out the years of their lives in which they were
faced with finding an identity beyond that of a mother. This was not easy. And the question
that kept recurring throughout aU of this analysis was - What about the men? It was hard at

times to hold back from interviewing the men that these women were associated with during
their childrearing years. The men were absent from the analysis, but the women talked sue
lot about them.
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